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INTRODUCTl'ON

TO THE

VOYAGE TO THE PACIFIC OCEAN.

1'HE spirit of discovery, which had long animated
the European nations, havi .lg, after its arduous and
successful exertions during the fifteenth and six
teenth centuries, gradually subsided, and for a con
siderable time lain dormant, began t9 revive in Great
Britain jn the late reign· ; and recovered all its for
mer activity, under the cherishing influence, and
munificent encouragement, of' his present Majesty.

Soon after his accession to the throne, having
happily cIo.sed the destructive operations of war, he
turned his thoughts to enterprizes more humane, ~ut

not less brilliant, adapt.ed. to the season of re
turning peace. While every liberal art, and useful
study, flourished under his patronage at home, his
superintending care was extended to such brandies
of knowledge as required distant examination and
inquiry; and his ships, after bringing back victory
and c~nquestfrom every quarter of' the known world, .

• Two voyages for discovering a North-West passage, through
Hudson's Bay, were then performed; one under the command of
Captain Middleton, in his Majesty's ships the Furnace, and the
Discovery Pink, in 17401 and 1742; the other under the direc
tion of Captains Smith and Moore, in the ships Dobbs and Cali
fornia, fitted J)ut by subscription, in 1746 and 1H7. "
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INTRODUCTION TO THE

were now employed in opening· friendly commr..
nications with its hitherto unexplored recesses.

In the prosecution of an object so worthy of the
Monarch of a great commercial people, one voyage
followed another" in-close succession; and we may
add, in regular gradation. What Byron· had begun,
Wallist and Carteret! soon improved. Their su('
cess gave birth to i far more extensive plan of dis
covery, carried into execution, in two subsequent
voyages, conducted by Cook.§ . And that nothing
might be left unattempted, though much hall been
already done, the same commander, whose profes
sional skill could only be equalled by the persevering
diligence with which he had exerted it, in the course
of his former researches, was called upon, once more,
to resume, or rather to complete, the su.rvey of the
globe•. Accordingly, another voyage was .under
taken in 1776; which, though last in the order of
time, was far from be.ing tqe leait considerable, with
respect to the extent and importance of its objects;
yet, still, far less fortunate than any of the former.
as those objects were not accomplished, but at the
expence of the valuable life of its conductor.

When plans, calculated to be of general utility, are
carried into execution with partial views; and upon.

• Captain, now Admiral, Byron had under his command the
Dolphin and Tamer. He sailed in June, 1764, and retarned in
~ay, 1766. .

t Captain Wallis had under his command the Dolphin and
Swallow. He sailed in August, 1766, and returned, with the
Dolphin, ill May, 1768.+The Swallow, commanded by Captain Carteret, having been
separated from Wallis, and, by keeping a di1Ferent route, having
made different discoveries, tIllS may be cQnsidered as a distinct
voyage. The Swallow returned to England in March 1769. .

§ Captain Cook, in the Endeavour, sailed in August 1768, and
returned in July, 1771. .

In hill sec~d voyage, he had the Resolution and Adventure
under his command. They sailed from England in July, 1772,
and returned on the 80th of July, 1775."
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in~e~sted 'motives, it is' natural to alteltlpt to confi!1e;
wl.thm some narrow circle, the advantages whIch
,mIght have been derived to the world at ~arge by an
unreserved disclosure of all that had been effected.
.And, upon this principle, it has t60 frequentl,)t been
considered as sound policy, perhaps, in this country,
as well as amongst some of our neighbours, to affect
to draw a veil of secrecy over the result of' enter
prizes to discover and explore unknown' quarters of'
the globe. It is to the honour of' the present reign,
that more liberal views have been now adopted. Our
late voyages, from the very extensive objects pro
posed by them, could not but convey useful inform
,ation to every European nation; and, indeed, to
ellery nation, however remote, which cultivates com
merce, and is acquainted with navigation: and that
information has most laudably been afforded. The
same enlarged and benevolent spirit, which ordered
these several expeditions to be undert~ken, has also
taken care that the result of' their various discoveries
should be, authentically recorded. And the trans
2Jctions of the five *st voyages round the wofld
having, in due time, been communicated·, under the
authority of' his Majesty's naval minister; those' of
the sixth, which, besides revisiting many of' the
former discoveries in, the Southern, carried its
operations into untrodden paths in the Northern
hemisphere, are, under the same sanction, now sub-
mitted to the public iQ these volumes. . '

One great plan of nautical investigation having
been pursued throughout, it is obvious, that the se..
veral voyages' have a close connection, and that an
exact recollection of what had been aimed at, and
effected, in' those that preceded,' will throw con•

• The account of the four first of these voyages, compiled by
Dr. Hawkesworth, from the Journals of the several commanders,
was published in 1772, in three volumes quarto; and Captain
Cook's own acCOl.Ult ot the fifth, in 1777, in two volumes quarto.
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siderable light on our period. With a view, there:
fore, to assist the reader in forming a just estimate
of the additional information conveyed by this PUD
lication, it may not be improper to lay before him a
short, though cOl11preherisive, abstract of the prin
.cipal objects t11at had been previously accomplished,
arranged in such a manner, as may serve to unite,
into one p~int of' view, the various alticles which lie
scattered through the voluminoull Journals already in
the hands of the public;. those compiled by
Dr. Hawkesworth; and that which was written by
.Captain Cook himself: By thus shewing what had
.been formerly done, how much still remained for sub
llequent examination, will be more apparent; and it
.will be better understood on what grounds, though
the ships of' his Majesty had already circumnavj~ated

the world five different times, in the course of about
ten years, another voyage should still be thought ex
pedient. _

There wi-ll be a farther use in giving such an ab
stract a place. in .this Introduction. The plan ·of
discovery, carried on in so many successive expe
ditions, being now, we may take upon us to say, in a
great measure completed; by summing. up the final
result, we shall be, better able to do justice to the
.benevolent purposes it was designed to answer; arid
a solid foundation will be. laid, on .which we m~y

·build a satisfactory answer to '3. question, sometimes
asked by a peevish refinement and ignorant male
volence,. What beneficial consequences, if any, have
followed, or ,are likely to follow, to- the discoverers,
or to the discovered, to the common interests of hu.
manity, or to the increase of useful knowledge, from
·all our boasted attempts to explore the di8tant· re..
c~ss~s of the globe?
. The general object of' th~ several voyages round
,the'world, undertaken by the command of' his. Ma
jesty, prior tothat.related'in.tbis work, wastQ sear.ch
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for linknown, tracts orland that might 'exist within
the bosolllof the, immense expanse of ocean that
occupies the whole southern hemisphere. .

Within that space, so few researches had beeR
made, befo,re our time, and those few.resealcbes had
been made so imperfectly, t\1at the result of them, as

. communicated to the world in any narration,.' had
rather served to create uncertainty; than .to convey .
information; to deceive the credulous, rather than to
satisfy the judicious inquirer; hy blending the' true
geography of' above half' the, superficies of the earth,
with an endless' variety of plausible. conjectures,
suggested by ingenious speculation; of' idle .tales"
handed down by ;obscure tradition; or of bold Bc,,:.
tions, .invented .by: deliberate falsehood. .

It would have been very unfortunate,' indeed, if
·five. different circumna'l'igatofs of the -globe, 'some of
them' at least, if not :all,' in tnieks little ·known,. and
less frequented', ball produced no discoveries, to
reward the difficulties and perils unavoidably encoimlo
,teredo . :aut the following review will furnish ,the
most satisfactory' proofs, that his Majesty's instruc
:tioQs have been ex.ecuted with ability;. and.thatthe
repeated visits of his ships to the southern hemi~

,phere have very considerably added to our stock of
geographical ~nowledge. _, ,. . .

I. . . ,:,)

The South Atlantic Ocean was the first scene ofour
.opwations~ Falkland's Islands. had ,been hitherto'
,barel, knowD; to,ex}st; but their tr~e }iP.sition ~nd .e~
tent, ana every cIrcumstance whIch could render
their existence' of anr consequence, remained. abso
lutely undecided, til Byron visited them in 1764.
And Captain Macbride, who followed him thither

·two years after, having circ~mnavigated their co~ts~

;and .tak~n.~.cQmplete $Jl~v~y,. a chart of. Falkland's
Islands has been constructed,' with so much ·aceu:,

B 4
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racy. that the coasts of Great Britain itaelf are not
more authentically laid down upon our maps.

How little was really known of the islands in the
South Atlantic, even 80 late as the time of Lord
Anson, we have the most remarkable pl'()Ofs, in the
history of his. voyage. Unav~idably l~ into mis
take. by the Imperfect matenals then 10 the pas
leMion of the world, he had considered Pepys's
bland. and Falkland Isles, as distinct places, distant
from each other abollt -five degrees of latitude.·
Byron's researches have rectified this capital error;
and it is now decided. beyond all contradiction, that

jUture navigators 'Will mispend their time, if they look
for Pepys's Island in latitude '7°; it being now cer·
tain, that Pepys's bland is no other tIuln these ulands
'qf Falkland. t '

Besides the determination of this considerable
point. other lands,. situated in the South Atlantic,
have been brought forward into view. If the isle of
Georgia bad been formerly seen by La Roche, in
16'75, and by Mr. Guyot, in the ship Lion. in 17-'6'.
which seems to be probable, Captain Cook, in 1775,
has made us fully acquainted with its extent and true
position; and, in the same year, he added to the map
of the world Sandwich Land, hitherto not known to
exist, and the most southern discovery that has been
ever accomplished. + .

II.
Though the Strait of Magalhaens had been fre.

-quently visited, and sailed through, by ships of dif.

. • See Lord A,nson's Voyage, qu,!-rto edition, p. 91.
t These are Captain Cook's words, Introduction to hi, Yoyage,

vol. iii. p.7.; and the evidence on which he forms this judgment
may be met with in Hawkesworth's Journal of Byron's Voyage,
vol. i. p. 23, 240. 51, 52, 53, ..540••

t See the Chart of Discoveries in the South Atlantic. Cook'•
•Voy,ge, vol. iv. p. ~11. '
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thfougb the Strait of -Le Maire, has conStructed Ii
chait of the southern extremity of America, from
which it will appear, how much former navigators
'must have been at a loss to guide themselves, and
what advantages will now be enjoyed by th08e who
shall heredier sail roupd Cape Horn. .

IV.' I

As the voyages of discovery, undertaken by his
;Majesty's command, have facilitated the .access of
ships into the Pacific Ocean, they have also greatly.
enlarged our knowledge of its contents.

Thoughthe immense. e"pans~ usually distinguished
by this appellation, had been navigated .by European~

for near two centuries and ~ half·, by far the greater
parf of it, particularly to the south of the equator,
had'remained, during all thi~ time, unexplored.
. The· great aim of Magalhaens, and of the Spa..
niards in general, its first navigators being merely to
arrive, by this passage, at the Moluccas, and the
<>tber Asiatic Spice Islands, every intermediate part
of the ocean that did not lie contiguous to their
,western track, which was on the north side of the
equator" of course escaped dU'e examinatio~; and if
Mendana and Quiros, and some nameless conductors
of voyages before them t, by deviating from this
p'ack, and holding a westerly one from Callao, within
the southern tropic, were so fortunate as to meet
with various islands there, and so sanguine as to con·
sider those. islands as marks of the existence of a
lleigh~ouring southern continent; in the e"plo~iDg
of which they flattered themselves they should nval
the fame of. De Gama and Columbus; -these feeble
efforts never led to any eftectual disclosure of the
-supposed hidden mine of the New World. On the
contrary, their voyages being conducted 'without ..

. '.
I • Magalh,en's Voyage was undertaken in-;l519. ,. .'

f See the particulars of their discoveJ:ies in Mr; Dalrymple s
valuable Collection of Voyages in'th~ South 'Pacific Ocean.· J
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judiCious plan·, and their discoveries being left im.
perfect without immediate settlement, or subsequent
examination, and scarcely recorded in any well..
authenticated or accurate narrations, had been al.
most fOrgot; or were so obscurely remembered, as
only to serve the purpose of producing perplexing
debates about their situation and extent; if not to
suggest doubts about. their very existence.
. It seems, indeed, to· have become a very early
object of policy in the Spanish councils, to discon.
tinue and to discourage any farther "researches in
that quarter. Already masters ofa larger empire on
the continent of America than they could conve·
niently govern, and of richer mines of the I1r~cious

metals op. that continent than they could· convert
.into use, neither avarice nor ambition furnished rea·
sons for aiming at a. fresb accession of dominiof.ls~

And thus, ·though settled all along the shores of this
ocean, in a situat.ion so commodious for proseeuting
discoveries throughout its ~ide extent, the Spaniards:
remained satisfied with a coasting intercourse be.,
tween their own ports; never stretching across the.
vast gulph that separates that part of America from
Asia, but in an unvaryi!lg line of n~vigation;·per..
haps in a single annual ship; between Acapulco and'
Manilla.
" The tracks of other European navigators of the
South Pacific Ocean, were, in a great measure, regu.
lated by those of the Spaniards; and consequ~ntly

limited within the same narrow bounds. With the
exception, perhaps, of two instances only, those of'
Le" Maire and "Roggewein,no !,hipsof'.another nation
had entered this sea, through the Strait of Magal..
baens, or round Cape Horn, but for the purposes of
clarldestinetrade with the Spaniard8) or of open .hos':
tility against them: purposes which CQuld" not be an·
swered,: without precluding any probable .chanceo!:
adding much to our stock of'disoQv.ery_ For it was
o~viollSly. incwnbent oJ;t allsuch:..adventurem, to con..
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fine their cruises within a moderate distance of the
Spanish settlements; in the vicinity of which alone
they could hope to exercise their commerce, or to
execute their predatory and military operations.
Accordingly, 800n afier emerging from the Strait,
or completing the circuit of Tierra del Fuego,
they began to hold a northerly course, to the un
inhabited island of Juan Fernandez, their usual
spot of rendezvous and refreshment. And, after
ranging along the continent of America, from Chili
to California, °they either rev.ersed their course back
to the Atlantic; or, if they ventured to extend their
voyage, by stretching over to Asia, they never
thought of trying experiments in the unfrequented
and unexplored parts of the ocean; but chose the
beaten path (if the expression may be lJ.sed), within·
th~ limits of which it was likely they might meet
with a Philippine galleon, to make their voyage pro
fitable·to themselves; but could have little ~o~pect,

if they had been desirous, of making it useful to the
world, by gaining any accession of new land to the
map of the world.

By the natural operation of these causes, it could
not but happen, that little progress should be made
toward obtaining a full and accurate knowledge of
the South Pacific Ocean. Something, however, had
been attempted by the industrious and once enter
prising Dutch; to whom we are indebted for three
voyages, undertaken for the purposes of discove.ry ;
and whose researches, in the southern latitudes of
this ocean, are much- better ascertained than are
those of the earlier Spanish navigators above men
tioned.

Le Maire and Schouten, in 1616, and Roggewein,
in 1722, wisely judging, that nothing new could be
gained by adhering tothe usual passage on the north
side of the line, traversed-this ocean from Cape Hom
to the East Indies, crossing the South tropic; a seace,
which had been 80 seldom, and so ineftectuaIly
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visited; though popular belief~ fortified by philoso
phical speculation, expected there to reap the richest
harvest of disco\·ery. . ...

Tasman, in 1642, .in his extensive circuit from
Batavia, through the South Indian Ocean, entered
the South Pacific, at"its greatest distance from the
American side, where it never had been examined
before. And his. range continued from a high
S.outhern latitude, Northward to New Guinea, and
the islands to the East of it, near the equator, pr().o
duced intermediate discoveries, that have rendered
his voya~e memorable in the annals of navigation.

But still, upon the whole; what was effected in
these three expeditions, served only to show how
large a field was reserved for future and more perse
vering examination. Their re.sults had, indeed, en
abled geographers to diversify the vacant uniformity
of former charts of this Ocean, by the insertion of
some new islands. But the number, and the extent
of these insertions were so inconsiderable, that they
may be said to appear,

Rari, nantes in gurgite vasto.
And if the discoveries were few, those few· were
made very imperfectly~ Some coasts were approached
but not landed upon; and passed without waiting to
examine their extent and connection with those that
might exist at no great distance. If others were
landed upon, the visits were, in general, so transient,
that it was scarcely1·ossible to build upon .a found
ation so weakly lai , any information that could

.even gratify idle curiosity; much less satisfy philOoo
sophical inquiry, or contribute greatly to the safety,
or to the success ~f future navigation.

Let us, however, do justice to these beginnings of
discovery. To the Dutch, we must, at least asCribe
the merit of being our harbingers, though we after
ward went beyond them in the road they had first
ventured to tread. And with what success his Ma
jesty's ships have, in their repeated voyages, pene-
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trated into" the obscurest recesses of the South Pacific
Ocean. will appear from the following enumeration
of their various and very extensive operations, which
have drawn up the veil that had 'hitherto been thrown
over the geography of so great a proportion of the
globe. " .

1. The several lands, of which any ac;count had
been given, as seen by any of th~ preceding naviga
tors, Spanish or Dutcb, have been carefully looked
for; and most of them (at least such as seemed to
be of any consequence) round out and visited; and
not visited in a cursory manner, but every means
used to correct former mistakes, and to supply former
deficiencies, by making accurate inquiries ashore,
and taking skilful surveys of' their coasts, by sailing
round them. Who has not heard, or read, of the
boasted Tierra .Austraiia del Espiritu Santo of Quiros?
But its bold pretensions to be a part of a southern
contineht, could not stand Captain Cook's examin.
ation, who sailed round" it, and assigned it its true
position and moderate bounds, in the Archipelago of
the New Hebrides~·

, 2. Besides perfecting many of the discoveries of
their predecessors, our late navigators have enriched
geographical knowledge with a long catalogue of
their own. The Pacific Ocean, within the South
tropic, repeatedly traversed, in every direction, was
fouJ?d to swarm with a seemingly endless profusion
of habi~blespots of land. Islands, scattered through
the amazing space of near fourscore degrees of' lon
gitude, separated at various distances, or grouped in·
pumerous clusters, have,. at their approach, as it
were, started into existence; and such ample ac:",
'counts have been brought home concerning them
-and their" inhabitants, as may serve ever)' useful pur-

. .. Bougainville, in 1768, did no more than discover that the
land here was not connected but composed of islands. Captain
"Cook, in 1'7'74, explored the whole group.' See vol. iv. p. 88.. '.
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pose of.inquil'y ;' ;and" to: use Captain Cook's word8~

who bote so considerable' a share in those discoveries,
-have'leftlittle mitre to be d()ne in·that part.·
[ ~i. Byron; Wallis, and Oarteret, had' each of them
contributed toward increasing:our ~owledge of the
islands that ~xist in the Pacific Ocean, within the
limits of the southern tropic; but how far that ocean
t'eached to the we~ .what lands' bounded it on 'that
side, and the connection 9f those lands with the dis

,:'Coveries of former n~vigatorg,was still' the reproach
'of' geographers, .and remained absolutely unknown)
'till Captain Cook, during his first voyage in .1770 t,
-brought back the most, satisfactory decision of this
iJiJportant question. With a wonderful perseverance;
:and consummate skill, amidst an uncommon combin..
.'Htion of perplexities and dangers, he traced this
coast near two thousand miles from the 380 of South
-latitude, cross the tropic, to its'northern extremity,
:within 1~0 of the equinoctial, where it was found to
join the lands already explored by the Dutch, in se
veral voyages from their Asiatic. settlements, and to
which t~ey have given'the name of New Holland.
Those discoveries niade in the last century, before
Tasman's voyage, had traced the north and the west
~oasts of this land; and Captain Cook, by his exten~

sive operations ~>n its east si~e! le~ littl~ to be done
toward completmg the full CIl'CUlt of It. Between
:Cape Hicks, in latitude 88°, ,where his examination
of this coast began, and that part of Van Diemen's
Land, from whence Tasman took his departure,_ was
-not above fifty-five leagues. It was highly probable,
,therefore, that they ;were connected; though Captain
:Cook cautiously says, that '1u! could not determine
t'J)het~ his NeW South Wales, that is, the East Coast
of New ,Holland, joins. to Van Diemen's Land, or no.:t
.But what was thus left undetermined by the opera.-

.... :Vol.iv.p.219.·.
i See vol. ii. p. 69.

t See vola. i. and ii.
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tions of his first voyage, was, in the course of his
second, soon cleared up; Captain Fumeaux, in the
Adventure, during his separation .from the Resolu
tion (a fortunate separation as it thus tumed ~utJ in
1778, having explored Van Diemen's Land, from its
southern point, along the east coast, far beyond
Tasman's station, and on t{) the latitude 88°, where
Captain Cook's examioation of it in 1770 had com
menced.-

It is no longer, therefore, a .doubt, that we have
now a full knowledge of the whole circumference of
this vast body of land, this fifth part of the worl~ (if
I may so speak), which our late voyageR have dis..
covered to be of' so amazing a magnitude, that, to
use <;::aptain Cook's words, it ;s Q[ a larger e.rtent
than any other country .in tke known world, tlult does
not hear the name qfa continent.t

4. Tasman having entered the Pacific Ocean, after
leaving Van Diemen's Land, had fallen in with a
coast to which he ·gave the name of New Zealand.
The extent of this coast, and its position in any
direction but a part of its west side, which he sailed
along in his course northward, being left absolutely
unknown, it had been a favourite opinion amongst
geographers, since his time, that New Zealand was
a part .of a Southem continent, running north and
South, from the 83° to the 64° of South latitude, and
its northern· coast, stretching cross· the South Pacific
to an immense distance, where its eastem boundary
had. been seen by· Juan Fernandez, half a century
before. Captain Cook's voyage in the Endeavour
has totan)' destroyed this supposition. Though T~
man must still have the credit of having first· seen
New Zealand, toCapta,in Cook solely belongs ~hat

of having really explored it. He spent near six
months upon its coasts in 1769 and 1770 t circuw-

• Vol. ill. chap. 7. . f Vol. ii. p. 202.
:t: From October 6. 1769, to Marcil 31. 1770.
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navigated ~t completel,Y, and ascertainedjts extcgt
and division into two islands." Repeated visits ~ince

that have perfected this important discovery, which,
though now known to be no part of a Southern con..
tinent, will, probably, in all future ch:lfts of the
world, be distinguished as the largest islands that
exist in that part of the Southern hemisphere.

5. Whether New Holland did or did not join to
New Guinea, was a question involved in much doubt
and uncertainty, before Captain Cook's, sailing be
tween them, through Endeavour Strait, decided it.
We will not hesitate to call this an important acqui
sition to geography. For though the great sagacity
and extensive reading of Mr. Dalrymple had dis
covered some traces of such a passage having been
fuund before t, yet these traces were so obscure~

and so little known in the present age, that they had
not generally regulated the construction ofour charts ~

the President De Brossest, who wrote in 1756, and
was well versed in geographical researches, had not
been able to satisfy himself about them;. and MODS.

de Bougainville, in 1768, who had ventured to faU
in with the south coast of New Guinea, near ninety
leagues to the westward of its south-east point, chose
rather to work those ninety leagues directly to wind
ward, ~t a time when his people were in such distress
for provisions as to eat the seal-skins. from oft' the
yards and rigging, than to run the risk of finding a
passage, of the existence of which he entertained the
strongest doubts, by persevering in his westerly

* Its southern extremity nearly in latitude 47°. and its northern
in 85!0. See Captain Cook's' chart, in Hawkesworth, vol. ii.

p. fi;e the track of Torre, in one of Quiros's ships, in 1606, be
tween New Holland and New Guinea, upon Mr. Dalrymple's Chart
of Discoveries in the South Pacific Ocean, before 1764.
't M. de Brosses says of New Guinea: "C'est UDe longue isle,

cc ou presqu' isle, si elle touche a Ia Nouvelle Hollande," Nfl'!);"
galions auz Terres Australes, tom. i. p. 434.
• VOL. V. C
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cQurae.· Captain Cook therefore in this part of hili
voyage (though he modestly disclaims all merit t),
has established, beyond future controversy, a fact of
essential service to navigation, by opening, if not a
new, at least an unfrequented and forgotten com
munication between the South Pacific and Indian
Oceans.

6. ODe more discovery, for which we are indebted
to Captain Carteret, as similar in some degree to that
last mentioned, may properly succeed it in this
enumeration. Dampier, in· sailing round what was
supposed to be part of the coast of New Guinea, dis
covered it to belong to a separate island, to which
he gave tlte name of New Britain. But that the laDd
which 1.e named New Britain, should ~ sub-divided
again into. two separate large islands, with many
l~alle~ interv~nin~, is a point of geographical.in.
formation, which, if ever traced by any of the earhest
navigators of the South PaCific, had not been handed

.down to the present age: and its having been ascer
tained by Captain Carteret, deserves to be mentioned
88 a discovery, in the strictest sense of the wOrd; a
discovery of the utmost importance to navigation.
St. George's Channel, through which his ship fOund
a way, between New Britain and New Ireland, from
the Pacific into the Indian Ocean, to use the Cap
tain's own wordst, "is a much better and Shorter
passage, whether from the eastward or westward,
than round all the islands and lands of the north
ward."§

• " Le trilte etat o~ noue etioDi reduita, ne nous permettoit de
" c:hercher en faisant route a l'ouest, un pauage au sud de la Nou
" velie Guinee, qui noue frayat par Ie Golfe de la Carpenterie uoe
"route nouvelle & courte aux ilea Moluquea. /lien 7I';toit ala
•• "iriti plau problmuztitJue que f ezmtmce tk ce ptUlage." Voyage
autoor dU Monde, p.2.1)9.

t Hawkeaworth, vol. iii. p. 660.
t Hawkeaworth, vol. i. p. 56S.
§ The position of the Solomon Islands, Mendana'a celebrated

discovery. will no longer remain a matter in debate amonpt.geo-
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v..
ThevoJ'ages of Byron, Wallis, and Carteret, were

principaUy confined to B favoUlite object of discovery
in the South Atlantic; and though accessions to·
geography were pr9cured by them in the South
Pacific, they could do but little toward giving the
'World a complete view of the contents of'· that im
mense expanse of ocean, through which they only
held a direct track, on their way homeward,· by the
East Indies. Cook, indeed, who was appointed to·
the conduct of the succeeding voyage, had a more
accurate examination of' the South Pacific intrusted
to him. But as the improvement of astronomy went
hand in hand, in his instructions, with that of geo
graphy, the Captain's solicitude. to arrive at Otaheite.
time enough to observe the transit of Venus, put it
out of his power to deviate from his direct track, in
search of unknowa lands that might li.e to the south
east of that is~and. By this unavoidable atte·ntion
to his. duty, a very considerable part of the South
Pacific, and that part where the nchest mine of dis
covery was supposed to exist, remained unvisited
and unexplored, during that voyage in the Endea
vour. To remedy this, and to clear up a point which,
though many of the learned were confident of, upon
principles of speculative reasoning, and many of the
unlearned admitted, upon what they thought to be
credible testimony, was still held to be very proble
matical, if not absolutely groundless, by others who
were less sanguine or more incredulous; his Majesty,
always ready to forward every inquir, that can add
to the stock of interesting knowledge m every branch,
ordered another expedition to· be undertaken. The

graphers, Mr. Dalrymple having, on the most satisfactory evidence,
proved, that they are the cluster of islands whichcomprizes wbat
has since been called New Britain, New Ireland, &c. The great
light thrown on tha~ closter by Captain Carteret's discovery, is a
strong confirmation of this. See Mr. Dalrymple's Collection of
Voyagea, vol. i. p. 16-21.

. c !l
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signal services performed by Cliptain Cook during
his first voyage, of' which we have given the outlines,
marked him as the fittest person to finish an exami.
nation which he had already so skilfull)' executed in
part. AccordiIlgly, he was sent out III 177!l, with
two ships, the Resolution and Adventure, upon the
most enlarged plan of' discovery known in the annals
of navigation, for he was instructed, not only to
circumnavigate the whole globe, but to circumnavi
gate it in high southern latitudes, making such
traverses, fi'om time to time, into every c()rner of the
Pacific Ocean not before examined, as might finally
and effectually resolve the much agit~ted question
about the existence ofa southern continent in anypatt
of the southern hemisphere accessible by navigation.

"fhe ample a'ccessions to geography, by the dis.
covery ormany i.slands within the tropic. in the Pacific
Ocean, in the course of' this y'oyage, which was
carried ·on with singular perseverance between three
and four years, have been already stated to the reader.
But the general search now made throughout the
whole southern hemisphere, as being the principal
object in view, ha~h been reserved for this separate
article. Here, indeed, we are not to take notice of
lands that have been discovered, but of seas sailed
through, where lands had been supposed to exist!
In tracing the route of' the Resolution and Adventure
throughout the South Atlantic, the South Indian, and
the South Pacific Oceans that environ the globe, and
combining it with the route of the Endeav.our, we re
ceive what may be called ocular demonstration, that
Captain Cook, in his persevering researches, .sailed
over many an .extensive continent, which, though
supposed to have been seen by formet" navigators, at
the approach of his ships, sunk intp the bosom of
the ocean, and, "like the baselessfabric qfa 'Vision, left
not a 'wreck behind.". It has been urged, that the ex-
, or: It must be observed, however, that Monsieur Ie Monier, in the
Memoirs of the.French Academy of Sciences for 1776, pleads for
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istence of a southern continent is necessary to pre
serve an equilibrium between the two hemisplJeres.

the ~xistence of Cape Circumcision, seen b1 Bouvet in 1788.
which our English navigator sought fOr in vam, and .upposes to
have been ~nly an island of ice. Mr. Wales, in a paper read be~

fore the Royal Society, very forcibly replied to M. Ie Monier',
o~jections; and the attack having been repeated, he has drawn up
a more extended defence of thia part of Captain Cook's Journal,
which he hath very obligil;lgly commubicated, and is here inserted.

Arguments, tending to pro'Ve that raptain eoole souKlIt Jor Cape
Circumcision under tlie proper M~eridian; am/that tke ohjection6
which ka'Ve been made to 1m conduct, in thi$ respect, are not well

founded.

In the Memoirs of the R.oyal Academy of Sciences at Paris for
1776, printed in 1779, M. Le Monier has made some remarks with
a design te. show that Captain Cook sought the land, usually called
Cape Circumcision, in a wrong place; and that, inste~ of looking
for it under tne meridian of 9lo or IOU of east longitude, he ought
to have looked for iii under a meridi4n which is only 3u, or 3io te
the eaatward of the meridian of Greenwich; and consequently that
tl)is land may exist, notwithstanding all that has, yet been done to
find it. M. Le'Monier. has also t'fo additional Memoirs on the
same sul)ject, in thtl volume for 1779, occasioned, as it appears,
by some objections which have been made to his former Memoir
before the Academy. For some reason or other, the Academy
has not thought proper to print the objections which have beep
made to M. Le M01Uer'S hypothesis; nor has he been particular
enough in hill two Memoirs which reply to them, to enable me to

.say ot' 'what' importance the objections are. I can only gJlther.
that they contain some exceptions to the quantity by which M. Le
MOllier llSlleru the variation alters in 10° of longitude, under the
parallel of 54° south; and which, 1 conceive, ·has. little to do in
the dispute. , • .

Whethl;lr theland, usually called Cape <Mcumcision, exists or
not, is a point of small importance to geography; as the mOllt
strenuous asserteJ;8 of its existence mUit allow it to be a very incon
siderable island, and of no use. This, therefore, is not in itself
il matter worthy of dispute; but in asserting thill, M. Le Monier
bas, and I am SOrTY to observe it, with some asperity too, par-

. ticularly in his second Memoir, endeavoured to censure the judge
ment and conduct of Captain Cook. whose memory I have every
reas.on to revere, as well as the judgment of those who were with

. bim; and, on this account, I cannot help feeling myself called on
-to explain the motives which induced Captain Coole to place no
depeRdence on the arguments now adduced by M. Le Monier in
.upport of hill supposition; and which, M, Le Monier must know,

C 3.
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But however plausible this theory may seem at first
light, experience haa abundantly detected its fallacy.

were Dot unattended to at that time, from what the Captain
hu laid, p. 286. Vol. II. of his account of the voyage. And
it may be proper to observe here, that what fell from Captlli.
Coo" on this subject, was t~ show that this circumstance was then
atttUJded to, and not to throw blame on M. Bouwt, for whOlle
memory and abilities Captain Cook entertained great respect ~ nor
is it incompatible with the utmost respect, for a man to have a
favourable opinion of his own labours; or to endeavour to Ihow
why he thinks the dilBgJ'eement between them and those ofanother
perlOn, whell there is one, dOel not arise from an error committed
by himself. There could, therefore, be no occasion for M. Le
Monier to expreu hiDJIelf ali he has done in several parta of his
second Memoir.

The substance of M. Le Monier's argument is this. In 1739,
wben M. BOU'Oet's discovery is .upposed to have been made, the
metOOds for determining the longitude of a ship at lea were very
defective; fDd, of courae, the longitude of &By land which hap
pened accidentally to be aeen by on8» W8I equally dDcertain. On
a presumption that this W8iI the cue with respect to Cape Circum
cllion, M. LeMonier enquirea into the quantity of the variation
of the magnetic needle, obaerved bl M. Bouvet at that place, and
also into observations of the sfDle kmd, made at other places in the
neighbourhood of it, about tile same time, as well as both before
and since. And by comparing these observations together, he
concludes, that at the time when Captain Cook was in these aeas,
the variation of the needle at Cape Circumcision must have been
10" westerly: whereas,' in the most westerly point of Captain
Cook's tl'ack, where he was sufficiently near the parallel of 54°
louth, to have seen land situated in it, the vanation was 131°
westerly. This difference of 3io, in the variation, answers to
about 70 of longitude, in this part of the parallel of54° south: and
by 10 much did Captain Cook fall in with this parallel to the east
w~d of what he ought to have done' to see the land' in question•
.. Hence (M. Le Monier infers), that it is notsurpriaing the British
cc navigator Mould not find Cape Circumcision under a meridian
" which is ~810 to the eastward of Ferro, when it is really situated
'" under a meridian which is but 2110 to the eastward or it."

In replying to these allegations~ I shall first show, that, grant
ing the dependence which M. Le Monier supposes may be placed
on observations of the variation made at sea, he has stated the
quantity of the variation observed on board the Resolution, very
erroneously.

Secondl" I shall prove, beyond contradiction, that observations
of the variation, made at sea, cannot be depended on for the pur-
pOles to which M. Le Monier has applied them. '

And, lutly, that no material error had crept into M. BOII'IJet's
4
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In consequence of' Captain Cook·s voyage,· now
under consideration. we have a thorough knowledge

reckoning; but that if any error did exist, it must have been of a
contrary nature to that which M. I.e Monier supposes.

That M. Le Monier has not given altogether a true represent
ation of tlie matter, will appear from hence. On the 16th of
February, at noon., the Resolution was in latitude 54° 311' IOUth,.
w~ich is sufficiently near the parallel of 540° south, to see higlr
larid, the northern extremity of which lies to the southward or
that parallel; and at that time we were in 6° east of Greenwich, or
23fo east of the i.land of F~rro: that is, 4!0 less than is assigned
lor our situation by M. Le Mrmier. On the evening of the same
day, the ship being in latitude 540° 2{.', and longitude 6° SO', or
24*° east of Ferro, the variation was no more than 1~ 7' west,
which also is near a degree and a half less then M. Le Monier
says it was, when we tint arrived in a proper parallel for teeing
Cape Circumcision. It is true, the next morning, in latitude 54°
211'louth, longitude 8° t!Y east, we had ISO 402' west .variation ;
but this was after we had run more than two degrees within sight
of the. parallel of 54° south. It is, moreover, highly probable,
that both these Yariations were too great; for, on the 17th, in
the evening, latitude 54° 25' south, and longitude g:> 20' east;
that is, Ito more to the eastward, and after we had run S}O on the
parallel we were then on, the variation was no more than 13° 16'
west. It is also worthy of remark, that on the 14th, in the even
ing, latitude 56° 141' south, and longitude 40° 50' east, which is but
1° 1<Y to the westward of the point, where the Resolution came
firSt into a proper situation to see land, situated in the parallel or
54° lOuth, the variation observed was no more than 6° 50' west.
And we may further add, that on the 1st of March, 1774, the
Adventure had no more than 12i" welt variation, though she was
then cunsiderably both to the northward and eastward af our
situation on the 17th of February in the morning, on both which
accounts the variation ought to have been greater, inste8d of a
whole degree less. From all these circumstances, there can be
little doubt but that the two variations, observed by us on the 16th
and 17th of February, were too great; or that the variation, Ilt the
point where the Resolution iirst came sufficient~ near the parallel
of 54° south, to see land. the northern extremity of whicb i.
situated in that parallel, could not be more than 111° west, in
stead of 131°, as M. Ie Monier has represented it.

Under this head of enquiry, I may also observe, that, although
the Resolution was too much to the southward of the parallel of

• I bere go by the dates in It The Original Asuon(Jmical Observations,"
printed by order or the Board or Longitude; which, after the 14th of l'·ebruarr.
J775, diJrer one day from CapLain Cook', ute.

c4
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of' the state of the southern hemisphere, and can
pronounce with certainty, that the equilibrium of

54-0 south, when she croBBed the meridian which is 21*° to ~e

eastward of Ferro, that is, Sfo east of Greenwich, the longitude
which M. Le Monier 888igDS for Cape Circumcision, to see if it
bad been in that situation, yet her consort, the Adventure. waa
for several degrees on each side. of that meridian; and especially
when she bad lOio of west variation, full as near to the par.allel
of 54° south as M. BOIl'Oet was to the land when he saw it"; and

. 00 the day that she actually p888ed that meridian, had fine clear
weather. t Hence, therefore, granting M. Le Monier his OWD
arguments, which, however, I have proved to be erroneous, aDd
that observations made at sea, for the variation of the comp888,
may be depended on for the purpose of finding the longitude,
it is ntterly impossible that both the Resolution and Adventure
could have passed Cape Circumcision without seeing it. But I
shall now show, that these observations are liable· to a much greater
error than the whole quantity, so vigorously insisted on by this
gentleman.

I will not here run the risk of incurring M. Le Monier's dis
pleasure, by calling the accuracy of M.·Bou'lJd's observations in
questi~n; but will admit every tbing that he llimself can think
due to the instruments and observations of that deserving naviga
tor. It is enough for my argument, and it is but too evident
from,. the observations themselves, that ours were by no means
capable of determining the variation to so small a quanti tv as that
whichM. Le Monier rests his whole cause upon; and if so, his argu
ments, which depend wholly on a supposition, that not only they,
but M. Bouvel's also, were capable of determining it with the
utmOBt'exactness, must fall to the ground.

1st, It appears, from various instances, that the variations ob
servetl by the same comp888 would differ 3° to 6°,6°, and sometimes .
even 10°, from no other cause whatever, but putting the ship's
head &4:ontrary way.: .

2d, That the same compass, in the same situation in every •
respect, within a few miles, .but at tWQ different times of the same
day, would give variations differing from one another, 5°,4-°, 5°,
60, and even 7° §. . .

• See The Original Astronomical Obse1'vations, p. ISS., and Bouvet's Voyuge~

pUblished by Mr. Dalrymple, p. <I. and I I.
t Seethe Observations, p. 21S<
: See the Original Astronomical O~rvatlons, made in the· sec:ond voyage;

1\1arch 11. 171S. p. 372" January 24. 1774, p. 375.• and July 2S. p. i'1'So
S Observations in the second voyage, February 2. 1773, p. 37 J•• aud January

19. 1775, p. 382. Also observations in IlI!It voyage, July 17. n711, p. 179•
.-\u/:U,t 30. 1'_ 181., Janu"'724. 1777, 1'.192., and ~pU!mber 15. 17711!
p.205.
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the globe is effuctually preserved, though the pro
portion of sea actually sailed through, leaves', n()

Sd, That the same compass, on the same day, and in the hands
of the same observer, will give nriations differing from one another
by 5°, on board the same ship, when under sail, and when at
anchor in a road-stead. - •

40th, Compasses made by the same artists at the same time anc!
place, but on board different ships, differed 3°, 4-°, and even 5' iQ.
the variation. t

5th, The same compasses, on board the same ship, and within
a few miles of the same situation, but at different times of our
being there, gave variations differing by 4<0 and 5", or upwards. t

6th, Different compasses, at the sam~ time, on board the saDIlJ
.hill' and in every respect under the same circumstances, will give
variations differing from one another, go, 4°, 5°, and 6°. S .

These differences, several of which happened very near th,
place in question, are all of them at least equal to, most of them
much greater, and some of them double that which M. Le Monier
foundil his argument on, even according to his own account of it,
which I have already shown is by no means admissible, and, there
fore, totally invalidate it. To allege that the instruments made
use of in Captain Cook's two voyages were bad, or that the ob.
servers were not e'!.p·crt in the use of them, will answer no pur
pose: they are the instruments and observers which M. Le Mo:"
nier's argument must rest on; and, therefore, let those of the
French, or any other navigator, have been ever so much better
than they were (which few will be hardy enough to assert, and
f~wer still found weak enough to believe), it will avail nothing to
the point in diilpute, which must evidently fall to the ground, if
the observations made for finding the variation in Captain Cook'.
voyage are not sufficient to support it. What then must become
of it, if M. Bouvet's observations, of this kind, were liable to an. .

• Astronomical Observations of second voyage, July 14. 1775. p. 385. '
t Compare the Astronomical Observations,.made in the second voya!:c, August

S. and 9. and September 4.1772, 1" 181., With those of the same dates, p.369.
lbOll8 of January 11. and 14. and February 7. 1773, p. 182., with those of the

.same dates, p. 371. Also AstronomiClll Observations, made in the last voyage, of
Decem'- 27. 1776, 1" 191, February 22. 1778, p. 201., May 5. and 8. p. 102.
July 9. and 24. 1779, p.209., and January 16. 1780, p. 212., with those of the
!l&Il1e dates, p. 291.,293., 294., 297, and 298. . •

* Compare Astronomic,al Observations, made in the second Voyage, February,
10. p. 375.. with Observations of December 11. 1774, p.381. Also Obsel"Yatiou.
.made in the last Voyage, May s. and June 18. 1779, p. 2OS.

S Observations made in the second Voyage, February 2. 1773.".371. Mareb
18. p. 372., and January 24. 1774,p. 375. See also Observations made last Voyage,
August 18. 1776, p. ISO. October 7. and 14. p.I89, and 190. December 12'.
Po ibid. . JlllluaTy 24. 1777, p.192. March 10.". 193. Ju119. aad 17.177,
.poW~. January16,178O)p.,212. Narch24'J'.213.&D~Mal19,P.21"·· )
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"ones, and lef~ I conceive, very little to be done,
" even in that part. Thus I flatter myself, that the
~, intention of the voyage has, in every respect, been
"fully answered; the southern hemisphere 8uf.
4' ficiently explored; and a final end put to the
II searching after a southern continent, which has, at
., times, engl'ossed the attention of'some of'the Mari- .
II time Powers for near two centuries past, and been
II a favourite theory amongst the geographers of all
CI ages.". .

Thus fiu, therefore, the voyages to disclose new
tracks of' navigation, and to reform old defects in
geography, appear' to have been prosecuted with a
satisfactory share of' success. . A perusal of the fore
going summary of' what had been done, will enable
everyone to judg~ what. was still wanting to Gom
plete the great plan of discovery. The southern
hemisphere had, indeed, been repeatedly visited, and
its utmost accessible extremities been surveyed. But·
much uncertainty, and, of' course, great variety of
opinion, subsisted, as to the navigable extremities of
our own hemisphere; particularly, as to the ex
istence, or, at least, as to the practicability of a nor-
thern passage between the Atlantic and l?acific . I
Oceans, either by sailing eastward, round Asia, or
westward,round North America.

It was obvious, that if such a passage could be ef
fected, voyages to Japan and China, .and, indeed, to
the East Indies in general, would be much shortened;
and consequently become more profitable, than by
making the tedious circuit of the Cape of' Good
Hope. Accordingly, it became a favourite object of
the English to effectuate this above two centUlies
ago; and (t<.> say n9thi~g of C3:bot's origi~l}1 att~mpt.
in 1497, whIch endedm the dIscovery of Newfound
Jand, and the Labradore coast) from Frobisher's first
voyage to find a weste~n passage, in 1576, to those

• See Vol. IV. p. 219•.
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'ofJames and of Fox, in 1681, repeated trials had been
made by our enterprising adventurers. But though
farther knowledge of the northern extent of America
was obtained in the course of these voyages by the
discovery of Hudson's and Baffin's Bays, the wished
for passage, on that side, into the Pacific Ocean, was
still unattained. Our countrymen, and the Dutch,
were equally unsuccessful, in various attemptS, to
find this passage in an eastern direction. Wood's
failure, in 1676, seems to have closed the long list of
unfortunate northern expeditions in that century;
and the discovery, if not absolutely despaired of; by
having been so often missed, ceased, for many years,
to be sought for.

Mr. Dobbs, a warm advocate for the probability of
a north-west passage through Hudson's Bay, in opr
own time, once more recalled the attention of this
country to that und~rtaking; and, by his active zeal
and persevering solicitation, renewed the spirit of
discovery. But it was renewed in vain. 'For Cap
tain Middleton, sent out by Government in 1741,
and Captains Smith and Moore, by a private society,
in 1746, though encouraged by an act of parliament
passed in the preceding year, that annexed a reward
of twenty thousand pounds to the discovery of a pas
sage, returned from Hudson's Bay, with reports of
their proceedings that °left the accomplishment of
this favourite object at as great a distance as ever.
. When researches of this kind. no longer left to the
solicitations of an 'individual, or to the subscriptions
of private adventurers, became cherished by the
Royal attention, in the present reign, and warmly
promoted by the Minister at the head of the naval
department, it was impossible, whil.e so much was
done toward exploring the remotest corners of the
southern' hemisphere, that the northern passage
should not be attempted. Accordingly, while Cap
tain Cook was prosecuting his voyage toward -the
south pole, in 1773, Lord Mulgrave sailed with two
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ship8, to determine howfar ntI'Vigation 'l.V4U practicable
toward the north pole. And though his Lordlihip
met with the same ill8uperable bar to his progress,
which former navigators had experienced-, .the hopes
of opening a communication between the Pacific and
Atlantic, Oceans, by a Bortherly coune, were not
abandoned; and a voyage for that purpose was or
dered to be undertaken.

The operations proposed to be pursued wei'e so
new, 80 extenai\'e, alia 80 various, that the skill and
expel'ience of Captain Cook, it was thought, would
be requisite to conduct them. Without being liable
to any charge of want of zeal for the public service,
he might have passed the rest of his days in the com
mand to which he had been appointed in Greenwich
Hospital, there to e~joy the fame he had dearly
earned in two circumnavigations of the world. But
he cheerfully relinquished this honourable station at
home; and, happy that. the Earl of Sandwich had
not cast his eye upon any other commander, engaged
in the conduct of the expedition, the history of
which is presented to the pu~lic in these volumes;
an expedition that. would expose him to the toils and
perils of' a third circumnavigation, by a track hi
therto unattempted: Every former navigator round
the globe had made his passage home to Europe by
the Cape of 0'000 Hope; tile arduous task was DOW

assigned to Captain Cook, of attempting it, by
reaching the high northern latitudes between Asia
and America. So that the usual plan of discovery
was reversed; and, instead of a passage from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, one from the latter into the
former was to be tried. For it was wisely foreseen,
that whatever openings or inlets there might be on
the east side of America, which lie in a direction

• See the history of former attempts to sail toward the north
polq. in the introduction to Lord Mulgrave's Journal. Mr. Bar
rington hall collected several instances of ships ad,sncing to 'ff't1
biP l.mtQjQl. Soe hit Mi8Cellames, p. 1-124. .
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. which could give any hopes of a. passage, the ulti
mate success. of it would still depend upon there
b~ing an open sea between the west side of that
continent, and the extremities of Asia. Captain
Cook, therefore, was ordered to proceed into the
Pacific Ocean, through the chain of ·hiB new islands
in the southern tropic, and having crossed the
equator into its northern parts, then to hold such a
course as might probably fix many interesting points
in geography, and produce intermediate Clisoveries,
in his progress northward to the principal scene of
his .operations. . . '

But the.plan of the voyage, and the various objects
it embraced, will best appear from the instructions
under which Captain Cook sailed; and the insertion
of'them here will convey such authentic information,
as may enable the reader to judge.with precision hQW
far they have been carried into execution•

•

" By the Commissioners fOr executing the Office of Lord
" High Admiral of Great Britain and Ireland, Ste.

" Secl'et InstruCtions for Captain James' Cook, Commander
. .' "of his Majesty's sloop, the Resolution.

" WHEREAS, the Earl of Sandwich has signifi~ to 1M his
" Majesty's pleasure that an attempt should be made .to find
" out a northern p85li8ge by sea from the Pacific to the
" Atlantic Ocean·; and whereas we have, in pursuance
" thereof; caused his Majesty's sloops Resolution a,nd Dis
" oovery to be fitted, in all respects, proper to pr~ upon
" a voyage for the purpO.tse above-Dlentioned, a~ from the
" experience we have had ofyour abilities and gOod conduct
" in your late voyages, have thought fit to intrqst you with.
" the conduct of the present intended voyage, and with that
" view appointed you to command the 6rs~tioned-sloop,
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II and directed Captain Clerke, who commands the other, to
" follow your' orders for his further proceedings; you are
" hereby required and directed to proceed with the l18id two
" sloops directly to the Cape of Good Hope, unless )'OU shall
" judge it Ilecessary to stop at Madeira, the Cape de Verd,

. U or Canary Islands, to take in wine for the use of their
u companies; in which case you are at liberty to do so, tak
" ing care to remain there no longer than may be necessary
c.' for that purpose. .

" On your arrival at the Cape of Good. Hope, you are to
U refresh the sloops' companies, and to cause the sloops to be
Cf supplied with as much provisions and water as they can
" conveniently stow.

U You are, if possible, to leave the Cape of Good Hope
" by the end of October, or the beginning 'of November
"next, and proceed to the southward in search of ~ome.

U islands said to have been lately seen by the French, in the
U the latitude of 48° '0' south, and about the meridian of
"Mauritius. In case you find those isla.nds, you are to ex
ec 'amine them thoroughly for a good harbour; and upon
U discovering one, make the necessary observations 10 faeili
U tate the finding it again; as a good port, in that situation;
u may hereafter prove vel'y useful, although it should afford
U little or nothing more than shelter, wood, and water. You
U are not, however, to spend too much time in looking out·
,. for those. islands, or in the examination of them, if found,
" but proceed to Otaheite, or the Society Isles (touching at
U New Zealand in your way thither, if JOu .should judge it
U necessary and convenient), and taking care to arrive there
U time enough to admit ofyour giving the sloops' companies
U the refreshment they may stand in need of, before you pro
" secute the. farthel' object of these instructions.

" Upon Y0ul' arrival at Otaheite, or the Society Isles; )'ou
U are to l~nd 001illh at snch of them as he may choose, and
U to leave him there.

U You are to distribute among the chiefs of those islands
U such part of the pI'esents with which you have been sup
" plied, as )'ou shall judge proper, reserving the remaintler
" to distri.bute among the natives of the countries .you may
ce discover in the northern hemispb&re: alld having refreshed
" the people belonging to the sloops under your command,

. " and taken on board such wood and water .as they m~y re- .
II spectively stand in need of, you are to leave those islands
:' in the beginning of Febl'llary, or !looner, if you shall judge

i

-I

I
I
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" it necessary. and then proceed in as direct a course as
" yOI1 can to the coast of New Albion, endeavouring to fall in
" with it in the latitude of 45° 0' north; and taking care in
" your way thither, not to lose any time in search of new
" lands, or to stop at any you may fall in with, unless you
" find it necessary to recruit your wood and water.

" YOIi are also, in your way thither, strictly 'enjoined not
" to touch upon any part of the· Spanish dominions on the
" western continent of America, unless driven thither by
U some unavoidable accident; in which case you are to stay
" no longer there than shall be absolutely necesll8ry." Bud to
" be very careful not to give any umbrage. or offence, to ,any
" of the inhabitants or subjects of his Catholic Majesty. And
" if, in your farther progress to the northward, as hereafter
" directed, you find any subjects of any European Prince or
" State, upon any part of the cOllSt you may think propel' to

, " visit, yOIl are not to disturb them, or give them any just
" cause of offence, but, on the contrary, to treat them with
" civility and friendshi,p.' ,

" Upon your arrival on the coast of New Albion,. you are
U to put into the firBt convenient port to recruit your wood
" and water, and procure refreshments, and then to proceed
" northward along the const, as far as the latitude of 65°, or
" farther, if you are ,not obstructed by lands or ice; taking
" care not to lose any time in exploring rivers, or inlets, or
" upon any other account, until you get into the before..
" mentioned latitude of 65°, wher, we could woo you to
"arrive in the month of June next. When you get that
" len~h, you are very carefully to search for, and to explore,
" sucfl rivers or inlets I,aS may appear to be of a considerable
" extent, Rnd pointing towards Hudson's or Baffin~s Bays;
" and if, from your own obsel'vatioos, ,or from any informa
" tion you may receive from ,the natives (who, there is reason
" to believe, are the same race of people, and speak the l!amc
" language, of which you are furnished with a Vo<:abulary, alt
" the Esql,limaux), there allall appear to be a cer~nty, or
" even s probability, of a water passage into theafore-men
" tioned bays, or either of-them, you are, in such case, to use
U your utmost endeavQurs to pass, through .with one or both
U of the sloops,- unl!388 you shall be of ,opinion that the pas.
u sage may be eWee~ed with more certainty, or with greatel'
U probabij#y, bysmiUler ,vessels; in which case you are to
U set up the, framl$. of one or \>9th· the small vessels with
.' which you ;are provided, and, w~en they are PQt together,

VOL. V. D
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~, and are properly fitted, stored, and victualled, you are to
~, dispatch one or both of tbem, under tbe care of proper of- .
" fieers, with a sufficient number of petty officers, men, and
" ~ts, in order to attempt the same passage; with such
,~ wstructions for their rejoining you, if tbey should fail, or
" for their farther proceedings, if tbey should succeed in
" the attempt, as you shall judge moet proper. 'But, ne
" vertbeless, if you a;hall find it more eligible to pursue any
" o~her measures tban tbose aho,e pointed out in order to
" make a discovery of the before-mentioned pllllSage (if any
" such there be), you are at liberty, and we leave it to )'our
" discretion, to pursue such measures accordingly.

" In case you shall be satisfied that there ill no pass:JgE'
" through to the above-mentioned bays, sufficient tor tne
" purposes of navigation, you are, at the proper scason of the
'e year, to repair tb the port of St. Peter and St. Puul in
" Kamtschatka, or wherever else you shall judge more pro
e, per, in order to refresh your people and pnss tne winter;
" and, in the spring of the ensuing year 1778, to proceed
" from thence to the northward, as far as, in your prudence,
" you may think proper, in further search of a north-east,
" or nortb-west passage, from the Pacific Ocean into the
" Atlantic Ocean, or the North Sea: and if, from your OVl'Il

" observation, or any information you may receive, ther~

" shall appear to be a probability of such passage, you are to
" proceed as above directed: and, having discovered such
" passage, or failed in. the attempt, mnke the best of your
" way back to England, by such route as you may think
" best for the improvement of geography and navigation;
" repairing to Spithead with both sloopl.l, where ~hey are
" to remain till further order.

" At whatever places you may touch in the course of your
" voyage, where accurate observations of the nature here
" after mentioned have not already heen made, you are,
" as far as your time will allow, very carefull)' to observe
" the true situation of such places, both in latitude and
" longitude; the variation of the needle; bearings of
" headlands; height, direction, and course of the tides and
" currents; depthll and soundings of the sea; shoals, rocks, &c~;
" and also to survey, make charts, and take views of such
" bays, harbours, and different parts of the coast, and to
" make such notations thereon, as may be useful either to
CI navigation or commerce. You are also carefully to observe
" the nature of the soil, lind the produce thereof; the animala
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K and fowls that inhabit or frequent it; the fishes that are
" to be found in the rivers or upon the COllst, and in what.
" plenty; and, in case there are any peculiar to such places,
cc to describe them as minutely, Ilnd to Inake as accurate
" drawings of them, as you can: and, if .you find any metals,
" minerals, or valuable stones, or auy extraneous fossils, you
" are to bring home specimens of each; as also,of the seoos
" of such trees, shrubs, plants, fruits, and g.oainl>, peculiar
" to those places, as you may be able to colJec.t; amI to
" transmit them to our Secretary, that proper examination
cc and experiments may be made of themo You llre likewise
" to observe the genius, temper, disposition, and number
" of the natives and inhabitants, where yOIl find any; and
" to endeavour, by all proper means, to cultivate a friendship

." with them; mJ1king them presents of such trinkets ali you
ec may have on board, and they may liillr'best i inviting them
ec to traffic; amI showing them every kind of civility aud
" regard; but taking care, nevertheless, not to sufier yourself
" to be slll"prised by them, but to be always on· your guaa'd
" against any accidents.

" You are ah:o, with the consent of the natives, to take
" possession, jn the name of the King of Great Britain, of
" convenient situations in such countries as you· may dis
" cover, that have not already been discovered or visited
" by any othe.' European power; and to dist.-ibute amoug
" the inhabitants such things ILS will remaiu as traces and
" testimonies of your having been there; but if you find the
" countries so discovered a.~e uniuhabited, you are to take
" possession of them for his Majesty, by setting up propel'
"marks and inscriptions, as first discoverers and pos
ce sessorso

" But forasmuch as, in undertakings of this nature, ~everal
" emergencies mllY arise not to be roreseen, and therefore
" not particularly to be provided for by instructions before
c' hand, you are, ill all such t?ases, to proceed as you shall
c' judge most advantageous to the service on whkb you are
d employed. .

" YOll are, by all opportunities, to send to our Secretary,
" for our information, accounts of your proceedings, and
" copies of the surveys and drawings you &hall have made j

" and upon your arrival in England, you are immedi8tcl~' to
" .repair to this office, in order to lay before us a fullllccount
" of your proceedings in the whole course of you" voyage;
" taking care, befOloe you leave the sloop, to demand frpm the

D2
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" officers and petty officers, the log-books and journals they
" may have kept, lind to seal them up for our inspection; and
u enjoining them, and the whole crew, not to divulge where
" they have been, until they shall haTe permission 110 to do:
u and you nre to direct Captain Clerke to do the same, with
u respect to the officers, petty officers, and erew of the Di..
u covery.

" If any accident should happen to the Resolution in the
" course of the voyage, 110 as to disable her from proceeding
" any farther, you are, in such case, to remove yourself and
" her crew into the Discovery, and to prosecute your voyage
u in her'; her commander being hereby strictly required to
" receive you on board, and to obey )'our orders,. the same,
fC in every respect, as when you were actually on board the
" Resolution: and, in case, of your inability, by sickness or
" otherwise. to carry these instructions into execution, you
" are to be careful to leave them with the next ofticer in
" command, who is hereby required to execute them in the
" best manner he can.

" Given under our hands the 6th day of July, 1776,
" SANDWICH.

" C. SPENCER.

" H. PALLISER.
" By command of thei .. Lordships,

" PH. STEPHENS."

•

Besides ordering Captain Cook to sail on this im
portant voyage, government, in earnest about the
object of it, adopted a measure, which, while it could
not but have a powerful operation on the crews of
the Resolution and Discovery, by adding the motives
of interest, to the obligations of duty; at the same
time encouraged all his Majesty's subjects to engage
in attempts toward the proposed ,discovery. By the
act of parliament, pa~ in 1745·, a reward: of

.• Sec the Statutes at Large, 18 George II. chap. 17.
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twenty thousand pounds had been held out. But it
had been held out only to the ships belonging to any
qfhis Mqjesty's suldects, exclusive of his Majesty's
own ships. The act had a still more capital defect.
It held out this reward only to such ships as should
discover a passage tltrough Hudson's Bay; and, as
we shall soon take occasion to explain, it was by this
·time pretty certain, that no such pas~ge existed
within those limits. Effectual pre was taken to
remedy both these defects, by passing a new law;
which, after reciting the provisions of the former,
·proceeds as follows ~ '"' And, whereas, many advant
" ages, both to commerce and science, may be also
u expected from the discovery of any Northern pas
e' sage for vessels hysea, between the Atlantic and
" Pacific Oceans-be it enacted, That if any· ship
" belonging to any of his Majesty's subjects, or to
" hi, Mf]jesty, shall find out, and sail through, any
". passage by sea, between the Atlantic and Pacific
" Oceans, 'in any direction, or parallel of the northern
u hemisphere, to the northward of the m~o of north
c1 ern latitude, the owners of such ships, ifbelonging
c, to any of his Majesty's subjects, or tlie commander,
c, qfJicers, and seamen, qf such ship belonging to his
c, Majesty, shall receive as a reward for such dis
c, covery, the sum of twenty thousand pounds.

" And whereas ships employed, both in the Spitz
" bergen Seas, and in Davis's Straits, have fl'equent
" opportunities ofapproaching the North Pole, though
" they have not time, during the course of one sum
" mer, t<> penetrate into the Pacific Ocean; and
" whereas, such approaches may greatly tend to the
" discovery ofa communication between the At1antic
" and Pacific Oceans, as well as be attended with
" many advantages to commerce and science, &c.
" be it enacted, That if any ship shall approach to
" within 10 of the North Pole, the owner, &c. or
" commander~ &c. so approaching, shall receive, as
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u a reward for such first approach. the sum of five
II thousand pounds!' •

That nothing might be omitted that conk! facili
tate the 3uccess of' Captain Cook's expedition~ some
time before he sailed, in the beginning of the smnmer
of 1776, Lieutenant Pickersgill, appointed £om
mander of his. Majesty's armed brig the Lion,. was
ordered "to proceed to Davis's Straits, for the pro
" tection of the llritish whale-fishers;" and that
first object being seenred, he was then "required
" and directed to proceed up Baffin's Bay, and ex
" plore the coasts thereof~ as far as, in his judgment,
" the same cmJld be done without apparent risk,
" taking care to leave the above mentioned bay so
" timely as to se,cure his return to England in the
" faU of the year;" and it was farther enjoined to
him, "to make nautieal remarks of' every kind, and
" to employ Mr. Lane (master of' the vessel under
" his command) in surveying, making charts, and
" taking views of the several bays. harhours, and
u different parts of the coasts wDich he might visit,
U and in making sucbnotations thereon as might be
" useful to geography and navigation." t

PickersgilJ~ we see, was not to attempt the dis
coveryof the passage. He was directed to explore
the coasts of Baffin's Bay, with a view only to .bring
back, the same yeal"; s<?me information, which might
be a useful direction. toward planning an intended
voyage into that bay the ensuing summer, to try for
the discovery of' a passage on that side, with a view
to co-operate with Captain Cook, who,. it. wus sup
posed (fi-om the lEmor of' his instructions) would be
trying for this passage, about the same time, from
the opposite side of America.

Pickersgilt, obeying his instructions, at least in
this instance, did return that year; but there were

* See the Statutes at Large, 1776, l() George III. chap, 8.
tFrom his MS. Instructions, dated Ma)'14. 1776.
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8ufficientreasons for not sending him out again;
and the command of the next expedition into Baffin's
Bay was conferred on Lieutenant Young; whose
instructions, having an immediate connection with
our voyage, are here inserted.

•

cc Extract of. Instructions to Lieutenant Young. commanding
" the Lion armed Vessel, dated 13th March. 1777.

" WHEREAS, in pursuance of the King's pleasure, sig""
" ni6ed to us by the Earl of Sandwich, his Majesty's sloops,
" the Resolution and Discovery, have been sent out under
" the command of Captain Cook, in order, during this and
" the ensuing year, to attempt a discovery of a northem
" passage, by sen, from the Pacific to the' Atlantic Ocean;-

. " and, for that purpose, to run up as high as the latitude of
" 650 north, where, it is hoped, he will be able to arrive in·
" the month of June next; and there, and as much further
" to the northward' as in his prudence he shall think proper,.
" vel'y carefully to search for, and explore such rivers, or in
" lets, as may appear to be of·a considerable extent, and
., pointing to Hudson's or Baffin's Bays, or the North Sea;
" and, upon finding any passage through, sufficient for the
" purposes of navigation, t,o, attempt s.uclt passage with one or
" both of the sloops; or, If they are JudO'ed to be too large;
" with smaller vessels, the frames of which have been sent out
" with him for that purpose: And, whereas, in purSllance of
" his Majesty's further pleasure, signified as aforesaid, the
" armed vessel under your command hath been fitted in order
" to proceed to ·Baffin's Bay, with a view to explore the
cc western parts thereof, and to endeavour to fin~· 8 passage,
" on that Side, from the Atlantic to the Paci6c Ocean, and we'
~, have thought fit to in~rust you with ~he condu·~t of that
" voyage; you are therefore hereby reqUIred and du'ected to
cc put .to sea ill the said al'med v~ssel, witho'!t a mome~t'li loss
" of time, and make the best of youl' way lIlto Baffin s Bay,
" and so use your best endeavourp to explore the western
" shores thereof, as far as in your Judgment the same can be
U done, without apparent risk, and to, examine such· con
" sideFable dvers or inlets as Y0l,lml\Y discovQJ'; ~nd, in case.
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" yoh find auy, th~h which there may be-a probability of
" puaing into the Pacific Ocean, you are to attempt such
U pauage; and if you succeed in the attempt, and shall be
U able to repass it again, so as to return to Engl:md this year,
" you are to make the best of your way to Spithead, or the
" Nore, and remain there until you receive farther order;
" sending us an account of your arrival and proceedings.
" But if you shall succeed in the attempt, and shall find the
" season too far advanced for you to return the same way,
" you are then to look out for the most convenient place to
" winter in, and to endeavour to return by the 118id passage
U as ~ly in the next year as the season will admit, and then
" to make the best of your way to England, as aoove di
" recled.

" hi case, however, you should not find, or should be sa
U tisfied there is not any probability of finding, any such
" passage; or, finding it, you should Dot be able to get through
" ill the vessel you command, you are then to return to
" England, as before mentioned, unless you shall find any
" branch of the sea leading to the weatward which you shall
" judge likely to afford a communication between the At
" ]antic and Pacific Oceans, and which you shall not be able
" to explore in the course of this year, it being, in that case,
" left to your discretion to stay the winter in the most com
" modious situation you can find, in order to pursue the di...
" covery next year, if you shall find it adviaeable so to do;
" and, having discovered such passage, or not succeeded in
" the attempt, you are to niake the best of your way to Eng
" land, as above directed:'

•

It was natural to hope, that· something w.ould have
been done in one or other, or. in both these voyages
of the Lion, that might have opened our views with

. regard to the practicability of a passage from this
side of' America. But, unfortunately, the execution
did not answer the expectations conceived. Pickers
gill, who had acquirea professional experience when
acting under Captain Cook, justly merited the cen
lmrs he received, for improper behaviour when in-
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tmsted with command in Davis's Straits j and the
talents of Yollng, as it afterward appeared, were more

- adapted to contribute to the glory ofa victory; as
commander of a line-of~battle ship, than to add to
geographical discoveries, by encountering mountains
of ice, and· exploring unknown coasts.·

Both Pickersgill and Young having been ordered to
proceed into Baffin's Bay; and Captain Cook being
directed not to begin his search till he should arrive
in the latitude of 65°, it may not be improper to say
something here of the reasons which weighed with
those who planned the voyages, and framed the in.
structions, to carry their views so far northward, as
the proper situatio~, 'where the passage, ifit existed

., at all, was likely to .be attempted with success. It
may be asked, why was Hudson's Bay neglected on
ollr side of America? aildwhy was not Captain Cook
ordered to begin his search on its opposite side, in
much lower latitudes? particularly, why not explore
the strait leading into the Western sea of John de
Fuca, between the latitudes of 47° and 48° j the At.
chipelago .of St. Lazarus of Admiral de Fonte, be.
tween ~OO and 55°jand the rivers and lakes through
which he found a passage north-eastward, till he
met with a ship troln Boston?

As to the pretended discoveries of de Fuca, the
Greek pilot, or of' de Fonte, the Spanish admiral,
though they have sometimes found their way into
fictitious maps, or have been warmly contended fer
by the. espousers of fanciful syst.ems,. to hav.e directed
Captam Cook to spend any tIme m tracmg them,

. * In the Philosophical Transactions, Vol. lxviii. p.I057, we
have the track of Pickersgill's vorage, which.. probably, may be
of use to our Greenland ships, as It contains many observations for
fixin~ the longitude and latitude of the coasts in Davis's Straits.
But It appears that he never entered Baffin's Bay, the highest
northern latitude to which he advanced being 68° 14'. . As to
Young's }>roceedings, having failed absolutely in making any dis.
covery, It is of leas consequence, that no communication of his
joUl'D&l couId be procured.
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would have been "as wille a measure as if he had been
directed to trace the situation of Lilliput or Brobdig
nae. The.latter are, indeed, confessedly, mere ob
jects of imagination; and the former, destitute of
any sufficient external evidence, bear 80 many striking
marks of' internal absurdity, as warrant our pronounc
ing them to be the fabnc .of inposture. Captain
Cook's instructions were founded on an accurate
knowledge of what had been already done, and of
what still remained to do; and this knowledge
pointed out the inutility of beginning his search for
a passage till his arrival in the. latitude of 6.5°; of
which every fair and capable inquirer will be abund.
antly convinced, by an attention to the following
particulars. -

Middleton, who commanded the expedition in
1741 and 1742, into Hudson's Bay, had proceeded
farther north than any of his predecessors in that
navigation. But though, from his former acquaint
ance with that Bay, to which he had frequently sailed
in the service of the company, he had entertained
hopes of' finding out a passage through it into the
Pacific Ocean, the observations which he was now
enabled to make, induced him to change his opinion;
and, on his return to England, he made an unfavour
able report. Mr. Dobbs, the patron of the enterprize,
did not acquiesce in this; and, fortified in his original
idea of the practicability of the passage, by the testi.
mony of' some of Middleton's ofticerll, he appealed to
the public, accusing him of· having misrepresented
facts, and of having, from interested motives, in
concert with the Hudson's Bay Company, decided·
against the practicability of the passage, though the
discoveries of his own voyage had put it within his
reach. •

He had, between the latitude of 6.5° and 66°,
found a very considerable inlet runnirig westward,
into which he entered with his ships; and, "after
.. repeated trials of'the tides, and endeavours to dis-
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II cover the nature and course of the opening, for
" three weeks successively, he found the flood con
" stantly to come from the eastward; and tha~ it was
" a large river he had got into;" to which he gave
the name of Wager Ri\'er.·

The accuracy, or rather the fidelity of this report
was denied by Mr. Dobbs, who contended that this
opening is a 'frait, and not a fresh 'Water river, and
that Middleton, if he had examined it properly,
would have found a passage through it to the Western
American Ocean. The failure of this voyage, there
fore, only served to furnish our zealous advocate for
the discovery, with new arguments for attempting it
once more; and he had the good fortune, after getting
the reward of twenty thousand pOl1nd~ established by
act of parliament, to prevail upon a society of gentle.
men and merchants to fit out the Dobbs and Cali.
fornia; which ships, it was hoped, would be 'able to
find their way into the Pacific Ocean, by the very
opening which Middleton's voyage had. pointed out,
and which he was believed to have misrepresented.

This renovation of hope only produced fresh dis
appointment. For it is wen known, that the voyage
of the Dobbs and California, instead of confuting,
strongly confirmed all that Middleton had asserted.
The supposed strait was found to be nothing more
than a fresh water river, and its utmost western navi
gable boundaries were now ascertained, by accurate
examination. But though Wager's Strait had thus
disappointed our hopes, as had also done Rankin's
Inlet, which was now found to be a close bay; and
though other arguments, founded on the supposed
course of the tides in Hudson's Bay appeared to be
groundless, such is our attachment to an opinion
once adopted, that, even after the unsuccessful issue
of the voyage of the Dobbs and California, a passage
through some other place in that bay was, by many,

'* See the Abstract of his Journal, published ~y Mr. Dobbs.
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considered as attainable; and, particularly, Chester
field's (formerly caIIed Bowden's) Inlet, lying between
latitude 68° and 640°, succeeded Wager's Strait, in
the sanguine expectations of those who remained un
convinced hy former disappointments. Mr. Ellis,
who was on board the ships, and who wrote the
history 9f the voyage, holds up this as one of the
places .where the passage may be sought for, upon
'Very rational grounds, and 'With very good efficts.·
He also mentions Repulse Bay, nearly in latitude
fJ'r; but as to this he speaks less confidently; only
saying, that by an attempt there, we might probably
approach nearer to the discO'lJery. t He had good
reason for thus guarding his expressien; for the com
mittee who directed this voyage, admitting the
impracticability of' effecting a passage at Repulse
Bay, hftd refused allowing the ships to go into it,
being satigied as to that place. t

Setting Repulse Bay, therefore, aside, within
w~ich we have ~ reason for believing that any inlet
eXists, there remamed no part ofHudson's Bay to be
searched, but Chesterfield's Inlet, and a small track
of coast between the latitude 6io, and what is called
the South Point of Main, which had been left unex.
plored by the Dobbs and California.

But this last gleam of hope has now disappeared..
The aversion of'the Hudson's Bay Company to con
tribute any thing to the discovery of a north-west
passage, had been loudly reported by Mr. Dobbs;
and the public seemed to believe that the ~harge was
well founded. But still, in justice to them, it must
be allowed, that, in 171J.O, they had sent Messrs.
Knight and Barlow in a sloop on this very discovery;

. * Ellis's Voyage, p.32B. t Ibid. p.880.
t Account of the voye:ge, by the clerk of the California, Vol.

ii. p.273. Mr. Dobbs himself says, that he thought the pauage
would be impracticable, or, at least, 'Very difficult, ,n case tnert! tva.
oneftrther North than 67°.-Account of Hudson's ijay, p.99.
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but these unfortunate people were never more heard
of: Mr. Scroggs, who sailed in search of them, in
17~~, only brought back proofs of their shipwreck,
.but no fresh intelligence about a passage, which he
was also to look for. They also sent a sloop and a
shallop, to try for this discovery, in 1737; but to nO'
purpose. If obstructions were thrown in the way of
Captain Middleton, and of the commanders of the
Dobbs and California, the Governor and Committee
of the Hudson's Bay Company, since that time, we
must acknowledge, have made amends for the narrow
prejudices of their predecessors; and we have it in
our power to appeal to facts, which abundantly
testi(y, that every thing has been done by them, that
could be required by the public, toward perfecting
the search for a north.west passage.

In the year 1761, Captain Christopher sailed from
Fort Churchill, in the sloop Churchill; a~d. his
vovage was not quite fruItless: for he sailed up
Chesterfield's Inlet, through which a passage had,
by Mr. Ellis's account of it, been so generally ex
pected. But when the water turned brackish, which
marked that he was not in a strait, but in a river, he
returned.

To leave no room for a variety of opinion, how..
ever, he was ordered to repeat the voyage· the en
suing silmmer, in the same sloop, and Mr. Norton, in
a cutter, was appointed to attend him. By the favour
of the Governor and Committee of the Company, the
Journals of Captain Christopher, and of Mr. Norton,
and Captain Christopher's chart of the Inlet, have
been readily communicated.. From these authentic
documents, it appears that the search and examin
ation of' Chesterfield's Inlet was now completed. It
was found to end in a fresh water lake, at the dis
tance of' about one hundred and seventy miles from
the sea. This lake was found also to be about
twenty-one leagues long, and from- five to ten
broad, and to be completely closed up on every sid~

7
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except to the west, where there was a little rivulet;
to survey the state of which, Mr. Norton and the
crew of the cutter having landed, and marched up
the country, saw that it soon terminated in three.
falls, one above aRother, and not water for a small
boat over them; and ridges, mostly dry from side
to side, for five or six miles higher.

Thus ends Chesterfield's Inlet, and all Mr. Ellis's
expectations of a passage through it to the Western
Ocean. The other part of the coast, from latitude
6~o, to the South Point of Main, within which limits
hopes were also entertained of finding a passage,
have, of late years, been thoroughly explored. It is
here that Pistol Bay is situated; which the author
who has writ last in this country, on the probability
°wa north-west passage·, speaks of as the only re
maining part of Hudson's Bay where this western
communication may exist. But ,this has been also
examined; and,· on the authority of Captain Chris
topher, we can assure the reader, that there is no
inlet of any consequence in all that part of the coast.
Nay, he has, in an open boat, sailed round the bottom
of what is called Pistol Bay, and, instead of a pas
sage to a western sea, found it does not run above
three or four miles inland.

Besides these voyages b)T sea~ which satisfy us that
we must not look for a passage to the South of 670

of latitude; we are indebted to the Hudson's Bay
Company for a journey by land which has thrown
much additional light on this matter, 'by affording
what may be called demonstration, how much farther
north, at least in some. part of their voyage, ships
must hold their course, before they can pass from one
side of America to the other. The Northern Indians,
who come down to the Company's forts for trade, had
brought to the knowledge of our people, the exist-

* Printed for Jeffreys, in 1768. His words are, " There re
" main. then to be searched for the discovery of a passage, the
" opening called Pistol Bay, in Hudson'. Bay:' P. 122.
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ence of a river; which, from copper abounding neat
it, had got the name of the Copper-mine River. We
read much about this river in Mr. Dobbs's publica
tions, and he considers the Indian ac~ountsof it as
favourable to his system. The Company being de
sirous of examining the matter with precision, ordered
their Governor of Prince of Wales's .Fort, to send a
proper person to travel by land, under the escort of'
some trusty Northern Indians, with orders to pro
ceed to this famous river, to take an accurate survey
of its course, and to trace it to the sea, into which it
empties itself. Mr. Hearne, a Joung gentlem~n in
their service, who, having been an officer in the
navy, was well qualified to make observations for fix
ing the longitude and latitude, and make drawings of
the country he shall pass through, aIft! of -the river
which he was to examine, was appointed for this
service.

Accordingly, he'set out from Fort ~rince of'Wales~
on Churchill River, in latitude 58° 50', on the 7th
of'December, 1770; and the whole of' his proceed
ings, from time to time, are faithfully preserved in
his written Journal. The publication of' this would
not be an unacceptable present to the world, as it
draws a plain artless picture of' the savage modes of'
life, the scanty means of subsistence, and indeed of
the singular wretchedness, in every respect, of' the
various tribes, who, without fixed habitations, pass
their miserable lives, roving throughout the dreary
deserts, and over the frozen lakes of' the immense
track of continent through which MI'. Hearne passed,
and which he may be said to have added to the geo
graphy of' the globe. His general course was to the
north-west. In the month of June, 1771, being then
at a place called Conge catha wha Chaga, he had, to
use his own words, two 'good observations, both by
meridian and double altitudes, the mean Q/' whick de
termines this place to be in latitude 68° 46' north, and,
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by account, in longitude ~4 0
~' 'West qfChurclUU River.

On the 18th of July (having left Conge catha 'Wha
Chaga by the ~d, and travelling still to the welt of

. north) he reached the Copper.mine River: and was
not a little surprized to find it differ so much from the
descriptions given of it by the natives at the fort ;
for, instead of being likelv to be navigable for a ship,
it is, at this part, scarcefy navigable for an Indian
canoe; three falls being in sight, at one view, and
being choked up with shoals and stony ridges.

Here Mr.. Hearne began his survey of' the river.
This he continued till he arrived at its mouth, near
which his Northern Indiaus massacred twenty-one
Esquimaux, whom they surprized in their tents. We
shall give Mr. Hearne's account of his arrival at the
sea, in his own words. "After the Indians had
" plundered the tents of the Esquimaux of all the
cc copper, &c. they were then again ready to assist
" me in making an end to the survey; the sea then
" in sight from the north-west by west to the north
Ie east, distant about eight miles. It was then about
Ie five in the morning of'the 17th, when I again pro
" ceeded to survey the river to the mouth, still found,
Ie in every respect, no ways likely, or a possibility of
"being made navigable, being full of shoals and
" falls: and, at the entrance, the river emptying
" itself over a dry flat of the shore. For the tide was
cc then out, and seemed, by the edges of the ice, to
" flow about twelve or fourteen feet, which will only
" reach a little within the river's mouth. That being
Ie the case, the water in the river had not the least
" brackish taste. But I am sure of its being the sea,
" or some part thereof, by the quantity of whale.bone
" and seal-skins the Esquimaux had at their tents; as
" also th~ number of'seals which I saw uron the ice.
" The sea, at the river's mouth, was ful of islands
Ie and shoals, as far as I could see, by the assistance
u of a pocket telescope; and the ice was not yet
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" broken up, only thawed away about three quarters
" of a mile from the shore, and a little way round the·
" islands and shoals.

" By the time I had completed this survey it was
" about one in the morning of the 18th; but in these
" high latitudes, and this time of the year, the sun
" is always a good height above the horizon. It then
" came on a thick driziling rain, with a thick fog;
"and, as finding the river and sea, in every respect,
" not likely to be of any utility, I did not think it
" worth while to wait for fair weather, to determine
"the latitude exactly by an observation. But, by

, "the extraordinary care I took in observing the
"courses and distances, walked from Congecatha'W
"hachaaga, where I had two good observations, the
" latitude may be depended on, within tw~nty miles
" at farthest."

From the map which Mr. Hearne constructed of
the country through which he passed, in this singular
journey, and which we have been permitted to copy
upon our general chart, it appears that the mouth of
the Copper-mine river lies in the latitude 72', and
above 25° West longitude from the fort, from whence
he took his departure.·

The consequences resulting from this extensive
discovery are obvious. We now see that the conti
nent of North America stretches from Hudson's
Bay so far to the north-west that Mr. Hearne had
travelled near thirteen hundred miles before he ar
rived at the sea. His most western distance from
the coast of Hudson's Bay was near six hundred

-,Mr. Hearne's Journey, back from the Copper-mine river, to
Fort Prince of Wales, lasted till June 30. 1772. From his first
setting out till his return, he had employed near a year and seven
months. The unparalleled hardships he suffered, and the essential
service he performed, met with a suitable reward from his masters,
and he is now the Governor of Fort Prince of Wales, where he
was taken prisoner by the French in 1782; and l~t .ummer re-
turned to hi. station. .'

VOL. V. ~
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miles .; and that his Indian guides were well apprized
of a vast tract of continent stretching farther on in
that direction is certain from many circumstances
mentioned in his journal; one of which, as besides
establishing this fact, it presents us with a very strik.
ing picture of savage life, has been transcribed in
the following note.t

•.The Hudson's Bay Company have a trading post (',alled Bud
IOn's HOUle, above five hundred miles up the cOl1!ltry, in lat.
53° 0' 32", and in long. 106° CZ7' 30".

t This day, Jan. II. 1772, as the Indians were hunting, some
of them saw a strange snow-shoe track, which they followed, and
at a considerable distance came to a little hut, where they found a
young woman sitting alone. They brought her to the tents; and,
on examining her, found that she was one of th,:! western Dog
riMed Indians, and had been taken prisoner by the Aratkapesco'W
Indians in the summer 1770; and, when the Indians who took her
prisoner, were near this pari in the summer 1771, she eloped from
them, with an intent to return to her own country; but it being so
far qff. and, after being taken prisoner, having come thil whole
way III canoes, with the winding of rivers and lakes, she had forgot
the way; and had been in this little hut ever since the first setting
in of the fall. By her account of the moons past since her elope
ment, it appears to be the middle of last July when she left the
Arathapescow Indians, and had not seen a "human face ever since.
She supported herself very well by snaring of rabbits, partridges,
and squirrels, and was now in good health and flesh; and, I think.
as fine a woman of a real Indian, as I have seen in any part of
North America. She had nothing to make snares of but the sinews
of rabbits' legs and feet, which she twisted together for that pur
pose; and of the rabbits' skins had made her8elf a neat and warm
winter's clothing. The stock of materials she took with her when
she eloped, consisted of about five inches of an iron hoop for 11
knife; a stone steel, and other hard stones as flints, together with
other fire-tackle, as tinder, &c.; about an inch and half of the
shank or" the shoeing of an arrow of iron, of which she made an
awl. She had not been long at the tents, when half a score of men
wrestled to see who should have her for their wife. She says, when
tile Arathapescow Indians took her prisoner, that they stole on the
tents in the night, when the inhabitants were all asleep, and killed
every soul except herself and three other young women. Her
father, mother, and husband were in the same tent with her, and
they were all killed. Her child, of about five months old, she
took with her, .wrapped in a b.undle of her clothing, undiscovered,
in the night. BlIt, when arrived at the place where t~e Aratbapes-
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What is now for the first time authentically laid

before the public, with regard to the discoveries made
by the Hudson's Bay Company, was well known to
the noble lord who presided at the Board of Ad
miralty, when this voyage was undertaken; and the
-intimate connection of those discoveries with the
plan of'the voyage, of course regulated the instruc
tions given to Captain Cook.

And now, may we not take it upon liS to appeal to
every ca.ndid and capable inquirer, whether that part
of the instructions which directed the captain not to
lose time, in exploring rivers or inlets, or upon any
other account, till he got into the latitude of 650, was
not framed-judiciously: as there were such indubit
able proofs that no passage existed so far to the south
as any part of Hudson's Bay, and that if a passage
could be effected at all, part of it at least must be
traversed by the ships as far to the northward as the
latitude 7(j,°, where Mr. Hearne arrived at the sea?

We may add as a farther consideration, in support
of this article of the instructions, that Beering's
Asiatic discoveries, in 17(j,8, having traced that con
tinent to the latitude of 67°, Captain Cook's approach
toward that latitude was to be wished for, that he

cows had left their wives, which was not far off, it being then day
break, these lndian women immediately began to examine her
bundle; and having there found the child, took it from her and
killed it immediately. The relation of this shocking scene only
served the savages of my gang for laughter. Her countr,1j is sofar
to the Westward, that she says she never saw any iron, or other
kind of metal, till taken prisoner; those of her tribe making their
hatchets and chisels of deers' horns, and knives of stone and bone;
their arrows are shod with a kind of slate, bones, and deers' horns;
and their instruments, to make their wood work, are nothing but
beavers' teeth. They have frequently heard of the useful materials
the nations to the east of them are supplied with from th6 English;
but, instead of drawing nearer to be in the way of trading for iron
work, &c. are obliged to retreat farther back, to avoid the Aratha
pescow Indians, as they make surprising slaughter amongst them
every year, both winter and summer. HEARNE'S MS. Journal.

E fl
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might be enabled to bring back more authentic in~

formation than the world had hitherto obtained, about
the relative situation and vicinity of the two conti~

nents, which was absolutely necesSary to be known,
before the practicability of sailing between the Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans, in any northern direction,.
could be ascertained.

After all that search in a lower latitude which
tlley who give credit (ifany such there now be) to
the pretended discoveries of de Fonte, affect to wish
had been recommended to Captain Cook, has (if that
will cure them of their credulity,) been satisfactorily
made. The Spaniards, roused from their lethargy
by our voyages, and. having caught a spark of' enter
prize from our repeated visits to the Pacific Ocean,
have followed us more than once into the line of our
discoveries within the Southern tropic; and have
also fitted out expeditions to explore the American
continent to the north of California. It is to be
l~mented, that there should be any reasons why the
transactions of those Spanish voyages have not been
fully disclosed, with the same liberal spirit of inform
ation which other nations have adopted. But, for
tunately, this excessive caution of the court of Spain
has been defeated, at least in one instance, by the
publication of an authentic Journal of their last
voya~ of discovery upon the' coast of America, in
1775 ~ for which the world is indebted to the Honour_
able Mr. Daines Barrington. This publication,
which· conveys some information of real consequence
to ge'ography, and has therefore been referred to
more than once in the following work, is particularly
valuable in this respect, that some parts of the coast
which Captain Cook, in his progress northward, was
prevented by unfiwourable winds from approaching,
were se~n and examined by the Spanish ships who
prece~ed him; and the perusal of the iollowing ex
tr¥t from their Journal, may be recommended to
~hQse (if any such there be) who would represent it

}
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as an imperfection in Captain Cook's voyage, that he
had nGt an opportunity of examining the coast of
America, in the latitude assigned to the discoveries
of Admiral Fonte. "We now attempted to find ~t
" the Straits of Admiral Fonte, though, as yet,we
" had not discovered the Archipelago of St~ Lazar\1s,
"through which he is said to have sailed. With
" this intent, we searched every bay and recess of the
" coast, and sailed round every headland, lying to in
" the night, that we might not lose sight of this en
"trance. 4fler these pains taken, and beingftvoured
" by a north·west wind, it may be pronounced that
"-no such straits are to be found.· " .

In this Journal, the Spaniards boast of " having
" reached so high a latitude as. 58°, beyond what
"any other navigators had been able to effect in
" those seas." t Withaut diminishing the merit of
their performance, we may be permitted t.o say that
it will appear very inconsiderable, indeed, in com
parison of what Captain Cook effected, in the voyage
of which an account is given in these volumes. Be
sides exploring the land in the South Indian Ocean,
of which Kerguelen, in two voyages, had been able
to obtain but a very imperfect knowledge; adding
also many considerable accessions to the geography
of the Friendly Islands, and discovering the noble
group, now called Sandwich Islands, in the Northern
part of the Pacific Ocean, of which not the faintest
trace can be met with in the account of any former
voyage; besides .these preliminary discoveries, the
reader of the following work will find, that in one
summer, our English navigator discovered a much
larger proportion of the north.west coast of Arne-

.. Journal of a Voyage in 1775 by Don Francisco Antonio
Maurelle, in Mr; Barrington's Miscellanies, p. 508.

t Ihid. p. 507. We learn from Maurelle's Journal that another
voyage had been flome time before performed upon the coast of
America; but the utmost northern progress of it was to latitude

55.
E 3
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rica than the Spaniards, though settled in the neigh
bourhood, had, in all their attempts for above two
hundred years, been able to do; that he has put it
beyond all doubt that Beering and Tscherikoff had
really discovered the continent of America in 1741,
and has also established the prolongation of' that
continent westward opposite Kamtschatka, which
speculative writers, wedded to favourite systems; had
affected so much to disbelieve-, and which, though
admitted by Muller, had, since he wrote, been con
sidered as disproved by later Russian discoveriest;
that, besides ascertaining the true position of the
western coasts of America, with some inconsiderable
interruptions, from latitude 44° up to beyond the
latitude 70°, he has also ascertained the position of
the north-eastern extremity of Asia, by confirming
Beering's discoveries in 1728, and adding extensive
accessions of' his own; that he has given us more
authentic information concerning the islands lying
between the two continents, than the Kamtschatka
traders, ever since Beering first taught them to ven
ture on this sea, had been able to procure:t:; that,

.. Dr. Campbell, speaking of Beering's voyage in 1741, saya,
" Nothing can be plainer than this truth, that his discovery does
" not warrant any such supposition, as ~hat the country he touched
" at was a great continent making part of North America."

t See Coxe's Russian Discoveries, pp. 26, 27, &c. The fic
tions of speculative g-eographers in the Southern hemisphere, have
been continents; in the northern hemisphere, they have been seas.
It may be observed, therefore, that if Captain Cook in his first
voyages annihilated imaginary southern lands, he has made amends
for the havock in his third voyage, by annihilating imaginary nor
thern seas, and filling up the vast space, which had been allotted
to them, with the solid continents of his new discoveries of Ame
rican land farther west and north than had hitherto been traced.

:t: The Russians seem to owe much to England in matters of
this sort. It is singular enough that one of our countrymen, Dr.
Campbell [See his edition of Harris's voyages, vol. ii. p. 1021.
has preserved many valuable particulars of Beering's first voyage,
of which Muller lumself, the historian of their earlier discoveries,
makes no mention; that it should be another of our countrymen,
Mr. Coxe, who first published a satisfactory account of their lat~r

14-
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by fixing the relative situation of Asia and America,·
and discovering the narrow bounds ~f the strait that·
divides them, he has thrown a blaze of light upon
this important part of the geography of the globe,
and solved the puzzling problem abont the peopling
of' America, by tribes destitute of' the necessary
means to attempt long navigations; and, lastly, that,
though the principal object of the voyage failed, the
world will be greatly benefited even by the failure,
as it has brought us to the knowledge of the ex
istence of the impediments which f'uture navigators
may expect to meet with in attempting to go to the
East Indies through Beering's Strait.

The extended review we have taken of' the pre
ceding voyages, and the general outline we have
sketched out, of' the transactions of the' last, which
are recorded at full length in these volumes, will not,
it is hoped,. be considered as a prolix or unnecessary
detail. It will serve to give a just notion of the
whole plan of' discovery executed by his Majesty's
commands. And it appearing that much was aimed
at, and much accomplished, in the unknown parts of
the globe, in both hemispheres, there needs no other
consideration, to give full satisfa.ction to those who
possess an enlarged way of thinking, that a variety
of' useful purposes must have been effected by these
researches. But there are others, no doubt, who,
too diffident of their own abilities, or too indolent to
eXe1't them, would wish to have their reflections as
sisted, by pointing out what those useful purposes

discoveries; and that the King of Great Britain's shiEs should
traverse the globe in 1778, to confirm to the Russian empire the
possession of near thirty degrees, or above six hundred miles of
continent, which Mr. Engel, in his zeal for the practicability of a
north-east passage, would prune away from the length of Asia to
the eastward. See his Memoires Geographiqlles, &c. Lausanne,
1765; which, however, contains much real information; and many
parts of which are confirllled by Captain Cook's American dis
coveries.

E 4
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are. For the use of such, the following enumeration
of particulars is entered upon. And if' there should
be any, who affect to undervalue the plan, or the ex~

ecution of' our voyages, what shall now be offered, if
it do not convince them, may, at least, check the
influence of their unfavourable decision.

1. It may be fairly considered, as one great ad
vantage accruing to the world from our late surveys
of' the globe, that they have confuted fanciful
theories, too likely to give birth to impracticable
undertakings.

After Captain Cook's persevering and fruitless
traverses through every corner of' the southern he
misphere, who, for the future, will pay any attention
to the ingenious reveries of' Campbell, de Brosses,
and de Buffon? or hope to establish an intercourse
with such a continent as Maupertuis's fruitful ima
gination had pictured? A continent equal, at least,
in extent, to all the civilized countries in the known
northern hemisphere, where new men, new animals,
new productions of every kind, might be brought for
ward to our view, and discoveries be made, which
would open inexhaustible treasures of commerce.·
We can now boldly take it upon us to discourage all
expeditions, formed on such reasonings of speculative
philosophers, into a quarter of the globe where our
persevering English navigator, instead of this pro
mised fairy land, found nothing but barren rocks,
scarcely affording shelter to penguins and seals; and
dreary' seas, and mountains of ice, occupying the
immense space allotted to imaginary paradIses, and
the only treasures there to be discovered, to reward

.. See Maupertuis's Letter to the King or Prussia. The au
thor of the Preliminary Discourse to Bougainville's Voyage auz
Isles Malouines, computes that the southern continent (for the
existence of which, he owns, we must depend more on the con
jectures of philosophers, than on the testimony of voyagers) con
tains eight or ten millions of square leagues.
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the toil, and to compensate the dangers of the una
vailing search.

Or, if we carry our reflections into the northern
hemisphere, could Mr. Dobbs have made a single
convert, much less could he have been the successful
solicitor of two different expeditions, and have met
with encouragement from the legislature, with regard
to his favourite passage throttgh Hudson's Bay, if
Captain Christopher had previously explored its
coasts, and if Mr. Hearne had walked over the im
mense continent behind it? Whether, after Captain
Cook's and Captain Clerke's discoveries on the west
side of America, and their report of the state of
Beering's Strait, there can be sufficient encourage
ment to make future attempts to penetrate into the
Pacific Ocean in any northern direction, is a ques
tion, for the decision of which tl}e public will be in
debted, to this wQ.rk.

Q. But our voyages will benefit the world, not only
by discouraging future unprofitable searches, but also
by lessening the dangers and distresses formerly ex
perienced in those seas, which are within the line of
commerce and navigation, now actually subsisting.
In how many instances have the mistakes of former
navigators, in fixing the true situations of important
places, been rectified? What accession to the vari
ation chart? How many nautical observations have
been collected, and are now ready to be consulted, in
directing a ship's course, along rocky shores, through
narrow straits, amidst perplexing currents, and dan
gerous shoals? But, above all, what numbers of
new bays, and harbours, and anchoring-places, are
now., for the first time, brought forward, where ships
may be sheltered and their crews find tolerable re
freshments? To enumerate all these would be to
transcribe great part of' the journ"als of' our several
commanders, whose labours will endear them to
every navigator whom trade or war may carry into
their tracks. Every nation that sends a ship to sea,
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will partake of the benefit; but Great Britain herself,
whose commerce is boundless, mllst take the lead in
reaping the full advantage of her own discoveries.

In consequence of all these various improvements
lessening the apprehensions of engaging in long
voyages, may we not reasonably indulge the pleasing
hope that ii'esh branches of commerce may, even in
our time, be attempted, and successively carried on?
Our hardy adventurers in the whale-fishery have
already found their way, within these few years, into
the South Atlantic; and who knows what fresh
sources of commerce may still be opened, if the pros
pect of gain can be added, to keep alive the spirit of
enterprise? If the situation of Great Britain be too
I'emote, other trading nations will assuredly avail
themselves of our discoveries. We may soon expect
to hear that the Russians, now instructed by us
where to find the American continent, have extended
their voyages from the Fox Islands to Cook's River,
and Prince William's Sound. .And if Spain itself
shOltld not be tempted to trade from its most nor.
thern Mexican ports, by the fresh mine of wealth
discovered in the furs of King George's Sound,
which they may transport in their Manilla ships, as a
favourite commodity for the Chinese market, that
market may probably be supplied by a direct trade
to America, from Canton itself~ with those valuable

. articles which the inhabitants of China have hitherto
received only by the tedious and expensive circuit
of Kamtschatka and Kiachta.

These and many other commercial improvements
may reasonably be expected to result from the British
discoveries, even in our own times. But if we look
forward to future ages, and to future changes in the
history of commerce, by recollecting its various past
revolutions and migrations, we may be allowed to
please ourselves with the idea of its finding its way,
at last, throughout the extent of the regions with
which eur voyages have opened an intercourse; and
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there will be abundant reason to liubscribe to Captain
Coo.k's observation with regard to New Zealand,
which may be applied to other tracks of' land explored
by him, that" although they be far remote from the'
" present trading world, we can, by no means, tell

. ,i what use future ages may make of the discoveries
"made by the present."· In this point of view,
surely, the utility of the late voyages must stand
confessed; and we may be permitted to say, that the
history of' their operations, which will be completed
in these volumes, has the justest pretensions to be

~. called "~1k1X. ~~ IX!), as it will convey to latest posterity
a treasure of interesting information.

s. Admitting, however, that we may have ex
pressed too sanguine expectations of commercial ad
vantages, either within our own reach, or gradually
to be unfolded at some future period, as the result of
our voyages .of discovery, we may still be allowed to
consider them as a laudable effort to add to the stock
of human knowledge, with regard to an object which
cannot but deserve the attention of' enlightened man.
To 'exert our faculties in devising ingenious modes
of satisfying ourselves about the magnitude and
distance of the sun; to extend our acquaintance with
the system to which that luminary is the common
centre, by tracing the revolutions of a new planet,
or the appearance of a new comet; to carry our bold
researches through all the immensity of space, where
world beyond world rises to the view of' the aston
ished observer; these are employments which none
but those incapable of pursuing them can depreciate,
and which everyone capable of pursuing them must
delight in, as a dignified exercise of the powers of
the human mind. But while we direct OUf' studies
to distant worlds, which, after all our exertions, we
ml,1st content ourselves with having barely discovered
to exist, it would be a strange neglect, indeed, and

4' Sec Vol, III. p. 107.
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would argue a most culpable want ofrational curiosity,
if we did not use our best endeavours to atrive
at a full acquaintance with the contents of our own
planet; of that little spot in the immense universe, on
which we have been placed, and the utmost ·limits ~f

which, at least its habitable parts, we possess the
means ofascertaining, and describing, by actual exam
ination.

So naturally doth this reflection present itself~ that
to know something of the terraqueous globe is a
favourite object with everyone who am taste the
lowest rudiments of learning. Let us not, therefore,

. think so meanly of the times in which we live, as to
suppose it possible, that full justice will not be done
to the noble plan of discovery so steadily and so
successfully carried on since the accession of his
Majesty; which cannot fail to be considered, in every
succeeding age, as a splendid period in the history
of our country, and to add to our national glory, by
distinguishing Great Britain as taking the lead in
the most arduous undertakings for the common be
nefit of the human race. Before these voyages took
place, nearly half the surface of the globe we inhabit
was hid in obscurity and con~lsion. What is still
wanting to complete our geography, may justly be
termed the minutire of that science.

4. Let us now carry our thoughts somewhat far
ther. It is fortunate for the interests of knowledge,
that acquisitions in anyone branch generally, and
indeed unavoidably, lead to acquisitions in other
branches, perh~ps of still greater consequence; and
that we cannot even gratify mere curiosity, without
being rewarded with valuable instruction. This ob
servation applies to th.e subject before us. Voyages,
in which new oceans have been traversed, and in
which new countries have been visited, can scarc~ly

ever be performed, without bringing forward to our
view fresh objects of science. Even when we are to
take our report of what was discovered, from the
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mere sailor, whose knowledge scarcely goes beyond
the narrow limits of' his own profession, and whose
inquiries are not directed by philosophical discern
ment, it will be unfortunate indeed, if something
hath not been remarked, by which the scholar may
profit, and usef~l accessions be made to our old stock
of information. And if this be the case in general,
how much more must be gained by the particular
voyages now under consideration? Besides naval
officers equally skilled to examine the coasts they
might approach, as to delineate them accurately
upon their charts,· artists· were engaged, who, by
their drawings, might illustrate what could only be
impelfectly described; mathematicianst who might
treasure up an extensive series of scientific observ
ations; and persons versed in the various departments
of the history of nature, who might collect, or re
cord, all that they should find new and valuable,
throughout the wide extent of their researches. But
while most of these associates of our naval dis
coverers were liberally rewarded by the public, there
was one gentleman, who thinking it the noblest re
ward he could receive, to have an opportunity of
making the ample fortune he inherited from his an
cestors subservient to the improvement of science,
stepped forward of his own accord, and, submitting
to the hardships and dangers of a circumnavigation
of' the globe, accompanied Captain Cook in the
Endeavour. The learned world, I may also say the

* Messrs. Hodges and Webber.
t Mr. Green, in the Endeavour; Messrs. Wales and Bayly, in

the Resolution and Adventure; Mr. Bayly, a second time, jointly
with Captains Cook and King in this voyage; and Mr. Lyons,
who accompanied Lord Mulgrave. The observations of Messrs.
Wales and Bayly during Captain Cook's second voyage are al
ready in the hands of the public, by the favour of the Board of
Longitude; and those of Captains Cook and King, and Mr•

. Bayly, during this last, will appear immediately after our pub-
lication. [First Edit.] .
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unlearned, will never forget the obligations which it
owes to Sir Joseph Banks.

What real acquisitions have been gained, by this
munificent attention to science, cannot be better ex
pressed than in the words of Mr. Wales, who en
gaged in one of these voyages himself, and contri
buted largely to the benefits derived from them.

" That branch of natural knowledge which may
"be called nautical astronomy, was undoubtedly in
" its infancy, when these voyages were first under
" taken. Both instruments and observers, which
cc deserved the name, were very rare;. and so late as
cc the year 1770, it was found necessary, in the ap
" pendix to Meyer's Tables, published by the Board
" of Longitude, to state facts, in contradiction to
cc the assertions of so celebrated an astronomer as
.cc the Abbe de ]a Caille, that the altitude of the sun
cc at noon, the easiest and most simple of all observ
cc ations, could not be taken with certainty to a less
cc quantity than five, six, seven, or even eight mi
ce nutes.. But those who will give themselves the
"trouble to look into the astronomical observations

* The Abbe's words are, " Si ceux qui promettent une si
cc grande precision dans ces sortes de methodes, avoient navigue
cc quelque tems, ils auroient vii souvent, que dans I'observation la
cc plus simple de toutes, qui est celie de la hauteur du soleil a
cc midi, deux observations, munis de bons quartiers de reflexioD,
" bien. rectifies, different entr'eux, 10rsqu'iIs observent chacun a
cc part, de 5', 6', 7', & 8'."

EpMmer.li55-1765. Introduction, p. S2.
It must be however mentioned, in justice to M. de la Caille,

that he attempted to introduce the lunar method of discovering
the longitude, nnd proposed a plan of calculations of the moon's
distance from the sun and fixed stars; but, through the imperfection
of his instruments, his success was much less than that method was
capable of affording. The bringing it into general use was re
served for Dr. Maskelyne, our astronomer royal. See the preface
to the Tablesfor correcting ~he Effects 'If Rifraction and Paralla:z:,
published by the Board of Longitude, under the direction of
Dr. Shepherd, Plumian Professor of Astronomy and Experimental
Philosophy at Cambridge, in 17'12.
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" made in Captain Cook's last voyage, will find, that
"there were few, even of the petty officers, who
" could not observe the distance of the moon from
" the sun, OJ' a star, the most delicate of all observ
ce ations, with sufficient accuracy. It may be ad
ee ded, that the m~thod of making and computing
cc observations for finding the variation of the com
ce pass, is better known, and more frequently prac
ce tised by those who have been on these voyages,
" than by most others. Nor is there, perhaps, a
cc person. who ranks as an officer, and has been COll

ce cerned in them, who would not, whatever his real .
ce skill may be, feel ashamed to have it thought that
" he did not know how to observe for, and compute
cc the time at sea; though, but a short while before
" these voyages were set on foot, such a thing was
" scarcely ever heard of amongst seamen; and even
"first-rate astronomers doubted the possibility of
Ie doing it with sufficient exactness.·

* In addition to Mr. Wales's Remark, it may be observed, that
the proficiency of our naval officers in taking observations at sea,
must ultimately be attributed to the great attention paid to this
important object by the Board of Longitude at home; liberal
rewards having been given to mathematicians for perfecting the
lunar tables, and facilitating calculations; to arti&ts for con
structing more accurate instruments for observing, and watches
better adapted to keeping time at sea. It appears, therefore, that
the voyages of discovery, and the operations of the Board of Lon
gitude:went han~ in hand; and they must be combi~ed. in order
to form a just estimate of the extent of the plan carried Into exe

.cution since his Majesty's accession, for improving astronomy and
navigation. But, besides the establishment of the Board of Lon
gitude on its present footing, which has had such important con
sequences, it must also be ever acknowledged. that his present
Majesty has extended his royal patronage to every branch of the
liberal arts and useful science. The munificent present to the
Royal Society for defraying the expel)ce of observing the transit
of Venus; - the institution of the Academy of Painting and Sculp
ture ;-the magnificent apartments allotted to the Royal and
Antiquary Societies, and to the Royal Academy, at Somerset
Place;-the support of th~ Garden of Exotics at Kew, to im
prove which, Mr. Mason was sent to the extremities of Africa;_
the substantial encouragement afforded to learned men and learned
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"The number of places, at which the rise and
u times of flowing of' tides have, been observed, in
"these voyages, is very great; and hence an im
" portant article of useful knowledge is afforded. In
"these observations, some very curious and even
" unexpected circumstances have offered themselves
cc to our consideration. It will be sufficient to in
u stance the exceedingly small height towhich the tide
cc rises in the middle of the great Pacific Ocean; where
cc it falls short, two·thirds at least, 'of what might
cc have been expected from theory and calculation.
•"''' The direction and force of' currents at sea make
" also an important object. These voyages will be
" found to contain much useful information on this
'" head; as well relating to seas nearer home, and
"which, in consequence, are navigated every day,
"as to those which are more remote, but where,
"notwithstanding, the knowledge of these things
" may be of great service to those who are destined
" to navigate them hereafter. To this head also we
" may refer the great number of experiments which
cc have been made for enquiring into the depth of
" the sea, its temperature, and saltness at different
" depths, and in a variety of places and climates.

" An extensive foundation has also been laid for
" improvements in magnetism, for discovering' the
" cause and nature of the polarity of the needle, and
" a theory of its variations, by the number and'
" variety of the observations and experiments which
" have been made, both on the variation and dip, in
cc almost all parts of the world. Experiments also
cc have been made, in consequence of the late voyages,
" on the effects of gravity, in different and very dis-

works, in various departments; and particularly that afforded to
Mr. HerschelI, which has enabled him to devote himself entirely
to the improvement of astronomy; these and many otqer instances
which might be enumerated, would have greatly distinguished his
Majesty's reign, even if he had not been the patron of those success
ful attempts to perfect geography and navigation by 80 many
voyages of rlillcovery. '
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." tabt places, which may serve to increase our stock
" of natural knowledge. From the same source of
." information we have learned that the phrenomenoIf,
" usuaJly called the aurora borealis is not peculiar
" to high northern latitudes, but belongs equally to
" all cold climates, whether they be north or south.

" But perhaps no part of knowledge has been so
CJ great a' gainer by the late voyages, as that of
"botany. We are told· that, at least twelve hun
" dred new plants have been added to the known
" system; and that very considerable additions have
" been made to every other branch of natural history,
" by the great skill and industry ofSir Joseph Banks,
." and the other gentlemen t who have accompanied
" Captain Cook for that purpose."

To our naval officers In general, or to their learned
a~sociates in the expeditions, all the foregoing im
provements of knowledge may be traced; but there
is one very singular improvement indeed, still behind,
for which, as we are solely indebted to Captain Cook,
let us state it in his own words: "Whatever may be
" the public judgment about other matters, it is with
., real satisfilction, and without claiming any merit
., but that of attention to my duty, that I can con
., clude this account with an observation, which facts
." enable me to make, that our having discovered the
I' possibility of preserving health amongst a numer
., ous ship's company, for such a length of time,
" in such varieties of climate, and amidst such con
., tinued hardships and fatigues, will make this

.. See Dr. Shepherd's Preface; as above.
t Dr. Solander, Dr. Foster and his. son, and Dr. Sparman.

Dr. Foster has giveR us a specimen of the botanical discoveries
of his voyage in the Characjeres Gellerum Plantarum, &c.; and
much curious philosoph,ical matter is contained in his ObsenJ(ltio1Js
.~de on a Vo.yage round the World. Dr. Sparman also, on his
J'eturn to Sweden, favoured us with a publication. in which he
expatiates on the advantages accruing to natural history, to as·
tronomy, geography, general physic, and navigation, from. our
South-Sea voyages.

VOL.V. F
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"voyage remarkable, in the opinion of every bene
" volent person, when the disputes about a southern
c: continent shall have ceased to engage the attention,
" and to divide the judgment of philosophers."·

5..But while our late voyages have opened so
many channels to an increase of knowledge in the
several articles already enumerated; while they have
extended our acquaintance with the contents of the
globe; while they have facilitated old tracks, and
have opened new ones fiJr commerce; while they
have been the means of improving the skill of the
navigator, and the science of the astronomer; while
they have procured to us so valuable accessions in
the several departments of natural history, and fur
nished such opportunities of teaching us how to pre
serve the healths and lives of seamen, let us not
forget another very important object of study, for
which they have afforded to the speculative philosopher
ample materials: I mean the study of human nature
in various situations, equally interesting as they are
uncommon.

However remote or secluded from frequent inter
course with more polished nations the inhabitants of
any parts of the world .be, if history or our own
observation should make it evident that they have
been formerly visited, and that foreign manners and
opinions, and languages, have been blended with
their own, little use can be made of what is observed
amongst such people, toward drawing a real picture
of man in his natural uncultivated state. This seems
to be the situation of the inhabitants of most of the
islands that lie contiguous to the continent of Asia,
and of whose manners and il1stitutions the Europeans,
who occasionally visit them, have frequently given
us accounts. But the islands whi~h our enterprising
discoverers visited in the centre of the South Pacific
O~ean, and are, indeed, the principal scenes of their

• See Vol. IV. p. 266.
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operations, were untrodden ground. The inhabit.
ants, as far as could be observed, were unmixed with
any different tribe, by occasional intercourse, sub.
sequent to their original settlement there; left en.
tirely to their own powers for every art of life; and
to their own remote traditions for every political or re.
ligious custom or institution; uninforliled by science;
unimproved by education; in short, a fit soil from
whence a careful observer could collect facts for
forming a judgment, how far unassisted human nature
will be apt to degenerate; and in what respects it can
ever be able to excel. Who could have thought,
that the brutal ferocity of feeding upon human flesh,
and the horrid superstition of offering human sacri.
fices, should be found to exist amongst the natives
lately discovered in the Pafl:ific Ocean, who, in other
respect.s, appear to be no strangers to the fine feelings
of humanity, to have arrived at a certain stage of
social life, and to be habituated to subordiRation and
government which tend so naturaIl.y to repress. the
ebullitions of wild passion, and expand the latent
powers of the understanding?

Or, if' we turn from this melancholy picture, which
will suggest copious matter for philosophical specu·
lation, can we without astonishment observe to what a
degree of' perfection the same tribe (and, indeed, we
may here join, in some of those instances, the American
tribes visited in the course of the present voyage)
have carried their favourite amusements; the plaintive
songs of tMir women; their dramatic entertainments;
their dances; their Olympian garnes, as we may call
them; the orations of their chiefs; the chants of'
their priests; the solemnity of' their religious pro
ce~sions; their arts and manufactures; their ingeni.
ous contrivances to supply the want of proper mate·
rials, and of' effective tools and machines ; and the
wonderful productions of their persevering labour
under a complication of disadvantages; their cloth
and their mats; their weapons; their fishing instru•.

F ~
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meBts; their ornaments; their utensils; which, in
design and execution, may vie with whatever modern
-Europe, or classical antiquity can exhibit. .

It is a favourite study with the scholar to trace
the remains of Grecian or Roman workmanship:
he turns over his Montfaucon with learned satisfac
tion; and he gazes with rapture on the noble col
lection of Sir William Hamilton. The amusement is
Tational and instructive. But will not his curiosity
be more awakened, will he not find even more real
matter for important reflection, by passing an hour
in surveying the numerous specimens ofthe-ingenuity
pur newly-discovered friends broUght from the utmost
recesses of the globe to enrich the British Museum,

- and the valuable repository of' Sir Ashton Lever?
If the curiosities of Sir Ashton's Sandwich-room
alone, were the only acquisition gained by o~r visits
to the Pacific Ocean, who that has taste to admire,
or even eyes to behold, could hesitate to pronounce,
that Captain Cook had not sailed in vain? The ex
pence of' his three voyages did not perhaps far exceed
that of digging out the buried contents of Hercu
laneum. And we may add, that the novelties of the
Society or Sandwich islands, seem better calculated
to engage the attention of' the studiolls in our times
than the antiquitie3, which exhibit proofs of Roman
magnificence.

The grounds for making this remark cannot be
better explained, than in the words of. a very in
genious writer; H In an age (says Mr. Warton·),
" advanced to the highest degree of'refinement, that
" species of curiosity commences, which is busied in
,~ contemplating the progress of social life, in display
,qng the gradations of' society, and in tracing
" the. gradations from barbarism to civility.. That
"these speculations should· become .the favourite
" topics ot' such a period is extremely natural. We
., look back on the savage condition of our ancestors

'J\I Preface to his History of English Poetry.
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". with the triumph of superiority; and are' pleased
"to mark the steps by which we have been raised
", from rudeness to elegance; and our reflections on
" this subject are accompanied with it conscious pride,
cc arising, in a ~reat measure, from a tacit comparison
" of the infimte disproportion between the feeble
"efforts of remote ages, !lnd our present improve
" ments in knowledge. In the mean time, the man
n ners,' monuments, customs, practices, and opinions
" of antiquity, by forming so strong a contrast with
" those of our own times, and by exhibiting human
" nature and human inventions in new lights, in un
" expected appearances, and in various forms, are
" objects which forcibly strike a feeling imagination.'
,e Nor does this spectacle afford nothing more than a
U fruitless gratification to the fancy. It teaches us to
" set a just estimation on our own acquisitions, and
'" encourages us to cherish that cultivation which is
" so closely connected with the existence and the ex
" ercise of every' social virtue." We need not here'
observe, that the manners~ monuments, customs, prac
tices, and opinions of the present inhabitants of' the'
Pacific Oc~an, or of the West side of North America,
form the strongest contrast with those of our own time
in enlightened Europe; and that afteling imagination
will probably be more struck with the narration of the
ceremonies of a N atche at Tongataboo, thanot' a
Gothic' tournament 'at London; with the contempla.
tion of the' colossuses of Easter Island, than of th.e
mysterious remains of Stonehenge.

. Many singularities respecting what may be called
the natural history of the human species, in different
climates, will, on the authority of our late navigators,
open abundant sources for philosophical discussion.
One question of' this sort, in partjcular, which had

~ formerly divided the opinions of the inquisitive, as tq
the existence, if not of "giants on the earth," at
least of a race (inhabiting a district bordering on the
north side of the strait of'Magalhaells), whose stature

F 8
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considerably exceeds that of the bulk of mankind,
will no longer be doubted or disbelieved. And the
in~enious objections of the sceptical author of' Re.
cherches sur /es Americains·, will weigh nothing in
the balance against the concurrent and accurate
testimony of Byron, Wallis and Carteret. .

Perhaps there cannot be a mo{'e interesting inquiry
than to trace the migrations of the various families
or tribes that have peopled the globe; and in no re
spect have our late voyages been more fertile in
curious discoveries. It was known in general (and I
shall use the words of Krempf'er t), that the Asiatic
nation called Malayans, H in former times had by
"much th~ greatest trade in the Indies, and fre
u quented with their merchant ships, not only all the
" coasts of Asia, but ventured even over to the eoasts
" of Africa, particularly to the great island of Mada.'
u gascar.t The title which the king of'the Malayans
" assumed to himself, of Lord Q[the Winds and Seas
" to tlte East and to the West, is an ·evident proof of
"this; but much more the·Malayan language, which
" spread most all· over the ea·st, much'atter the. same
"manner as formerly the Latin, and of' late the
"French, did all over Europe." Thus' far, .I say,
was known. But that from Madagascar to the Mar
queses and Easter Island, that is, nearly fi'om the east
side of AfHca, till we approach towards the west side
of America, a space including above half the circum•

.. Tom. i. p. 331.
t History of Japan, vol. i. p. 93.
t That the Malayans have not only frequented Madagascar,

but have also been the progenitors of wme of the present race of
inhabitants there, is confirmed to us by the testimony of Monsieur
de Pages, who visited that island so late as 1774. "lis m'ont
.. paru provenir des diJerses Races; leur couleur, leurs cheveux,
" et leur corps l'indiquent. Ceux que je n'ai pas cru originaires
" des anciens naturels du pays, .sont petits et trapus; ils ont les
.. cheveux presque unis, et sont oliv!ltres comme les Malayes, avec
" qui its ont, en g/nlrat, fme espece de resemblance."

Voyages des ftf. dell Pages, T. ii. p. 90.
19
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Ference of' the· globet the same tribe or nation. the
Phrenicians. as we may call them. of the Oriental
World. should have .made their settlemenb!, and
founded colonies throughout almost. every interme
diate stage of this immense tract, in islands at
amazing distances from the mother continent, and
ignorant of' each others' existence; this is an histo
rical fact. which could be but very imperfectly known
before Captain Cook's two first voyages discovered so
many new inhabited spots of land lurking in the
bosom of' the South Pacific Ocean; and it is a fact
which does not rest solely ·on similarity of customs
and institutions, but has been estab.Iished by the most
satisfactory of' all proofs, that drawn fi'om affinity of
language. Mr. Marsden{ who seems to have con
sidered this cmious subJe~ with much attention,
says, that the links qftlle latit7Piinal chain remain yet to
be traced. • The discovery of the Sandwich islands
in this last voyage has added some links to the chain.
But Captain Cook had not an opportunity of carry
ing his researches into the more westerly parts of the
North Pacific. The reader, therefore, of the follow
ing work will not, perhaps, think that the Editor was
idly employed when he subjoined some notes, which
contain abundant proof that the inhabitants of' the
Ladrones,. or Marianne islands. and those of' the

.* ArchlleOlog. ·vol. vi. p. 155. See also his History of Sumatra,
p. 166. from which the following paS88ge is transcribed. "Besides
.. the Malaye, there are a variety of languages spoken on Sumatra,
" which, however, have not only a manifest affinity among them
"selves; but wso to that general language which is found to pre
" vail in, and to be indigenous to, all the islands of the eastern
" seas; from Madagascar to the remotest of Captain Caok's dis
" coveries, comprehending a wider extent than the Roman or any
" other tongue has yet boasted. In different places, it has been
U more or less mixed and corrupted; but between the most dis
.. similar branches, an eminent sameness of many radical words is;
c, apparent; and in some very dilitant from each other, in point of
" situation: As, for instance, the Philippines and Mal1aglUlcar, the
.. deviation of the words is sCllrcely more than is observed in the
" dialectll of neighbouring provinces of the samII kingdom."

F 4
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Carolines, are to be traced to the same common
source, with those of the islands visited by our ships.
With the like vit>w, of exhihiting a striking picture of"
the amazing extent of this oriental language, which
marks, if' not a common original, at least an intimate
intercourse between the inhabitants of places so very
remote from each other, he has inserted a compara
tive table of their numerals, upon a more enlarged
plan than any that has hitherto been executed. •

Our British discoverers have- not only thrown a
blaze of' light on the migrations of' the tribe which
has so wondertuJIy spread itself throughout the
islands in the Ealitern Ocean; but they have also
favoured-us with much curious information concern
ing another of the families. of the eilrth whose lot
ha~ falien in less hospitable dimates. We speak of
the Esquimaux, hitherto only found seated on the
coasts of' Labradore and Hudson's Bay, and who
differ in several characteristic marks from the inland
inhabitants of' North America. That the Green
landers and they agree -in every circumstance of
customs, and manners, and language, which are de
monstrations of an original identity of nation, had
been discovered about twenty years ago. t Mr.
Hearne, in 1772, traced this unhappy race farther
back, toward that part of' the globe frogl whence
they had originaJIy coasted along in their skin boats,
having met with some of them at the mouth of ~he

Coppermine River, in the latitude of' 72°, and near
five hundred leagues farther 'V. than Pickel'sgt1l's

.. We are indebted to Sir Joseph Banks, for a general outline of
this, in Hawkesworth's Collection, vol. iii. p.777. The reader
will find our enlarged Table at the end of the third volume, Ap-
pendix, No.2. .

t See Crantz's History of Greenland, vol. i. p. 26~.; where we
are told that the Moravian Brethren, \\:ho, witb the consent and
furtherance of Sir Hugh Palliser, then Goverr1or of NewfoundlBDd,
visited the Esquimaux on the Labradore coast, found- that their
language, and that of the Greenlanders, do not differ so much as
that of the High and Low Dutch. .; .
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most westerly station in Davis's Strait. Their being
the same tribe who now actually inhabit the islands
and cealtts on the west side of North America,
opposite Kamtschatka, was a; discovery, the comple
tion of which was reserved for Captain Cook. The
reader of the following work will" find them at
Nortofl S.ound, and at Oonalashka, and Prince
William's Sound; that is, near 1.500 leagues distant
from their stations in Greenland, and on the Labra
dore coast. And lest similitude of manners should
be thought to deceive us, a table exhibiting proofs of
affinity of language; which was drawn up by Captain
Cook, and is inserted in this work·, will remove
every doubt fi'om the mind of the most scrupulous
inquirer aner tmth.

There are other doubts of a 1Jlore importal)t kind,
which it may be hoped will now no longer perplex
the ignorant, or furnish matter of cavil to the ill.
intentioned. After the great discovery, or at.Ieast the
full confirmation of the great di.'lcovery of the vici
nity of the two continents of Asia and America, we
trust that we shall not be any more ridiculed, for
believing that the former could easily furnish its in
habitants to the latter. And thus, to all the various
good purposes already enumerated,as answered- by
our late \6OYages, we may add this last, though not
the -least important, that they have clone service to
religion, by robbing infidelity of a favourite objection
to the credibility of the Mosaic account of the
peopling Q/'tlle earth. t-

'" See Appe~dix, No.6. The Greenlanders, as Crantz tells us,
call themselves Karalit; a word not very unlike Kanagyst, the
name asumed by the inhabitants of Kodiack, one of the Schumagin
islands, as Strehlin informs us.

t A contempt of revelation is generally the result of ignorance,
conceited of its possessing superio~ knowledge. Observe how.the
Author of Recherches Philasophiques sur lell Americainll, expresses
him.self on-this very point. "_ Cette distance que Mr. Antermony
" veut trouver- si peu importante, est a-peu-pres de huit cent li.euef
'I Gauloises au travers d'u/J oceall perill.eux, et impossible afranchil;"
cc avec des canots aussi chetifs et aussi fragiles <Jue Ie sont, au rap-
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6. Hitherto we have considered our voyages as
having benefited the discoverers. But it will be
~sked, have they conveyed, or are they likely ever
to convey any benefit to the discovered! It would
afford exquisite Ratisfaction to every benevolent mind
to be instructed in facts which might enable us,
without hesitation, to answer this question in the
affirmative. And J'et, perhaps, we may indulge the
pleasing hope, that, even in this respect, our ships
have not sailed in vain. Other discoveries of new
countries have, in effect, been wars, or rather maS.
sacres; nations have been no sooner found out, than
they have been extirpated. and the horrid cruelties
of the conquerors of Mexico and Peru can never be
remembered, without blushing for religion and human
nature; but when the recesses of the globe are inves.
tigated, not to enlarge private dominion, but to pro
mote general knowledge; when we visit new tribes
of' our fellow-creatures as friends, and wish only to
learn that they exist, in order to bring them within
the pal~ of the offices of' humanity, and to relieve
.the wants of'their imperfect state of society, by com·
municating to them our superior attainments;
voyages of discovery, planned with such benevolent
views by George the Third, and executed by Cook,
have not, we trust, totally failed ill this respect. Our
repeated visits, and long continued intercourse with
the natives of the Friendly, Society, and Sandwich
Islands, cannot but have darted some rays of' light
on the infant minds of' those poor people. The un·
common objects they have thus had opportunities of'
observing. and admiring, will naturally tend to ell·

" port d~Ysbrand Ides,les chaIoupes des Tunguses," &c. &c. t. i.
p.I56. Had this writer known that the two continents are not
above thirteell leagues (instead of eight hundred) distant from each
other, and that, even in that narrow space of sea, there are interven
ing islands, he would not have ventured to urge this- argument in
opposition to Mr. Bell's notion of the quarter-from which North
America received its original inhabitants.
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large their. stock of ideas, and to furnish new mate
rials for the exercise of their reason. Comparing
themselves with their visitors, they cannot but be
struck with the deepest conviction of their own in
feriority, and be impelled, by the strongest motives,
to strive to emerge ii"om it, and to rise nearer to a
level with those children of the sun who deigned to
look upon them, and left behind so many specimens
of their generous and humane attention. The very
introduction of our useful animals and vegetables,
by adding fresh means of subsistence, will have added
to their comforts of life and immediate enjoyments;
and if thi:l be the only benefit they are ever to re·
ceive, who will pronounce that much has not been
gained? Bnt may we not carry our wishes and our
hopes still farther? Great Britain itself~ when first
visited by the Phrenicians, was inhabited by painted
savages, not· perhaps blessed with higher attain.
ments than ar~ possessed by the present natives of
New Zealand; certainly less civilized than those of
Tongataboo or Otaheite. . Our having opened an
intercourse with them is·the first step toward their
improvement. Who knows, but -that our late voyages
may be the means appointed by Providence, of
spreading, in due time, the blessings of civilization,
amongst the. numerous tribes of the South Pacific
Ocean; of abolishing their horrid repasts and their

.horrid rites; and of laying the foundation for future
and more effectual plans, to prepare them for holding
an honourable station amongst the nations of the
earth? This, at least is certain that our having, as
it were, brought them into existence by our exten.
sive researches, will suggest to us fresh motives of
devout gratitude to the Supreme Being, for having
blessed us with advantages hitherto withheld from so
great a proportion ofthe human race; and will operate
powerfully to incite us to persevere in every feasible
attempt, to be his instruments in rescuing millions of
fellow-creatures from their present state of humi.
lia,tion.
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The several topics which occurred, as suitable to
this general Introduction, being now discussed, no
thing remains but to state a few particulars, about
which the reader of these vohlmes haS a right-to
expect some information.

Captain Cook, knowing, before he sailed upon this
last expedition, that it was expected from him to
relate, as well as to e.recute, its operations, had taken
care to prepare such a journal as might be made use
of for publication. This journal, which exists in his
own hand-writing, has been faithfully adhered to.
It is not a bare extract from his log-books, but con
tains many remarks which it appears had .not been
inserted by him in the nautical register; and it is
also enriched with considerable communications from
Mr. Anderson, surgeon of the Resolution. The con
fessed abilities and great assiduity of Mr. Anderson,
in observing every thing that related- either to na
tural history, or to manners and language; and the
desire which, it is well known, Captain Cook, on all
occasions, showed to have thea:ssistance of that gen
tleman, stamped a great value on his collections.
That nothi-ng, therefore, might be wanting to convey
to the public the best possible account of the trans·
actions of the voyage, his journal, by the order of
Lord Sandwich, was also put into the hands of the
editor, who was authorized arid directed to avail
himself of the information it might be found to con
tain, about matters imperfectly touched, or altogether
omitted, in Captain Cook's manuscript. This task
has peen executed in such a manner, that the reader
will scarcely ever be at a loss to distinguish in what
instances recourse has been had to Mr. Anderson.
To preclude, if possible, -any mistake, the copy of the
nrst and second volumes, before it went to the printer,
was submitted to Captain King; and af~er it had been
read overand corrected by one sowell qualified topoint
out an)' inaccuracies, the Earl of Sandwich had the
goodness to give it a perusal. As to the third volume,
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-nothing more need be said than that it was com
pletely prepared for the press by Captain King him
self. All that the editor of the work has to answer
for, are the notes occasionally introduced in the
course of the two volumes, contributed by Captain
Cook; and this introduction, which was intended as

. a kiud of epilogue to' our voyages of discovery. He
must b.e permitted, however, to say, that he con
siders himself as intitled to no inconsiderable share
of candid indulgen~e from the public; having en
gaged in a ver~ tedious and troublesome undertaking
upon the most disinterested motives; his only reward
being the satisfaction he feels, in having been able to
do an essential service to the. family of our great
navigator, who had honoured him in the joumal of
this' voyage, with the appellation of friend.

They who have repeatedly asked why this publi
cation has been so long delayed, need only look at
the volumes, and their attendant illustrations and
ornaments, to be satisfied that it might, with at least
equal reason, be wondered at, that it has not been
delayed longel'. The journal of Captain Cook, fi'om'
the fint moment that it came into the hands of the
editor .had been ready for the press; and Captain
King had left with him his part of' the narrative, so
long ago as hill departure for the West Indies, when
he commanded the Resistance man·of~war. But
much besides remained to be done. The charts,
particularly the general one, were to be prepared by
Mr. Roberts, who gives an account of his work in
the note·; the very numerous and elegant drawings

• Soon after our departure from England, I was instructed by
Captain Cook to complete a map of the world as a general chart,
from the best materials he was in possession of for that purpose;
and before his death this business was in a great measure ac
complished: That is, the grand outline of' the whole was arranged,
leaving only. those parts vacant or unfinished, which' he expected
to fall in with and explore. But on 'Our return horne, when the
fruits of our voyage were ordered by the Lords Commissioners of
the Adllliralty to. be published, the care of the gl,lneral chart bein,
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of Mr. Webber were to be reduced by him to the
proper size; artists were next to be found·out who

consigned to me, I was directed to prepare it from the latest and
best authorities; and also to introduce Captain Cook's three suc
cessive tracts, that all his discoveries, and the different routs he
had taken might appear together; by t~is means to give a genera,!
idea of the whole. This task having been performed by me, it is
necessary, for the information of the reader, to state the heads of
the several authorities which I have followed in such parts of the
chart as differ from what was drawn up immediately under the in
spection of Captain Cook. And w.hen .the public are made ac
quainted, that many materials, necessary to complete andelucidate
the work, were not at the time on board the Resolution, or in
his possession, the reason will appear very obvious, why these
alterations and additions were introduced contrary to the original
drawing. .

First, then, I have followed closely the very excellent and cor
rect charts of the Northern Atlantic Ocean, published by Messrs.
de Verdun de la Crenne, de Borda, et Prin~e in 1775 and 1776;
which comprise the coast of Norway from the Sud Hoek, in the
latitude of 62 degrees north, to Trelleburg, Denmark, the coast
of Holland, north coast of Great Britain, Orkneys, Shetland, Ferro
Isles, Iceland, coasts of France, Spain, and Portugal, to Cape St.
Maria en the coast of Africa; including the Azores, Canaries,
Cape de. Verd, Antilles, and West Indian islands from Barbadoell
to the ~ast end of Cuba; the north part of Newfoundland !lnd the
Labradore coast, as far as the latitude of 57° north. .

Ireland, and part of the coast of Scotland, is laid down from
Mr. Mackenzie's late surveys; and the south coast of· England
from a chart published by Mr. Faden in 1780, taken from
M. I'Abbe Dicquemare. .

The north part of the coast of Labradore, from the latitude of
57° north, to Button's Islands in the entrance of Hudson's Strait,
is taken from Monsieur Beltin's chart, as is also the north coast ot'
Norway and Lapland, including the White Sea, Gulph of Bothnia,
Baltic Sea, and the east coast of Greenland.

The Gulf of :Finland, from a large (MS.) chart, now engraving
for the use ofsome private merchants. .

The West India islands, from the east end of Cuba to the west
end, including Jamaica and the Bahama islands, are from. a chart
published in London by Sllyer and Bennett in 1779.

The south side of Cuba, from Point Gorda to Cape de Cruz, is
laid down from Monsieur Bellin, in 1762.

The coasts of NewfolUldland, and the Gulf of St. Laurence,
from the surveys made by Captain Cook, and Messrs. Gilbert and
~~ ..

Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, Island of St. John, River St. Lau
rence, Canada, and New England to the River Delaware, from
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would undertake to engrave them; the prior engage.
ments of those artists were to btol fulfilled before they

J. F. W. des Barres, Esq. in 1777 and 1778; and charts published
in France by order of the King, in 1780, intituled, Neptune
Americo-Septrentrional, &c. And' from these charts also are
taken the coast of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia,
North and Soutb Carolina, Georgia, East and West Florida, 811
well as the interior parts of the country to the east side of Lake
Ontario. '

Th!! other parts of this lake, as likewise Lakes Erie, Hurons,
Michigan, and Superior, were copied from Mr. Green's maps of
America: The northern part of this last-mentioned lake is fixed
from the astronomical ob~ervations made by order of the Hudson's
Bay Company, at Mishippicotton House. ' .

The wnole of HudMon's Bay I took from a chart, compiled by
Mr. Marly, from all the most authentic maps he could procure of
those parts, with which I was favoured by: Samuel Wegg, Esq.
F. R. S. and Governor of that Company, who also politely fur
nished me with Mr. Hearne's Journals, and the map of his route
to the Coppermine River, which is faithfully inserted on the chart,
together with the survey of Chesterfield Inlet made by Cap
tain Christopher and Mr. Moses Norton, in 1762; and the' disco
veries from York Fort to Cumberland, and Hudson Houses (this
last is the most western settlement belonging to the company),
extending to Lake Winipeg, from the arafts,of Mr. Philip Tumor,
made in 1778 and 1779, corrected by· astronomical observations.
And from this lake, the disposition of the other lakes to the south
ward of it, and which communicate with it, is formed, and laid
down from a map constructed by Mr. Spurrel, in the company's
servic~. The Albany and Moose rivers to Gloucester House, and
to Lake Abitibbe and Superior, are also drawn from a map of Mr.
Tumor's,. adjusted by observations for· the longitudes.

The west coast of Greenland, as chiefly laid down from the ob
servations made by Lieut. R. Pickersgill in the Lion brig in 1776,
which determine the tine of the coast only, as the immense quan
tities of ice choke up every bay and inlet on this coast, which for
merly were, in the summer season, quite free and open~

From the mouth orothe Mississippi River, including its source,
and the other rivers branching from It; all the coast of New Leon
to Cape H.ozo. and the western coast of America, from Cape Cor- .
rienties to the Great Bay of Tecoantepec, is taken from Monsieur
D'Anville.

The Gulf of California I have laid down from a German pub
lication in 1778, put into my hands by Sir Joseph Banks, Bart.
P. H.. S.; and the western Side of it is brought together from a
Spanish MS. chart with which A. Dalrymple, Esq. F. R. S. ob
liged Ille.
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HEN,' ROBERTS.

could begin; the labour and skill. to' be exerted in

. -The coast of Brazil, froin Sera to Cape Frio, is copied from a
small chart of that part by Mr. Dalrymple.

For the southern part of Africa, from the Cape of Good Hope
to Point Natal, I have taken the authority of the chart of Major
J. Rennels, F. R. S. shewing the extent of the bank of Lagullus.

For the existence of the smnll islands, shoals, and banks to the
eastward of'Madagascar, together with the Archipelago of the
Maldive and Laccidive islands; for the coasts of Mallacca, part of
Cambodia, and the island Sumatra, I have used the latest authority
of Monsieur D'Apr~s de Mannevillette's publications in the Nep-
tune Oriental. .

The coasts ofGuzerat, Malabar, Coromandel, and the opposite
shore, containing' the Great Bay of Bengal, and the Island of Cey
lon, and exhibiting the Heads of the Ganges, and Barampooter or

·Sanpoo rivers, are inserted from the work of the ingenious author
of the map of HindoOstan, published in 1782. .

The China sea is laid down from the chart published by Mr.
Dalrymple; but the longitude of Pula Snpara, Pulo Condore, Pulo
Timoan, StraIts of Banca and Sundn, and the pnrts we saw are, as
settled by us-, together with the eaSt coast of Niphon, the principal .
of the Japanese islands.

The Jeso anrl Kurile islands, the east coast of Asia and Kamt
schatka, as well as the sea of Okotsk, and the islands lying between
Kamtschatkll and America that were not seen in the voyage, are
taken from a Russian MS. chart, got by us at the island of Oona- _
IB8hka.

The northern countries from Cape Kanin, near the White Sea,
as far east of the River Lena, I have given from the Great Rus
sian map, published at Petersburgh in 1776, including the Euxine,
Caspian, and Aral Seas, as also the principal lakes to the eastward;
the intent of which is to show the source of the large rivers that
empty themselves. into the different oceans and seas.

Every other part of the chart. not mentioned in this account, is
as originally placed by Captain Cook.

The whole has been corrected from the latest astronomical ob-
· servations, selected from the tables compiled by Mr. William
Wales, F. R. S. and mathematical master of Christ's Hospital, for

· the Nautical Almanacs: from tho~e in the Mariner'll Guide by
the Rev. Dr. Maskelyne, F. R. S. and Astronomer Royal, pub
lished in 1763 ; from the Connoissance des Terns for 1780 and
1781 ; From Professor Mayer's Geographi·cal Table; from the
Voyages of Messrs, d'Eveux de Fleurieu, Verdun, de Borda, and
Chabe.t, &c.; from the Table lately published by Mr. Dalrymple
for the use of the East India ships; from the Philosophical Trans
actions of the Royal Society; and froRI the Observations of our

· late Navigators. .

SHOREHAM, SUSSEX, May 18. 1784.
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finishing many of them, rendered this a tedious ope
ration; paper fit for printing them upon was to be
procured from abroad;' and after all these various
and unavoidable difficulties were surmounted, much
time was necessarily required for executing a numer
ous impression of the long list of plates, with so much
care as might do justice both to Mr. Webber and to his
several engravers. When all these circumstances are
taken into consideration, we trust that we shall hear
no mote of the delay; and only be grateful to that
munificent·Patron of Science, who not only directed
the history of the voyage to be published, but to be
published with such a splendid train of ornaments, at
the public expense, as will still add to the merit of
having ordered the voyage itself to be undertaken. .

And here it seems to ,be incumbent upon us to
add, as another instance of munificent attention, that
care has been taken to mark, in the m9st significant
manner, the just sense entertained of the humane
and liberal relief afforded to our' sh,ips ,in 'Kamts
chatka. Colonel Behm, the commandant of that
province, has not been rewarded merely by the plea
sure which a benevolent mind feels in reflecting upon'
the blessings it' confers; ,but has been thanked in. a
manner equally consistent with the dignity of his'
own sovereign and of ours, to whose subjects he ex-·
tended protection. A magnificent piece of plate was
presented to him with an inscription, worthy of a'
place in the same book where the history of bis hu
manity to our countrymen is recorded, and which,
while it does honour to our national gratitude, de
serves also to be preserved as a monument of our
national taste for elegant composition. It is as follows:

,VlRO E6BEGIO MAGNO DE BERM; qui, Imperatricil
Augustissimm Catherinm auspiciis, summaque animi benig
nitate, smva, quibus prmerat, Kamtsehatkm littora, navibul
n8utisque Britaooicis, hospita prmbuit; eosque, in termini&,
si qui csseot Imperio Russico, frustra explorandi$, mala multa
perpe8llO', iterata vice ~cepit, refecit, recreavit, & commeatu

VOL.V. G
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omni cumulate auctoe dimisit; REI NA.VALIS BaITANNIC./B
SEPTEHVIBI in aliquam benevoleotie tam insignia memoriaIQ,
amicisaimo, gratiaaimoque animo, suo, .patrieque nomine,
D.D.I).

MDCCLXXXI.

This public testimony of gratitude reminds the
editor, that there are similar calls upon himself. .He
owes much to Captain King for his advice and direc
tion, in a variety of instances, where Captain Cook's
Journal required explanation; for filling up several
blanks with the proper longitude and latitude; of
and for supplying deficiencies in the tables of astro
nomical observations.

Lieutenant Roberts was also frequently consulted,
and was always found to be a ready and effectual
assistant, when any. nautical difficulties were to be
cleared up. .
. But particular obligations are due to Mr. Wales,

who besides the valuable communications which have
been adopted in this Introduction, seconded most
liberally the editor's views of serving Mrs. Cook, by
cheerfully taking upon himself the whole trouble of
digesting, from the log-books, t~e tables of the route
of the ships, which add so greatly to the intrinsic
merit of this publication.

Mr. Wegg,. besides sharing in the thanks so justly
due to t~e committee of the Hudson's Bay Company,
for their unreserved communications, was particularly
obliging to the editor, by giving him repeated oppor
tunities of conversing .with Governor Hearne, and
Captain Christopher. .

The honourable Mr. Daines Barrington had the
goodness to interest himself, with his usual zeal for
eve.'y work of public utility, in procuring some ne
cessary information, and suggesting some valuable
hints which were adopted. .

It would be great injustice not to express our ac
knowledgments to Mr. Pennant, who, besides enrich-
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ing the third volume with references to his Arctic
Zoology, the publication of which will be an impor.
tant accession to Natural History, also communicated
some very authentic and satisfactory manuscript ac..
counts of the Russian discoveries. -,

The vocabularies of. the Friendly and Sandwich
Islands, and of the natives of Nootka, had been fu'r
nished to Captain Cook, by his most useful associate
in the voyage, Mr. Anderson; and a fourth, in which
the language of the Esquimaux is compared with WIat
of the Americans on the opposite side of the con
tinent, had been prepared by the Captain himself.
But the comparative Table of Numerals, which is
marked No.2 in the Appendix, was very obligingly
drawn up, at the request of the editor, by Mr. Bryant,
who, in his study, has followed Captain Cook, and,
indeed, every traveller and historian, of every age,
into every part of the globe. The public will con
sider this table as a very striking illustration of the
wonderful migrations of a nation, about whom so
much additional information has been gained by our
voyages, and be ready to acknowledge it as a very
useful communication.

One more communication remains to be not only
acknowledged, but to be inserted at the close of this
Introduction. The testimonies of learned contem
poraries, in commendation of a deceased author, are
frequently d~splayed in the front of his book. It is
with the· greatest propriety, therefore, that we prefix
to this posthumous wack of Captain Cook the testi
mony of one of his own profession, not more distin
guished by the elevation of rank, than by the dignity

-of private virtues. As he wishes to remain concealed,
perhaps this allusion, for which we intreat his indul
gence, may have given too exact direction to the

,- eyes of the public where to look for such a character.
Let us, however, rest satisfied with the intrinsic
merit of a composition, conveyed under the injunc
tion of secrecy; and conclude our long preliminary

G !l
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,It.~''Uonwith expressing a wish, or rather a well.
¥l~"dttd hope, that this volume may not be ~
~ly P.lace where posterity can meet with a monu
,"""tal inlcription, commemorative of a man, in re
~u"ntinl and applaudin~ whose services, the whole
"t' ~nUlhtened Europe wdl equally concur with Great
lII-haln.

"'-'
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TO·

THE MEMORY

OJ'

CAPTAIN JAMES COOK,

THE ABLEST AND MOST UNOWNED NAYIGATOR TRII OR

ANY COUNTRY HATH PRODUCED.

HE raised himself, solely by his merit, from a very ~bscuro
birth, to the rank of Post-Captain in the royal navy, and was
unfortunately killed by the savages of the island Owhybee
on the 14th of February, 1779; which island he had not
long before discovered, when prosecuting his third voyage
round the globe.

He possessed, in an eminent degree, aU the qualifications
requisite for his profession and great undertakings; together
with the amiable and worthy qualities of the best men.

Cool and deliberate in judging: sagacious in determining:
active in executing: steady and persevering in enterprising
from vigilance and unremitting caution: unsubdued by la
bour, difficulties, and disappointments: fertile in expedients:
never wanting presence of mind: always possessing-himself,
and the full use of a sound understanding.

Mild, just, but exact in discipline, he was a father to his
people, who were attached to him from affection, and 000
dient from confidence.

His knowledge, his experience, his sagacity, rendered him'
80 intirely master of his subject, that the greatest obstacles
were surmounted, and the most dangerous navigations be
came easy, and almost safe, under his direction.

He explored the Southern hemisphere to a much higher
latitude tban had ever. been reached, and with fewer accidents
th8'll frequently befall those who navigate the coast~ of this
island.

G 8
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By his benevolent and unabating attention to the welfare.
of his ship's company, he discovered and introduced a system
for the preservation of the health of seamen in long vo~
which has proved wonderfully efficacious: for in his second
voyage round the world, which continued upward. of three
years, he lost only one man by distemper, of one hundred and
eighteen, of which hi. company consisted.

The death of this eminent and valuable man was 8 loss to
mankind in general; and particularly to be deplored by every
nation that reapectl! useful accomplishments, that honoun
science, and loveti the benevolent and amiable affections of
the heart. It is still, more to be deplored by thill country,
which may justly boast of having produced a man hitherto
unequalled for nautical talents; and that sorrow is farther
aggravated by the reflection, that his country was deprived of
this ornament by the enmity of a people, from whom, indeed,
it might have been dreaded, but from whom it was not
deserved. For, actuated always hy the most attentive care
and tender compassion for the &8voges in general, this excel
lent man was ever assiduously encleavouring, by kind treat
ment, to dissipate their fears and court their friendship; over
looking their thefts and treacheries, and frequently inter
posillg, at the hazard of his life, to protect them from the
sudden resentment of his own injured ·people.

The object of his last mission was to discover and ascertain
the boundaries of Asia and Ameri~ and to penetrate into
the Northern Ocean by the North East Cape of Asia.

Traveller I contemplate, admire, revere, and emulate this
great master in his profession; whose skill nnd labours have
enlarged natural philosophy; have extended nautical science;
and have disclosed the long-concealed and admirable arrange
ments of the Almighty in the formation of this globe, and, at
the same time, the arrogance of mortals, in presuming to ac
count, by their speculations, for the laws by which he was
pleased to create it. It is now discovered, beyond all doubt,
that die same Great Being who created the universe by his

fiat, by the same ordained our earth to keep a just poise,
without a corresponding Southern continent - and it does!lO I
." He stretches out the North over the empty place, and
" hangeth the earth upon nothing." JOB, xxvi. 7.

If the arduoull hut exact researches of this extraordinary
man have not discovered a new world, they have discovered
seas unnavigated and unknown before. They have madeus
acquainted with islands, people, and production" of which w~
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had no conception. And if he has not been so fortunate as
Americus to give his name to a continent, his pretensions to
Buch a distinction remain unrivalled; and he will be revered.
while there remains a page of his own modest account of his
voyages. and as long as mariners and geographers shall be
instructed, b'y his new map of the Southern hemisphere, to
trace the various courses and discoveries he has made.

If public services merit public acknowledgments; if the
man who adorned and raised the fame of his country is de
serving of honours, then Captain COOK deserves to have
a monument raised to his memory, by a generous and grateful
nation. .

Yirtutis ribnTimum alimentum est !zonos.
VAL. MUIMUS, lib. ii. cap. 6.

G 4
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VOYAGE
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THE PACIFIC· OCEAN.

BOOK I.

TRANSACTIONS FROM THE BE(JINNING OF THE VOYAGE
TILLOUR..llEPARTURE FROM NEW ZEALAND.

·CHAP.I.

VARIOUS P~EPARATIONS .FOR THE VOYAGE.- OMA.I'S BEHA':
VIOUR ONEMBA.RKING. - OBSERVATIONS FOR DETERMINING

THE LONGITUDE OF SHEERNESS, AND THE NORTH FORE
LAND. - PASSAGE OF THE RESOLUTION FROM DEPTFORD TO

PLYMOUTH. - EMPLOYMENTS THERE. - COMPLEMElfTS OF
THE CREWS OF BOTHtlHIPS, AND NAMES OF THE OFFICERS.
OBSERVATIONS TO FIX THB LONGlTl1DEOF PJ.YMOUTH.-DE

PARTURE OF THE REI10LUTION.

HAVING, on the ninth day of February, 1776, re
ceived a commission to command his Majesty's sloop
the Resolution, I went on board the next day, hoisted
the pendant, and began to enter men. At" the same
time, the Discovery, of three hundred tons' burthen,
was purchased into the service, and the command of
ber given to Captain Clerke, who had been my
second Lieutenant on board the Resolution, in my
second voyage round the world, from which we
bad. ~ateJy returned.
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These two ships were, at this time, in the dock at
Deptford, under the hands of the shipwrights ; being
ordered to be equipped to make farther discoveries
in the Pacific Ocean, under my direction. .

On the 9th of March, the Resolution was hauled
out of dock into the river; where we completed her
rigging, and took on board the stores and provisions
requisite for a voyage of sUCh duration. Both ships,
indeed, were supplied with as much of every neces
sary article as we could conveniently stow, and with
the best of every kind that eould be procured. And,
besides this, every thing that had been found, by"the
experience acqmred during our former extensive
voyages, to be of any utility in preserving the health
of seamen, was supplied in abundance.

It was our intention to have aailed to Long Reach
on the 6th of May, when a pilot came on board to
carry us thither; but it was the i9th before the wind
would permit us to move; and the 80th before we
arrived at that station, where Our artillery, powder,
shot, and other ordnance stores were received.

While we hiy in Long Reach, thus emproyed, the
Earl of Sandwich, Sir Hugh Palliser, and others of
the Board of Admiralty, as the least mark of the
very great attention they had all along shown to this
equipment, paid us a visit on the 8th of June, to ex
amine whether every thing had been completed con
formably to their intentions and orders, and to the
satisfaction of all who were to embark in the voyage.

They, and several other noblemen and gentlemen,
their friends, honoured me with their company at
dinner on that day; and, on their coming on board,
and also on their going ashore, we saluted them with
seventeen guns, and three cheers. .

With the benevolent view of conveying some per
manent benefit to the inhabitants of Otaheite, and of'
the other islands in the Pacific Ocean, whom· we·
might happen to visit, his Majesty· having ,com
manded some useful animals to be carried out, we
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took on board, on the 10th, a bull, two cows with
their calves, and some sheep, with hay and corn for
their subsistence; intending to add to these, other
useful- animals, when I should arrive at the Cape of
Good Hope. .

I was also, from the same laudable motives, fur
nished with a sufficient quantity of such of our Eu
ropean garden seeds, as could not fail to be a valu
able present to our newly-discovered islands, by
adding fresh supplies of food to their own vegetable
productions.

Many other articles, calculated to improve the
condition of our friends in the other hemisphere in
various ways, were, at the sar.ne time, delivered to us
by order of the Board of Admiralty. And both ships
were provided with a proper assortment of iron tools
and trinkets, as the means of enabling us to traffic
and to cultivate a friendly intercourse with the inha
bitants of' such new countries as we might be for..
tunate enough to mee(with.

The same humane attention was extended to our
own wants. Some additional clothing, adapted to a
cold climate, was ordered for our crews: and nothing
was denied to us, that could be supposed in the least
conducive to health, or even to convenience.

Nor did th~ extraordinary c~e of those at the
head of the naval department stop here. They wet:c
equally solicitous to afford us every assistance to
wards rendering our voyage of' public utility. Ac
cordingly, we received on board, next day, several
astronomical and nautical inStruments, which the
Board of' Longitude intrusted to me, and to Mr. ,
King, my second lieutenant; we having engaged
to that board to make all the necessary observations
during the voyage, for the improvement of' astro..
nomy and navigation; and,. by our joint labours,
to supply the place of a professed observator. Such
a person had been originally intended to' be sent out
in my ship.
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The Board, likewise, put into our possession the
same watch, or time.keeper, which I had carried out
in my last voyage, and had perfonned its part 80 well.
It was a- copy of Mr. Harrison's, constructed by Mr.
Kendall. This day, at noon, it was found to be too
slow for mean time at Greenwich, by 8', 81", 890;
and by its rate of going, it lost on mean time, 1",
209 per day. ~

Another time.keeper, and the same number and
sort of instruments for making observations, were
put on board the Discoverr, under the care of Mr.
William Bailey; who, havmg already given satisfac
tory proofs of' his skill and diligence as an observator,
while employed in Captain Furneaux's ship, during ~

the late voyage, was engaged a second time, in that
capacity, to embark with Captain Clerke.

Mr. Anderson, my surgeon, who, to skill in his
immediate profession, added great proficiency ·in na
tural history, was as willing as he was qualified to
describe every thing in that branch of science which
should occur worthy of -notice. As he had already J
visited the South Sea Islands in the same ship,and
been of singular service, by enabling me to enrich
my relation of that voyage with various useful re-
marks on men and things·, I reasonably expected to
derive considerable assistance £i'om him in recording
our new proceedings.

I had several young men amongst my sea-officers
who, under m)' direction, could be usefully employed
in constructing charts, in taking views of the coasts
and headlands near which we should pass, and in
drawing plans of the bays and harbours in which we
should anchor. A constant attention to this I knew
to be highly requisite, if we would render our dis- ~

coveries profitable to future navigators. I

• The very copi-oUl Vocabulary of the language of Otaheite,
and the comparative specimen of the languages of the several
other islands visited durin/{ the former voyage, and published in
Captain Cook's account of It, were furnished by Mr. Anderson.
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And, that we might go out with every help that
could serve to make the result of our voyage enter
taining to. the generality of readers, as well as in
structive to the sailor and scholar, Mr. Webber was
pitched upon, and engaged to embark with me. for
the express purpose of supplying t~e unavoidable
imperfections of written accounts, by enabJing us
to preserve, and to bring home, such drawings of .
the most memorable scenes of our transactions, as
could only be executed by a professed and skilful
artist.

Evel'y preparation being now completed, I re-.
ceived an order to proceed to Plymouth, anrl to take
the Discovery under my command. I accordingly
gave Captain Clerke two orders; one to put himself
under my command, and the other to carry his ship
round to Plymouth. .

On the 15th, the Resolution sailed fi·om Long
Reach, with. the Discovery in company, and the
same evening they anchored at the Nore. Next
day the Discovery proceeded, in obedience to my
order; but the Resolution was ordered to remain at
the Nore till I should join her, being at this time in
London.

As we were to touch at Otaheite and the Society
Islands, in our way to the intended scene of our
fresh operations, it had been determined not to omit
this opportunity (the only one ever likely to happen)
of carrying Omai back to his native country. Ac
cordingly, every thing being ready fbr our depar"
ture, he and I set out together from London on the
24th, at six o'clock in the morning. We reached·
c;;hatham between ten and eleven o'clock; and after
dining with Commissioner Proby, he very obligingly
~rdered his yacht to carry us to Sheerness, :where my
boat .was waiting to take us on board•

.Orpai left London with a mixture of regret and
satisfaction. When we talked about England, and
about those who, during his stay, had honoured him

4
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with their protection or friendship, of could observe
that his spirits were sensibly affected, and that it was
with difficulty he could refrain from tears. But, the
inatant the conversation turned to his own islands,
his eyes began to sparkle with joy. He was deeply
impressed with. a. sense of the good treatment he had
met with in England, and entertained the highest
ideas of the country and 1>f the people. But the
pleasing prospect he now had before him of return
109 home, loaded with what he well knew would
be esteemed invaluable treasures there, and the flat
tering hope which the possession" of these gave him,
of attaining to a distinguished superiority amongst
his countrymen, were considerations which operated
by degrees to suppress every uneasy sensation; and
he seemed to be" quite happy when he got on board
the ship.

He was furnished, by his Majesty, with an ample
provision of every article which, during our inter
course with his country, we had observed to be in
any estimation there, either as useful or as orna
mental. He had, besides, received many presents
of the same nature from Lord Sandwich, Mr. Banks·,
and several other gentlemen and ladies of his ac
quaintance. In short, every method· had been em
ployed, both during his abode" in England, and at
his departure, to make him the instrument of con
veying to the inhabitants of the islands of the Pacific
Ocean, the most' exalted opinion of the greatness
and generosity of the .British nation.

While the Resolution lay at the Nore, Mr. King
made several observations for finding the longitude
by the watch. The mean of them all gave 0° 44' 0",
for the longitude of the ship. This, reduced' to
Sheerness, by the bearing and estimated distance,
will make that place to be 0° 8-7' 0" east of Green
wich; which is more by seven miles than Mr. Lyons
made it, by the watch which Lord Mulgrave had

• The late Sir Joseph.
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with him, on his voyage towards the North Pole.
Whoever knows any thing of the distance between
Sheel'Oess and Greenwich, will be a judge which of
these two observations is nearest the truth.

The variation of t.he needle here,. by a mean of
different sets, taken with different compasses, was
!lO° 37' west.

On the ~5th, about noon, we weighed anchor, and
made sail for the Downs, through the Queen's Chan
nel, with a gentle breeze at north-west by west. At
nine in the evening we anchored, with the North
Foreland bearing south by east, and Margate Point
south-west by south.

Next morning, at two o'clock, we weighed and
stood round the Foreland; and when it bore north,
allowing for the variation of the compass, the watch
watch gave IO 24' east longitude, which, reduced to
the }'oreland, will be 1 0 !l1' east. Lunar observations
made the preceding evening, fixed it at V' !1!0' east.
At eight o'clock the same morning, we anchored in
the Downs. Two -boats had been built for us at Deal,
and I immediately sent on shore for them. I was
told that many people had assembled there to see
Omai; but to their great disappointment he did not
land.

Having received the boats on board, and a light
breeze at south south-east springing up, we got
under sail the next day at two o'clock in the after
noon. But the breeze soon died away, and we were
obliged to anchor again till ten o'clock at night. We .
then weighed, with the wind at east, and proceeded
down the channel.

On the 30th, at three o'clock in 'the afternoon,
we anchored in Plymouth Sound, where the Dis
cover, had arrived only three days before. J saluted
AdmIral Amherst, whose flag was flying on board·
the Ocean, with thirteen guns, and he returned the
compliment, with eleven.

It was the first object of our care, on arriving at
Plymouth, to replace the water and provisions that
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we had expended, and to receive ·on board a supply
of Port wi.ne. This was the employment which
occupied us on the 1st and Id of July.

During our stay here, the crews were served with
fresh beef every day: and I should not do justice to
Mr. Ommanney, the agent-victuaner, if I did not
take this opportunity to mention, that he showed a
very obligin~ readiness to furnish me with the best
of every thmg that lay within his department. I
had been under the like obligations to him ou my
letting out upon my last voyage. Commissioner
Ourry, with equal zeal for the service, gave us every
assistance that we wanted from the naval yard.

It could not but occur to us as a singular and
affecting circumstance, that at the very instant of
our departure upon a voyage, the object of which
was to benefit Europe by making fresh discoveries
in North America, there should be the unhappy
necessity of employing others of his Majesty's
ships, and of conveying numerous bodies of land
forces, to secure the obedience of those parts of that·
continent which had been discovered and settled by
our countrymen in the last century. On the 6th,
his Majesty's ships Diamond, Ambuscade, and Uni
corn, with a fleet of transports, consisting of sixty
two sail, bound to America, with the last division of
the Hessian troops, and some horse, were forced
into the Sound by a strong north.west wind.

On the 8th, I· received, by express, my instruc
tions· for the voyage, and an order to proceed to
the Cape of Good Hope with the Resolution. I
was also directed to leave an order for Captain Clerke
to follow us, as soon as he should join his ship; he
being, at this.time, detained in London. .

Our first discoverers of' the New World, and na
. vi~ators of the Indian and Pacific Oceans, were
justly thought to have exerted such uncommon
abilities, and to have accomplished such perilous

• See the instructions in the Introduction.
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enterprises, that their,names have been handed down
to posterity as 80 'many Argonauts. Nay, even the
hulk.s of the ships that carried them, though not
converted into constellations in the heavens, used
.to be honoured and .visited as sacred relics upon
eartI,. We, in the present age ,of improved navi
gation, who have been instructed by their labours,
and have followed them as our guides, have no !mell

.claim to fame. Some merit, however, being still, in
the public opinion, considered as due to those who
sail to unexplored quarters of the globe, in conformity
to this favourable judgment, I prefixed to the ac
count ormy last voyage the names of the officers of
both my ships, and a table ofthenumher of their re
spective crews. The like information will be expected
from me at present.

The Resolution was' fitted out with the same com
plement of officers and me'n she had before; and the
Discovery's establishment varied fl'Om that of the Ad.
venture, in the single instance of her having no '
marine officer on board. This arrangement was to be
finally completed at Plymouth; and, on the 9th, we
received the party of marines allotted for our voyage.
Colonel Bell, who commanded the division' at this'
port, gave me such men for the detachment as I had
reason to be satisfied with. And the supernumerary
seamen, occasioned by this reinforcement, being
turned over into the Ocean man.of:war, our several
complements remained fixed, as represented in 'die
following table: .

VOL. V. H
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{

I

before the Resolution sailed, to make observations
sufficient for the· purpose we had iIi view~ "OUf

watch made th.e island to lie 4° 14/, and his, 4° lst'
west of Greenwich. Its latitude, as found by Messrs.
Wales and Baily, on the last voyage, is 50° ~l' SO"
north. " . ' .

We weighed again at eight in the evening, and
stood out of the Sound, with a gentle breeze at
north-west by west.
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CHAP. II.

101

PASSA-GE OF THE RESOLUTION TO TENERIFFE. - RECEPTION

THERE.-DESCRIPTION OF SANTA CRUZ ROAD.-REFRESH

MENTS TO BE MET WITH. - OBSERVATIONS FOR FIXIN~

THE LONGITUDE OF TENERIFFE. - SOME ACCOUNT OF THE

ISLAND. -BOTANICAL OBSERVATIONS.-CITIES OF SANTA

CRUZ AND LAGUNA. - AGRICULTURE. - AIR AND CLI)JATE.

- COMMERCE. -- INHABITANTS.

WE had not been long out of Plymouth Sound,
before the wind came more westerly, and blew fresh,
so that we were obliged to ply down the Channel;
and it was not till the 14th, at eight in the evening,
that we were off the· Lizard.

On the 16th, at noon, St. Agnes's light-house. on
the Isles of Scilly, bore north-west by west, distant
seven or eight miles. Our latitude was now 49°
53' 8<Y/ north, and our longitude, by the .watch, 6°
11/ west. Hence, I reckon· that St. Agnes's light
house is in 49° 57' 30" north latitude, and iiI 6° ~O/

of west longitu'd.e. .
On the 17th" and 18th we were off Ushant, and

found the longitude of the·island to be, by the watch,
5° 18' 87" west. The variation was ~o <Y 50", in
the same direction.

With a strong gale at south, on the 19th, we stood
to the westward, till eight o'clock in the. morning ;:
when, the wind shifting to the west and north-west,
we tacked and stretched to the southward. At this
time, we saw nine sail of large ships, which we judged

•
.. It appears frQm Captain Cook's log-book, that he began his

judicious operations for preserving the health of his crew, very
• early in the voyage.' On the 17th, the ship was smoked between

decks with gun-powder. The spare sails also were then well aired.
HS
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to be french men-of~war. They took no particular
notice of us, nor we of them.
. At ten o'clock in the morning of the fl2d,· we saw
Cape Ortegal; which· at noon bore south.east, half
south, about four leagues distant. At this time we
were in the latitude of 44° 6' north; and our longi
tude, by the watch, was 80 28' west.

After two days of calm weather we passed Cape
Finisterre, on the afternoon of the 24th, with a fine
gale at north nOlih-east. The longitude of this
Cape, hy the watch, is 9° 2f)' west; and, by the
mean of forty-one lunar observations, made before
and after we passed it, and reduced to it by the
watch, the result was 90 19' Ii"•
. On the 80th, at six minutes and thirty-eight

seconds past ten o'clock at night, apparent time, I
observed with a night-telesc,ope,. the moon totally
eclipsed. By the epJrmner;s, the same happened at
Greenwich at nine minutes past eleven o'clock: the
difference being one hour,. two minutes, and twenty
two seconds, or 108 85' 80" oflongitude. The watch,
for the same time, gave 150 26' 46" longitude west;
and latitude 81 0 10' north. No other observation
cotdd be made on this eclipse, as the moon was hid
behind 'the clouds the greater part of the time; and,
in particular, when the beginning ana end of total
darkness, and the end of the eclipse, happened.

Finding that we had not hay and ·corn sufBcient for
the subsistence of the srock of animals- on board, till
ollr arrival at the Cape of Good Hope, I determined
to touch at Teneriffe, to-get a supply of these, and
of the usual refreshments for ourselves; thiBkingthat
island, for such purposes, better adapted than Ma
deira. At four in the afternoon of the 31st, we saw
Teneriffe, and steered for the eastern part. At nine,
being neal" it, we haeled up, and stood oft" and on
during the night. .

At day-light, on the morning of the 1st of August,
we sailed mund the east Point of the island; and,.

14
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about eighi o'clock, anchored on the south-east side
of it, in the road of Santa Cruz, in twenty-three
fathoms water; the bottom, sand and owze. Punta
de Nago, the east point of the road, bore north 640

east; St. Francis's church, .remarkable for its high
steeple, we8t south-west; the Pic, south 65° west;
and the south-west point of the road, on which
stands a. fort or castle, south 89° west. In' this
situation, we moored north-east Rnd south-west,
with a cable each way, being near half a mile from
the shore. -

We found, riding in th~s road, La Boussole, a
French frigate, commanded by the Chevalier de
Borda; two lirigantiries of the same nation; an
·English brigantine from London, bound to Senegal;·
and fourteen sail of Spanish vessels.

No sooner had we anchored, than we were visited
by the master of the port, who satisfied himself with
asking the ship's name. Upon his leavipg1IS, I sent
an officer ashore to present my respects. to the
Governor; and to ask his leave to take in water, and
to purchase such articles as we were in .want of. All
this he granted with the greatest politeness: and,
soon after, serit an officer on board, to compliment
me on my arrival. In the anernoon, I waited upon
him in person, accompanied by some of my officers;
and, before I re.turned to my ship, bespoke some
com and straw for the live stock; ordered a quantity
of wine from Mr. M'Carrick, the contractor, and

_ made an agreement with the master of a Spanish boat
to ~upply us with water, as I found that we could
not do it ourselves.

The road of Santa Cruz, is situated before the
town ofthe same name, on the south-east side of the
island. It is, as 1 am told, the principal road of
Teneriffe; for shelter, capacity, and the goodness of
its bottom. It lies entirely open to the south-east
and south' winds. But these windt) are never of
long continuance; and, they say, there is not an

H1
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instance· of a ship driving from her anchors on shore.
This may, in part, be owing to the great care they
take in mooring them: for I observed, that all the
ships we met with there, had four anchors out; two
to the north-east, and two to the south-west: and
their cables buoyed up with ca.~ks. QUI'! suffered a
little by not observing this last precaution.

At the .south-west part of the road, a stone pier
runs out into the sea from the town, for the conveni
ence of loading and landing of goods. . To. this
pier, the water that supplies the shipping is conveyed.
This, as also what the inhabitants of Santa Cruz use,
is derived from a rivulet that runs from the hills, the.
greatest part of which comes into the town in wooden
spouts or troughs, that are supported by slen~er

posu, and the remainder doth not reach the sea;
though itis.evident, from the size of the channel,
that sometimes large torrents rush down. At this'
time these troughs were repairing, so that fresh water,
which is very good here, was scarce. .

Were we to judge from the appearance of the
country in the neighbourhood of Santa Cruz, it might
be concluded that Teneriffe is a barren spot, insuffi
cient to maintain even its own inhabitants. The
ample supplies, however, which we received, con
vinced us that they had enough to spare for visitors.
Besides wine, which is the chiefprod~ceof the island,
beef may be had at a moderate price. The oxen are,
small and boney, and weigh about ninety pounds a
quarter. The meat is but Jean, and was, at present,.
sold for half a bit (three-pence sterling) a pound... I"
unadvisedl)", bought the bullocks alive, and paid

• Though no such instance wa3 .known to those from whom'
Captain Cook had this information, we learn from Glas, that some
years hlifore he was at Teneriffe, almost all the shipping in ti,e road
were driven (In ~hore. See G{as's Hist. fir the Canary Islands, p.
235. We may well suppose the precautions now useu, have pre
vented any more such accidents happening. This will sufficiently
justify Captain Cook's account.
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considerably more. Hogs, sheep, goats, and poultry,.
are likewise to be bought at the same moderate rate:
and fruits are in great plenty. At this time we had,
grapes,. figs, pears, muloerries, plantains, and musk-,
melons. There is a variety of other fruits produced
here" though not in season at this time. Their
pumpkins, onions, and potatoes, are exceedingly
good of their kind, and keep better at sea: than any
I ever before met with.

The Indian corn, which is also their produce, cost
me about three shillings and sixpence a bushel; and·
the fruits and roots were, in general, very cheap.
They have not any plentiful supply of fish from the
adjoining sea; but a very considerable fishetyis
carried on by their vessels upon the coast of Barbary;
and the produce ofit sells ata reasonable price. Upon
the whole, I found Terieriffe to bea more eligible
place than Madeira for ships bound on long voyages
to touch at; though the wine of.the latter, according
to my taste, is as much superior to that of the former,
as strong beer is to small. To compensate for this,
the difference of prices is considerable; for the best
Teneriffe wine was now sold for twelve pounds a
pipe; whereas a pipe of the best Madeira would have
cost considerably more than double' that sum.·

The Chevalier de Borda, commander of the French
frigate now lying in Santa Cruz road, was employed,
in conjunction with Mr. Varila, a Spanish gentleman,
in making astronomical observations for ascertaining
the going of two time-keepers which they had on
board their ship. For this purpose, they had a tent

• Formerly, there was made at Teneriffe a great quantity of
Canary sack, which the French call Vin de Malvesie; and we, cor
ruptly after them, name Malmsey (from Malvesia, a town in tlui
Morea, famous'for such luscious wine). In the last century, and
still later, much ofthis was imported into England; but little wine
is now made there, but of the 80rt described by Captain Cook. Not,
more than fifty pipes of the rich Canary was annually made in
Glas's time; and he says, they now gather the grapes when green,
and make a dry hard wine of them, fit for hot climates, p. 262.
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pitched on the pier head, where they made their ob.
servations, and compared their watches, every day
at noon, with the clock on shore, by signals. Thele
signals the Chevalier very obligingly commn1i1icated
to us; so that we could compare our watch at the
same time. But· our stay was too short to profit
much by his kindness.

The three days' comparisons which we made,
assured us that the watch had not materially, if at
all, altered her rate of going; and gave us the same
longitude, within a very few seconds, that was ob
tained by finding the time from observations of the
snn's altitude from the horizon of the sea. The
watch, from a mean of these observations, on the 1st,
fld, and '3d of August, made the longitude 16° 81'
west; and, in like manner, the latitude was found to
be flSo 30' Ill/ north. .

Mr. Varila informed us, that the true longitude
was ISn 35' 80", from Paris, which is only 16° 16'
30" £i'om .Greenwich; Jess than what our watch gave
by 14' 30". But, far fi'om looking upon this as an
error in the watch, I rather think it a confirmation.
of its having gone well; and that the longitude by it
may be nearer the truth than any other. It is farther
confirmed by the lunar observations that we made in
the road, which gave 16° 37' 10". Those made be
fore we arrived, and reduced to the road by the watch,
gave 16- 33' 30". And those made aft~r we Jeff it,
and reduced back in the same manner, gave 16" flS'.
The mean of the three is ] 6° 30' 40". .

To reduce these several longitudes, and the l1&ti
tude, to the Pic of'Tenerifie, one of the most noted
points of land with geographers (to obtain the true
situation of which, I have entered into· this particular •
discussion), I had recourse to the bearillg, and.a few
hours of the ship's nm after leaving Santa Cruz road;
and found it to be Hi' 11" south of the road, and 29"
30" of longitude west of it. As the base, which
helped to determine this, was partly estimated, it is
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liable to some error; but" I think I cannot be much
mistaken. Dr. Maskelyne, in his Briti,,, Mariner's
Guide, places the Pic in the latitude of!l8° 1!l' 54"'.
This, with the bearing from the road, will give the
difference of longitude 43', which considerably ex
ceeds the distance they reckon the Pic to be fr.om
Santa Cruz. I made the latitude of' the Pic to be-28°
.18' north. Upon that supposition, its longitude will
be as follows:

~
the time-keeper - 17° 0' 30

1t

}

.By lunar observations : 16° 8.0' !l0" west.
Mr. VarHa - - 16° 46' 0" .

But if the latitude of it is !l8° 1!l' 54", as in the
British Mariner's Guide, ·itl!! longitude will be 18'
30" more westerly. .

The variation, when we were at anchor in the
road, by the mean Gf all our compasses, was found
to be 14° 41' !lO" west. The dip of the n.orth end
of the needle was 61 0 5!l' 80".

Some of Mr. Anderson's remarks on the natural
appearances of' Teneriffe, and its productions ; and
what he observed himself: ·or learnt by information,
abol4t the general state of'the island, will be of use,
particularly in marking what changes may have
happened there since Mr. Glas visited it. They here
follow in his own words ~

" While we were standing in for the land,. the
weather being perfectly clear, we had an opportunity
of seeing the celebrated Pic of' Teneriffe. But, I
own,' I was much disappointed in my expectation
with respect to its appearance. It is, certainly, far
from equalling the noble figure of Pico, one of' the
western isles which I have seen; though its perpen
dicular heikht may be greater. This circumstance,
perhaps, arises from its being surrounded by other
very high hills; whereas Pico stands .without a rival.
. "Behind the city of Santa Cruz, the country rises
gradually, and is of a moderate height.· Beyond this,
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to the south westward, it becomes higher, and con
tinues to rise towards the Pic, which, from the road,
appears but little higher than the ~urrounding hills.
li'l'om thence it seems to decrease, though not
suddenly, as fiu as the eye can reach. From a sup
position that we should not stay above one day, I was
obliged to contract my excursions into the countr),;
otherwise, I had proposed to visit the top of this.
famous mountain.·

" To the eastward of Santa Cruz, the island appears
perfectly banen.. Ridges of hills run towards the
sea; between which ridges are deep valleys, termi
nating at mountains or hills that run across, and are
higher than the former. Those that run towards the
sea, are m~rked by impressions on their sides, which
make them appear as a succession of' conic hills, with
~heir tops very rugged. The higher ones that run
across, are more uniform in their appearance.

" In the forenoon oftne lst ofAugust, after we had
anchored in the road, I went on shore to one of'these
valleys, with an intention to reach the 'top of' the re-.
moter hills, which seemed covered with wood; but
time would not allow me to get further than t.hei~

foot. After walking about three miles, I found no
alteration in the appearance ofthe lower hills; which
produce great. quantities of the euphorbia Canariensis.
It is surprising that this large succulent plant should

'" See an account of a journey to the top of the Pic of Teneriffe,
in Sprat's History qf the Royal Society, p. 200, &c. Glas also
went to the top of it. History qf the Canary IslandS, p. 252 to
259. In the Philosophical Transactions, vol. xlvii. p. 353-856,
we have Observations made, in going up the Pic itt Tenerijfe, hy
Dr. T. Heberden. The Doctor makes its height, about the level
of the sea, to be 2566 fathoms, or 15,396 English feet; and says,
that this was confirmed by two subsequent observations by himself,
and another made by Mr. Crosse, the consul. And yet, I find,
that the Chev.alier de Borda, who measured the height uf this
mountain in August 1776, makes it to be only 1931 French toises,
or 12,340 English feet. See Dr. Forster's Observations during a
J7o!JuEe round the IVor/d, p. 32. .
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thrive on so burnt-up a soil. When broken, which
is easily done, the quantity of juice is very great;
and it might be supposed that, when dried, it wbuld
~shl'ivel to nQthing; yet it is a pretty tough, though
soft and .light wood. The people here believe its
juice to be so caustic as to erode the skin·: but I
convinced them, though with much difficulty, to the
contrary, by trusting my finger into the plant full of
it, without afterwar:ds wiping it oft: They bl'eak
down the bushes of euphorbia, and suffering them to
dry, carry tliem home for fuel. I met with nothing
else growing there, .but two or three small shrubs,
and a few fig-trees near the bottom of the valley. .

"The basis of the hills is a heavy, compact, blueish
stone, mixed with some shining particles; and, on
the surface, large masses of red friable earth, Ql'

.stone, are scattered about. I also often found the
same substance disposed in thick strata; and the little
earth, strewed here and there, was a blackish mould.
There were likewise some pieces ofslag; one ofwhich,
from its weight and smooth surface, seemed almost
-wholly metalline. . .
."The mouldering state ofthese hills is, doubtless,
owing. to the perpetual action of the sun, which
calcines their surface. . This mouldered part being
afterwards washed away by the heavy rains,. perhaps
is the cause of their sides being so uneven. For, as
the different substances of which they are composed,
are more or less easily affected by the sun's heat,
they will be carried away in the like proportions.
Hence, perhaps, the tops of the hills, being of the
hardest rock, have stood, while the other parts on a
declivity have been destroyed. As I have usually
observed, that the tops. of most mountains that are
covered with trees have a more uniform appearance,

* Glas, p. 231., speaking of this plant, says, that he cannot
imagine why the natives rifthe Canaries do not extract tke juice, and
use.it instead rifpitch,forthe hottoms rifthejr boats, We now learn
from Mr. Anderson their reason for not using it.
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1 am inclined to believe that .this is owing to .their"
being shaded.

n The city of Santa Cruz, though not large, is
tolerably well built. The churches are not magnifi~

cent without; but within are decent, and indifFer
ently ornamented. They are inferior to some of the
churches at Madeira; but, I imagine, this rather
arises from the different disposition of' the people,
than from their inability to support them better. FOl"
the private houses, 'and dress of the Spanish inhabi
tants of Santa Cruz, are far preferable to those of the
Portuguese at Madeira; who, perhaps, are willing
to strip themselves, that they may adorn their'
churches.

" Almost facing the stone pier at tbe landing-place,
~ a handsome marble, column lately put up, orBa
mented with some human figures, that do no dis
credit to the artist; with an inscription in Spanish,
to commemorate the occasion of the erection, and
the date.

n In the afternoon of the 2d, fOUf of us hired 1DB1es
to ride to the city of Laguna ., so called from aoad
joining lake, about four miles from Santa Cruz. We
arrived there between five and six "in the evening;
but found a sight of it very unable to compensate fOr
our trouble, as the road was very bad, and the mules
but indifferent. The place is, indeed, pretty exten
sive,but scarcely deserves to be dignified with ,the
name of city. The disposition of its streets is very
irregular; yet some of them are of a' tolerable breadth,
and have some good houses. In general" however,
Laguna is inferior in appearance to Santa Cruz, .
though the latte!: is but 'small, if compared with the
former. We were informed, likewise, that Lagw1a

* Its extended name is St. Christobal de la Laguna; and it
used to be reckoned the capital of the island, the gent.ry and
lawyers living there; though the Governor-General of the Canary
hlands re"ides at Sant, Cruz, as being the centre of their trade,
both with Europe and America. See Glas's Hist. p.248.
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is declining fast; ther~ being, at present, some vine
yards where houses formerly stood; whereas Santa
Cruz is encreasing daily. •

u The road leading from Santa Cruz to Laguna runs
up a steep hill, which is very barren; but, lower down,
we saw some fig-trees, and several corn fields. These
are but small, and not thrown into ridges, as is prac
tised in England. Nor does it appear that they can
raise any corn here without great labour, as the
ground is so encumbered with stones, that they are
obliged to collect and lay them in broad rows, or
walls, at small distances. The large hills that run to
the south-west, appeared to he pretty well furnished
with trees. Nothing else worth noticing. presented
itself during this excursion, except a few aloe plants
in flower, neal' the side of the road, and the cheerful
ness of our guides, who amused us with songs by the
way.

" Most of the laborious work in this island is per
formed by mules; horses 'being to appearance scal'ce,
and chiefly reserved for the use ofthe officers. They
are of a small size, but well-shaped and spirited. Oxen
are also employed.· to drag their casks along upon a
large clumsy piece of wood; and they are yoked by
the head; though it doth not seem that this has any
peculiar advantage over our method of fixing the
harness on the shoulders. In my walks and excur
sions, I saw some hawks, parrots, which are natives of'
the island, the sea-swallow or tern, sea.gulls, part
ridges, wagtails, swallows, martins, blackbirds, and
canary birds in. large flocks. There are also lizards
of the common, and another sort; some insects, as
locusts; and three or four sorts of dragon-flies.

" I had an opportunity ofconversing with a sensible
and well-informed gentleman residing here, and whose
veracity I have not the least reason. to doubt. From
.him I learnt some particulars, which, during the short
8~ay of three days, did not fall within my own observ
ation. He informed me, that a shrub is commpn
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here, agreeing exactly with the description given by
Tournetort and Linnreus,.of' the tea shrub, as growing
in China ana japan. It is reckoned a weed, and he
roots out thousands of them every year, from his
.vineyards. The Spaniards, however, of the island,
sometimes use it as tea, and ascribe to it all the
qualities of that imported f~om China. They also
give it the name of' tea; but what is remarkable, they
say it was found here when the islands were first dis-
covered. .

" Another botanical curiosity, mentioned by him, is
what they call the impregnated lemon.· It is a perfect
and distinct lemon, inclosed within another, differing
from the. outer one only in being a little more
globular. The leaves of the tree that produces this
sort, are much longer than those of the common one;
and it was represented to me as being crooked, and
not equal in beauty. .

" From him I learnt also, that a certain sort of grape
growing here, is reckoned an· excellent remedy in
phthisical complaints. And the air and climate, in
general, ate remarkably healthful, and particularly
adapted to give relief in such diseases. rhis he
endeavoured to account for, by it's being always in
one's power to procure a different temperature of the
air, by residing at different heights in the island; and
he expressed his surprise that the English physicians
should never have thought of sending their consump
tive patients to Tenerifte, instead of Nice or Lisbon.
How much the temperature of' the air varies here, I
myself could sensibly perceive, only in riding from
Santa Cruz up to Laguna; and you may ascend till
the cold becomes intolerable. I was assured that no
person can live comfortably within a mile of the per-

• The writer of the Relation rif Teneriffe, in Sprat's History,
p. 207, takes notice of this lemon as produced here, and calls il
Pregnada. Probably, empren'nada, the Spanish word for impreg-
nafed, is the name it. goes by.' ..
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pendiclilar height of the Pic, after the month of
August.· .

"Although some smoke constantly issues from near
the top of the Pic, they have had no earthquake or .
eruption of a volcano since 1704, when the port of
Garrachica, where much of their trade was forrperly
carried on, was destroyed. t

"Their trade, indeed, must be considered as very
considerable; for they reckon that fortv thousand
pipes of wine are annually made; the g~eatest part
of which is either consumed in the island, or made
into brandy, and sent to the Spanish West Indies. t
About six thousand pipes were exported every year
to' North -America, while the trade with it was un
interrupted; at present, they think not above half
the quantity. The corn they raise is, in general,
insufficient to maintain the inhabitants; but the
deficiency used to be supplied by importation from
the North Americans, who took their wines in return.

" They make a little silk; but unless we reckon the

, • This agrees with Dr. T. Heberden's account, who says that
the sugar-Ioaf,Part of the mountain, or la pericosa (as it is called),
wlaicla is an erglatla part 9f a league (or 198() feet) to tlae top, ;6
cO'Dered witla mmo tlae greatest part qf the year. See Philosophical
Tramact;ons, as quoted above.

t This port was then filled up by the rivers of huming lava that
Sowed into it from a volcano; insomuch that houses.are now built
where ships formerly lay at anchor. See Glas's Hut. p. 244.

t Glas, p. 842., says, that they 881lUally export no less than
fifteen thousand pipCll of wine and brandy. In another place, p.
252, he tells UB, that th~ number of the inhabitants· of TenerifFe,
when the last account was taken, was no leu than 96,000. We
may reasonably suppose that there has been a considerable increaae .
of population since Glaa visited the island, which is above thirty
years ago. The quamity of wine annually consumed, as the com·
mon beverage of at least one handred thousand persons, must
amount to several thousand pipes. There must be a vaat expen
diture of it, by convel'llion into brandy; to produce one pipe of
which, five or six pipes of wine must be distilled. An attention to
these particulars will eIlable every one to judge, that the aCC4M1Dt
given to Mr. Anderson, of an annual produce. of 400,000 pipes of
wine, ~il8 a foundation in truth.

VOL. V. I
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filtering-stones, brought in great numbers f;,011l Grand
Canary, the wine is the only considerable article of
the foreign commerce of Tenerifte.

" None of the race of inhabitants found here when
the Spaniards dilicovered the Canaries now remain
a distinct people·, having intermarried with the
Spanish settlers; but their descendants are known,
from their being remarkably tall, large-b<med, and
strOng. The men are, in general, of a tawny ~01011f",

and the women have a pale complexion, entirely des
titute of that bloom which distinguishes our northern
beauties. The Spanish custom of wearing black

.clothes continues amongst them " but the men seem
more indifferent about this, and, in some measure,
.dress like the French. In other respects, we found
the inhabitants of Teneriffe to be a decent and very
civil people, retaining that grave cast which distin
guishes those of their country from other European
nations. Although we do not think that there is a
great similarity between our manners and those· of
the Spaniards, it is worth observing, that Omai did
not think there was much difference. He only said,
that they seemed not so friendly as the English; and
that, in their persons, they approached those of his
countrymen." .

• It was otherwise in Glas's time, when a few families of the
Guanckei (as they ar~, c;alled) remained still in Teneriffe, Dot

. pl~nded with the Sp~!,~ds. Glas, p. 240.
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~E.PARTURE FROM TENERIFFE. - DANGER OF THE SHIP NEAR

BONAVISTA.-ISLE OF MAYO.-PORT PRAYA.-PIl.ECAU

• 'TIONS AGANflT THE RAIN AND SULTRY WEATHER IN THE

NEIGHBOURHOOD OF THE EQUATOR. - POSITION OF THE

COAST OF BRAZIL. -ARRIVAL AT THE CAPE OF GOOD HOPE.

- TRANSACTIONS THERE. - JUNCTION OF THE DISCOVERY~

-MR. ANDERSON'S JOURNEY UP THE COUNTRY.-ASTRON...

OMICAL OBSERVATIONS. -NAUTICAL REMARKS ON THE PASS.,.

AGE FROM ENGLAND TO THE CAPE, WITH REtiARD TO THE

CURRENTS AND THE VARIATION.

}-lAVING completed our water, and got on board
every other thing we wan~ed at Teneriffe, we weighe~
lJ.nchor on the 4th. of August, and proceeded on oUl;
voyage, with a fine gale at north-east.
, At nine o'clock in the evening on the 10th ., we
saw the island of Bonavista bearing S., dist.ant little
~~re than a league; though, at this time, we though~

ourselves much farther off; but this proved a mistake.
For, after hauling to the east-ward till twelve o'clock,
to clear the, sunken rocks that lie about a league fro~

the S. E. point of the island, we found ourselves, at
that time, close upon them, and did but just weather
the breakers. Our situation, for a few minutes, was
:very 'alarming. I did not choose to sound, as that
~j~ht have heightened the danger without any pos.
,sibllity of lessening it. I make the N. end of th~

.. As a proof of Captain Cook's attention, both to the discipline
and 'fa the health of 'his ship's company, it may be worth while to
obseTe here, that it appears froll) his log-book, lie exercued them at
~!eG, gul~8 6,!d sma.a arms, and c.~ared and smoked the ,kip below
'i/ecki, tWice In the Interval between'$e 4th and the 10th of August.

. ," I !l' '., .
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island of Bonavista to lie in the latitude of Itr 17' N.,
and in the longitude of 22° 59' W.

As soon as we were clear of the rocks, we steered
S. S. W., till day-break next morning, and then
hauled to the westward, to go between Bonavista and
the isle of' Mayo, intending to look into Port Praya
for the Discovery, as I had told Captain Clerke that
I should touch there, and did not know how sooo' he
might sail after me. . At one in the afternoon, we
saw the rocks that lie on the S. W. side of' Bonavista,
bearing S. E., distant three or four leagues. .

Next morning, at six o'clock, the isle of Mayo bore
S. S. E., distant about five leagues. In this situation
we sounded, and found ground at sixty fathoms. At
the same time the variation, by the mean of several
az.imuths taken with three different compasses, was,
9° 82t' W. At eleven o'clock, one extreme' of
Mayo bore E. by N., and the other S. E.by S. In
this pQsition, two roundish hills appeared near its N.
E. part; farther on, a large and highe~ hill; and, at
about two.thirds of its length, a single one that is
peaked. At the distance we now saw this island,
which was three or four miles, there was not the least
appearance of vegetation, nor any relief to the eye
from that lifeless brown which prevails in countries
under the torrid zone that are unwooded.

Here I cannot help remarking that Mr. Nichelson,
in his Preface to Sundry Remarks and Observations
made in a Voyage to the East Indies·, tells us, that
u with eight degrees W. variation, or any thing above
that, .you may venture to sail by the Cape de Verde
Islands night or day, being well assured, with that
variation, that you are to the eastward of' them."
Such an assertion might prove of dangerous conse
quence, were there any that would implicitly trust to
it. We also tried the current, and found one setting

• On board his Majesty's ship Elizabeth, from 1758 to '17641;
by William Nichelson, master of the said ship. London, 1'7'75.
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S.· W. by W., something more than half a mile an
hou~. . We had reason to expect this, from the differ-.
ences between the longitude given by the watch and
dead reckoning, which~ since our leaving Teneriffe,
amounted to one degree.

While we were amongst these islands we had light
breezes of wind, varying from the S. E. to E., and
some calms. This shows that the Cape de. Verde
Islands, are either extensive enough to break the
current of the trade-wind, or that they are situated
just beyond its verge, in that space where the variable·
winds, found on getting near the line, begin. The
first supposition, however, is "the most probable, as
Dampier· found the wind westerly here in the month
of February; at which time. the trade:-w.ind is sup
posed to extend farthest towards the equinoctial. The
weather was hot and sultry, with some rain; and, for
the most part, a ~ull whiteness p,revailed in the sky,
that seems a medIUm between fog and clouds. In
general, the tropical regions seldom enjoy that clear
atmosphere observable- where variable winds blow;
nor does the sun shine with such brightness. This
circumstance; however, seems·an advantage; for
otherwise, perhaps, the rays of the sun, being un
interrupted, would render the heat quite unsupport
able. The nights are~ nevertheJess, often· clear arid
serene..

At nine o'clock in the morning of the 18th, we
arrived before Port Praya, "in the island of St. Jago,
where we saw two Dutch East India. ships, and a
small brigantine at anchor. As the Discovery was
-not there, and we had expended but little water in
our passage from Teneriffe, I did not think proper to
go in, but stood to the southward. Some altItudes
of the sun were now taken, to ascertain the true
time. The longitude by the watch, deduced there
from, was ~8° 48' W.; the little island in the bay

." Dampier's Voyage., ~ol. iii. p. 10.

I 8
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bore W. N. W., distant near three miles, which will
make its longitude 28° 51'. The same watch, on my
late voyage, made the longitude to be ft8" 80' tv.;
and we observed the latitude to be 14° 58' 80" N.
" The day after we left the" Cape de Verde Islands,

we lost the N. E. trade-wind; but did not get that
which blows from the S. E. till the 30th, when we
were in the latitude of 2° N., and in the twenty-fifth
degree of W. longitude.

During this interval-, the wind was mostly in the
S. W. quarter. Sometimes it blew fresh, and in
squalls; but for the most part a gentle breeze. The
calms were few, and of short duration. Between the
latitude of l~O and of 7° N., the weather was ge.
nerally dark and gloomy, with frequent rains, which
enabled us to save as much water as filled most of
our empty casks.

These rains, and the close sultry weather accom
panying them, too often bring on sickness in this
passage. Every bad consequence, at least, is to be
apprehended from them; and commanders of ships
cannot he too much upon their guard, by purifying
the air between decks with fires and smoke, and by
obliging the people to dry their clothes at every op
portunity. These precautions were constantly ob
served on board the Resolutiont and Discovery; ·and

• On the isth, I sunk a bucket with a thermometer seventy
futhoms below the lurface of the sea, where it remained two
minutes; and it took three minutes more to haul it up. 'f~

mercury in the thermometer was at 66, which before, in the II-ir,
stood at 78, and in. the surface of the Ilea at 79. The water which
eame uP. in the bucket contained, by.Mr. Cavendish's table, T'-';' l'
part salt; and that at the surface of the sea -iv' 4. As:thls Jaat
was taken up lifter a smart shower of rain, it might be lighter 00

that account. Captain Cook's log-hook.
t The particulars are mentioned in his log-book. On the 14,th

of August, a fire was made in the well, to air the ship below. On
the 15th, the Ipare.:saiIs were aired upon deck, and a fire made to
air the sail-room. On the 17th, cleaned and smoked betwiJ't
decks, and the bread-room aired with fires. On the 21st, cleaned
and smoked betwixt decks; and on the 22d, the men's bedding
was s~read on deck to air.
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we certainly profited t>y them, for we had now fewer
sick than on either' of' my former voyages. We had,
however, the mortification to find our ship exceed
ingly leaky in all her upper works. The -hot and
sultry weather we had just passed through, had opened
her seams, which had been badly caulked at first, so
wide, that they admitted the rain.water through as it
.full. There was hardly a man that could· lie dry in
his bed; and the officers in the gun-room were all
driven out of their cabins, by the water that came
through the sides. The sails in the sail-room got
wet; and before we had weather to dry them, many
of them were much damaged, and a great expense of
canvas and of time became necessary to make them
in some degree serviceable. Having experieneed the

'llame defect in our sail-rooms on my late voyage, it
had been represented to the yard-officers, who under
took to remove it. But it did not appear to me that
any thing had been done to remedy the complaint.
To repair these d'efects the caulkers were set to work,
as soon as we got into fair settled weather, to caulk
the decks and inside' weather works of theship; for
I would not trust them over the sides while we were
at sea. •

On the first of September· we crossed the equa
tor, in the longitude of 27° 88' W., with a fine gale at
S. E. by S.; and notwithstanding my apprehensions

... The afternoon, as appears from Mr. Andereon's Journal, was
spent in performing the old and ridiculous c~remony of ducking
those who had not crossed the equatof before. Though Captain
Cook did not suppress the custom, he thought it too trifling to
deserve the lelltlt mention of it in his Journal; or even iR his log
book. Pernetty, the writer of Bougainville's Voyage to the Falk
,land Islands, in 1763 and 1764, thought differently j' for his account.
of the celebration of this childish festival on board his ship, is
extended through seventeen pages, and makes the subject of an
entire chapter, under the title of Bapteme de la Lil:ne. ,
. It may be worth while to transcribe his introductIOn to th~ de
scription of it. "C'est un usage qui ne remonte pas plus haut que
" ce voyage {:eMbre de Gama, qui a foumi au Camq,ens Ie sujet de
"Ia Lusiade: L'Idee qu'on ne 8'rauroit ~tre un bon marin, sans

14
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be observed that the Atlantic Ocean, to the south.
ward of this latitude, has been but little frequented ;
so that there may be more islands there than we are
acquainted with.

We frequentl" in the night. saw those luminous
marine animals mentioned and described in my first
voyage.· Some of them seemed to be considerably
larger than any I had before met with; and some·
times they were so numerous, that hundreds were
visible at the same moment.

This calm weather was succeeded by a fresh gale
from the N. W., which lasted two days. Then we
had again variable light airs for about' twenty.four
hours; when the N. W. wind returned, and blew
with such strength, that on the 17th we had sight of
the Cape of Good Hope; and the next day anc~ored

in Table Bay. in four fathoms water, with the church
bearing S. W. is.• and Green Point N. W r i W.

As soon as we had received the usual visit from
the master· attendant and the surgeon, I sent an
officer to wait on Baron Plettenberg. the governor;
and, on his return. saluted the garri-son with thirteen
guns. which complement was returned with the same
number.

We found in the bay two French East India ships;
the one outward, and the other homeward bound.
And two or three days before our arrival. another
homeward bound ship of the same nation had parted
from her cable, and been driven on shore at the head
of the bay, where she was lost. The crew were
saved; but the greatest part of the cargo shared the
same fate with the ship, or (which amounted to the
same) was plundered and stolen by the inhabitants,
either out of the ship. or as it was driven or carried
on' shore. This is the account the French officers
gave to me; and the Dutch themselves could not
deny the fact. But, by way of excusing themselves

" See Hawkesworth's Collection of V~yage8, vol. ii. p. 15.
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from being guilty of a crime disgraceful to every
civilised state, they: endeavoured to lay the whole
blame on the French captain, for not applying in
time for a guard. . .

As soon as we had saluted, I went on shore, ac
companied by some of my officers, and waited on the
governor, the lieutenant-governor, the fiscal, and

.the commander of the troops. These gentlemen re
ceived me with the greatest civility; and the go
vernor, ·in particular, promised me every assistance
that the place afforded. At the Rame time I obtained
his leave to set up our obser:vatory on any spot I
should think most convenient; to pitch tents for the
sailmakers and coopers; an~ to bring the cattle on
shore, to graze near our encampment. Befc;>re I re
turned on board, 1 ordered soft bread, fresh meat,
and greens, to be provided, every day, for the ship's
company. .

On the 2'ld, we set up the tents and observatory,
ail~ began to send the several ~rticles out of the ship
whIch r wanted on shore. ThIS could not be done
Soon~r, as the militia of the4Jllace were exercising on,
or near the ground which we were to occupy.

The next day, we began to observe equal altitudes
of the sun, in order to ascertain the rate of the watch,
or, which is the same thing, to find whether it had
altered its rate. These observations were continued
every day, whenever the weather would permit, till
tbe time ofour departure drew near. But before this,
the caulkers had been set to work to caulk the ship;
and I had conoerted measures with Messrs. Brandt
and Chiton, for supplying both ships ,with such .pro
visions as I should want~ Bakers, li~ewise, had been
ordered, immediately after our arrival, to bake such
a quantity of bread as I thought would be reqQisite.
As fast as the several articles destined for the Rero
lutionwere got ready, they were carried on board.
. On the 26th, the French ship sailed for Europe,

and by b~r, we sent letters to England. ,.The next
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day, the Hampshire, East India ship, from Bencoolen"
anchored in the bay, and saluted us with thirteen
guns, which we returned with eleven. " ,

Nothing remarkable happened till the evening of
the 31st, when it came on 'to blow excessively hard
at S. E., and continued for three days;. during which
time there was no communication between the ship
and the shore. The Resolution was the only ship
in the bay that rode out the gale without dragging
her anchors. We felt its effects as sensibly on shore. '
Our tents and observatory were torn to pieces; and
our astronomical quadrant narrowly escaped irre
parable damage. On the 3d of November the storm
cea~ed, and the next day we resumed our different
emploYll,lents. .

On the 6th, the Hampshire India ship, sailed for
England. In her I sent home an invalid, whom
Captain Trimble was so obliging as to receive on
board. I was afterwards sorry that I had not availed
myself of' this opportunity to part with two or three
more of' my crew, who were troubled with different
complainttl; but, at this t.lme, there was.some hope of
their health being re-estaDJished. '

In the morning of the 10th, the Discovery arrived
in the bay. Captain Clerke informed me that he
had sailed from Plymouth on the 1st of August, and
should have been with us here a week sooner if the
late gale of wind had not' blown him off the coast.
Upon the whole, he was seven days longer in his
passage from England than we had been. He had
the misfortune to lose one of his marines, by falling
over-board; but there had been no other mortality
amongst his people, and they now arrived well and
healthy.

Captain Clerke having represented to me that his
ship was in want of caulking; that no time might be
lost in repairing this defect, next day I sent an my
workmen on board her, having already completed
this service on board' the Resolution. I lent every

I..
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other assistance to the captain to e~pedjte his s~pply
of provisions and-water, having given hi~ an order
to receive on board as much of both artIcles as he
could conveniently stow. I now found that the-ba
kers had failed in baking the bre.ad I had ordered for
the Discovery. They pretended a want of' flour;
but the truth was, they were doubtful of her eorning,
and -did not care· to begin till they saw her at anchor
in the bay.

I have before made mention of our getting our
cattle on shore. The bull and two cows, with their
calves, were sent to graze along with some other
cattle; but I was advised to keep our sheep, sixteen

_in number, close to our tents, where they were
penned up every night. During the night preceding
the 14th, 'some dogs having got in- amongst them,
forced them out of the pen, killing four, and dis
persing the rest. Six of' them were recovered the
next day; but the two rams, and two of the finest
ewes in the whole flock, were amongst those missing.
Baron Plettenberg being now in the COWltry, I ap
plied to the lieutenant-governor, Mr. Hemmy, and
to the fiscal. Both these gentlemen promised to
use their endeavours .for the recovery of the ]ost
sheep. - The Dutch, we know, boast that the police
at the Cape is so carefully executed, that it is hardly
possible ,for a slave, with all his cun~ing and know
ledge. of the country, to effectuate hIS escape~ Yet
my sheep evaded all the vigilance of the fiscal's
officers and people. However, aner much trouble
and expence, by employing some of the meanest and
lowest scoundrels in the place (who, to use the phrase
of the person who recommended this method to me,
would, for a ducatoon, cut their master's throat, burn
the house over his head, and bury him -and the whole
family in the ashes), I recovered them all but the
two ewes. Of these I never could hear the least
_tidings: and I gave over all inquiry after them,
when I was told, that since I had got the two rams,

.........
',,' ",,':" ~ ' .. ,
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J might think myself very well ott: One of these,
however, was so much hurt by the dogs. that there
was reason to believe he would never recover.

Mr. Hemmy very obligingly offered to make up this
loss, by giving me .a Spanish ram, o~t of some that
he had sent for from Lisbon. But I declined the
offer, under a persuasion that it would answer my
purpose full as well, to take with me some of the
Cape rams; the event proved,that 1 was unqer a
mistake. This gentleman has taken some pains to
introduce European sheep at the Cape; but his en~

deavours, as he told me, have been frustrated by the
obstinacy of the country people, who hold their own
breed in greater estimation, on account of their large.
tails, of the fat of which they sometimes make more
money than ofthe whole carcass besides" ; ·and think
that the wool of European sheep will, by no means,
make up for their deficiency in this respect. Indeed,
I·have heard some sensible men here make the same
observation. .And there seems to be foundation for
it. For, .admitting that European sheep were to
produce wool of the same quality here as in Europe,
.which experience has shown not to be the case, the
Dutch have not hands, at the Cape of Good Hope,
to spare tOr the manufacturing even their own cloth
ing. It is certain that, were it not for the continual
importation of sl.aves, this settlement would be thin
ner of people than any other inhab.ited part of the

.world.
While the ships were getting ready for the prose>-

.. • " The most remarkable thin~ in the Cape sheep, is the lengtb
and thickness of their tails, which weigh from fit~een to twenty
pounds. The fat is not so tallowish as that of European mutton,
and the poorer sort use it for butter." Kol6en's Cape if Good
Hope [English translation], vol. ii. p.65. De la Caille, who
,finds every thing, wrong in Kolben, says, the weight of the tails of
the Cape sheep is not above five or six pounds. Voyage de la
Caille, p. 343. If the information given to Captain Cook may be
flepetided upon, it will prove that, in this instance at least, Kolben
!s ;¥Jljuspy accused of exaggeration. . . ' ,

:- .; 16
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cution of our voyage, some of our officers made an
excursion to take a view of the neighbouring COUll

try. Mr. Anderson. my surgeon. who was one of
the party. gave me the following relation of their
proceeding-s· :

" On the 16th. in the forenoon. I set out in a wag
gon. with five more. to take a view of some part af
the country. We crossed the huge plain that lies to
the eastward of the town. which is entirely a white

. sand. like that commonly fount) on beaches; and pro;
duces only heath t and other small plants of various
sorts. At five in the afternoon we passed a large
f~lfm-house. with some corn-fields, and pretty con
siderable vineyards. situated beyond the plain, near
the foot of some low hills, where the soil becomes
worth cultivating. Be~ween six and seven we ar
rived at Stellenbosh. the colony next tq that of the
Cape for its importance.

"The village does not consist of more than thirty
houses, and stands at the foot of the range of lofty
mountains, above twenty miles to the eastward of
the Cape Town. The houses ace neat; and. with
the'advantage of a rivulet which runs near. and the
8helter of some large oaks, planted at its first settling,
forms what may be called a rural prospect in this
desert 'country. There are some vineyards and
orchards about the place, which. from their thriving
appearanee, seem to indicate an excell~nt soil;
though, perhaps, they owe much to climate, as the
air here has an uncommon serenity.

• In the Philosophical Transactions, vol. lxvi. 'p. 268 to 31~

is an Account '!f Tkree Journies from tke Cape Town into tke
Southern parts '!fAfrica, in 1772,1773, and 1774; by Mr. Francis
Masson, who had been sent from Engl.and for the discovery of new
~t&,towards the improvement of the Roral Botanical Garden
at Kew. Much curious information is contamed in Mr. Masson's
account of these journies. M. de Pages, who was at the Cape in
1778, gives some remarks on the state of that settlement, and also
the particulars of his journey from False Bay to the Cape Town.
Y-oyage 'VerB Ie Pole du Sud, p. 17 to 82.
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"I employed the next day in searching for plants
and insects about Stellenbosh, but had little success.
Few plants are in flower here at this season, and in.
sects but scarce. I examined the soil in several
places, and found it to consist of yellowish clay,
mixed with a good deal of sand. The sides -of the

.low hills, which appear hrown, seem to be constituted
of a sort of stone marie.
"We leftStellenbosh next morning, and soon arrived

at the house we had passed on Saturday; the owner
of which, Mr. Cloeder, had sent us an invitation, the
evening before, to visit him. This gentleman enter
tained us with the greatest hospitality, and in a man
ner very different fi·om what we expected. He re
ceived us with music; and a band also played while
we were at dinner; which, ~onsidering the situation
of the place, might be reckoned elegant. He shewed
us ~is wine.ceJlars, ~is ~rchards, ~nd vin.eyards; all
'whIch, I must own, lOspued me WIth a WIsh to know
jn what manner these industrious people could create
such plenty in a spot where, I believe, no other Eu
ropean nation would have attempted to settle.

"In the afternoon we crossed the country, and
passed a few plantations, one of which seemed very
considerable, and was laid out in a taste somewhat
different from any other we saw. In the evening we
·arrived at a farm.house, which is the first in the cul
tivated tract called the Pearl. We had, at the same
time, a view of Drakenstein, the third colony of this
country, which lies along by the foot of the lofty hills
alre~y mentioned, and contains several farms or
plantations, not very extensive. .

"I went, on the 19th in the forenoon, inquest of'
plants and insects, .which I found almost as scarce as
at Stellenbosh ; but I met with more shrubs or small
trees, naturally produced, in the valleys, than il}any
part of' 'the country I had hitherto seen.

"In the afternoon, we went to see a stone. of a re
markable size, called by the inhabitants the Tower

.,;; .:: ::: ~.}
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of Babylon, or the Pead Diamond.. It lies, OJ'

stands, upon th~ top of some low hills, at the foot Of
which oor farm.house was situated; and though the
road to it is neither very steep nor rugged, we were
above an hour and a half in walking to it. It iii of
.an oblong shape, rounded on the top', and Hes nearly·
south and north. The east and'·west sides are
steep, and almost perpendicular. The south end i..
likewise steep, and its greatest heiiht is there; from
whence it declines gently to the north part, by which
we ascended to its top, and had an extensive view of
the whole country.

Its circumference, I think, must be at least half.
mile; as it took us abo've half an hour to walk round
it, in·cludin~ every allowance for th~ bad road~ aDd
stopping a httle. At its highest part, which is the
south end, comparing it with a known object, it
seems to ·equal the dome of St. Paul's church. It i.
one uninterrupted mass of stone, if we except some
fissLttes, or rather impressions, not above tbree or
fuur feet deep, and a vein which runs .across near ita
north ~md. It is of that sort of stone called, by miner..;

* In the Philosophical Transactions, vol. Ixviii. part 1. p. 102,
we have a Letter from Mr. Anderlon to Sir John Pringle, describ.
ing this remarkable stone. The accoqnt sent home from the Cape.
and read before the Royal Society, is much the same with that
now published, but rather fuller. In particular, he teUs Sir John.
that he went to see it at Mr. MlUon', .duire. who, probably, had
not had an opportunity of sufficiently examining it himself. In
the account of his joumies, above referred to. l.270, he only says,
" there are twO large ,olid rock, on the PereZ ~tJ7E', each rif 'Wkicl&
(!Ie belitJ'Oe8) i, more than a mile i?, circu~fe;mce at the blUe, and
upwards 9f t'WO kUlIdred feet h'gh. The,r IUrJtica are· nearly
l7IIooth, 'Withoul ckink or jiUUTe,; and they are found to be a ,~e.

cU, Wgranite, dilftrentfrom t!lat 'Whick compose' tke neigfi!a.ns.g
ffIOuntain,."

Mr. Andenon having, with his lette~ to Sir John Pringle, aIIo
sent home a specimen of the rock, it W8I examined by Sir Wi},. .
liam Hamilton, whd&e opinion is, that "tki, ,iflR'Ular, i",fICtJ1I,efir;:. rif granite, most probably hlU been rawa ~ a~
~ " or some Itlfh' mu,e." See his Letter to SIr John PriD-.
g e, annexed tp Mr. ADderson's, in the PhilolOpbielJl TranllactioDl\

VOL. V.. . K
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alogist8, Sarum conglut;natum, and consists chiefly,
of pieCes of coarse quartz and glimmer, held together
by a.cI,ayey cement. But the vein which' crosses it,.
though of' the same materials, is much· compacter.:
This vein is not above a foot broad or thick; and its:
8~rtaCe .is cut into little squares or oblongs, disposed,
ohliqllely, whiCh makes it look. like the remains of.
sOme artifical work. But I could not observe whether
it. penetrated 'far .into the large rock,or was only.
8uperficial. In d~8cending, we found at_its foot a
",ery rich black mould; and on the sides of the hills,
some trees of' a considerable size, natives of the place,
which" are Ii species of olea.- .
: .In the morning on the !lOth, we set out from the
Pearl; and' going a different road from that by which.
we came, passed through a country; wholly uncul-,
tivated, till we got to the Tyger hills, 'Vhen some
tolerable corn-fields appeared. At noon, we stopped
in a hollow for refreshment; but, in walking aboul
here,wereplagtled with a vast number of' musquitoes
or sand~flies, which were the first I saw in the coun,. ,
try. In. the afternoon we set out again, and in the
evening arrived at the Cape Town, tired with the
jol.tllJg waggon." .
'..On the ~8d, we got on board, the. observatbry,

, • It is stl"aoge that neither Kolben nor de la Caille should have
thought the Tower qf Babylon worthy of a particular description.
The former [vol. ii. p.52, 53, English Translation,] only men-

. tions it as a liighmountain. The latter contents himself with tel
)jng us, that it is a very low hillock, un tr~s-ba, montictde. Voyage
de la .Caille, p.341. We are much obliged to Mr. Anderson far
his very accurate account of, this remarkable rock, which agI:eeI
with Mr. SOllnerat's, who was at the Cape of Good Hope 10 late
as 1781. . His,words are, "La M-ontagne de la .Perle, mente
d'~tre observee. C'est un des plus hautes. des envirOl\il du Cap.
,EUe n'est composee que d'UD seul .bloc degranit cr~vasse dans
plusieurs endroits:' Voyage aux Indu,tom. ii. p.91. ,
" Mr. SODDerat. tells us, that Mr. Gordon, commander' of the

(' ,:troops .at, the CApe, had lately made three journi'es up the 'country,
.from which, when he publishes his Journal, we may expect much
.c!J'I'ious in.tormation. .
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clock, &c. By a mean of the several results of the
equal altitudes of the sun, taken with the ast~onom

ical quadrant, the astronomical clock was found to
lose on sidereal time; l' 8", 868 each day. ' The pen
dulum was kept at the same length as at Greenwich,
where the daily loss of the clock on sidereal time,
was 4".. ,
. The watch, by the mean of the results of fifteen
days' observations, was found to be losing lJ!' 261, on
lDeim time, ,each day; which is 1" 052 more than at
Greenwich: and on the 21st, at noon, she was too
slow, for, mean time by til !l0'57" 66. ,From this~

6' 48", 956, is .to be subtracted, foi-what she was too
slow on the 11th of June at Greenwich, and her daily
rate since; and the remainder, 'Viz. 1b 14' 08" 701<,
or 18° 8!l"10", will be the longitude of the Cape
Town by the watch. Its true longitude, as found by
Messrs. Mason and Dixon, is 18° 28' 15". As our
observation's were made apout half a mile to the east
of theirs, the err,or of the watch, in longitude, is no
more than 8' 25". Hence we have reason to con.
clude, that she had gone well aU the way from Eng
landp and that the longitude, thus given, may be
nearer the truth toon any other.

If this be admitted, it will, in a 'great measure,
enable me to find. the direction and strength of the
currents we met with' on this passage from England.
For, by comparing the latitude and longitude ,by
dead reckoning, with those by observation and the
watch, we shall from time .10' time, have, very accu
rately, the error of the ship's reckoning, be the cause
what it will. But as ·all imaginable care was taken'
,in having and keeping the log, and every necessary
allowance made for lee-way, heave of the sea, and
other such circumstances, I cannot attribute those
errors that did ha.,ppen, to' any other cause, but cur
rents; but more particularly when the error was
constantly the same way, for several days succes"l
~ively" , ~ . r
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On the contrary, if we find the ship ahead of the
reckoning on one day, and astern of it on another,
we have reason to believe that such errors are owing
to accidental causes, and not to currents. This
seems to have been the case in our passage between
England and Teneriffe. Bnt, from the time of our
leaving that island, till the l~th of. August, being
then in' the latitude of l~ N., and longitude 240

W.; the ship was carried 10 !lO' of longitude to
the westward of her reckoning. At this station,
the currents took a contrary direction, and set to
E. S. E., at the rate of twelve ,or fourteen miles a
day, or twenty.four hOQrs, till we arrived into the
latitude of ~o N., and longitude of ~o W.; which
was our most easterly situation after leaving the
Cape de Verde Islands,tiU we got to the southward. ,
For in this situation the wind came southerly, .and
we tacked and stretched to the westward; and for
two or three days could not find that out reckoning
was affected by any current. So that, I judged, we
were between the current that generally, if not con.
stantly, sets to the east upon the coast of' GuineBt
and that which sets to the west towards the coast of
Brasil.

This' westerly current was not considerable till
we got into ~o N., and !lO0 W. From this station, to
8 0 S. 'and 800 W., the ship, in .the space of four
days, was carried one hundred and fifteen miles in
the direction- of'S. W. by W., beyond her reckoning;
an error by far too g.'eat to have any other cause but
a strong current running in the same direction. Nor
did its strength abate here; but its .course was,
afterward, more westerly, and to the N. of W.;
and oft' Cape Augustine, north, as 1 have already
mentioned. But this northerly current' did 'not
exist at twenty or thirty leagues to the southward of
that Cape, nor any other, that I could perceive, in
the remaining part of the passage. The little dif.
krence we afterward found between the reckoning
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and observations, inight very well happen without the
assistance of currents; as will appear by the Table
of Days' Works. . .

In .the account of my last voyage ., I remarked,
that the currents one meets with in this passage
generillly balance each other. It happened so then; .
because we crossed the line about 20° more to the
e~stward than we did now; so that we were, of
consequence, longer under the influence of the east
erly current, which made up for. the westerly one..

And this, I apprehend, will generally be the case,
if you cross the line 10° or. 15° to the east of the
meridian of St. Jago.

From these remarks I shall draw the foJIowing
conclusion, . that, after passing the Cape de Verde
Island, if you do not make above 4° or 5° easting, ,
and cross the line in, or· to the westward ot~ the
meri.dian of St. Jagb, you may e~pect to. find your
8hip 8° or 4° to the westward of her reckoning, by
the time you get into the latitude of 10° S. If~

on .the other. hand, you keep well to the east, and
cross the line 1~0 or !OO to the east of St. Jago, you
will be then as much to the east of your reckoning;
and the more you keep to the eastward, the greater
will be your error; as has been experienced by some
India ships, whose people have found themselves
close upon the coast of Angola, when they though,t .
its distance was above two hundred leagues.

During the whole of our passage from England,no
opportunity was admitted of observing, ..with all the
attention and accuracl· that circulDItances would
permit, the variation 0 • the.comp\Ss, which I have
mserted in a table, with the latitude and longitude
of' the ship at the time ·of· observation. As the lon
gitu(le may be depended upon, to a quarter or half a
degree at most, this table will be of use ·to those
navigators who correct their reckoning by the varia-

~ Vol. III. p. 35.
K 8
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tion. It wiH also enable Mr. Dun to correct his new
Variation Chart, a thing very much wanted. .

It seems strange to me, that the advocates for the
variation should not agree amongst themselves. We
find one· of them telling us, as I have already ob.
served, that 'With 80 west 'Variation, or any. thing
abo'Ve that, you may 'Venture to sail by the Cape de
Yerde Islands, by night or day, being well assured,
with tkat 'Variation, that you are to the eastward Qf
tkem. A~other, in his chart t, lays down this varia
tion ninety leagues to the westward of them. Such
a disagreement as this, is a strong proof of the uncer
tainty ofboth. However, I have no doubt, the former
found· here, as well as in other places, the varia
tion he mentions. But he should have considered,
that at sea, nay even on land, the results of the most
accurate observations will not always be the same.
Different compasses will give different variations;
arid even the same compass will differ fi'om itself two
degrees, without our being able to discover, much

.less to remove, the cause.
Whoever imagines he can find the variation. within

a degree, will very often see himself much deceived.
}'or, besides the imperfection which may be in the
construCtion of the instrument, or in the power of
the needle, it is certain that the motion of the ship,
or attraction of the ironwork, 01' some other cause
not yet discovered, will frequently occasion far
great.er· errors than this. That the variation may be
found, with .a share of accuracy more than sufficient
to determine the ship's course, is allowed; but that
it can. be found so exactly as to fix the longitude
within a degree, ~r sixty miles,' I absolutely deny.

• Nichelson. t Mr. Dun,
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CHAP. IV,

THE TWO SHIPs LEAVE THE CAPE OF GOOD HOP~. - TWO
ISLANDS, NAMED PRINCE EDWARD'S, SEEN, AIlD .THiUR

APPEARANCE DESCRIBED. - KERGUELEN'S LAND VISITED.. 

ARRIVAL IN CHRISTMAS HARBOUR. - OCOURRENCES THERE.

- DESCRIPTION OF IT.

AFTER the disaster which happened to om· sh~epj
it may be well supp08ed I did, not trust those. that
remained· long on shore; but gO,t, them, and. the
other cattle, on board as fast as pos&ible. I also added
to my original stock, by purchasing two 'yolmg bulls,
tWQ heifers, two' young stone-horses, two mareS',
two rams, several ewes and .goats, and. some
rabbits and, poultry•. All of them were intended
for New Zealand, Otaheite~ and the neiglibouring
islands, 'or any other places,' in th~ course of our
.voyage, where there might be a prospect that the
leaving any of them would be useful to post~rity.

Towards the latter end of November, the calkers
had finished their work:on board the Discovery" and
she had received all het provIsions and water. Of
the former, both ships had a supply sufficient -for two
years and upwards. ,And every. 'other article w'e
could t.hink of, necessary for such a ."oyage, that
coul~ be had at the Cape, was- procured; .:neither
knowingwhen, or where, we might- come' toa place
where we could furnish ourselves-so well,. ; :: " ~

. Having given Captain Clerke a copy pLmy i~
.stru~tion8, and:an ,order directing hiliJfo:b~~.tX>'pTO+
ceed ill case of separation; .in tbe.:rioJIning'of the
80th, we repaired on board. At five: in,.the: after..
no~>n, a breeze spl:ung u~ .at S. E., with ~~ic.h we
welgheq, and sto~d. out ot j;~e bay. At, moe It fell

, It-t.
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ealm, and we anchored between Penguin Island and
the east shore, where we lay till three o'clock next
morning. We then weighed and put to sea, with a
light breeze at south; but did not get clear of the
land till the morning of the Sd, when with a fresh
sale at W. N. W., we stood.to the S. E. ·to get more
10to the way of these winds.

On tbe 5th, a sudden squall of wind carried away
the Resolution's mizen top-mast. Having another
to replace it, the loss was not felt; especially as it
was a bad stick, and had often complained. On the
6th, in the evening, being then in the latitude of
89"-14/ S., and in the longitude of !!So 56' E., we
passed through several small spots of water of red
dish colour. SOt.De of this was taken up; and it was
found to abound with a small animal, which the mi
croscope discovered to be like a cray-fish, of a red
dish hue.

We continued our course to the south-east, with
a very strong gale rrom the westward, followed by a
mountainous sea; which made the ship roll and tum
ble exceedingly, and gave us a great deal of trouble
to preserve the cattle we had on board. Notwith.
standing all our care, several goats, especially the
males, died; and some sheep. This misfortone waS,
in a great measure, o~ing to the cold, which we now
began most sensibly tofeel..

on the lith, at noon, we saw land extending
from S. Eo by S. to S. E. by E. Upon a nearer
approach, we found it to be two islands. That
which lies most to the south, and is also the largest,
I judged' to be about fifteen leagues in circuit; a,nd
to be in the latitude of 460 58' S., and. in the longi
tude of 870 4tj' E. The most northerly one is about
nine leagues in 'circuit; and lies in the latitude of
4060 ~ S., and in 880 8' E.longitude. The distance
from the one to the other is about five leagues.

'Ve~ through this:channel, at equal distance
from both. islands j and could not discover, with the

40
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assistance of' our best glasses, either tree or shrub on
either of' them. They seemed to' have a rocky and
bold shore; and, excepting the south-~astparts, where
the land is rather low and flat,' a surface composed
of barren mountains, which rise to a considerable
height, and whose summits and sides were covered
with snow, which in many places seemed to be of' a
considerable depth. The south-east parts had a
much greater quantity on them than the rest; owing
probably; to the sun acting for a less space of time
on these than on the north and north-west parts.
The ground, ·where it was not hid by the snow, from
the various. shades it exhibited, may be supposed to
be covered with moss, or, perhaps, such a coarse
grass as is found in some parts of' Falkland's Islands.
On the north side ofeach of the islands is a detached
rock·: that near the south' island is shaped like a
tower, and seemed to be at some distance from the
shore. . As we passed along,· a quantity of' sea-weed
was seen, and the colour of the water indicatea
soundings. But there was lto appearance of' an
inlet, unless near the rock just mentioned; and that,
from its smallness, did not promise a good anchoring-

. place. . .
These fwo .islands, as also four others. which lie

from nine to twelv-e degrees of' longitude more to the
east, and nearly in the same latitude, were discover
ed, as I have mentioned in my late voyage·, by
Captains Marion du Jlresne, and Crozet, French na
vigators, in January 1772, on their passage in two
ships fiom the Cape of Good Hope to the Philippine
.Islands. As they have no names in the French chart
of' ·the southern hemisphere, which Captain Crozet
communicated to me JD 1775t~ I shal distinguish

• See Vol. IV. p. -248. TheBe islands are there .said to be in
the latitude of 48° S., that is, two degrees farther lOuth, than
wliat here appears \0 be their real position.. .

t See Vol. IV. 88 above.· Dr. Forster, in hii oose1'IHltions matl~

thring that voyage; p. 30., givel WI this desc~ption of the chart
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the'two we now saw, by calling them Prince Ed
ward's Islands, after his Majesty's fourth son; and
·the other four, by the name of Marion's and Crozet's
Islands, to com-memorate their discoveries.
. We had now, for the most part, strong gales be
tween" the north and west~ and but very in4itlerent
weather; not better, indeed, than we generally have
in England in the very depth of winter, though it
was now the middle of summer in this hemisphere.
N<?t discouraged, hgwever, by this, after leaving
Prmce Edward's Islands, I shaped our course to pass
to the southward of the others, that I might get into
the latitude of the land discovered by Monsieur de
Kerguelen. . .

I had applied to the Chevalier de Borda, whom,
as I have mentioned, I found at Teneriffe, request
ing, that if he knew any thing "Of the island dis
covered by Monsieur de Kerguelen, between the
Cape of Good Hope and New Holland, he would be
so obliging as to communicate· it to me. Accord
ingly, just before we&ailed from Santa Crl,lz Bay, he
sent me the following accoun't of it, viz. "That the
pilot of the Boussole, who was in the voyage with
Monsieur de Kerguelen, had gi\'en him the latitude"
and longitude of a little island, which Monsieur de
Kergnelen called the Isle of Rendezvou.s, and which
lies not far fOOm· the. great island which he saw:.
Latitude of the little isle, ,by seven observatioJl~ 48°
26' south;, longitude, .by seven. observations of the
distance of the sun and· moon, 64° 57', east fr:om
Paris." I was very sorry I had not sooner
known that there was on board the frigate ai Tene
riffe an officer who had been with Monsieur de Ker~

guelen, 'especiaHy ~he, pilQt; becaus~, from him I

then communicated. by: Monsieur Crozet; . that it was puhlilked
under the patronage 9/ the Duke de Croye, ,hy Ro6erl deYaugondy.

.Captain Cook tells us lower in thill chapter that it w~ published in
17'13. -,

•
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might· have obtained more interesting, information
abollt this land than the situation alone, .of' which I
was not before eritirely ignorant. •

• Captain Cook's J.>roceedinga, as related in the remaining part
of this chapter, and 10 the next, being upon a coast newly dis·
covered by the FreQch, it could not but be an object of his atten
tion to trace the footsteps of the original explorers. But no
superiority of professional skill, nor diligence in exerting it, could
possibly qualify him to do this su~cessfully, without possessing, at
the same time, full and autl)entic intelligence of all that had been
performed here by his predecessors in the discovery. But that
he was not so fortunate as to be thus sufficiently instructed, will
appear from the following facts, which the reader is requested to
attend to, before he proceeds to the pe~a1 of this part of the
journal. .

How very little was known, with any precision, about the oper
ations of Kerguelen, when Captain Cook sailed in 1776, mar. be
inf~rred from the f~)Jowing paragraph of his instructions: " You
are to proceed in search of some islands said to have heen lately
seen by the French in the latitude of 48° S., and in the meridian
of Mauritius.". This was, barely~ the amount of the very inde-

• finite and imperfect information, which Captain Cook himself had
received from Baron Plettenberg at the Cape of Good Hope, in
November 1772 t; in the beginning of which year Kerguelen's

first voyage had taken place.
The Captain, on his return homeward, in March 1775, heard,

a second time, something about this French. discovery at the Cape,
where he met with Monsieur Crozet, who very ohligingly commu
nicated to Aim a chart of the southern hemisphere, wherein.were
delineated not ani!! his own discO'Oeries, hut also that of Captain
Kerguelen.t But what little information that chart could convey,
was still necessarily confined to the operations of the first voyage;
the chart here referred to, having been published in France in
~773; that is, before any intelligence could possibly be conveyed
from the southern hemisphere of the result of Kerguelen's second
visit to this new land; which we now know happened towards the
close of the same year.' •

Of these latter operations, the only account (if that can be
called an account which conveys no particular information) re
ceived by Captain Cook from Monsieur Crozet was,. that.a later

.voyage had heen undertaken hy the French, u.nder the com11Jand P.f
Captqin Kerrelen, which· had e1!ded much to the disgrace of that
commander. .' .

Wbat Crozet had 1I0t communicated to our author, and what

• 6e4: the Jnstructlons in the I ntrodlletion.
t See Vol. III. p. 36. : Vol. IV. p.24O•

•

§ Vol. IV. p. 24'1.
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My instruetions directing me to examine it, with a
~iew to discover a good harbour, I proceeded in

we are lure, from a variety of circumstances, he had neover heard
of from any other quarter, he mi88ed an opportunity of learning
at TenerifFe. He expresses his being sorry, as we have just read,
lI.ilt Ae did not .motu soon" tlzat th"e wa, on boardthefrigate an
qfficer wlto "ad been with Kerguelen, as he miglzt lzave obtainedfrom
11m more interesting information about this/and than its situation.
And, indeed, if he had" conversed with that officer he might have
obtained information more interesti1lg than he was aware of i he
might have lear~t that Kerguelen had actually visited this southern
land a second time, and that the little isle of which he then re
ceived the name and position from the Chevalier de Borda, was a
.dilcovery of this later voyage. But the account conveyed to him
being, as the reader will observe, unaccompanied with any date,
or other distinguishing circumstance, he left TenerifFe. and arrive.d
on the coasts of Kerguelen's Land, under a full persuasion that it
had been visited only once before. And. even with regard to, the
operations of that first voyage, he had nothing to guide him, b.ut
the very scanty materiws afforded to him by Baron Plettenberg
and Monsieur Crozet. '

The truth is, the French seem, for sonie reason or other, not •
surely founded on the importance of Kerguelen's discovery, to
have been very shy of publishing ll. full and distinct account of it.
No such account had been published while Captain Cook lived.
Nay, even after the return of his ships in 1780, the gentleman
who obli~ingly lent his assistance to give a view of the prior ob
servations of the French, and to connect them on the same chart
with those of our author, though his assiduity in procuring geo
graphical information can be equalled only by hili readiness in
communicating it, had not, it should' seem, been able to procure
any materials for that purpose, but such as mark the operations of
the first French voyage; and even f-or these, he was indebted to a
M.s. drawing. . '

But this veil of unnecessary secrecy is at length drawn aside.
Kerguelen himself has, very lately, published the journal of hi.
proceedings in two successive voyages in the years 1772 and 1773 ;
and has aDlltJxed to his Narrative a chal't of the coasts of this land,
as far as he had explored them in both voyages. Monsieur de
Psg&! also, much about the same ti!De, favoured us with another
account of the second voyage, in some respects fuller than Ker"
guelen'l own, on board whoseshi~ h.e was th~n an officer.

From these sources of authentiC mformatlon we sre enabled to
draw every nece88ary material to correct what is erroneous, and
to illustrate what, otherwise, would have remained obscur«:, in this
part of Captain Cook's J oumal. . We shall take ocC8lIion to do
this in separ.te.note~ on,the passages 81 they oocur, and conclude
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the search; and on the 16th, being then· in th~

latitude of 48° 4"", and in the longitude of' WE.,
we saw penguins and divers, and rock-weed floating
in the sea. 'Ve continued to meet with more or less
of these every day, as we proceeded to the eastward;
and on the fllst, in the latitude of 48° fl7' S., and in
the longitude of 65° E., a very large seal was seen.
We had now much foggy weather, and, as we ex
pected to fall in with the land. every hour, our
navigation became both tedious and dangerous•.

At length, on the fl4th, at six o'clock in the
morning, as we were steering to the eastward, the
fog clearing away a little, we saw land·, bearing S•.
S. E., which, upon a nearer approach, we found to
be ari island of considerable height, and abollt three
leagues in circuit. t Soon after, we saw another of
the same magnitude, one league to the eastward t ;

this tedious, but, it is hoped, not unnecessary detail of facts, with
one general remark, fully expressive of the disadvantages our
author laboured under.· ·He never saw that part of the coast upon
which the French had been in 1772; and he never knew that they
had been upon another part of it in 177g, which was the very scene
of his own operations. Consequently, what he knew oftheformer
voyage, as delineated upon Crozet's chart, only served to perplex

- aIld mislead his judgment; and his total ignorance of the latter,
put it out of his power to compare hia own observations with. those
then made by Kerguelen; though we, who are better instructed,
can do this, by tracing the plainest marks of coincidence and
agreement. .-

• Captain Cook was not the orgioal discoverer of these small
islands which he·now fell in with. It is certain that they had been
seen and named by Kerguelen, on his second voyage, in December·,
1773. Their .position, relatively to elft:h other, and to the adjoin
ing coasts of the greater land, as represented on the annexed
chart, bears a striking resemblance to Kerguelen's delineation of
them; whose chart, however, the public may be assured, was un-
known in England till after our's had been engraved. .

t This is the isle to which Kerguelen gave the name of CrolJ .
or CroulJ. Besides delineating it upon his chart, he has added a
particular view of it, exactly corresponding with Captain Cook's
account of its being of considerahle height.

t Kerguelen called this Isle Rolland, after the name of his own
ship. There is also a particular view of it on the Fr~nch ch8J1.-
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and between;these two, in the. direction of S. E.,
some .smaller ones.· In the direction of S. by E. t
E.; from the E. end of. the first island, a third thigh
island was seen. At times, as the fog broke away, we
had the appearance of' land over the small islands;
and I had thoughts of steering for it, by running in
between them. But, on drawing near, I found this
would be a dangerous attempt, while the weather
·conti.nued foggy..For, if there should be no passage,
or if we !lhould meet with any sudden danger, it
would have been impossible for us to get off; the
wind being right astern, and a prodigious sea run·
ing, that broke on all the shores in a frightful surf.
At the same time, seeing another island in the N. E.
direction, and not knowing. but that there might be
more, I judged it prudent to haul off, and wait for
clearer weather, lest we should get intangled amongst
unknown lands in a thick fog.

We did but just weather the island last mentioned.
It is a high round rock, which was named Bligh's
Cap. Perhaps this is the same that Monsieur de
Kerguelen called the Isle of Rendezvous t; but I
know nothing that can rendezvous at it, but fowls of
the air; for it is certainly inaccessible to every other
animal.

f\t eleven o'clock the weather began to clear up,

'* The observations of the French and English navigators agree
exactly, as to the position of these smaller isles.

t The situation of Kerguelen's Isle de Clugny. 88 marked on hill
chart, shows it to be the third high island seen by Captain Cook.

t This isle, or rock, W8j the single point about which Captain
Cook had received the .least information at Teneriffe; and we may
observe how sagacious he was in tracing it. What he could only
speak of as probable, a comparison of his chart with that lately
published by Kerguelen, proves to be certain; and if he had even
read and copied what his predecessors in the discovery says of it,
he eould scarcely have varied his account of its shape. Kergue
len's words are, "Isle de Rlunio1l, qui n'est qu'une roche, DOUS

servoit .de rende%'VOlU, OU de point de. ralliement; et resemble i\.
un coin de mirt."
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and we immediately tacked, and stee~ed in ,for the
land. At noon we had a pretty good observation,
which. enabled us to determine the latitude of Bligh's
Cap, which is the northermost island, to be 48° ~9'

S., and its longitude 68° 40' E.· We passed it at,
three. o'clock, standing to the S. S. E., with a fresh
gale at W. .
, Soon after we saw the land, of which we had :a

faint view in the morning; and at four o'clock it:
~~tended from S. E. t. E., to S. W. by S., distant
about foUl' ·miles. The left extreme, which I judged
to be the northeren point of this land called, in the
Vrench chart of the southern hemisphere, Cape St.,
Louis t " terminated in a perpend.icular rock of a
considerable height; and the right one Enear which

'" The French and English agree very nearly (as might be ex
pected) in their accounts of the latitude of this island; but the
observations by which they fix its longitude, vary considerably.

The pilot at Teneriff~ made it only 64° 57' E. from Paris, which
is about 67° 16' E. froin London; or 1°24' inore westerly than
Captain Cook's observations fix it. '

Monsieur de Pag~ says it is 66° 47' E. from Paris, that is 69° 6'
E. frOID London, or twenty-six miles more easterly than it is placed
by Captain Cook. . .

Kerguelen himself only says that it is about 68° of E. longitude,
par 68° de longitude.

t Hitherto, we have only had occasion to supply defects, owing
to Captain Cook's entire ignorance of Kerguelen's second voyage
in 1773; we mUst now correct errors, owing to his very limited
knowledge of the operations of the firit voyage"jn 1772. The chart
of the southern hemisphere,· his only guide, having given him, as
he tells us, the name of Cape St. Louis (or Cape Louis) as th e most
northerly promontory then se~n by the French; and his own ob.
servations now satisfying him·that no part ()f ~he main lan.d stretched
further N. than the lift extreme now before him; from this supposed
similarity of situation,' he judged that' his OWIl perpendicular 'rock
must be the Cape Lewis of the first discoverers. By looking upon
our chart, we shall find Cape Louis lying upon a very different part
of the coast; and by comparing this chart with that lately published
by Kerguelen, it will aPeear, in the clearest manner, that the

. n~rth~m point now descnb~d by Captain Cook, is theve~y lame
" to which the French have given the name of Cape Fran\lolB.
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is a detached rock) ill a high indented point.- From
this point the coast seemed to turn short round to the
southward; for we could see no land to the westward
of the direction in which it now bore to I1S, but the
islands we had observed in the morning; the most
1l0utherly t .of them lying nearly W. from the point,
aQout two or three leagues distant. .

About the middle of the land there appeared to be
an inlet, for which we steered; but, on approaching,
found it was only a bending 011 the coast, .and there
fore bore up, to go round Cape St. Louis. t Soon
after, land opened oft' the Cape, in the direction of
S, 58° E., and appeared to be a point at a consider
able distance; for the trending of the coast from the
Cape was 'more southerly. We also saw several
rocks and islands to the eastward. of the above dh:ec
tions, the most· distant of which was about seven
leagues fi'om the Cape, bearing S; 88° E. §

We had no sooner got oft' the Cape, than we ob.
served the coast, tQ the southward, to be much in-·
dented by projecting points and bays; so that we:: ilow
made sure of soon finding a good harbour.· Accord
ingly, we had not run a mile farther, before we dis
covered one behind the Cape, into which we began
to ply; but after making one board, it feU calm, and
we anchored at the entrance, in forty-five fathoms

• This right eztreme of the coast,· as it now showed itself to
Captain Cook, seems to be what is represented on Kerguelen"
chart under the name of Cape Aubert. It may be proper to
observe here, that all that extent of coast lying between Cape
Louis and Cape Fran~ois. of which the French saw very little dur
in~ their first visit in 1772, and may be called the N. W. side of
tIllS land, they hadit in their power to trace the positiun of in 177S,
and have assigned names to some of itl bays, llVel'l, and promon
tories, upon their chart.

t Kerguelen's Isle de Clugn1.
:j: Cape Fran~oi&. as already observed.
~ The observatio~sof the French, round Cape Fran~ois, remark..

ably coincide with Captain Cook'il in this paragraph; and the-roch .
and islands here mentIoned by him, also appear upon their chart.

.,
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water, the bottom black sand ; as did the Discovery
soon after. limmediately dispah:hed Mr. Bligh, the
master, in a boat to sound the harbour; who, on his
return, reported it to be safe and commodious, with
good anchorage in every part; and great plenty of'
fresh water, seals, penguins, and other birdS, on ihe
shore; but not a.stick of wood. While we lay at
anchor, we observed that the flood.tide came from
the south.east, running two knots, at least, in an hour.
. At day.break, in the morning of' the 25th, we

weighed with a gentle breeze at west; and having
wrought into the harbour, to within. a quarter of a
mile of the sandy beach at its head, we anchored in
eight fathoms' water, the bottom a fine dark sand.
The Discovery did not .get in.till two o'clock in the
afternoon ; when Captain Clerke informed me, that
he had narrowly escaped being driven on the south
point of the harbour, his anchQr having started before
they had time to shorten in the cable. This obliged
them to set .sail, and 4rag the an~hor aner them, ·till
they had room to heave it up; and then they found
one of its palms was broken off.

As soon as we had anchored, I ordered all the
boats to be hoisted'out; the ship to be moored with
a·kedge.anchor; and the water~casks to be got ready
to send on shore. In the mean time I landed,. to
look for the most conv~nient spot where they might
be filled, and to setewhat else the. place afforded. .

I found the shore, in a manner, co\pe.red· with· pen
guins and other birds, and seals." These-latter were
not numerous, but so insensible of' fear (which
plainly indicated that they were unaceustomed to
such visitors), that we killed as many as \}'e chose,
for the sake of' their fat or blub~r, to make oil for
our lamps, and· other uses. Fresh. water was in no
less plenty than were birds; for every gully afforded
a large stream. But not· a single tre~ or shrub, nor
the least sign of ,any, was to be discovered, and but
very little herbage of any sort. The appearan~es, ali

VOL.V. L
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."we sailed into the harbour; had flattered us with the
'hope of m~tirig with something considerable grow
.jng here~ as we observed the sides of many of the
hills to be of a livtly green. But I now found that

'this lVas occasioned by II single plant, which, with
~the other natural productions, shall be described in
.another place. Before.1 return.ed to my ship, I
ascended the fir;st ridge of rocks, which rise in a kind
.of amphitlreatre above one another~ I was in hopes,
:by this means, of obtaining a view of the country;
'but before I reached the top, there came on so thick
.a tog, that I coullf hardly find my way down again.
In the evening, we hauled the seine at the head of
the harbour, but caught only half~a-dozen small fish.
,We had no better success next day, when we tried
with hook and line. So that our only resource here,
for fi"esh provisions, were birds, of which there was
an inexhaustible store....

The morning of the ~6th proved foggy, with rain.
However, we went to work to fill watelj and to' cut
grass for our cattle, which we found in small spots
near the head of the harbour. The rain which fell
swelled all the rivulets to such a degree, that the
sides of the hills, bounding the harbour, seemed to
be covered with a sheet of water. For the rain,as
it fell~ ran into the fissures and crags of the rocks

. that composed the interior parts of the hills" and was
precipitated down their sides in prodigious torrents•.
. The people having wrought hard the two pre
cedi.n.g days, and nearly completed our water, which
we filled from a brook at the I~ft corner of the beach,
I ~l1owed them the !t7th, as a day of rest, to celebrate
Christmas. Upon this indulgence, many of them
went' on shore, and made excursions, in different
directions, into the country, which they fou~ bai
ten and desolate in the highest degree. In the even
ing, one of them brought to me a quart-bottle,which
he had found, fastened with some wire to a projecting
f,()ck on the north side of the harbour. This bottJe

..
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•

_ ~ontained a piece ofparthment, on which was written
the following inscription: .

Ludovica XV. Galliarum
rege, et d.· de Baynes
.regi a Secretis ad res

maritimaa annis 177fl. et
1778.

From this inscription, it is clear, that we were not)
the first Eur.opeans who had been in this harbour. I
supposed it 1.0 be left by Monsieur de Boisguehenneu,
who went on shore in a boat, on the 18th of' Feb
ruary, 177fl., the same day that Monsieur de Ker
guelen discovered this land; as appears by a note
in the French chart of the southern hemisphere,
published the following year. t

-
• The (el), ·no doubt, is a contraction of the word Domino. The

French Secretary of the Marine was .then Monsieur de BQynes.
t all perusin,g this paragraph of the J ouroal, it will be natural

to ask, How could Monsieur de Boisguehenneu, in the beginning
of 1772, leave-an inscription, which, upon the very face of it, com
memorates a trlllijlllction of the following year? Captain Cook'!!
manner of expressing himself here, strongly marks, that he made
this supposition only for ~ant of jnformation to e~!e.him t? make
any other. He had no Idea that the French had VIs1ted th1S land
a lIeCODd time; and, reduced to the necessity of trying to accom
modate what he. saw himself, to what little he had heard of their
c~eedings,he confounds a transaction which we, who have been

r instructed, know, for a certainty, belongs· to the second
v.oyage, with a similar one, which his chart of the Southern Hemi
qhtlre hili recorl;1ed, and which happened in a different year, and
a.t a different place.. . .

.The bay, indeed, in which Monsieur de Boisguehenneu landed,
.i,s upon the west side of this land, considerably to the south of
Cape Louis, and not far from another more southerly promontory,
~ed Cape Bourbon.; a part of the.coast which our ships ,vere not
~. lUi situation is marked upon our chart; llnd a particular
¥Iew of the bay elu Lion Marin. (for so Boisguehenncu called it),
with the soundings, is preserved by Kerguelen. .
~ut if the boUle and insc.ription, found by Captain CoQk's people.

were ,not left lIjtfeby ,BoagQehllnneq,pywhol\l and when ,were
J.IleI.left? ~bis we.learn mo.st satisfactorily,Jrom the aaco.unti ~f
Xer,uelen's second .voyage, as published by hilD,llelfanl1.Monsie,\lr .

Lfl
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, A~a memorial Qf Our having been, in this barbour~

1 wrote on the other side of'the parchmentF

Nfl'OCS Resolution
d Discovery

de Rege'Magrue Brilannite,
Decembris, 1776.

I then pnt it again into a bottle, together ~ithlf

siI'fer two-penny piece of 177!t; and having 'coveIled

de Yage., which pres~nt 1111 with the following plU'ticulars: That.
t.hey arri.ea 011 the wellt side of this land 011 the 14:th of December,
1773,; that, steering to the north-east, they discovered, on the
16th, the Isle "de Reunion, and the other small islandll as mentioned
above; that, on the l-1thj they had before them ihe principal land:
(whieh they were ~ure w~ cOI;\oected with that seen by them ()Ilr

the 14th), and a high pomt of that land, named by them Cape
Fran~ois; that berond this Cape the coast took a south-easterly
direction, and behmd it they found a bay, called by them Baie de
rOiseall; from the' nmne' of their frigate; that they then en
deavoured to enter it, but were preve~ted' by contrary winds and
blowing weather, which drove them off the coast eastward; but
that, at last, on the 6th ofJanuary, Monsieur de R-osnevet, Captain
of the Oiseau,,was aMe to send his boat on shore into this bay,
under the command of Monsieur de Rocbegude; one of his officers,
who took possession rt/thafha!J, and qfaU the countrj;, in tke name
flfthe King qfFrtmte, with all the refJuisiteformalities•
. Here, then, we trace, bl th~ m.ost nnexcept~onable eV.idence, the

history 'of the bottle and mscrlphon~ the leavmg of whIch was, no
doubt, one of tIre requisite formalities observed by Monsieur de
Rochegude on this occasion., And though he did not land till- the
6th of January, ]774, yet, as Kerguelen's ships arrived: upon the

.coast on the 14th.of December, 1779, and had discovered and
looked into this very bay OD' the 17th of that month, it was with
the strictest propriety and truth that 1779, and 'not 1774, was men...
tioDed as the d'lte of the discovery. .

We need only look at Kerguelen's and Cook's charts, to judge
that the Baie de l'Oiseau, and the harbour where the French in
scription was found, is one and the same place. But besides this
agreement as to the general position, the same conclusion results
mor~ decisively still, froJI.l another circumstance worth mentionin~

the French, as well as the English visitors of this bay and harb~ur',

have given us a particular plan of it; and whoever compares ours,
'published in this volume, with that to be met with in Kerguelen's and
de Pages's voyages, must be struck with a resemblance that could
only be produced by copying one common original with fidelity.

•
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.the.mouth of the bottle with a leaden cap, I ·placed
it;, the next morning, in.a pile of stones erected fOl'
the purpose,upon a little eminence on -rle north
sbore of the harbour, and near to the place wll(~re it
was. first .1ound; in which position it cannot escape
.the notice of any European, whom chance or design
may bring .into this· jOlt. Here I displayed the
British flag, and name .the place Christmas Ha.rhour,
fi"om our having arrived in.it on that festival.. ,

I t is the first, .or north.ernmost inlet that we meet
with on the south-east side of Cape St. Louis·, wbjch
forms the north side of the harbour, and is also the
northern point of this land. The situatiQll ~Jone is
sufficient to distinguish it from any of the other in- .
lets; and, to make it more remarkable, its ·!louth
point terminates in a high rock, which is ,perforated
~uite through, so as ,to appear like the ar-ch of.a
bridge. We saw none like this ~pon the ,whole
A::oast. t The harbour ha,s· anothec distinguiShing

Nay, even the soundings are. the same upon. the same.spots in both
plans, being forty-five fathoms between the two Capes, before the
-entrance of tile bay; sixteen fathoms'farther in, where the shores
begin to contract; and eight fathoms lip, near the bottom of the
harbour. .

To these particulars, which throw abundant light on thi~ part of .
our author's.Journal, I shall only add, that the dIstance of our
,harbour from that where Boisguehenneu landed, in 1772, is forty
leagues. For this we have the authority of Kerguelen, in the
following passage: ee Monsieur de Boisguehenneu descendit Ie 18
.. de Fevner, 1772, clans un baie, qu il nomme Baie du Lion Mar-in,
ee et.prit possession de cett!:l terre au nom de·Roi; il n'y vu aueune
ee trace d'habitants. Monsieur de Rochegude, eo 1774, a descendu
.. dans un a,utre baie, que DOUS avons nOmll)e aaie .de I'Oiseau, E;t
.. cette seconde rade est ~ quarantes lielJell «,Ie Ja premiere. II· e~
" a egalement pris p088e88ion, et il n'y trOUV8 egltleme~t ~!lcun~
.. trace d'habitants." Kerguelen, p. 9~.

'" Cap .FraD~ois, for reasons a1read)" assigned.
t I~ there. c~uld be the Je~t doubt .rewaiuingof:th,e iAentity of

the BlUe ne I'Olseau, and Chl',l8tmas Harbour, the ClrC\lIIill,tance of
the perforlUed rock, whis:h di~ides it from another bay to the south,
would ~mou1'!t t~ a ~tri~t ~m?nstration. F9r Mon~ieurde Pag6s
had obiJerved this d18CrJmmatmg mark before Captain Cook. His
words are -as follow; .. L'onvit que la cOt~ de fest, voi.in4t du

L3
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mark within, from a single stone or rock, of a vast
size, which lies on the top of a hill on the south side,
near its 'ottom; and opposite this, on the north side,
there is another hill, much like it, but" smaller.
There is a small beach at its bottom, where we com
monly landed; and, behind it, some gently rising
ground, on the top of which is a large pool of fresh
water. .The land on both sides of the inlet is high,
and it runs in west, and W. N. W., about two miles.
Its breadth is one mile and a quarter, for more than
half its length; above which, it is only half a mile.
The depth of water, which is forty-five fathoms at the
entrance, varies, as we proceed farther in, from thirty
to five and four fathoms, as marked upon the plan.
The shores are steep; and the bottom is every where
a fine dal'k sand, except in some places close to the
shore, where there are beds ofsea-weed, which always
grows on rocky ground. The head of the harbour
lies open only to tw.o/oints of the compass; and
even these are covere by islands in the offing, so
that no sea can fall in to .hurt a ship. The appear..
ances on shore confirmed this; for we found grass
growing dose to high-water mark, which is a sure
aign of a pacific harbour. - It is high water here, at

II cap Fran~ois, avoi~ deux baies; ·elles et~ent separe~s par une_
u pOinte tr~reconnOlssable par sa forme, quz representoit une porte
".coch~re, au tra'lJe?".s de la'luelle l'Qn vO!Joit Ie jour." VO!Jagesdu
M. de Pagis, vol. 11. p.67. Everyone knows how exactly the
form bfa porte cock~re, or arched gateway, corresponds with that
of the arch of a bridge. It il very satisfactory to find the two
navigators, neither .ofwhom kDewany thing of tf!e other's descrip
tion; adopting the lame idea; which both proves that they had the
same uncommon object before their" eyes, and that they made -an
accurate report. -

• In the last note, we saw how remarkably MonsieQ:r de PI1l?e&
and Captain Cook agree abQut the appearance of the south POlDt
of the harbour; I shall here subjoin another quotation from the

_former, containing his account of the harbour itself, in which the
reader may trace the sQ.me distinguishing features observed by
Captain Cook in ihe foregoing paragraph. .

II Le 6, I'on mit aterre dana la premiere baic k l'est du Cap
.. Fran,;ois, et 1'0n pdt possession de ees contrecs. Cc mouillage
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the full and clian~ as"s, about ten o'Clock jand the
tide rises and falls about four feet.. ;

After.} hadfillislled thii husmeas oftbe inscr.iptioR,
I weRt, in my hoat,rGund the harbour, aDd laJ]~eci

in 4Ieveml places, to .eKamioe what tIle &.hor.e.affurded'
and, particularly. :to look lQr dlfift·wood.. .For, •
though the land here was totally destitute of trees,
this might not be the case in other parts; and if there
were any, the tOl'rents would force some, or, at least,
some branches, into the sea, which would' afterward
throw them upon the shores; as in all other countries
where there is wbod, and in many where there is
none: but, throughout the whole extent of the har.
bour, I found 119t a single piece.

In theaiternoon, I went upon Cape St. Louis 1If..

accompanied by Mr. King, my second lieutenant.
I was in hopes, from this elevation, to have had a
..,iew of the· sea.-coast, and of"the islands lying off it.
But, when I got up, I found every distant objeot
below me hid in a thick fog. The land on the same
plain, or of' a greater height, was visible enough, and
..appeared naked and des9late .in tbe highest degree.;

'" t:QAlliste.en une peilie ,rade,.qui aenvironll quatres encablurell, Oil
.4' quatre cents toises de profondeu'r, sur un tiers en sus de largeuT•
•• En dedans de cette rade est un petit port, dont l'entree, dt;
... quatres encablures de largeur, presente au sud.est;. La sonde
." de la petite rade est depui.s quarante-t:inq jusqu'h trente bra&8cs;
•• et celie du port dep~s seize jusqu'h huit, Le fond des deu¥. est
." de sable :nolr et V8seux. La clUe dcs deux bords est haute, et
.. par 11je pente tres-rude; elle est' couverte de verd\lre, et il Y a
... nne quantite prodigieuse d'outardes. Le fond lIu pol't est occupe
.. par un monticule qui laisse entre llii, et la mer une plage de Sable.
" Dne petite riviere, de. tres-bonne eau, soule l. la mer dans cet
" endroit; et eUe est fournie par un lac qui est un peu au loin, au
... dessus du nionticul~. n y avoit sur la plage beaucoup de pin
•• guoins et de lions marifts- . eea deux' especes d'anirnaux ne
.... fuyoient pas, -et I'on augura que Ie pays n'etoit point habitl~;

"Ia terre rapportoit de l'herbe large, noire, et bien nourrie,
•• qui n'avoit cependant que .cinque pouces ou plus de haut,:ur.
" L'on ne vit aucun llrwe, iii signe d'habitation:J J1o!jage .'d"
,;Vonsieu.r du Pa{{ls, tom.ji. p.69, 70. .

Cap Fran~OIa. .
L 4
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esceptsome bins to the southward, which were
covered with snow.

When I got on board, I found the laimeh hoisted
in, the ships unmoored, and ready to put to sea;
but our sailing was deferred till five o'clock the next
morning, when we weighed anchor. .
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CHAP. V.
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DEPAllTURE FROM CHRISTMAS HARBOUR. - RANGE ALONG

THE COAST, TO DISCOVER ITS POSITION AND EXTENT.
SEVERAL PROMONTORIES AND· BAYS; AND A PENINSULA,
DESCRIBED AND NAMED. - DANGER FROM SHOALS. - AN.

OTHER HARBOUR AND A 8011ND. - MR. ANDERSON'S OB

SERVATIONS ON THE NATURAL PRODUCTIONS, ANIMALS,
SOIL, &C. OF KERGUELEN'S LAND. .

As soon as the ships were out of' Christmas Harbour,
we steered S. E. t S., along the coast, with a' fine
breeze at N. N. W., and clear weather. This we
th~!Jght the m?re fortunate, as, for some time past,
fogs had prevailed, more or less, every day;" and the
continuance of them would have defeated our plan of
extending Kerguelen's discovery. We kept the lead
constantly going; but seldom stru<:k ground with a
line of fitly or sixty fathoms. .

About seven or eight o'clock, we were off a pro
montory, which I called Cape Cumberland.' It lies
a league .and a half from the south point of Christmas
Harbour, in the direction of S. E. t S. Between
them is a bay with two arms, both of' which seemed
to afford good shelter for shipping. Off Cape Cum.
berla. is a small but pretty high island, on the
summit of which is a rock like a sentry-box, which
occaSioned our giving that name to the island.. Two
miles'farther to the eastward, lies a groupe of small
islands and rocks, with broken ground about them;
we sailed betw"een these and Sentry-Box Island, the
channel being a full mile broad, and more than forty
fat~oms deep; for we found no bottom with that
length of line.·

Being through this channel, we discovered, on the
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south side of Cape Cumberland, a bay, running
in three leagues to the westward. It is fonned by
this Cape to the N., and by a promontory to theS.,
which I 'named Point Pringle, ,after my good friend
Sir John Pringle, President of the Royal Society.
The bottom of this bay was·called Cbmberland Bay;
and it seemed to be disjoined from the- sea. whicIJ
-washes the N. W. coast of' this country, by a narrow
neck of land. Appearances, at least, fiwoured such
a conjecture. .

To the southward of Point Pringle, the coast is
formed into a fifth. bay; of which this point is the
northern extreme; and fi-om it, to the southern
extreme, is about four miles in the direction of
B. ~. E. t E. In this bay, wllich obtained the name of
White Bay, on.account of some white spots of land
or l"Ocks in the bottom of -it, Me several lesser bays
or coves, which seemed to be Sheltered from all
win~s. ..Off the S. point are -several -rockswbich
raise their heads above water, and, probably, many
more that do not.

Thus far our ,course'was in a direction parallel -to
the coast, and not more than' two miles from .it.
Thither our glasses were continu~ypointed; and'
we could easily see that, except the bottoms of '!!be
bays and coves, which, far the nwst 'part, terminatett
in sandy beaeb~, the shores -were rocky~ and, ,in .
many pfaces, swanncd with birds:; 'but tlie, eoumry
'had the same barren and naked -appearance a§..in -the
neighbourhood of Christmas HaTbour. •

We h~d .kept on our larboard bow the land 'Which
'first opened off Cape St. Louis·,in -the direction 1)If'

S. 1}8° E., thinking that it was :3n -islaJ'la, -aftd tbat 'We
shotdd find a llassage lbetween it and the main. We
now discovered &is to be a mistake; -and fOund ·that
it )Vas a peninsula, joined to -the rest ofthec?8st'by'3
low isthmus. I called the 'bay, formel by t~lS peDm.
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..

mla, Repulse· Bay; arid a branch of it seemed to run
a good way inland towards the S. S. W. Leaving
this, we steered fUr the northern point of the penin
8U]a, which we named Howe's Foreland, in honour
of Admiral Lord Howe.

. As '!fe drew near it, we plrceived some rocks and
breakers near the N. W. part; and two islands a
league and .a half to the eastward. of it, which, at
first, appeared as one. I steered be~ween them and
the Foreland-, aud 'WaR in the middle of the channel
by noon. At tbat time our latitude, by observation,
was '48° 51' S., and we had made twenty-six miles of'
E. longitude from Cape St. Louis. t .

From this sitoation, the most advanced land to the
southward bore S. E.; but the trendmg of the coast
from the foreland was more southerly. The islands
which lie off Chrismas Harbour bore N.; and .the N.
point of the forelagd, N. 60° W., distant three miles.
The land of this peninsula, or foreland, is of a
moderate height, .and ot'a hilly and rocky substance.
The coast is fow, with rocky points Ihootmg out from
it; between which pmms afe little coves, with sandy
beaches; and these, at this time, were mostly covered
with seabirds. W-e also saw upon th~m some ~als.

As soon as we ~e clear of t.be rocks and Islands
befure mentioned, I gaye orders to steer S. E. by S.,
along the coast. But .before these orders could be
carried into e~cution, we discovered the whole sea
beforws to be {:?e~'el"edwitt.h large laeds of ~ock-

* Though Kergnelta's shipa,.in 1773. did not ventul'e to explore
·thia par' of the coast, Monsiearde P~ges' account of it answers
wento Captain C6l01i'~. "l>n 17 au 23, ron ne prit d'autre coli
.. noiBllimce que celIe de latigure de la cate, qui, courant d,'abord
(C au S. E., et fe\'enanteDtluite ..u N. E., fonnoit un grand golfe.
" 11 etoit occupe pBI' des briaans et -des rochers; il avoit aussi une
" isle basse, et assez etendue, et I'on usa d'une bien soigneusc,pR
". caution, pour ne pas s'a1faler dans ce golfe." Voyage du M. de
Pagis; tom. ii. p.67.' .

t cap Fran~ois. .
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weed, which we knew to be fast to the bottom, and
,to grow on rocky shoals. I hadofteo found'a great
.depth 9f water on such shoals; and I had as often
found rocks that have raised their heads nearly to
the surface of the water. It is always dangerous,

.therefore, to sail ovef them before they are well
examined; but more e~pecially, when there is no

..s:u~ge of t~ sea to discover the danger. This was
the case at present, for the sea was as smooth as a
mill...pond. Co·nsequently. we endeavoured t~ avoid
,them, ,by Ilteering through the winding channels by
which they were separated. We kept the lead con·
tinually going; but never struck ground with a line
of sixty fathoms. This circumstance increased the
danger, 'as we could not anchor, wha~ever necessity
:there might be for it. After running in this manner
above an hour, we liiscovered a lurking rock, just
even with the surface of the sea. It boce' N. E. t
E., distant three or four. miles, and lay in the middle
.of one of these large beds of weeds. This was a suf:'
ficient warning to make us use every precaution to
vrevent our coming upon them. :

'. We were now across the inouthof a large bay, that
lies about eight miles to the southward of Howe's
Foreland. In' and before the entrance of this bay
are several low islands, rocks, and those beds of sea..
weed. But there seemed to be winding channels
between them. After continuing our course half an
hour longer, . we we~e so' much embarras. with
these shoals, that I resolved to haul oft' to east.
ward, as the likeliest means of extricating ourselves
from the danger that threatened us. But so far was
this from answering the intended purpose, that it
brought us into more. I therefore found it absa
lutely necessary to secure theships, ifpossible, in some
place before night, especially as the weather .had
now become hazy, and',a fog was apprehended. , And
seeing some inlets ~o the south-west of' us, I ordered
Captain. Clerke, ~is the Discovery drew less water

i

. l

..:
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than the Resolution, to lead in fop the shore; which
was accordingly done. ' " '

In standing 10, it was not pos~ible to avoid running:
over the edges of some of the shoals~ on which we
found from ten to twenty fathomR' water; and the'
moment we were over, had no ground at the depth
of fifty fathoms. After making a few boards to
weather a spit that ran out from an island on our lee,
Captain Clerke made the signal for having discovered'
an harbour; in which, about five o'clock, we an.'
chored in fifteen fathoms' water, over a bottom of
fine dark sand, ab0l:lt three quarters of a mile from
the shore; the north point of the harbour bear
ing N. by E. t E. one mile distant; and the small
islands in the entrance, within which we anchored,
extending from E. to S. E.

Scarcely were the ships secured, when it began to
blow very strong; so that we thought it prudent. to
strike top-gallant'lards. The weather, however,
continued fair; an the wind dispersing the fog that
had settled on the hills, it was tolerably clear also•.
The moment, therefore, we had anchored, I hoisted
'ont two boats; in one of which I sent Mr. Bligh, the
master, to survey the upper part of the harbour, and'
look for wood; for not a shrub was to be'seen from
the ship. I also desired Captain Clerke to send his
master to sound the channel that is on the south
side of the small isles, between them and a pretty
.large island which lies near the south point of' the
hariA Having given these directions, I went
mys~in my other boat, accompanied by Mr. Gore,
my first lieutenant, and Mr. Bailey, and landed on
the north point, to see what I could discover from
thence. ,

'From the highest hill over the point, we had a
pretty good view of the sea-coast, as far as Howe's
Foreland. It is much indented, and several rocky
'points seemed to shoot out from it, with coves 'and
lOlets of unequal extent. One ofthe latter, the end
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Qfwhich I cO}lldnot see, was disjoine(] from that in
which the ships were at anchor, by the point we then
stood upon. A great many small islands, rocks, and
breakers appeared scattered along the coast, as well
to the southward as northward; and I saw no better
channel to get out of the harbour than by the one

. through which we had entered it.
While Mr. Bailey and I were making the observ.

ations, Mr. Gore encompassed the hill; and joined
us by a different route, at the place where I had
ordered the boat to wait for us. Except the craggy
precipice8, we met with nothing to obstruct our walk.
For the country was, if possible, more barren and
desolate than about Christmas Harbaur. And yet,
if there be the least fertility in any part of this land,
we ought to have found it in this, which is c0m
pletely sheltered from the predominating bleak
southerly and westerly winds. I observed, with re
gret, that there was neither food nor covering for
cattle of any sort; and that, if I left any, they must

. inevitably. perish. In the little cove where t:he boat
waited for us (which I called 'Penguin C.-ove, as the
beach was covered with these'birds,) is a fine rivulet'
of fresh water, that may be easily come at. Here
~re also some large seals, shags, and a few ·ducks ;
and Mr. Baily had a transient sight of a very small
land bird; but it flew amongst the rocks, and we
lost it. About nioe o'clock we got on board.

Soon afrer, Mr. Bligh returhed, and reported that
be had been four miles up the harbpur, an~ he'
jwlged, not far from the head of it. He ft&JPPfr that
its ~irection was W. S. W.; and that its breadth, a
little ,above the ships,did not exceed a mile; but
grew narrower t.ow.ards the head; The soundings
,were very irregular, being from thirty-seven to tEm
:futhoms; aDd, except under 'the beds of sea-weed,
which in many places extended frOlD the shore near
'half channel over, the bottom was a fine sand•
.1Ie landed on both shores, which he found barrel)- . '. .
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~lid rocky, without the least signs of tree or' shrub•
.and with very little verdure of any. kind. Penguins,
.and other oceanic birds and seals, occupied part of the
coast; but not in such numbers as at Christmas
.Harbour.
. Finding no encouragement to continue our re..
searches, and the next. morning both wind and
weather being favourable, I weighed anchor and put
to sea. To this harbour I gave the name of Port
Palliser, in honour of my worthy friend Admiral Sir
HughPalli§er. It is situated in the latitude of4go 3' S
in the longitude of 69° 87' E., and five leagues
from Howe's Foreland, in the direction of S. 25° E.
There are several islands, rocks, and breakers lying
in and without the entrance, for which the annexed
chart of the coast, and sketch of the harbour, may
be consulted. We went in and. out between them
and the north head; but I have no doubt that there
are o.ther channels. ..

As we were standing out of Port P.d.Uiser, we dis
covered a round hill, like a sugar.loaf; in the direc- •
tion of S. 72° E.; about nine leagues distant. It had
the appearance of an island lying at some distance
from the coast; but we afterwards found it was upon
.the main land. In getting out to sea, we had to
steer through the winding channels amongst the
shoals. However, we ventured. to run over some of
.them, on whic~ we never found less than eighteen
fathoms, and often did not strike ground with twenty
Jour. that, had it not been for the sea-weed
growflllllrupon all of them, they would not have beeR
discovered.· .. . ).

After we had got about three or four leagues flom
the COl.t, we found a Clear sea, and then steered
east till nine o'clock, when the Sugar-loaf hill,
above mentioned, which I named,Mount Campbell,
bore S. E., and a small island that lies to the north.
ward of it, S. S. E., distant four leag~es. I now
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steered more southerly, in order to get in with the
land. At noon, the latitude by double altitudes was
49° 8' S.; and we had made eighty miles of E. Ion.
gitud:e from Cape St. Louis.· Mount Campbell bore
S. 47° W., dis.tant about four leagues; a low point,
beyond which no land was to be seen, bore S. S. E.,
at the distance of about twenty miles; and we were
about two leagues from the shore.

The land here is low and level. t The mountains
ending about five leagues from the low point, a great
extent of low land is Jeft, on which MOWlt Campbell
is situated, about four miles from the foot of' the
mountains, . and one. from thesea.coast. These
mountains have a considerable elevation, as also most
of the inland ones. They seemed to be composed of
naked rocks, whose summits were capt with snow.
Nor did the valleys.appear to greater advantage. To
whatever quarter we directed our glasses, nothing but
sterility was to be seen.

We had scarcely finished taking the bearings at
noon, before we observed low land opening off the
low point just mentioned, in the direction of'S. S; K,
and eight miles beyond it. This new point proved
to be the very eastern extremity of this land, and it
was named Cape Digby. [t is situated in the lati.
tude of' 49° 28' S., and in the longitude of 70° 84' E.

Between Howe~s Foreland and Cape Digby, the
shore forms (besides the several lesser bays and har.
bours) one great bay that extends several leagues to
the south-west! w~ere it seemed to lose i~se. vari.
DUS arms runnmg III between the mountams.~pro..

II Cap Fran~ois. .
t This part of the coast seems to be what the Fre~ saw on

the 5th of January, 1774. Monsieur de Pag~ speaks of it thus;
·11 Nous reconnumes une nouvelle cote etendue de toute vue dans
II l'est, et dans Ie ouest. Les terres de cette c6te ~toient mains

. II elevees que celles que nous avions vUes jusques ici; eUes etoient
II a~i d'un aspect moins rude." De PagEs, tom. ii. p. 68. ,

19
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'digious quantity of sea-weed grows all over it, which
seemed to be the same sort of weed that ,Mr; Banks
distingu,ished by the naome offucus giganteus.· Some
of this weed is of a m()st enormous length, though
the stem is not much thicker than·a man's thumb.
I have mentioned, that on some of the shoals upon
which it grows, we did not strike ground with aline
of twenty-tour fathoms. . The depth of water, there
fore, must have been greater. And as t.his weed
does not grow in a perperidicular direction, but makes
a very acute angle with the bottom, and much of it
afterwards spreads many fathoms on the surface of
the sea, I am well warranted to say, that som~ of it
growS" to the length of sixty fathoms and upward.

'At one o'clock (having run two leagues upon a
S. ~. t E. course, from noon) we sounded, and tound
eighteen fathoms' water, and a bottom of fine sand.
Seeing a small bending in the coast, on the north side
of Cape Digby, I steered for it. It was my intention
to anchor there, if I should find it might be done with
safety, and to land on the Cape, to .examine 'what
the low land within it produced. After running in
one league, we sounded again, and found thirteen
fathoms; and, immediately after, saw a shoal right
before us, that seemed to extend off from the shore,
from which we were distant about two miles. This
discovery obliged us to haul off, E. by S., one league,
where our depth oT water encreased to tweniy-five
fathoms. We then steered'along shore, and continued
in th+e depth, over a bottom of fine sand, till·
Cape DIgby bore west, two leagues distant, when we
found twenty-six fathoms. . ,
. After this we did not strike ground, though we
ttied several times; but the ship' having a good deal
of way~ ran the line out before the leaq. could rea,ch
the bottom; and being disappointed in my views both
of anchoring and of landing, I would not shorten sail.

'... See Hawkesworth's Collection' of Voyages, Vol. ii. p. 4!.
VOL.V. M

..
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but pushed forward, in order to see a.q much of the
coast as possible before night. From Cape Digby,
it trends nearly S. W. by S.· for about four or five
leagues, or to a low point, to which, in honour of her
Majesty, I gave the name of Point Charlotte; and it
is the southernmost on the low coast.

S~x leagues from Cape Digby, in the direction of
S. S. w. t w., is a pretty high projecting point,
which was called Pdnce of Wales's For-eland; and
six leagues beyond that, in the Same direction, and
in the latitude of 49° 54' S., and the longitude of
70° 18' E., is the most southerly point of the whole
coast, which I distinguished by the nl\me of Cape
George, in honour of his Majesty. •

Between Point Charlotte and Prince of Wales's
Foreland, where the country to the south-west began
again to be hilly, is a deep inlet, which was called
Royal Sound. It runs in west, quite to the foot of
the mountains which bound it on the south-west, 8B

the low land before mentioned does on the north.
There are islands lying in the entrance, and others
higher up, as far as we could distinguish. . As we
advanced to the south, we observed, on the south
west side of Prince of Wales's Foreland, another in
let into Royal Sound; and it then appeared, that the
Foreland was the east point of a large island lying in ~

the mouth of it. There are several, small islands in
this illlet; and one .about a leagl1e to the southward
<>t' Prince of Wales's Foreland.

All the land on the south-west side cARoyal
Sound, quite to Cape George, is composed ofeTevated
hills, that rise directly from the sea, one behind
another, to a considerable height. Most of the sum
mits were capt with snow, and they appeared as naked
and bar.rep as any we had s~en. The smallest vestige
of a tree or shrub was uot discoverable, eithe; inland
or 011 the coast; and, I think, I may.venture to pro
nounce that the country produces none. . The low
land about Cape Digby, when examined through our
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glasses, resembled the rest of the low land we had
before met with; that is, it appeat'ed to be partly
naked, and partly covered with a green turf; a de
scription of which shall be given in its pl'oper place.
The shore is compo8ed of sandy beaches, on which
were many penguins and other oceanic birds; and
an immense number of shags kept perpetually flying
about the ships as we sailed along. •

Being desirous of getting the length of Cape
Georg~ to be assured whether ot no it was the most'
ROUtherly' point of the whole land, I continued to
stretch to the south, nnder all the sail we could catTy,
tiU half an hour past seven o'clock; when, seeing no
likelihood of accomplishing my design, as the wind
had, by this time, shifted to W. S. W., the very di
rection in which we wanted to go, I took the ad-

. vantage of the shining of the wind, and stood away
from the coast.

At tliis time Cape George bore south 53° W.
distant abou~seven leagues. A small isiand that lies
off the pitch of the Cape, was the only land we could
see to the south of it; and we were farther confirmed
that there was no more in that quart-er, by a Mouth
We8t swell which we met as soon as we brought the
Cape to bear in this direction.

But we have still a stronger proof that no part of
this land can extend much, if at aU; to the southward
of Cape George; and that is, Captain Furneaux's
ttact in February 1773, after bis' sepal;ation fi"om me
durin.y late voyage. His log-book is now lying
before iDe; and I find from it, that he crossed the
meridian of this lanod only about seventeen leagiJes
to the southward of Cape George; a distance at
which it may very well be fleen in clear weather 0

Tn seems to have been the case when Captain Fur
neaux passed it. For his log-book makes no men
tion Df fogs or hazy weather; on the contrary, it ex
preailytells us, that t when in this lIJituation t they had
at in their p(}OWer to make observations, both for Jati-

M2
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tude and longitude, on board his ship; so that; if
this land extends farther south than Cape. George, it
would have been scarcely possible that he should have
passed without seeing it. "

From these circumstances we are ahle to deter
mine, within a very f~w miles, the quantity of lati
tude that this land occupies;· which does not much
exceed one .Iegree and a quarter. As to its extent
from east to west, that still remains undecided. . We
only know" that no part of it can reach so far to the
west as the meridian of 65°; because, in 1773, under
that meridian, I searched for it in vain. •

The French discoverers, with some reason, ima.
gined Cape St. Louis t to be the projecting point of
a southern continent. The English have since proved
that no such continent exists; and that the land in
question is an island of no great extent t; which;

• If the French observations, as marked upon Capiiun Cook's
chart, and still ,mOl'e authentically upon that published by thei~

own discoverers, may be depended upon, this land doth not reach
so far to the west as the meridian of 68°; Cape Louis, which is
represented as its most westerly point, tieing laid down by them to
the east of that meridian. . . :

t The idea of Cape Louis being this projecting point of,~

southern continent, must have soon vanished, as Cape Franryois,
within a year after, was found, by the same diicoverer, to lie above
one thiTd of a degree farther north' uJlon the same land. But if ~
Kerguelen entertained any such imagmation at first, we are8ure
that, at present, he thinks very differently. This appeari from the
following explicit declaration of his sentiments, which de,serves to,
be transcribed from his latc publication, as it does equallKmour to
his candour, and to Captain Cook's abilities. "La te~ue j'ai
Cl decouverte est certainement une isle; puisque Ie celebre Ca.
" pitaine Cook a passe au sud, lors de son premier voyage, sans
" rien rencontrer•. Je juge m~me, que cette isle n'est pas bien
Cl grande. II y a aussi apparence, d'apres Ie Voyage de Monsieur
" Cook, que toute cette etendue de mers meridionales, est semee
" d'isles ou de rochers; mais qU'il n'y a ni continent ni grandi
"terre." Kerguelen, p. 92. .. , . .'

t Kerguelen, as we see in the last note,concurs with Captain
Cook as to this. However, he tells us, that he has reason.to be,,;
liev~ that it is about two hundred leagues in circuit; and that he
was acquainted with about fourscore leagues of its coast. "J'~l\
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from its sterility, I should, with great propriety, call'
the Islana qf Desolation, but that I would not rob
Monsieur de Kerg'uelen ,of the honour of its bearing
his name.., '
, Mr; Anderson, my surgeon, who, as I have already,

mentioned, had made natural history a part of his
studies, lost no opportunity, during the short, time
we lay in Christmas Harbour, of searching the CoUI~

try in every' direction. He afterwards commum
cated to me the observations he made on its natural
productions; ,and I shall insert them here in his own
words. ' ,

" Per~aps no place, hitherto 'discovered in either

connois environs quatre-vingt Heues des clltes; et rai lie~ de
croire, qu'elle a environ deux cents lieues de circuit," Kn
guele!l' ibid.

• Some of Monsieur de Kerguelen's own countrymen seem
more desirous than we are, to rob him of this honour. It is very
remarkable that Monsieur de Pages neYer once mentions the name
of his commander~ And, though he takes occasion to enumerate
the several French explorers of the southern hemisphere" from
Gonneville down to Crozet, he affects to preserve an entire .silence
about Kerguelen, whose first .voyage, in which the discovery of
this considerable tract, of land was made, is kept as much out, of
sight, as if it never had taken place. Nay, not satisfied with re
fusing to acknowledge the right of another,' he almost assumes it
to himself. 'Por, upon a Map of the World annexed to his book,
at the spot where the new land is delineated, we read this inscrip
tion: Isles nou'Velies Australes vuees par Monsieur de Pages, en
l774. He could scarcely have expressed himself in stronger
terms, i~e h~d meant to convey an ,idea that he was the conduc
tor of the discovery. And yetwe know, that he was' only a lieu
tenant' [enseigne de vaisseau] on board one of the three ships
'commanded by Kerguelen; and that the discovery had been
already made in, a former voyage, undertaken ll'hile he was ac-
tually engagel1 in his singular journey round the world. ,

Aft.er all, it cannot but be remarkep that Kerguelen was pecu
liarly unfortunate, in having done so little to complete what he
lladbegun. He discovered a new landindeed; but, in two expe
ditions to it, he could not once bring his ships to an,anchor, upon
any part of its coasts. Captain Cook, as we have seen in this, and
in the foregoing chapter, had either fewer difficulties to struggle

. with, or was more successful in surmounting them. ' .
M :;J
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hemisphere, under the same parallel of latitude, at:
fords so scanty a field for the naturalist"~this barren
spot. The verdure 'Which appears, when at a little
distance from the shore, would flatter one with the
expectation of meeting with some herbage; but in
this we wer~ much deceived. For on landing, we
saw t~at this lively colour was occasioned only by
one small plant, not much unlike some sorts of su;"

./rage, which 'grows in large spreading tufts, to ac~
siderable way up the hills. It iorms a surface of IlL.

pretty large texture, and grows on a kind of rotten
turf, into which one sinks a foot or two at every step.
This turf, dried, might, in cases of necessity, serve
for fuel, and is the only thing we met with. here that
could possibly' be applied to this use. .

"There is anothe'r plant, plentifully enough scattered
about the boggy declivities, which grows to near the
height of' two feet, and not much unlike a small cab·
hage, when it has shot into seeds. The leaves about
the root are numerous, large, and rou1)ded ~ narrower
at the base, and ending in a small point. Those Oft

the stalks are much smaller, oblong, and pointed~

The stalks, which are often three or four, all rise
separately from the root, and run into long cylindrical
heads, composed of small flowers. It has not only
the appearance, but the watery acrid taste of the an·
tiscorbutic plants, and yet differ~ materially from the
whole tribe ~ so that we looked upon it as a produc..
tion entirely peculiar to the place. We ate)t fie
quently raw, and found it almost like the New Zea..
land scurvy-grass. But it seemed to acquire a rank.
Savour. by being boiled; whic~ however, some of"
oor people did not perceive, and esteemed it good.
Ifit could be introduced intQ our kitchen-gardens. it
would, in all probability, improve so far by cultiva,..
tion, as to bean excellent pot-herb. At this tim.,
Ilone of its seeds were ripe enough to be preservetf~

~nd brought home, to try the experiment.
u Twooth~1;'sma11 plaIltswere found near tBe brook»
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and boggy places, which were eaten as sallad; the
one almost like garden cresses, and very fiery; and
the other very mild. This last, though but small, is
in itself a curiosity; having not only male and female,.
but whafthe botanists call androgynous plants.

" A coarse grass, which we cut down for the cattle,.
grows pretty plentifully in a few small spots about the
sides of the harbour,with a smaller sort which is
rarer; and, upon the flat ground, a sort of goose
grass, and another .small plant much like it. In short,
the'whole catalogue of plants does not exceed sixteen
or eighteen, including some sorts of moss, and a
beautifhl species of lichen, which grows upon the
rocks, higher up than the rest ofthe vegeta.ble pro
ductions. .Nor is there even the least appearance of
a shrub in the whole country.

"Nature has rather been more bountiful in furnish
ing it with animals; though, strictly speaking, they are
not inhabitants of the place, being aU of the marine
kind; and, in general, only using the land for breed.
ing, and for a resting-place. The most considerable
are seals, or (as we used to call them) sea-bears; .being
that sort called the ursine seal. These come ashore
to .rest or breed; but they were not very numerous..
which is not to be wondered at, as it is known that
these animals rather frequent out-rocks, and little
islands lyin~ off coast,s, than bays or inlets. They
were, at thIs time, shedding their hair, and so tame,.
that we killed what 'number we chose.

"No other quadruped, either of the sea or of the
land kind, was 'seen; but a great number of birds,
viz. ducks, petrels, albatrosses,. shags, gulls, and sea-
swallowS'. .

"The ducks are about the size of 8 teal or widgeon;
but somewhat different in col.our from either. They
were in tolerable plenty about the sides of the hills,
or even lower; and we killed a considerable number,
which were good, and without the least fishy taste.

M 4
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We: met with some of the same sort at the island ot'·
Georgia, in our late voyage.

" The Cape petrel, or Pintado bird; the small blue'
one, which is always seen at sea; and the small black
one, or Mother Carey's chicken, are not here in
great numbers. But we .found a nest of the first
with an egg in it, about the size of a pullet's; and the
second, though scarce, was met with in some holes
like rabbit-burrows. . .

"Another sort, which is the largest of all the petrels,
and called by the seamen Mother Carey's goose,. is
in greater numbers; and so tame, that at fir!it we
could kill ,them with a stick upon the beach. They
are not inferior in size t8 an albatross, and are car
nivorous, feeding on the dead carcasses of seals or'
birds that were thrown into the sea. Their colour
is a sootty brown, with a greenish bill and feet; and,
doubtless, they are the same that the Spaniards call
quebrantalzuessos, whose head is figured in Pernetty's
Voyage to Falkland Islands.

" Of the albatrosses, none were found on shore ex
cept the grey one, which is commonly met with·at
sea in the higher southern latitudes. Once I saw one
of these sitting in the cliff of a rock, but they were
frequently flying about the harbour; and the common
large sort, as well as a smaller with a black face,
were seen farther out.

" Penguins form, by HlT, the greatest number ofbirds
here; andare of three sorts: The first, or largest, I
have seen formerly at the island of Georgia.· It is
also mentioned by. Bougainville t; but it does not
seem to be so solitary ~s he represents it, for we found
considerable numbers flocking together. The head
i& black, the upper part of·the body a leaden grey,

... Pennant's Patagonia'n penguin. See his Genera cif Birdl•
. Tab. 14. p. 66.

t Voyage amour du Monde, p.• 69.
16
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and the under part white, with black feet. It has
two broad stripes of fine yellow, that begin on the
sides of the head, and descending by each side of the
neck, meet above its breast. The biB is partly red-
dish, and longer than in the other sorts. .

"The second sort ofpenguin scarcely exceeds half
the size of the former. The upper part of the body
is a blackish grey, with a white spot on the upper
part of the head, growing broader at each side. The
bill and feet are yellowish. A very accurate figure
and description, both of this and of the preceding~ is
given by Mr. Sonnerat.· .

. "The third sort .of penguin met with here, had
never been seen by any of us before. Itf; length is
twenty-four inches, and its breadth twenty. "The
upper part of the body and throat are black; the reet
'white, except the upper part of the head, which has a
.fine yellow arch,' looking backward, and ending on
each side in long soft feathers, which it can erect as
two crests.' .
. "The two first sorts were found together on the
beach; the large ones keeping by themselves, and
walking in small flocks amongst the others, which
were more numerous, and were sometimes seen a
considerable way up the sides of the hiBs. The thud
sort were only found by themselves,but in great
numbers, on the outer shores of the harbour. They
were breeding at this time; and they lay, on the bare
stones, only one white egg, larger than that of a duck.
All the three sorts of penguins were so tame, that.we
teok as many as we pleased with our hands. '.

" The shags of this place are of two sorts; the lesser
corvorant or water-crow, and another, which is black
above, with a white belly; the same that is found in
New Zea)and, Terra del Fuego, and the island of
Georgia.

" We' also met with here the common sea-gull, .sea-

• Voyage Qla Nou'Vellf Guinee p. 181, 182. Tab. US-.U5.
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swallow, tern, and" Port-Egmont hen; the last of
which were tame and numerous.

" Another sort of white bil'd, flocks of' which flew
about the bay, is very singular; having the base of
the bill covered with a horny crust.· It is larger
than a pigeon~ with the bill blilCk and the feet white,
made like those of' a curlew. Some of our people put
it in competition with the duck as food. "

" "The seine was hauled once; but we found only a
few fish about the size of' a small harldock; though
quite different from any we knew. The snout is
lengthened; the head. armed with some strong
spines; the rays of' the back-fin long, and very
strong; the belly is large; and the body without .
scales. The only shell fish are a few limpets and
muscles; and, amongst the stones, a few small star-.
fish, and sea-anemonies, were found.

" The hills are of'a moderate height ; yet many of'
their tops 'yere covered with snow at this time, though
answering to our June. Some of' them have large
quantities of stones, irregularly heaped together af"
their foot, or on their sides. The sirles of others,
which form steep cliffs towards the sea, are rent from
the top downward, and seem ready to fall off, having
stones of a. considerable size lying in the fissures.
Some were of opinion that. frost might be the cause
of these fissures, which I shall not dispute; but how
others of' the appearances could be effected, but by
earthquakes, or some such severe shocks, I cannot
say. .

" It appears that rain must be almost constst.lt here,
not only from the marks of large torrents havirig
rushed down, but from the disposition of the coun:
try, which," even on the hills, is almost an entire DOg
00 swamp, the ground sinking at every step. .

" The rock-s, or foundations of the hills, are com
posed chiefly of a dark blue, and very hard stone,
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intermixed with small particles of glimmer or quartz.
This seems to be one of the most universal produc
tions of nature, as it constitutes whole mountains in
Sweden, in SCQtland, at the Canary Islands, the Cape
of Good Hope, and attbis place. A.nother brownish
brittle stone forms here some considerable rocks;
and one which is blacker, and folind in detached
pieces, incloses bits of coarse quartz. A red, a dull
yellow, and a purplish sand-stone, are also found- in
smallpieees; and pretty large lumps of semi.tran
sparent quartz, disposed irregularly in polyedral py
ramidal crystals of long shining fibres. Some small
pieces of the common sort are met with in the brooks,
made round by attrition; but none hard enough to
resist a file. Nor were any of the other stones acted
on by aqua fortis, or attracted by the magnet.

H Nothing that had the least appearance of an ore
or metal was seen.u . ..
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CHAP. VI.

JAN.

, .
PAS8AGE FROM KERGUEI.EN'S TO VAN DlEMEN'S LAND. - AR

RIVAL IN ADVENTURE BAY. - INCIDENTS THERE. - INTER

VIEWS WITH THE NATIVES. - THEIR PERSONS AND DRESS

DESCRIBED. - ACCOUNT OF THEIR BEHAVIOUR. - TABLE

OF THE LONGITUDE, LATITUDE, AND VAlUATION. - MR.'

ANDERSON'S OBSERVATIONS ON THE, NATURAL PRO"DUCTIONS

OF THE COUNTRY, ON 1'HE INHABITANTS, AND THEIR LAN

GUAGE.
:,

AFTER leaving Kerguele~'s Land, I steered ,E. 'by
N., intending, in obedience to my instructions, ,to
touch next at New Zealand, to recruit our water, to
take inwood, and to make' hay for the cattle. Their
number" by this time, had been considerably dimin
islIed; two young bulls, one of the heifers, two
rams, and several of the goats, having of late died,
while we were employed in exploring this desolate
coast.

The 31 st, in the morning, being the day after we
stood out to sea, we had several observations of the
sun and moon. Their results gave tke longitude 72°
3:)' 36" E. The time-keeper,in this situation, gave
720 38' 15". These observations were the more use
ful, as we had, not been able to get any for some
time before, and they now served to assure us that
no material error had crept into the time-keeper.

On the lst of January, being then in the latitude
of 48° 41' S. longitude 76° 50' E. the variation was
80° 39' W. and the next day, in the latitude of 48°
2'2' S., longitude 80° !l2' E., it was 30° 47' 18" W.
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This was the greatest variation we found in thi~ paS'
sage; for afterward it began to decrease, but so
slowly, that, on the 8d, in the evening, being then in
the latitude of 48° 16' S. longitude 85° E. it was ~9cS

38' W.
Thus far we had fresh gales fi'om the W. and S.

W. and tolerably clear weather. But now the wind
veered to the N. where it continued eight days, and
was attended with a thick fog. . During this time,
we ran above three hundred leagues in the dark.
Now and then the weather would clear up, a,ud give
us a sight of the sun; but this happened very seldom,
and was always of short continuance. On the 7th,
I hoisted out a boat, and sent an order to Captain
Cle~ke, appointing Adventure Bay, in Van Diemen's
Land, as our place of rendezvous, iIi case of separ
ation before we arrived in the meridian of that land.
But we were fortunate enough, amidst all this foggy
weather, by frequently firing gu~s as signals, though
we seldom saw each other, not to lose company.

On the I ~th, being in the latitude of 48° 4<Y S.,
longitude 110° ~6' E., the northerly winds ended in
a calm; which, aft.er a few hours, was succeeded by
a wind from the southward. This, with rain, conti.
nued for twenty-four hours; when it freshened, and
veered to the west and north-west, and brought on
fair and dear weather.

.·We continued our c·ourse to the eastward, without
meeting with any thing worthy of notice, till four
o'clock in the morning of the 19th; when, in. a
~udden squall of wind, though the Discovery re-'
ceived no damage, our fore-top-mast went by the
boatd, and carried the main-top-gallant-mast with it.
This occasioned some delay, as it took us up the
whole day to clear the wreck, and to fit another top
mast. The former was accomplished without losing
any part. of it, except ~ few fathomg of small rope.
Not havmg a spare mam-top-gallant-mast on board;
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the fore-top.gallant.mast was converted into one for
our immediate use.

The wind continued westerly, blew a fresh gale,
and was attended with clear weather; so that scarcely
a day passed without being able to get observations
for fixing the longitude, and the variation of the
compass. The latter decreased in such a manner,
that in the latitude of 440 18' S., longitude IS'?' ~' E.,
it was no more than ~o 84' 181/ W.; and on the ~!ld,

being then in the latitude ·0f'43° 9(,7' S., longitude
141°5(J E., it was 1 0 9(,4' 15Q E. So that we had
crossed the line where the compass has no variation.

On the ~th, at three o'clock in the morning, we
discovered the coast of Van Diemen's Land, bearing
N. ~ W. At four o'clock, the south.west Cape bore
N. N. W t W.; and the Mewstone, N. E. by E. three
leagues distant. There are several islands and high
rocks lying scattered along this part of the coast, the
soutbernmoit of which is the Mewstone. It is a
round elevated rock, five or six leagues distant from
the south.west Cape, in the direction of S. 5/j0 E.

At noon, our latitude was 48° 47' S., longitude
147° E; and the situation of the lands round us, as
follows: An elevated round.topped hill bore N. 17°
W.; the south·west Cape N. 74° W.; the Mewstone,
W. t- N.; Swilly Isle or Rock, S. 490 E.; and the
soutb.east or South C~pe, N. 40° E. distant near
three leagues. The land between the south.west and
the south capes is broken and hilly, the coast wind-'
ing, with points shooting out from it; but we were
too far off, to be able to judge wheth.er the bay~

formed by these points were sheltered fi'om the sea
winds. The bay which appeared to be the largest
and deepest, lies to the westward of the peaked hill
above.mentioned. The variation of the compass
here, was 5°!fj' E. .
. At six o'clock,in the afternoon we sounded, and
fOl1nd sixty fathoms' watec,over a bottom of brokell
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coral.and shells. The South Cape then bore N. 750

W., two or three leagues distant; Tasman's Head
N. E; and Swilly'Rock S. by W. t W. About a
league to the eastward of Swilly, is another elevated
rock, that" is not ·taken notice of by Captain Fur-,
neaux. I called it the Eddyston~, from its very
great resemblance to that light.house. Nature seems
t~ have left these two rocks here, for the same pur
pose that the Eddystone light-house was built by man,
viz. to give navigators notice of the dangers around
them. For they are the conspicuous summits of a
ledge of rocks under water, on which the sea, in
many places, breaks very high. Their surface is
white with the dung of sea.fowl~; so that they may
be seen at some distance, even in the night. On the
north-east side of Storm Bay, which lies between the
South Cape and Tasman's Head, there are some
coves or creeks, that seemed to be sheltered from the
sea.winds: and I am of opinion, that were this coast
examined, there would be found some good harbours.

Soon after we had sight of land, the westerly wind!J
left us, and were succeeded by variable light airs and

. alternate calms, till the ~6th at· noon. At that time
a breeze sprung up and freshened at South-east, which
put it in my power to carry into execution the
design I h.arl, upon due consideration, formed, of
carrying the ships· into Adventure Bay, w.here I
might expect to get a supply of wood, and of grasl
for the cattle; of both which articles we should. a8

I now found, have been in great want, if I had
waited till our arrival in New Zealand~ We there.
fore stood for the bay, and anchored in it at four
o'clock in the afternoon., in twelve fathoms' water,
over a.bottom of sand and ouse. Penguin Island,
which lies close to the east point of the bay, bore
N. 840 E.; the southernmost point of Maria's Islands
bore N. 760 i- E.; and Cape Frederic Henry, or the
north point of the bay, bore N.SSo E. OUf distance
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from the nearest shore was about three quarter.s of a
mile. .

As BOon as we had anchored, I ordered the boats
to be hoisted out. In one of th~m I went· myself:
to look for the most commodious place for furnishing
ourselves with t.he necessary supplies;. and Captain
Clerke went in his boat upon the same service.
Wood and water we found in plenty, and in situa
tions convenient enough, especially the first. But
grass, of which we stood most in need, was scarce,
and also very coarse. Necessity, however, obliged
us to take such as we could get~· .

Next morning early, I sent Lieutenant King to the
east side of the bay, with two parties; one to cut
wood, and the 1>ther to cut grafis, under the pro
tection of the marines, whom I judged it prudent to
land as a guard. For although, .as yet, .none of the
nati...es had appeared, there could be no doubt that
some were in our neighbourhood, as we had seen
columns of smoke, from the time of our approaching
the ,coast; and, some now was observed, at no great
distance up in the woods. I also sent the launch
for water; and afterwards visited all the parties my..: .
self: In the evening, we drew the seine at the head
of the bay, and, at one haul, --caught a great quantity
of fish. . We should have got many more, had not the
net broken in drawing it ashore. Most of them
were of that sort known to seamen by the name of
elephant fish. After this ever)'. one repaired on
board with what wood.and grass we had cut, that we
might be ready to sail ·whenever. the wind should
serve.

This not happening next morning, the people were
sent on shore again, on the. same duty as the day
before. I also employed the carpenter, with part of
his crew, to cut some spars for,'the use of the ship;
~nd dispatched Mr. Roberts, one of the mates, in &

small boat, to survey the bay.
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In the afternoon, we were agreeably surprised, at
the pl!lce where we were cutting wood, witli a visit
from some of the natives;. eight men and a boy.
They approached us from the woods, without betray
ing any marks of fear, or rather with the greatest
confidence imaginab~e; for none of them had any
weapons, except one, who held in his· hand a stick
about two feet long, and pointed atone end.

They were quite naked, and wore no ornaments;
unless we consider as such, and as a proof of their
love of finery, some large punctures or ridges raised
Oft different parts of their bodies, some in straight,
and others in curved lines.

They ~ere of the common, stature, but rather
slender. Their skin was black, and also their hair.
which was as woolly as that of any native of Guinea;
but they were not distinguished by remarkably thick
lips, nor flat noses. On the contrary. their features
were far from being disagreeable.'fhey had pretty
good eyes; and their teeth were tolerably even; but
very dirty. Most of them had their hair and beards
smeared with a red ointment; and. some had their
faces also painted with the same composition.

They received every present we made to them
without the least ,appearance of satisfaction. When
some \bread was given, as soon as they understood
that it was to be eaten. they either returned it, or
threw it away, .without even tasting it. They also
refused some elephant fish, both raw and dressed,
which we offered to them. But upon giving some
birds to them, they did not return these, and easily
made us comprehend that they were fond of such
food. I had brought two pigs ashore; with a view
to leave them in the woods. The instant these came
within their reach, they seized them, as a dog would

, have done, by the ears. and were for carrying them
. off immediately; with no other intention, as we could

perceive, but to kill them.
VOL. v,. • N
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" ".~ ,klt-J"'" ~' knowing the use of the stick
\\ '".\ :~h.' ,,'t' ,lour \'isitors carried in his hand, I made
"~",, t,,~ '~'," to shew me; and so far succeeded~
t.;,\~ ,,,,",' \\,f th~m set up a piece of wood as a mark,
,Uh.' thl'\'w alt it, at the distance of about twenty
'oiU"b. Uut Vl'e had little reason to commend his
~\\'xt~rit\'. tOr after repeated trials, he was still very
Vl'id~ front the object. Qmai, to shew them how
nweh superior ou~" weap<,ms were to their's, then fired
his musket at It; whIch alarmeq them so much,
that notwithstanding all ,"'e could do or say, they'ran
instantly ioto the woods. One ,of them was so fright
('ned, that he let drop an axe aod two knives, that
had been given to him. From, U!~, ho~ever, ~hey went'
to the place where some ot the Discovery's, people
were employed.in taking water into their boat. The
officer of that party, not lmowing that they had paid
us so friendly a visit, nor what their intent might be,
fired a musket in the air, which sent them off with
the greatest precipitation.

Thus ended our first interview with the natives.
Immediately after their final retreat, judging that
their fears would 'prevent their remaining near enough
to observe what was passing, I ordered the .two pigs,
being a boar and sow, to be carried about a mile
within the. woods, at the head of the bay. I. saw
them left ther.e, by the side of a fi"esh-water brook. A
young bull and a cow, and some ~heep and goats,

- were also, at first, intended to have been left by me,
as an additional present to Van Diemen's Land. But
I soon laid as.ide all thoughts of this, from a persua
sion that the natives, incapable of eotering into my
views of impt'oving their country, would destroy
them. .If ever they should meet. with the pigs, I
have no doubt this' will be, their fate•. But as that
race of ~imals soon becomes, wild, a.nd is fond of the
thickest cover of'the woods, there is great probability .
of their being preserved. An open place 'must have
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been chosen for the accommodation of the other,cattle;
and in such a sjtua~ion, they could not possibly have
remained concealed many days.

The morning of the 29th was ushered in with a
dead calm, which continued all day, and effectually
prey-ented our sailing. I therefore'sent a party over
to the east point of the bay to cut grass; having been
informed that some of' a superior quality grew there.
Another party, to cut wood, was ordered to go to the
usual place, and I accompanied them myself: We
had observed several of the natives, .this morning,
sauntering .along the shore, which assured us, that
though'their consternation had made them leave us
so abruptly the day before, they were convinced that
we intended them no mischief, and were desirous of
renewing the intercourse. It was natural that I
should wish to be present on the occasion.

We had not been long landed, before about twenty
of them, men and boys, joined us, without expressing
the least sign of fear or distrust. Thel'e was one of
this company conspicuously deformed; and who was
not more distinguishable by the hump upon his back.
fhan by the drollery of his gestures, and the ~eeming
humour of his speeches; which he was very fond of
exhibiting, as we supposed. for our 'entertainment.
But, unfortunately, we could not understand him;
tJIe language sp6ken here being wholly unintelligible
to liS. It appeared to me to be different from that
spoken by the inhabitants of the more northern parts
of this country, whom I met within my first,voyage;
which is not extraordinary, since those we now saw,
and those we then visited, differ in many other re
spects.· Nor did they seem to be such miserable

4\' The most niking differlll¥:e seems to be with regard to the
texture of the hair, The, natives whom Captain Cook met with
at Endeavour River in 1769,. are said, by him, to have naturallv
tong' and hlaclc hair, thougk it be K71i'VersaUy cropJJed short. .in
general it is straight, but sometimes it has a sligkt-curl; Wesatuone
that wu not ",atted and filthy. Their lJearts were '!f tke Ia"'tl

N 2
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wretches as the,nativ~s'whom Dampicl'mentions to
have seen on its western coast. .. -'

Some of our present groupe' wore loo~e round
their necks three or four folds of small cOl'd, made of
the fiJr of some animal; and others of them had a
narrow slip of the lcangooroo skin tied round theil'
aneles. I gave to each of them a string of heads t '

and a 'medal; which I thought they received ,with
some satisfaction. They.seemed to set no value on
iron, or on iron tools. They were even ignorant of

colour with the hair, and hushy and thick. See Vol. II. p, 211.
of this Edition of Cook's Voyages. .

It may be necessary to mention here, on the authority of
Captain King, that Cuptain Cook was very unwilling to allow that'
the hair uf the natives now met with in Adventure Bay was woolly.
fancyi?g tha;t his people, ~ho first observed thill, had been deceive'~,
from Its bemg clotted. With grease. and red ochre. But Captam
King prevailed upon him afterward to examine carefully the hair
of the boys, which was generally, as well as that of the women, free
from this dirt; and then he owned himself satisfied that it was
naturally wool(lj. Perhaps we may suppose it possible, that he
himself had been deceived when he was in Endeavour River, from
this very. circumstance; as he expressly says, that they saw non~
that was not matted andfilthy.·· .
, .. And yet Dampier's New Hollanders, on the western coast,

benr a striking resemblance to Captain Cook's at Vim Diemen's
Land, in many remarkable instances:

1st, As to their becoming familiar with the strangers.
2dlv. As to their persons; b~ing straight-bodied, and thin; their

skin black j and black, short, curled hair, like the negroes of
Guinea; with wide mouths. , '

3dly, As to their wretched condition; having no houses,. no
garment, no canoes, no instrument to catch lar~e fish; feeqing on
broiled muscles, cockles, and periwinckles; havmg no fmits of the
earth; their weapons a straight pole, sharpened and hardened at
the end, &c. &c. .

The chief peculiarities of Dampier's miserahle wretches are, 1st,
Their eye-lids being always half closed, to keep the flies out, whicb
were excessively troublesome there: and, 2dly, Their wanting the
two fore-teeth of the upper jaw, and their having no beards. See
Dampier'8 Voyages, va]. i. p.464, &c. There seems to be. no
reasoll for supposing that Dampier was mistaken iQ the above ac-
count of what he saw. .
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the use of fish-hooks, jf we might judge from their
.manner of looking at some ofour's which we shewed
to them.
; We cannot, however, suppose it to be possible that
a people who inhabit a sea-coast~ and ~ho seem to
derive no· part of their sustenance fi'om the produc
tion!! of the gmund, should not be acquainted with
some mode of catching fish, although we did not
happen to see any of tbe~ thus employed; .nor .
'observe any canoe or vessel, in which they could go
upon the water. Though they absolutely rejected the
sort of fi!\h that we offered to them, it was, evident
that shell-fish, at least, ·made a part of their food,
from the many heaps of'muscle-shells we saw in dif~

ferent parts near the shore, and about some deserted
habitations near the head of the bay. Thesewere
little sheds or hovels built of sti(~ks, and covered with
bark. We could also perceive evident signs.of their
sometimes taking up their abode in the. trunks Qf
large trees, which had been hollowed out by .fire, .
most probably for this .very purpose. In or near all
these habitation~, and wherever there was a heap of
shells, there remained the marks of fire; an indubit.·
able proof that they do not eat their food raw.
'. After staying about an hour with the wooding
party and the natives, as I could now be pretty con
fident that the latter were not likely to give the former
any disturbance, I left them, and went over to the
gI'ass.cutters on the east point of the bay, and found
·that-they had met with a fine patch. Having seen
the boats loaded, I left that party, and returned on
-board to dinner; where, some time after, Lieutenant
King arrjved. .
. From him I learnt, that I had but just left the
shore, when several women and children made their
appearance,and were introduced to him by some of
the men who attended them. . He ga~e presents to
'all of them, of such trifles as he had about him.
These females wore a kangooroo skin (in the same

N3
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shape as it came from the animal) tied over the
shoulders, and round the waist. But its only use
seemed to be, to support their children when carried
on their backs; for it did not cover thos~ parts
which most. nations conceal; being, in all other re
spects, as· naked as the men, and as black, and
their bodies marked with scars in the same manner.
.But in this they differed from the men, that though
their hair was of the same'colour and texture, some
of them had their heads completely shorn or shaved;
in others this operation had been performed only on
one side, while the rest of'. them had all the upper
part of the head shorn close, leaving a circle of hair
all round, somewhat like the tonsure of the Romish
ecclesiastics.· Many of the children had fine features,
and were thought pretty; but of the persons of the
women, especially those advanced in years, a less
favouraBle reportwas made. However, some ofth·e
gentlemen belonging to the Discovery, I was told,
paid their addresses, and made liberaJoffers Of pre
sents, which were rejected. with great disdain;
whether from a sense of virtue, or the fear of dis
pleasing their inen, I shall not pretend to determine.
That this galJantry was not very agreeable to the
latter, is certain: for an elde.rly man, as soo~ as he

• Captain Cook's account of the natives of Van Diemen's.Land;
in this chapter, no doubt IJroves that they differ, in many respect"
as he says, from the inhabitants of the more northerly parts of the
east coast of New Holland, whom he met with in his first veyage.
It seems very remarkable, however, that the only woman any Of
his people came close to in Botany Bay, should have her hair
cropped short; while the man who was with her, is said to have
had the hair rif his head hushtl, and his heard lang and rouglt.
See Vol. II. p. 87. of this Edition. C~uld the natiyes of Van
Diemen's Land be more accurately described, than by saying
that the hair of th~ meo's heads is hushy, and their hea.rrh lang and
rough, and that the wome71's hair is cropped short? .so far north,
therefore, as-Botany Bay, the natives of the east coast of New
Holland seem to resemble. those of Van Diemen's Land in this
.circumstance. .
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observed it, ordered aU the women and children to
.retire, .which they obeyed, though sonie of them
shewed a little reluctance. ..

This conduct of Europeans amongst savages' to
their women,. is highly blameable; as it creates a
jealousy in their men, that may be attended with
consequences fatal to' the success of the common
enterprize, and to the whole body of adventurers,
without advancing the private purpose of the in
dividual, or enabling him to gain the object of his
wishes. . I believe it has been generally found.

.amongst uncivilized people, that where the women
are easy of access, the men are the first to offer them
to strangers ; and that, where this is not the case,
neither the allurement of presents, nOlO tne oppor
tunity of privacy, will· be likely to have the desired
effect. This observation, I am sure, will holel good
throughout all the parts of the South Sea where' I
have been. Why then should men act so absurd a
part, as to'risk their own safety, and that of all their
companions, .in pursuit of a gratification which they
they have no probability of obtaining? .

In the afternoon I went again to the grass-cutters,
to' .forward their work. I found them then upon
Penguin Island, where they had met with a plentiful
crop of excellent gl;ass. We laboured hard till sun
set, and then repaired on board, satisfied with the·
quantity we had collected, and which I judged sut:.
ficient to· last till our arrival in New Zealand.

During our whole stay, we had either calms or
light airs from the. eastward. Little or no time,
therefore, was lost by my putting in at this place.
For if I bad kept the sea, we should 'hot .have been·
twenty leagues adYaT~ced farther on our voyage. And, I' •

short as our contitlUance was here, it has enabled me
to add somewhat to the imperfect acquaintance. that
hath hitherto been acquired with this part of the
globe. .

Van Diemen's Land has been twice visited before.
N 4
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It was so named by Tasman, who discovered it in
November 164!l. From that time it had escaped all
farther notice by European navigators, till Captain
Furneaux touched at it in March 1773. I hardly
need say, .that it is the southern point of New
Holland, which, if it dotll not deserve the name of
a continent, is by far the largest island in the world.
. The land is, for the most part, of.Q good' height, .
diversified with hills and valleys~ and every where of
a greenish hue. It is well wooded; and if one may
judge from appearanc~s, and from what we met with
in Adventure Bay, is not ill supplied with water.'
We found plenty of it in three or four places in this
bay. The best, or what is most .convenient for ships
that touch here, is a l:ivulet, which is one of several
that fall into a pond that lies behind the beach at the
head of the bay. It there mixes ,with the sea-water;
sa that it must be taken up above this pond, which
may be done without any great trpuble. Fire-wood
is to be got with great ease in several places.

The only wind to which this hay is exposed, is the
N. E. But as this wind blows fi'oM Maria's islands,
it can bring no very great sea along with it; and,
therefore, upon the whole, this may be accounted a
very safe road. The bottom is clean, good holding
ground; and the depth of water fi'om twelve to five
and four fathoms. But the annexed chart will con·
vey lI. better idea· of every thing n.ecessary to be
known about Adventure Bay,. than any description.

Captain Furneaux's sketch of Van Diemen's Land,
published with the Narrative of my last Voyage-,
appears to me to be without any material error, 'ex
cept with regard to Maria's Islands, whicJl have a
different situation fi'om what is there represented.
;What my idea of thein is, will be seen in the sketch'
of t~at coast here inserted; and 1 insert it, not as
the result of a more faithful, but merely of a second

'" Vol. III..chap. vii.
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exaPlination. The longitude was determhled by a
great number of lunar observations which we had .
before we made the land, while we were in sight of
it, and after we had left it; and reduced to Adven
tUl'e .Hay, and the several principal points, by the
time-keeper.. The following Table will exhibit both
the longitude and latitude at one view:

Adventure Bay,
Tasman's Head,
South Cal,e,
South-west Cape,
Swilly Isle, • -

Latit~de south. ,Longitude elUlt.
43° ~1' ~0"-147° ~9' 0"
43 33 0 ~ 147 ~8 .0
48 4~ 0-146 56 0
43 37 0""":' 146 7 0
43 55 0 - 147 (j 0

A I }Variation of the compass 5° 15' east.

t r lBven- Dip of the south-end' of the needle
u e . ay, . 70° 15t'. .

Wc" had high-water on the ~9th, being two days'
before the last quarter of the moon, at nine in the
morning. The perpendicular rise then was eighteen
inches; and th~re was no appearance of its ha\Ung
ever exceeded two feet and a half. These are all
the memorials useful to navigation, which my short
stay has enabled me to preserve, with respect to Van
Diemen's Land. '

Mr. Anderson, my surgeon, with his usual dili
gence, spent th~ few days we remained in Adventure
Bay, in examining the country. ,His account of its
natural productions, with which he' favoured me,
will more than compensate for my silence abo'ut
them: some· of his remarks on the inhabitants will
supply what' I may have omitted or represented im
perfectly; and his specimen of their ,language, how
ever short, will be thought worth attepding to, by
those who wish to collect materials. for tracing the
origin of nations. I shall oniy: pre~ise, that the tall

.. stra.ight :torest trees which Mr. And,erson de~cribes-
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in the following account, are of a different sort from
those which are found in the more northern parts of'
this coast. The wood is very long and close.grained;
extremely tough; fit for spars, oars, and many other
uses; and would, on occasion, make good masts
(perhaps none better), if a method could be found to
lighten it. .

" At the bottom of Adventure Bay is a beautiful
sandy beach,. which seeme to be wholly formed by
the particles washed by the sea from a very fine
white sand-stone, that in many places bounds the
shore, and of which Fluted Cape, in the neighbour
hood, fi-om its appearance, seems' to be composed.
This beach is about two miles long, and is excellently
adapted for hauling a seine, which both shi,s did
repeatedly with success. Behind this, is a plain 01'

flat, with a salt, or rather brackish lake (running' iIi
length parallel with the beach), out of' which we
caught, with angling rods, many whitish breall~, and

.some small trout. The other parts of the country
adjoining the bay are quite hilly; and both those and
the flat are an entire forest of.very tall trees, rendered
almost impassible by ~hrubs, brakes of fern, and fallen
trees; except on the sides of some of the hills, where
the trees are but. thin, and a coarse grass is the only
interruption.

"To the northward of the bay, there is low land,
stretching farther than ~he eye can reach, which is
only covered with wood in certain spots; but we ~ad

no opportunity to examine in what respects it difi~red

from -the hilly country. The soil on the flat land is
either sandy, or consists of a yellowish mould, and,
in some places, of a reddish clay. The same is found
on the lower part of' tire hills; but farther up, espe-.
cially where there are few trees, it is of a gray tough
cast, to appearance very poor. . .'

" In the valleys between the hills, the water drains
down £i'om their sides; arId at last, in some places,
forms small brooks;' such indeed as were suffiCIent to'
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supply us with water, but by no means of that size'
we might expect in so extensive a country, especially
as it is both hilly and well wooded.' Upon the whole,
it has many marks of being naturally a very dry
country; and perhaps might (independent of its
wood) be compared to AfHea, abont the Cape of
Good Hope, though that lies ten degrees farther
northward, rather than to New. Zealand, on its other
side, in the s~me latitude, where we find every valt~y,

however small, furnished with a considerable stream
of water. The heat too appears to be great,as the
thermometer stood at 61., 70, and once at 74.. And
it was remarked, that birds were seldom killed an
houf or two, before they were .almost covered with
sma)) maggots, which I would rather attribute merely
to the heat; as we had not any reason to suppose
there is a peculiar disposition in the climate'to render
substances soon plitrid. , .

" No mineral bodies, nor indeed stones of any other
sort, but the white sand one already mentioned, were
observed.

" Amongst the vegetable produc~ons, there is not
one, that' we could find, \vhich afforded the smallest
subsistence for man.

ce The forest trees are all of one sort, growing to a
great height, and in general quite straight, branching .
but little, till towards the top. The bark is white,
which makes them appear, at a distance, as if they
had been peeled.; it is also thick; and within it are
sometimes collected, pieces of 'a reddish transparent
gum or resin, which has an astringent taste~ The
leaves of this tree are long, narrow, and pointed; and
it bears clus~ers ;of small ~.hiteflowers, whose cups
were, at th18 tIme, ple",tItully scattered 'about the
ground, with another sort resembling them Somewhat
in shape, but much larger; which makes it pr,obable
that there are two species of' this tree. The bark of'
the smaller branches, 'fruit, and leaves, have an agree.
able pungent taste, and aromatic smell, not unlike
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peppermint; and in its nature, it has some affinity to
the myrtus of botanists.

" The most common tree, next to this, is a small
one about ten feet high, branching pretty much, with
narrow leaves, and a large, yellow, cylindrical flower,
consisting only of a vast number of filaments; which,
being shed, leave a fruit like a pine~top. Both the
above-mentioned trees are unknown in EUf(~pe.

" The underwood consists chiefly of a shrub some
what resembling a myrtle, and which seems to be the
leptospermum scopa'rium, mentioned in Dr. Forster's
Char. Gen. Plant.; and, in some places, of another,
rather smaller, which is a new species of the melaleuca
ofLinn~us. . .

. u Of other plants, which are by no m~ans llumerous,
there is a species of gladiolus, rush, bell-flower, sam
phire, a small sort of wood-sorrel, milk-wort, cudweed,
and Job's tears; with a few others, peculiar to the
place. There are several kinds of fern, as polypody,
spleenwort. fema~e tern, and some mosses; but the
species are either cotluTIon, or at least found in some
other countries,. especially New Zealand.

" The only animal of the quadruped kind we got,
was a sort of oposSum, about twice the size of a large
rat; and is, most probably, the male of that species
found at Endeavour River, as mentioned in Hawkes
.worth's Collection of Voyages. '" It is of a dusky
colour'above, tinged with a brown or rusty cast, and
whitish below. About a third of the tail, towards its
tip, is white, an"d bare underneath; "by' which it pro
bably hangs on the branches of trees, as it climbs
these; and lives on berries. The kangoo'roo, another
animal found farther northward in New Holland,' as
described in the same Voyage t, "without all doubt

.also inhabits here, as the natives" WEl met with had
,some pieces of their skins; and we several tim'es'saw
animals; though indistinctly, run from the thickets. .

'" Vol. II. p. 167. of this Edition of Cook's Voyages.
t Ibid.·p.159. '.
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when we walked in the woods, which, fmm' the size,
cQuld be no other. It should seem also, that they
are in considerable numbers, fi'om the dung- we saw
.almost every whel'e, and from the narrow tracks or
paths they have made a~ongst the shrubbery. .

"There are several sorts of birds, but all so scarce
and shy, that they are .evidently harassed by the
natives, who, perhaps, draw much of their subsistence
from them. In- the .woods, the principal sorts are
large brown hawks or eagles.; crows, nearly the same
as ours in England; yellowish paroquets; and large
pigeons. There are also' three or four MmaU birds,
one of which is of the thmsh kind; and another
small one, with a pretty long- tail, has part of the
head and neck of a most beautiful azure colour;
from whence we named it motacilla cyanell. On the
shore were several common and sea gulls'; a few
black oyster .catchers, or sea pies; and a pretty
plover of a stone colour, with a black hood. About
the pond or lake behind the beach, a few wild ducks
were seen; and some shags used to perch upon the
high -leafless trees near the shore.

" Some pretty large blackish snakes were seen in the
woods; and we killed a large, hitherto unknown,
li~ard, fifteen inch~s' long and six round, elegantly
clouded with black and yellow; besides a small sort,
of a brown gilded coJour above, and rusty below.

" The sea affords a much greater plenty, and at least
as great a variety ,its the land. Of these the elephant
fish, or pfjegallo, mentioned in Frezief"s Voyage·,are
the most numerous; and. though inferim" to many
other fish, were very palatable food. Several large
rays, nurses, and small leather-jackets, were caught;
with some small white bream, which were firmer and
better than those caught in the lake. We likewise
got a few soles and flounders; two sorts ot' gurnards, .
one of them a· new species; some small spotted m'uUet;
and, very unexpectedly, the small fish with a silver

. • Tom. ii. p. 211. 12mo. Planche xvii.
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band on its side, called athenna /lepsetus by Hassel-
quist." .

" But that next i~ number, and superior in good
ness, to the elephant fish, was ~ sort none of us re
collected to have seen· before. It partakes of the
nature both of a round and of a flatfish, havin~ the
eyes placed very near each other; the fore-part of
the body much flattened or depressed, and the rest
rounded. .It is of' a brownish sandy colour, with
rusty spots on the upper part, and whitish below.
From the quantity of' slime it was always covered
with, it seems to live after the manner of. flat fish, at
the bottom.

" Upon the rocks are plenty of muscles, and some
other small shell.fish. There are also great numbers
of sea-stars; some small limpets; and large quantities
of sponge; one sort ofwhich, that is thrown Oil shm'e
by the sea, hut not very common, has a most delicate
texture; and another,. is the spongia dichotoma.

" Many pretty Medusa's headS were found upon the
beach; and the stinking laplysia, or sea-hare, which,
as mentioned by some authors, has the propetty of
taking off the "hair by the acrimony of its juice; but
this sort was deficient in this respect.

" Insects, though not numerous, 1\re here in consider- .
able variety. Amongst them are grashoppers, but
terflies, and several sorts of small moths, finely
variegated. There are two sorts of dragon-flies,
gad-flies, camel-flies;. several ~orts of spiders;
and some scorpions; but the last are rather rare.
The most· troublesome, tpough not very numerous
tribe of insects, are the musquitoes;· and a large
black 'ant, the pain of whose bite is almost intole.
rabIe, daring the short time it lasts. The mus
quitoes, alsO, make up the deficiency of their number,
by the severity of their--venemoDs proboscis.

".The inhabitants whom we met with here, ·had little
of that fierce or wild appearance common to .people

• Iter PaltBlt;num.
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in their situation; but, on the contrary, seemed mild
and cheerful, without reserve 01' jealousy of strangers.
This, however, may arise from their having little to
lose or care for.

" With respect to personal activity or genius, we can
!Jay but JittJ.¢ of either. They do not seem t6 possess
the first in any remarkable degree; and as for the last,
they have, to appearaHce, less than even the halt:
animated inhabitants of Terra del Fuego, who have
not invention sufficient to make clothing for defend
ing themselves from the rigor of their climate, though
furnished with the materials. The small stick, rudely
pointed, which one of them carried in his hand, was
the only thing we saw that required any mechanical
exertion, if we except the fixing on the feet of some
of them pieces of lcangooroo skin, tied with tbongs;
though it could not be learnt whether these were in
use as shoes, or only to defend some sore.. It must
be owned, however, they are masters of some contriv.
ance, in the manner of cutting their arms and bodies
in lines of different lengths and directions, which are
raised considerably above the surface of the skin, so
that it is difficult to gues!'! the method.-they use in
executing this embroidery of their persons. Their
not expressing that surprize which one might have
expected from their seeing men so much unlike
themselves, and things to which~ we were well as
sured, they had been hitherto utter strangers, their
indifference for our presents, and their general in
attention, were sufficient proofs of their not possess.
ing any acuteness of understanding.

, "Their colour is a dull black, and not quite so deep
.as that of the African Negroes. It should seem also,
that, they sometimes, heightened their black colour,
by.smutting their bodies; as a mark was len behind

, on any clean substancef such as white paper, when
they handled' it. Their hair, however, is perfectly
wooUy, and it is clotted or divided into small parcels,
like that of tbeHottentQts, with the use of some sort
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of grass, mixed with a red paint or ochre, which they
smear in great abundance over their heads. This
'practice, as some might imagine, has not the effect ot"
changing their hair into the frizzlirig texture we
'observed; for, on examining the head of a boy, which
appeared never to have been smeared, 1, found th~

hair to be of the same kind. Their noses, though
not flat, are broad and full. The lower part of the
face projects a good deal, as is the case of most In
·<lians I have seen; so that· a line lel fall from the
forehead, would cut oft' a much larger portion than it
would in Europeans. Their eyes are of' a middling
size, with the white less clear than in us; and though
not remarkably quick or piercing, such as. give' a
ti<mk cheerful cast to the whole countenance. Their
teeth are broad, but not 'equal, nor well set; and
either from nature or from dirt, not of so true a
white as is usual among people of a black colour.
.Their mouths are rather wide; but this appearance
Seems heightened by wearing their beards' long, and
dotted with paint, in the salDe manner as the hajr on
their heads. In other respects, they are well-propor
tioned ; though the belly seems rather' projecting.
This may be owing to the want of compression there,
which few nations do not use, more or less. The
posture of which they seem fondest, is to stand with
one side forward, or the upper part of' the body
gently reclined, and one hand grasping (across the
back) the opposite arm, which- hangs down by the
projecting side.

" What the ancient poets tell us of Fauns and Satyrs
Jiving in hollow trees, is here realized. . Some
wretched constructions of sticks, covered with bark,
which do not even deserve the. name of huts; were
indeed found near the shore .in the bay; but these
seemed only to have been erected for temporary pur
poses;' and many of their largest t.rees were converted
into more comfortable habitations. ' These had their
t1'ooks hollowed out by fire, to the height of six or
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seven feet; and that they take up their abode
them sometimes, was evident from the hearths, made
of clay, to contain the fire in the middle, leaving
room for four or five persons to sit round it.· At
the same time, these places of shelter are durable; ,
for they take car.e to leave one side of the tree sound,
which IS sufficient to keep it growing as luxuriantly
as those which remain untouched.

"The inhabitants of this place are, doubtless, fi"om
the same stock with those of the northern .parts of
New Holland. Though some of the circumstances
mentioned by Dampier, relative to those he met with

- on the western coast of this country, such as their
defective sight, and want of fore-teeth, are not found
here; and though Hawkesworth's account of those
met with by Captain Cook on the east side, shows also
that they differ in many respects; yet still, upon the
whole, I am persuaded that distance of place, entire
separation, diversity of climate, and length of time,
all concurring to operate, will account for greater
differences, both as to their persons and as to their
customs, than really exist between our Van Diemen's
Land natives, and those described by Dampier, and
in' Captain Cook's first voyage. This is certain, that
the figure of one of those seen in Endeavour River,
and represented in Sidney Parkinson's Journal of
that voyage,' very much resembles our visitors in
Adventure Bay. That thete is not the like resem
blance in their language, is a circumstance that need
not create any difficulty. For though the agreement
of the languages of people living distant from each
other, may be assumed as a strong argument for
their having sprung from one common source; dis-

., Tasman, when in the bay of Frederick Henry, adjoining to
....dventure Bay, found two trees, one of which was two fathoms,
aad the other two fathoms and a half in girth, and sixty or sixty
6ve feet bigh, from the root to the branches. See his Voyage, in
Harris" Collection, Campbell', Edition, vol. i. p. 926.

VOL. V. 0
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~ver, we must have a'far more intimate ac
ice with the languages spoken here and. in

.ore northern parts of New Holland, before we
'-.. be warranted to pronounce that they are totally
different. Nay, we have good grounds for. the
opposite opinion; for we found that the animal called
kangooroo at Endeavour River, was known under the
same name here; and I need not observe that it is
scarcely possible to suppose that this was not trans
mitted fi'om one another, but accidentally adopted
by two nations, differing in language and extraction.
Besides, as it seems very improbable that the Van
Diemen's Land inhabitants should have ever lost the
use of canoes or sailing vessels, if they had been
originally conveyed thither by sea, we must neces
sarily admit that they, as well, ~s the kangooroo itself~

have been stragglers by land from the more northern
parts of the country. And if there be any force in
this observation, while it traces the origin of the
people, it wiU, at the same time, serve to fix another

l\l The ingenious Author of Recherches sur les Ambicains. illus
trates the grounds of this assertion in the following satisfactory
manner: "C'est quelque chose de surprenant. que Ia foule des
idiomes. tous varies entr'eux. que parlEmt les naturels de I'Ame
rique Septentrionale. Qu'on reduise ces idiomes a des racine~

qU'on les simplifie. qu'on en separe les dialectes et les jargons
derivell, il en resulte toujours cinq ou six langues-m~res, respect
ivement incomprehensibles. On a pbserve la m~me singularite
dans la Siberie et la Tartarie, au Ie nombre des idiomes, et des
dialectes, est egalement multipIie; et ri~n n'est plus commun, que
d'y voir deux hordes voiaines qui De se comprennent point. On
retrouve cette m~me multiplicite de jargons dans toutes les Pro
vinces de I'Amerique MeridIOnale." [He might also have included
Africa.] "n y a beaucoup d'apparence que la 'Vie saullage, en
dispersant les hommes par petites troupes isolees da'RS des bois epais.
occasione necessairemenl celte grande diversite des langues dont
Ie nombre diminue h mesure que la societe, en rassemblant les
barbares vagabonds, en forme un corps de nation. Aloril I'idiome
Ie plus riche, ou Ie moins pauvre en mots, devient dominant, et
abso.rbe les autres." Tom. i. p. 159, 160..
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point, if Captain Cook and Captain Furneaux ha
not already decided it, that New Holland is nowhere
totally divided by the sea into islands, as some have
imagined.· .

" As the New Hollanders seem all to be of the same
extraction, so neither do I think there is anOy thing
peculiar in them. 0 On the contrary, they much re
semble many of the inhabitants whom I have seen at
the islands Tanna and Manicola. Nay, there is e~en

some foundation for hazarding a supposition, that they
may have originally come fi'om the same place with
all the inhabitants of' the South Sea. For, of. only
about ten words which we could get from them, that
which expresses cold, differs little from that of New
Zealand and Otaheite; the first being ltIallareede,
the second Makka'reede, and the third Ma'reede.
The rest of our very scanty Van Diemen's Land
Vocabulary is as follows:

Quadne, A 'Woman.
Eve'rai, The eye..
MUidje, 0 0 The nose.
Ka'my, The teeth, mouth, or tongue.

L ' { A small bird, a native Q[ tile 'Woodsae renne, here.
Koy'gee, The ear.
No'onga, Elevated scars on the body.
Teegera, To eat.

o Toga'rago, I must be gone, or 1 'will go.

" Their pronunciation is not disagreeable, but rather
quick; though not more so than is that of other
nations of the South Sea; and, if' we may depend
upon the affinity ot' languages as a clue to guide us in
discovering the origin of ~ations~ I have no doubt '
but we shall find, on a diligent inquiry, and when
opportunities ofter to collect accurately a sufficient

.. Dampier seems to be of this opinion. Vol. iii. p. 1()4.. 125.
o !l
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i'le from New Holland, eastward to Easter

Ave been derived from the same common
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. We fiDel Mr. ADllel'lOD'l Ilotions on this su1J;ect coatblmab1e to
those of Mr. Marsden, who has reDJarked, "that onJl gtml!ra).
language prevailed (however mutilated and changed in the course of
time) throughout all this portion of the world,.from Madagascar to
die mOlt distant discoveries eastward; of which the Malay is
• (ijaJept, much corrupted or refined by a mixture ofother tongues.
This \'try extensive si!Di1arity of language indicates a comm9Q
oriWn of th~ inhabita~ts; but the circumstances and progress of
their separation are wrapped in the darkest veil of obscurity."
HUtoryqfSu1ltat"a, p. 55.

See also his Vl!ry curious paper, read before the Society of An
tiquaries, and pubhsped in their A"chaOlogia, vol. vi. p. 155; whe~
!W'sentiments on this subject arc explained more at largl;l, and
illus~d by two tables of coresponding words.
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CHAP. VII.

THE PASSAGE FROM VAN DIEMEN'S LAND TO' Nl!:w' ZEAi.AND.~

E;MPLOYMEN'i'S tiN QUEEN CH.tRLOTTE'SSOUNb~--:.:. TRA~8"A:C
TIONS WITH THE NATIVES THERE.~ INTELLIGENCE' ABOm

THE MASSACRE OF THE AD\"ENTUJt.E'S BOAT'S CREW.:-- AC

COUNT OF THE CHIEF WHO HEADED TH~ PARTY ON THAT
, OCCASION. - OF THE 1.'W0 YOUNG MEN WHO EMBARK TO AT

TEND OMAI. - VARIOUS REMARKS ON THE INHAiuTANTSi

ASTRONOMICAl, AND NAUTicAL OilBERVATIONS.

AT eight o'clock in the' morning of ilie 30th of
January, a light breeze springing up at W., we
weighed anchor, and put to sea from' Aaventure nay.
Soon after" the wind veered to the southward, and
increased to a perfect storm. Its fury ~b~ted in the
evening, when it veered to the E. arid N. E. ,

, .This gale was indicated by t~e baro~e~er. For the
wmd no sooner began to blow, than the mercury
in the tube began to fall. Another re'rmir'kalHe
thing attended the coming on of this wind, which
was very faint at first. It bro'ught with if a degree
of heat that was 'almost intolerable. The mercury
'in the thermometer rose, as it we~e instantaneously,
from about 70° to near 90°. This heat was of so
short a continuance, that it seemed to 'be wafted
'away before the breeze that brought it; so that some
on board did not perceive it. ,
, We pursued our course to the eastward, .without

,meeting with any thing worthy of note, till the night
between the 6th and 7th of February, when a marine
belonging to the Discovery felr over board, and was
never seen afterward. This was the second mis
fortune of the kind that had happened to Captaill
Clerke siBee he left England. '

On the 10th, at four, in the aftemoon, we dis
o 3
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covered the land of New Zealand. The part we saw
proved to be Rock's Point, and bore S. E. by S.,
about eight or nine leagues distant. During this run
from Van Diemen's Land, the wind, for the first
four or five days, was at N. E., N., and N. N. W.,
and blew, for the most part, a gentle breeze. It after
ward veered to S. E., where it remained twenty-four
hours. It then came to W. and S. 'V.; in which
points it continued, with very little deviation, till we
reached New Zealand.

After making the land; I steered for Cape Farewell,
which at day-break, the next morning, bore S. by W.,
distant about four leagues. At eight o'clock, it
bore·S. W. by S., about five leagues distant; and, in
this situation, we had forty-five fathoms' water over
a sandy bottom. In rounding the Cape. we had fifty .
fathoms, and the same sort of' bottom. I

I now steered for Stephen's Island, which we came
up with at nine o'clock at night; and at ten, next
morning, anchored in our old station, in Queen Char- I
lotte's Sound.· Unwilling to lose any time, our
operations commenced that veryafternooD, when we
landed a number of empty water-casks, and began
to clear a place where we might set up the two I'
observatories, and tents for the reception of a guard,
and of such of our people whose busmess might make
it necessary for them to remain on shore. 1

1We had not been long at anchor before several
canoes, filled with natives, came along~side of the
ships; but very few of them would venture on board;
whIch appeared the more extraordinary, as I was well
known to them all. There was one man in particular
amongst them, whom I had treated with remarkable
kindness, during the whole of' my stay when I was
last .here. Yet now, neither professions of friendship,

• See the chart of Queen Charlotte's Sound, in liawkesworth's
Collection, vol. ii. p. 385.
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nor· presents, could prevail upon him to come into
the ship. This shyness was to be accounted for only
upon this supposition, that they were apprehensive we
had revisited their country, iu order to revenge the
death of' Captain Furneaux's peQple. Seeing Omai
on board my ship now, whom they must have re
membered to have eeen on boarel the Adventure
when.the melancholy affair happened,and whose first
conversation with them, as they appr.oached, generally
turned on that subject, they must be weH assured

, that I was no longer a stranger to it. I thought it
necessary, therefore, to use every endeavour to assure
them of the continuance of my friendship, and that
I should not disturb them on that account. I d6 not
know whether this had any weight with them; but
certain it is, that they very soon laid aside all manner
of'restraint and distrust.

On the 13th we set up tWQ tellts, one from each
ship; on the same spot where he had pitched them
formerly. The observatories were at the same time
erected; and Messrs. King and Bayly began their
operations immediatdy, to find the rate of'the time
keeper, and to make other observations. The re
ma-inder of the empty water·casks we,re also sent on
shore, with the cQoper to trim, and a sufficient num
ber ,of sailors to fill them. Two men were appointed
to brew spruce beer; and the carp'enter and his crew:
were ordered to cut wood. A boat, with a party of
men, under the direction of one of the mates, was
sent to collect grass for our cattle; and the people
that -remained on board were employed in' refitting

, the ship, and arranging the provisions. In this.man..
ner, we were all profitably busied during our stay.
For the protection of' the party on. shore, I appointed
a guard of' ten marines, and ordered arms for all the
workmen; and M.r. King, and two or three petty
officers, constantly, remained with them. A boat
was never sent to any considerable distance f~om '!he
ships without being armed, and under the dueetlOD

04
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of such officers as I could depend upon, and wlio
were well acquainted with the natives. During my
former visits to this country, I had never taken some
of these precautions; nor were they, I firmly believe,
more necessary now than they had been formerly.
But after the tragical fate of the Adventure's boat's
crew in this Sound, and of Captain Marion du Fresne,
and of some of his people, in the Bay of Islands ., it
was impossible totally to divest ourselves of all appre
hension of experiencing a similar calamity.

If the natives entertained any suspicion of our re
venging these acts of barbarity, they very soon laid
it aside. For, during the course of this day, a great
number of families came from different parts of the
coast, and took up their residence close to us; so
that there was not a spot in the cove where a hut
could be put up, that was not occupied by them,
except the place where we had fixed our little en
campment. This they left us in quiet possession of;
hut they came and took ;away the ruins of some old
huts that were there, as materials for their new erec-
tions. :

It is curious to observe with what facility they
build these occasional places of. abode. I have seen .
above twenty of them erected on a spot of ground, •
that, not an hour before, was covered with· shrubs
and plants. TheY.generally bring some parlof the
.materials with them; the· rest they find upon the
premises. I was present when a number of .people
landed, and built one of these villages, .The mol.
ment. the canoes reached the shore, the men leaped
out, and at once took possession of a piece ofground;
by tearing up the plants and shrubs, or sticking up
some 'part of ,the framing of a hut. Th~y then reo.
turned to theIr canoes, and secured t~lr weapons,
by setting,t~em up against a tree, or placing t~m in
such a pOSItion, that they could be' laId hold of Itl' aft

•

'" In 1772.
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instant. I took particular notice that
glected this precaution. While the men w
ployed in raising the huts, the women were not
Some were stationed to· take care of the: canoes;
others to secure the p'"ovisions, and the few utensils
in their possession; aDd the rest went to. gather dry
sticks, that a fire might be prepared for dreSlimp; thehr
victuals. As tf> the childl'e1'l, I kept them, as also
some of the more aged, sufficiently occupied in
scrambling for beam" till I had emptied my pockets,
and then I leil: them..

These temporary habitations are abundabtJy suffi;.;
cient to' affOrd shelter from the wind and rain, which
is the only purpose they are meant to answer. I
ebserved that, generally, if' not alway~ the same
tribe or family, though it were ever so large, asso
ciated and built together; so that we frequently saw
a village, as well as their larger towns, divided into
different distriets, by low pallisades, or some similar
mode of separation. .

The advantage we received from the natives COOl·

ing to live with us, was not inconsiderable. For,
every day, when the weather would permit, some of
them went out to catch fish; and we generally got,
by exchanges, a good share of' the produce of their
la.bours. This supply, and what our own nets and
lines aftbrded us, was so ample, that we seldom w~re

in want of fish. Nor was there any deficiency of
other refioeshments. Celery, scurvy-grass, and port
able soup, were boiled with the peas.and wheat, fur
both ships' companies, every day during our whole
stay; and they had spruce-beer for their drink. So
that, if any ~f our people had contracted the seeds of
the scurvy, such a regimen soon removed them. But
the truth is, when we arrived here, th~were only
two invali~ (~nd"these on,. board the Resolution)
upon the SIck hsts In both, shIps.

Beiides the natives who took up their abode close
to us, we were occasionally Vi5j~d by others of them,
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of such ,J, not far off; and by some who
were 0 / Their articles of'commerce were,
£ 11) ~ Ad women. The two first always
~, M }Darket; which the latter did. not.

• ~ j taken a kind of dislike to these pea
I either unwilling, or afraid, to assa

po.; which produced this good effect,
t~ ;no instance of' a man's quitting his sta-
tion, to"b 10 their habitations.

A connection with women I allow, because I can
not prevent it; but never encourage, because I
always dread its consequences. I know, indeed,
that many men are of opinion, that such an inter
course is' one of' our greatest securities amongst sav
ages; and perhaps they who, either from necessity or
choice, are to remain and settle with them, may find
it so. But with travellers and transient visitors, such
as we were, it is generally otherwise; and, in our
situation, a connection with their women betrays
more men than it saves. What else can be reason
ably expected, since all their views are selfish, with
out the least mixt,ure of regard or attachment? My
own experience, at least, which hath been pretty ex
tensive, hath not pointed out to IRe one instance to
the contrary.

Amongst our occasional visitors, was a chief named
Kahoora, who, as I was informed, headed the party
that cut oft' Captain Furneaux's people, and himself
killed Mr. Rowe, the officer who commanded. To
judge of the character of Kahoora, by what I heard
from many of his countrymen, he seemed to be ,more
feared than beloved amongst them. Not satisfied
with telling me that he was a .very bad man, some of·
them even importuned me to kill him: and, I be
lieve, they were not a little surprised that I did not
listen to them; for, according to their ideas of equity,
this ought to have been done. But if' I had followed
the advice of aU our pretended friends, I might have
extirpated the whole race; for the people of' each
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hamlet or village, by turns, applied to m ~ ~

the other. One would have almost thoug "'-
sible, that so striking a proof of the dividt.
which this miserable people live, could l
assigned. And yet I was sure that I did.,
conceive the meaning of those who mad ,..ese
strange applications to me; for Omai, whose lan
guage was a dialect of their own, and perfectly un-
derstood all that they said, was our interpreter.

On the 15th, I made an excursion in my bQat to
look for grass, and vitlited the Hip,pah, or fortifi~d

village, at the south.west point of Motuara, and the
places where our gardens had been planted on that
island. There were no people at the former; but
the houses and pallisades had been rebuilt, and were
now in a state of good repair; and there were other
evident marks of its having been inhabited not long
before. It. would be unnecessary, at present, to give
a particular account of this Hippah, sufficient notice

.having been taken of it in the Account of my ·first
Voyage, to which I refer. • .

When the Adventure arrived first at Queen Char
lotte's Sound, in 1778 t, Mr. Bayly, fixed upon this
place for making hig observations; and he, and the
people with him, at their leisure hours, planted seve
ral spots with English garden seeds. .Not the least
vestige of these now remained. . It is probable that
they had been all rooted out to make room for build
ings, when the village was re.inhabited; for, at all
the other gardens then planted by Captain .Furneaux,
although now wholly over-run with the weeds of the
country, we found cabbages, onions, leeks, purslain,
radishes, mustard, &c. and a few potatoes. These

, potatoes, which were first brought from the Cape of
Good Hope, had been greatly improved by chaqge
of soil; and, with proper cultivation, would be su-

• Sec Vol. I. p-. 383.
t Sec .Vol. Ill. p. 132
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rior to those" produced in most other countries.
Though the New Zealanders are fond of this root, it
was evident that they had not taken the trouble to"
plant a single one (much less any other of the articles
which we had introduced) ; and if it were not for the
difficulty of clearing ground where potatoes had bee'll
once planted, there would not have beed any now
remaining.

On the 16th, at day.break, I set out with a party
of men, in five boats, to collect food for our c"attle.
Captain Clerke, and several 6f the officers, Oma1,
and two of the natives, accompanied me. We pro.
ceeded about three leagues up the Sound, and then
landed on the east side, at a place where I had for
merly been. Here we cut as much grass as loaded
the two launehes.

As we returned down the Sound, we visited Grass
Cove, the memorable scene of the massacre of Cap
tain Furneau'X's people. Here I met with myoId
friend Pedro, who was almost continually with me
the last time I was in this Sound, and is mentioned
in my History of that ~oyage.· He, and another
of his countrymen, received us on the beach, armed
with the pa.too 'and spear. Whether this form of re
ception was a mark of their courtesy or of their fear;
I cannot say; but I thought the>: betrayed manifest "
signs of. the latter. However, If they had anyap:.
prehensIons, a few presents soon removed them, and
brought down to the beach two or three more of the
family; but the greatest part of them remained out
of sight.

Whilst we were at this place, our curiosity prompted
us to inquire into the circumstances attending the
melancholy fate of our countrymen ; and Omai was
made use of' as our interpreter for this purpose. Pe
dro, and the rest of the natives present, answered all
the questions that were put to them on the subject,

II See Vol. IV. p. 145.
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without reserve, and like men who are under no
dread of punishment for a crime of which they are
not guilty. For \Ve already kne.w that none of them
had been concerned in the unhappy transaction.
They told us, that' while our ,people were sitting at
dinner, sU1:rounded by several of the natives, Borne of
the latter stole, or snatche~ fi'om them, some bread
and fish, for which they were beat. This being re·
sented, a quarrel ensued, and two New Zealanders
were shot dead, by the only two muskets that were
fired. For before our people had time to discharge
a third, or to load again those -that had been fired, the
natives, rushed in upon them, overpowered them with
their numbers, and put them all to death. Pedro
and his companions, besides relating the history of
the massacre, made us acquainted with the very spot
that was the scene of it. It is at the corner of the
cove on the right hand. They pointed to the place
of the sun, to mark to us at what hour of the day it
happened; and, according to this, it must have been
late in the afternoon. They also showed us the
place where the boat lay':; and it appeared to be
about two hundred yards distant from that where the
crew were seated. One of' their number, a black
servant ofCaptain Furneaux, was left in theboat to
take care ofher.

We were afterward told that this black was ,the
cause of the quarrel, which was said to have hap.
paned thus: One of the natives stealing something
out of the boat, the negro gave him a severe blow
with astick. The cries of the .fellow being heard by
his countrymen at a distance, they imagined he was
killed, and immediately began the attack on our
people; who, before they had time to reach the
boat; or to arm themselves against the unexpected
impending danger, fell a sacrifice to the fury ofthei;.-
savage assailants. .

The first of these accounts, was confirmed .by the
te&tim&ny of many oftha·,natives, whom we conversed
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with, at different times, and who, I think, could have
no interest in deceiving us. The second manner of

. relating the transaction, rests upon the authority of
the young New Zealander, who chose to abandon his
country and go away with us, and who, consequently,
could have no possible view in disguising the truth.
All agreeing that the quarrel happened when the
boat's crew were sitting at their meal, it is highly

. probable that both the accounts are true.. as they
perfectly coincide. For we may very naturally sup
pose, that while 80me of the natives were stealing
from the man who had been left in the boat, others
of them might take the same liberties with the pro- 
perty of' our people who were on shore.

Be this as it will, all agree, that the' quarrel first
took its rise from some thefts, in the commission of
which the natives were detected. All agree, also,
that there was no premeditated plan' of bloodshed,
and that, if these thefts had not been, unfortunately,
too hastily resented, no mischief would have hap
pened. For Kahoora's greatest enemies, those who
solicited his destruction most earnestly, at the same
time confessed that he had no intention to quarrel,
much less to kill, till the fray had actually com
menced. It also appears that the unhappy victims
were under no sort of apprehension of their· fate;
otherwise they never would have ventured to sit down
to a repast at so considerable a distance £i'om their
boat, amongst people who were the next moment to
be their murderers. What became of the boat I
never could-learn. Some said she was pulled to pieces
and burnt; others told us that she was carried, they
knew not whither, 1?y a party of strangers.

We stayed here till the evening, when, ·having
loaded the rest of' the boats with grass, celery, scurvy
grass, &c. we embarked to return to the ships•. We
had prevailed uEon Pedro to launch his canoe, and
accompany us; but we had scarcely put -off from
the shore, when the wind began to ~low very hard at
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north-west, which obliged him- to put· back. 'Ve
proceeded ourilelves, but it was with a good deal of
difficulty that we could reach the ships; where some
of the boats did not arrive till one o'clock the next
morning; and it was fortunate that they got on
board. then, for it afterward blew a perfect storm,
with abundance of rain, so that no manner "Of work
could go forward that day. In the evening the gale
ceased, and the wind having "eered to the. east,
brought with it fair weather.

The n~xt day we resumed OUl" works; the natives
ventured out to catch fish; and Pedro, with all his
family, came and took up his abode near us. This
chief's proper name is Matahouah; the other being
given him' by some of my people during my last
voyage, which I did not know till now. He was,
however, equally well known amongst his .country-
men by both names. .

On the !lOth, in the forenoon, we had another stonn
from the north-west. Though this was not· of so
long continuance as the former, the gUl~ts of wind
from the hills were far more violent, insomuch that
we were obliged to strike the yards and top-masts to
the very utmost; and, even with all this precaution,
it was· with difficulty that we rode it out. These
storms are very frequent here, and sometimes violent
and troublesome. The neighbouring mountains,'
which at these times are always loaded with vapours,
not only increase the force of the wind, but alter its
direction in such a manner, that no two blasts follow
each other from the same quarter; and the nearer
the shore, the more their effects are felt.

The next day we were visitedbya. tribe.or family,
consisting of' about thirty.persons, men, women, and
children, who came from the upper part of the Sound.
I had never seen them before. The name of their
chief'. was Tomatongeauooranuc; a man of about
forty-five years of age,_ with a cheerful open.coun
tenance. . And, indeed, the rest of his tribe were, in
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general, the handsomest of the New Zealand race I
had ever met with.

By 'this time more than two.thirds of the inhabi
tants of the Sound had settled themselves about 118.
Great numbers of them daily frequented the ships,
and the encampment on shore: but the latter became,
by far, the.most favourite place of resort, while our
people there were melting some seal blubber. No
Greenlander was ever fonder of train-oil, than our
fHends 'here seem to be. They relished the very
skimmings of the kettle, and dregs of the c~ks; but
a little of the pure stinking oil was a delicious feast,
so eagerly desired, that I supposed it is seldom en- .
joyed. . .

Having got on board as much hay and grass as we
judged sufficient to serve the cattle till our arrival at
Otaheite, and having completed the wood and water
of both ships, on the ~d we struck our tents, and
carried every thing off f~om the shore; and next
morning we weighed anchor, and stood out of the
cove. But< the wind not being very fair, and finding
that the tide of ebb would be spent before we could
get out of the Sound, we cast anchor again a little
without the island Motuara, to wait for a more fa
vourable .opportunity of putting into the strait.

While we were unmooring and getting under sail,
Tomatongeauooranuc, Matahouah, and many more
of the natives, came to take their leave of us, or

. rather to obtain, if they could, some additional pre
sent from us before we left them. These two chiefs
became suitors to me for some goats, and hogs. Ac
cordingly, I gave to Matahouah two goats, a male
and female with kid; and to Tomatongeauooranuc
two pigs, a boar, and a sow. They made me a pro
mise not to kill them; though I must own I put no
great faith in this. The animalB which Captain Fur...
neaux sent on shore here, and which soon after fell
into the hands'of"the natives, I was now told were all
dead; but I could get no intelligence about the fate

.1
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of' those I had len in W-est Bay, and in Cannibal
Cove, .when I was here in the course of my last
voyage. However, all the natives whom I con.
versed with agreed, that :poultry are now to be met
with wild in the woods behmd Ship Cove; and I was
afterward informed, by the two youths who went
away with us, that Tiratou, a popular chief' anrong8t
them, had a great many cocks and hens in his se
,parate possession, aud one of' the sows.

o.n my present arrival at this place, I fully intended
to have left not only goats and hogs, but sheep, .and
a young bull, with two heifers, if I could have found
either a chief powerful enough to protect and keep
them,' or a place where there might be a probability
of their being concealed from those who wouldigno
rantly attempt to destroy them. But neither the
one nor the other presented itself to 'me. Tiratoll
was now absent; and Tringoboohee, 'whom I had
met with during my last voyage ., and who seemed
to be a person of much consequence at that time,
had been killed five months ago, with about seventy
persons of his tribe; and I could not learn that
there now remained in our neighbourhood any tribe,
whose numbers could secure to them a superiority of
power over' the rest of their countrymen. To have
given the animals to any of the natives who pos
sessed no such power, would not have answered,the
intention. For, in a country like this, where no
man's property is secure, they would soon have fallen
a prey to different parties, and been either separ.
ated 'or killed; but most likely both. This was so
evid~nt, from what we had observed since our ar~

rival, that I had res~lved to leave no kind of animal,
till Matahouah and the other chief' solicited me for
the hogs and goats. As I could spu,re them, I let
them go, to take their chance. I have, at different
times, left in New'Zealand no less than ten or a

VOL. v.
'. See Vol. IV.p. 1440.
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.dozen hog&, besides th05e put on shore' by Captain .
Furneauil. It will be a little extraordinary~' there
fore, if thilt raee should not increase and be preserved
here, either in a wild or in a domestic state, or in
both.

We had not been long at anchor near M'otuara;.
before three or four canoes, fiUed with natives, came
ofF to us from the sonth-east side of' the Sound.; and
a brisk trade was carried on with them for the curio
:sifies of this place. In one ofthese canoes was Ka
boora, whom I have already mentioned as the leader
.ofthe party who cut oft'the crew of the Adventurer's
boat. This was the third time he had visited us,
without betraying the smallest appearance offear. I
was mJhore when he now arrived, but had got on
board just as he was going away.- Omat, who had
I'eturrred with me, presently pointed him out, and
solicited me ·to shoot him. Not satisfied with this,.
'he addressed himself to Kahoora, threatening to be
his executioner, if ever he presumed to visit U8 again.

The New Zealander paid so little regard to these
threats, that he returned, the next monring, with his
whole· fiunily, men, women, arid children, to the
number of tweDty and upwards. Omai was the first
who acq.uainted me with his being along-side the ship,
and desIred to know if he should ask him to come
on board. I told him he might; and accordingly .
be introduced the chief into the cabin,. saying,.
" There is Kahoora; kin him!" But, as if he had
forgot his former threats, or were afraid that I should
calfupOn him to perform them, he immediately re
tired. In a short time, bowever, he returned; anG
$eei~ the chief unhurt, he expostulated with me
very earnestly, sa,ing, "Why 'do you not kill him?
" You tell me, if a man kills another in England,
.. that he is hanged for H. This man has killed ten,
" and yet you will not kill him; though many of
"his countrymen desire it, and it would be very
" goocL" Omai's arguments, . though specious
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enough, having no weight with me, I desired him to
ask thechief~.why he had killed Captain Furneaux's
people? At thi~ question, Kahoora fOlded his arms;
hung down his head, and looked like one caught in
a trap; and, I firmly believe, he expected instant
death. But no sooner was he assured of his safety,
than he became cheerful. He diq. not, howeveJ;,
seem willing to give me an answer to the question
that had been put to him, till I had, again and
again, repeated my promise that he should not
be hurt. Then he ventured to tell us, that one of
his countrymen having brought a storne-hatchet to
barter, the man to whom it was offered took it, and
would neither return it nor give any thing for it;
gn which the owner of it snatched up the bread as
an equivalent; anll then the quarrel began.

The remainder of Kahoora's account of' this uo..
happy affair differed very little from what we had
before learned from the rest of his countrymen. He
mentioned the narrow escape he bad during the
fray, a musket being levelled at him, which he
avoided, by skulking behind the boat; and another
man, who stood close to him, was shot dead. ...~s

soon as the musket was discharged, he instlintly
seized the opportunity. to attack Mr. Rowe, who
eommanded the party, and who defended himself
with :his hanger (with which he wounded Kahoora
in the arm), till he was overpowered by numbers.

Mr. Burney, who was sent by Captain Furneaux
the next day· with an armed .party, to look tor his
~issing people, upon discovering the horrid proofs
of their shocking fate, had fired several vollies
amongst the crowds of natives who still remained a&o'

sembled on the spot, and were, probably, partaking
of the detestable banquet. It was natural to sup..
pose that he had nat tired in vain; and that, there
fore, some of' the murderers and devourers of' our

.. See hia NanMive, Vol. IV. p. 282.
p ~
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unhappy countrymen had suffered under our just re
sentment. Upon enquiry, however~ into this matter,
not onlyfrom IC.ahoora, but from others who had oppor
tunities of knowing, it appeared that our supposition
was groundless, and that not one of the 'shot fired by
Mr. Burney's people had taken effect, so as to kiU~

or even to hurt, a single person. •
It was evident, that most of' the natives we had'

met with since our arrival, as they knew I was fully
acquainted with the history of the massacre, ex
pected I should avenge it with the death of Kahoora.
And many of'them seemed not only to wish it, but
expressed taeir surprise at my forbearance. As he
could not be ignorant of this, it was a matter of won
der to me, that he put himself so often in my power.
When he visited us while the ships lay in the Cove,
confiding in the number of his friends that accompa
nied him, he might think himself safe. But his two
last visits had been made under such circumstance~

that he could no longer rely upon this. We were
then at anchor in the entrance of the Sound, and at
some distance from any shore'; so that he could not
have any assistance from thence, Dor flatter himself
he c~u1d have the means of making his escape, had
I determined to detain him. And yet, after his first
fears, on being interrogated, were over, he was so
far from entertaining any uneasy sensations, that, on
seeing a portrait of one of his countrymen hanging
up in the cabin, he desired to have his own portrait
drawn; and sat till Mr. Webber had finished it,
without marking the least impatience. I must con
fess, I admired his courage, and was not a little
pleased to observe the extent of the confidence he
put in me. For he placed his whole safety in the
declarations I had uniformly made to those who soli.
cited his death, that I had always been a friend to
them all, and would continue so, unless they gave
me cause to act otherwise; that as to their inhuman
treatment of aur people~.I should think 'no more of
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it, the' tranSaction 'having happened long· ago, and;
when I was not present; but that, if ever they made
a second attempt of that kind, they might rest as
sured of feeling the weight of my resentment.

For' some time before we arrived at New Zealand~

Omai had expressed a desire to take one of the na.
tives withhim·to his own country. We had not been'
there many days, before he had an opportunity of
being gratified in this'; for a youth about seventeen
or eighteen years of age, named: Taweiharooa, of- '
fered to accompany him; and took up his residence
on board. I paid-little-attention to this at first, ima
gining that h~·would leave us when we were about to
depart, and after he had got what he could from
Omai. At length; finding that he was fixed in his
resolution to go with' us, and having learnt that he
was the only soo of a deceased chief, and that his
mother, still living, was a- woman mueh respected
here, J was apprehensive that Omai had· deceived
him and his friends, I>-y giving them- hopes and· as
surances of his being sent back. -I therefore caused
it to be made known to them all, that if the young
man went away with U5, he would- never returlh
But this declaration seemed to make no sort of im..
pression. The afternoon before we left the Cove,
Tiratoutou, his mother, came on board, to- receive
her 189t present from Omai. ·The same evening, she
and Taweiharooa parted, with all the marks of ten
der affection that might be e~pectedbetween a parent
and a chil~, who were never to meet again. But she
-said she would cry no more; and, sure enough, she
kept her· word. For when she returned the next
morning, to ~\ke her last farewell ofhim, all the time
she was on board she' remained quite cheerful, and
went away wholly unconcerned. . ,

That Taweiharooa might be sent away ina maB
ner becoming his birth, another youth was to have

. gone with him as his servant; and, with this view,

. as we supposed, he remained on board till we were
p 8
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about to sail,. when his frienc1s .tooK him ashore.
Howev.el", his place was supplied, next mornin~,by
3.1l9ther~ a boy of about nine or ten years of age.
named Kekoa. He was presented to me by his own

. (atber, who, I believe, would have parted with his
dog with far less indifference. The very little cloth~

ing tl~ boy had, he stripped him of, and left him as
naked a5 he was born. It. was to no purpose that I
endeavoured to convince these people of the impr.().o
babjlity~ or rather of the impossibility,. of these
youths ever returning home. Not one, not even
t}leir Dearest relations, seemed to trouble themselves
altout their future fate. Since this was,the case, and
I was well satisfiea that the boys would be no losera'
by exchange of place, I the more readily gave my
consent to their going. .

'. From my own observations, and from the informa
tion of Taweiharooa and others, it appears to me that
the New Zealanders must live under perpetual appre
hensions of being destroyed by each pther; there
beingfew oftheir tribes that have not, as they think,
-sustained wrongs from some other tribe, which they
,are continually upon the watch to revenge. And.
.perhaps, the desire of a good meal may be 110 small
incitement. I am told that many years will some
t·imes elapse before a fiwourable op.portunity hap
'pens, and that the son never loses sight of an injury
that has 'been done to ilis father. Their me·thad of
~cuting their horrible designs.is by stealing upon
the adverse party in the ·night; and if th~ find tb.em
wguarded, (which, bowever, I believe, is very seldom
the case,) the)-kill everyone indiscriminately, Dot
jWen aparing the women :aoo -children. When ,the
....ssacre is completed, they either feast and gorge
themselves on the 8pot, or carry off as many of the

. tleadbodies as they can, and devour them at home,
.w.ithac~ {)f b.rutality too shocking to be described.
If theyar-e discovered before they can exeoute their
bloody purpose, they generally steal.off agai~i and

19
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.ometimes are pursued and attacked by the odJ,r
,arty, in their turn~ To give quarter, or t.o t.K~.
prisoners, makes no part of their military Jaw; .&0
that the vanquished can only save their lives tly
flight. This perpetual state of' war, and. dea~Q~·
~ve method of conducting it, operates so 8t~OAIly
in producing habitual circumspection, .that·~
laardly ever finds a New Zealander off his gu~d,
either by night or by day. Indeed no other IJlJlQ,
all have such powerful motives to be vigilant, as the
preservatign both of body and of saul depends~
it.. For, according to their system of belief, tbe .imU
()f the man whose flesh is .devoured by the erllQlY ill
doomed to a perpetual fire, while the soul of~ Jl)an'
whose body has been rescued from those whe kUle4
tlim, as weUas the -souls of aU who die a WJ;t#nl.
death, ascend to the habitations of the god.s. J
asked, whether they ate tile flesh of such . of tbe.i.r
triends as had been killed in war, but whose .bwie,
were saved from faIling into the enemy's hand.s?
They seemed surprised at the questiOD, whicD th.q
~nswereiin the negative, expressing -some abh9".rence
.at the very idea. Tbeir common metho<1 01.' tlis
posing of' their dead is by depositing their bodies in
the earth; bu.t if they have more .oftheir slaughtered
.ene,mjes ,than they can eat, they throw them into the
~a•.

They have no such thing as flZarais,or qther pIau.
~'.publicw:orship.; BOt' do they everassemble.toge1lber
iWitb this view. But they have priests, no alone
addl'ess the gods in prayers for ,the prosperity of'
their (temporal affairs; such as an eDterpDise .against a
hostile bibe, a fishing party, ,or the like.

·Whatever tbe principles of their religio~ may he,
d which we remaiu very ignorant, its instlluctioDJ
Jl,re verystrong!y inculcated into them from .their
~ry infancy. Of this I saw a remarkabl~ lnst:aqu,
rnthe y.outh who w.as first destined to accomp~y

'raweihaiOOjl. He r.efrained from eating .the grsatest
. P 4<
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part of the day, on account ~f his ~air bein~ crit~
though every method was. tnedto mduce him to
break his resolution, .and he was tempted with the
offer of such victuals as he was known to esteem the
most. He said, if he ate any thing that day, the
Eatooa would kill him. However, towards evening~

the cravings of nature got the better of the precepts
of his religion, and he ate, though but sparingly. I
had often conjectured, before this, that they 'had
some superstitious notions about their hair, having
frequently observed quantiti~s ~f it .tie~ to the
branches of trees near some of theIr habitatIOns; but
what these notions are, I never could learn.
. Notwithstanding the divided and hostile state in
w}lich the New Zealanders live, travelling strangers,
who come with no· ill design, are well received and
entertained during their stay; which, however, it is
expected, will be no longer than is requisite to
transact the business they come upon. Thus it is
that a trade for poenarnmoo, or green talc, is carried
on throughout the whole northern island. For they
tell us, that there is none of this stODe to be found,
but at a place which bears its name, somewhere
about the head of Queen Charlotte's Sound, and
11ot· above one or two days' journey, at most, from
the station of our ships. I regretted much that I
could not spare time sufficient for paying a visit to
the place; as we were told a hundred fabulous
stories about this stone, not one of. which carried
with it the least probability of' truth, thougbsome
of their most sensible men would have us believe
them. On.e of these stories is, that this stone is
originally a fish, which they strike with a gig in
the water, tie a rope to it, and drag it to the shore,
to which they fasten it, and it afterward becomes
stone. As they all ag~ee, that it istished out of a
large:lake, or collection of waters, the most probable
conjecture is, that it is brought· from the mountains,
and deposited· in the -water, .by the torrents. -ThiS

15
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Jake is called by the natives Ta'Vai Poenammoo j that
is, the water of <keen Talc; and it is only the adjoin
ing part of the country, and not the whole southern
island of New Zealand, that is known to them by the
name which hath been given to it on my chart.· .

Polygamy is allowed amongst these people; and
it is not uncommon for a man to have two or three
wives. The women are marriagable at a very early
age; and it should seem that one who is unmarried
is but in a forlorn state. She can with difficulty get
a subsistence; at least she is, in a great measure,
without a- protector, though in constant want of a
powerful one. .
. The New Zealanders seem to be a people perfectly
satisfied with the little knowledge they are masters
of, without attempting, in the least, to improve 'it;
nor are they. remarkably curious, either in their ob
servations or their enquiries. New objects do not
strike them with such a degree of surprise as one
would naturally"expect; nor do they even fix their
attention for a moment. Omai, indeed, who was a
great favourite with them, would sometimes attract a
circle about him; but they seemed to. listen to his
spe~ches like persons who neither understood, nor
wished to understand, what they heard.

One day, on our enquiring of Taweiharooa how
many ships, such as ours, had ever arrived in Queen
Charlotte's Sound, or in anr part of its neighbour
hood? he began with givmg' an account 9f one
absolutely unknown t6 us. This, he said, had put
into a port on the north.west coast of Teerawitte,
but avery few years before I arrived in the S,ound
in the Endeavour, which the New Zelanders dis
tinguish, by calling Tupia's ship. Atfirst, I thought
he might have been mistaken as to the time and
place; and that the ship in question might be either
Monsieur Surville's, who· is said to have touched
itpon..th~ . oorth.east coast of ~aheinotpauwe, the
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same year I 'Was there in the Endeavour, or .else
Monsieur Marion du Fresne's, wbg was in the Bay
()f Islands, on the $arne coast, a few y~ars after;
but he assured us that 'he was not mistaken, either
as to the time or as to the place of this ship's ar·
rival; and that it was well known to every body
about Queen Charlotte's Sound and Teera.witte. He
said, that the captain of her, during his stay here,
cohabited with a woman of the country; and that
.he had a son by him still living, and about the age
of Kokoa; who, though oot born then, seemed to be
equally well acquainted with the story. We were
also informed by Taweiharooa, that this ship first
introduced the venereal disease amongst the New
Zealanders. I wish that subsequent visiters Iro!D
Europe may not have their shal:'e of guilt, in leaving
S8 dr-eadful a .remembrance of them amongst this
unhappy r~. The disorder now is but too common
Iwze, though they do not seem to regard it, saying,
-that its ,eftects are not near so pernicious at preseAt
.as ther were at jts first appearance. The only
pwthQCi, .as far as I ~ve¥ llearo, that they make use
of as a remedy, is by giving the patieDt the use of a.
eollt of hot bath, whtch they produce by the' steam of
certain green plants laid over hot stones.

I regretted much that w,e did .not hear of this ship
awhile we wer.e in the'Sound; as, by means .of Orosi.
YI~ might have had full and correct informatioll
3b.out her from eye-witnesses. For Taweiharooa~1I

account was only from what .he had ,been told, and
~refo.re liable to many mistakes. I have not the
least doubt, however, that his testimony may so far
be ,depended upon, as to induce lIB to believe that ;8

ship really had been at Teerawitte prior to my arrival
in .the Endeavour, as it corresponds with what I had
·for.merly heard. For in the l~tter end of 1778, the
ae.cQll.Qtime I visited New Zealand,during ,lIlY l~
v,oyage, when we :were continually making e~.riea
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about the Adventure, after our separation, some of
the natives informed us of a ship's having been in a
port on thecoa8t.of Teerawitte.. But, at that time,
we thought we must have misunderstood them, and
took no notice of the intelligence.

The arrival of this unknown ship has been marked
by the New Zealanders 'with more cause of remem
brance than the unhappy one just mentioned. Ta
weiharooa told us, their country was indebted to bel'
people for the present of' an animal. which they teft
behind them. But as he had not seen it h.irnselt~ no
sort of judgment could be formed, from his descdp
tion, of what kind it was..

We had another piece of intelligence from him,
more correctly given, though not confirmed by our
own observations, that there are snakes and lizards
.there of an enormous size. He described the latter
as being eight feet in length, and as big .round as a
man's body. He said, they sometimes ;seize and
devour men; that they burrow in the ground; and
that they are killed .by making fires at the mouths of
the holes. We could 110t be mistaken as to the
animal; for with his own hand he drew a very good
representation of a lizard on a piece of paper; as also
of a snake, in order to show what he meant.
. Though much has been said; in the narratives of
my two wrmer voyages, about this country and its
inhabitants, Mr. Anderson's remarks, as serving
-either to confirm or to correct our former .aceouDts,
may not besuperfluotlS. He had been :tm-ee times
;with me ilil Queen Charlotte''S Sound, during my last
voyage; and, after this fourth visit, what ~h.e toougB.t
proper to record, may be considered as the result of
sufficient observation. The reader will find it in
the next chapter; and I have nothing farther to add,
before I quit New Zealand, but to give some account
of the astronomical and nautical observations made
duri~g our stay there. .
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The longitude of· the Observa-
. tory in Ship Cove, by a mean of

108 sets of observations, each-
set consisting of six or more
observed distances, was - - 1740

By the time-keeper, at Green
wich rate, it was - - - -' 175

By ditto, at the Cape rate, it was i74
Variation of the eompass, being

the mean of' six needles, ob-
served on board the ship l!t

.By the same needles on shore,
it was 18

The dip of the south end, ob-
served on shore, was 68

25' 15" east.

2& 80
56 12

40' 0 east•

58· 0:

42 ()-

By a mean of the results of eleven days observ-
ations, the time-keeper was too slow for mean time-,
on February 22. at noon, by lIb 00' 87", 896; and
she was found to be losing, on mean time, at the rate
of 2", 918 per day. From this rate the longitude
will be computed, till some other opportunity offers
to ascertain her rate anew. The astronomical clock,
with the same length of pendulum as at Greenwich,
was found to be losing on sidereal time 40", 289 per
day. ,

It will not· be amiss to mention, that the longitude,
by lunar observations, as above, differs only 6' 45'"
from what Mr. Wales made it during my last voyage;
his being so much more to the W., or 1740 18' 80".

The latitude of Ship Cove is 41 0 6' 0", as found by
Mr. Wales. -

"
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CHAP. VIII.

MR. ANDERSON'S REMARKS ON THE COUNTRY NEAR QUEEN

CHARLOTTE'S SOUND. -THE SOIL.- CLIMATE. -WEATHER.

- WINDS. - TREES. - PLANTS. - BIRDS. - FISH.- OTHER

ANIMALS. - OF THE INHABITANTS. - DESCRIPTION OF

THEIR PERSONS. - THEIR DRESS. - ORNAMENTS. - HABI

TATIONS. - BOATS. - FOOD AND COOKERY. - ARTS. 

WEAPONS. -CRUELTY TO PRISONERS.- VARIOUS CUSTOMS.

- SPECIMEN OF THEIR LANGUAGE.

THE land every where about Queen Charlotte's
Sound is uncommonly mountainous, rising imme
diately from the sea into large hills with blunted
tops.· At considerable .distances are valleys, or
rather impressions on the sides of the hills, which
are not deep; each terminating toward the sea -in a
small cove, with a pebbly or sandy beach; behind
which are small flats, where the natives generally
build their huts, at the same time hauling their canoes
upon the beaches. This situation is the more con
venient, as in every cove a brook of very fine water
(in which are some small trout) empties itself into
the sea.

The bases of these mountains, at least toward the
shore, are constituted of a brittle, yellowish. sand-
stone, which acquires a bluish cast, where the sea
washes it. It runs, at some places, in horizontal,
and; at other places, in oblique strat~; being fre
quently divided, at small distances, by thin veins of
coarse quartz, which commonly follow the direction
of the other, though they sometimes intersect it.
The moulp, or soil, ·which covers this, is also of a

" . ,
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yellowish cast, not unlike marl; and is commonly
from a foot to two, or more, in thickness.

The quality of this soil is best indicated by the
luxuriant growth of its productions. For the hills
(except a few toward the sea, which are covered
with smaller bushes) are one continued forest of
lofty trees, flourishing with a vigour almost supe
rior to any thing that imagination can conceive,
and affording an august prospect to those who are
delighted with the grand and beautiful works of
nature.

The agreeable temperature of the climate, no
doubt, contributes much to this uncommon strength
in vegetation. For at this time, though answering
to our month of August, the weather was never
disagreeably warm; nor did it mise the thermometer
higher than 66°. The winter, also, seef!ls equally
mild with respect to cold: for in June, 1778, which
corresponds to our December, the mercury never fell
lower than 4.8°; and the trees, at that time, retained
their verdure, as if in the summer season; so that, I
believe, their foliage is never shed, till pushed oft·

. by the succeeding leaves in spring.
: The weather, in general, is good, but sometimes
windy, with heavy rain; which, however, never lasts
above a day, nor does it appear that it is ever ex
cessive. For there are no marks of torrents rushing
down the hills, as in many countries; and the brooks,
if we may judge from their channels, seem never to
be greatly Increased. I have observed, in the fom·
different times of my being here, that the winds from
th~ S. eastward are commonly moderate, but attended
with cloudy weather, or rain. The S. W. winds blow
very strong, and are also attended with rain; but
they seldom last long. The N; W. winds are the
most prevailing; and though often pretty strong, are
almost constantly connected with fine weather. In
short, the only obstacle to this being one of the finest
countries upon earth· is its great hiltiness, which,
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AI.lowing the wood!! to be c1earedaway, would leave
it less proper for pastu~ag~ ~han .flat land, and still
more improper for.cult1vatIon, which could never be
effe'Cted here by the plough.

The large trees which cover the hills are chiefly of
two sorts. One of them, of the size of our largest
fint, grows much after their manDer; but the leaves,
and small berries on their points, are much liker the
yew. It was this which supplied the place of spruce
in making beer; which we did with a strong decoc
tion of its· leaves, fermented with treacle or sugar.
And this liquor, when well prepared, was acknow.
ledged to be little inferior to the American spmce
beer, by those who had experience of both. The'
other sort of tree is 'not unlike a maple; and grows.
often to a great size; but it only served for fuel, as
the wood, both of this and of the preceding, was
found to be rather too heavy for masts,. yards, and
other similar repairs.

There is a .greater variety of trees on the small flat
spots behind the beaches. Amongst these are two
that bear a,kind of plum of the size of prunes, the
one yellow, clllled karraca; and the other black, caUed
mllitao; but neither of them of a very agreeable
taste, though the natives ate both, and our people
did the same. Those of the first sort grow on small
trees, always facing the sea; but the others belong to
larger trees that stand farther within the wood, and
which we frequently cut down for fuel.

A species of Philadelphus grows on the eminence&
which jut out into the sea; and also a tree bearing
flowers almost like myrtle, with roundish.spotted
leaves of a disagreeable smell. We drank the lea.veI
of the Philadelphus as tea; and found that tlley ,had
a pleasant taste and 'Smell, and might make an ex
cellent substitute for the oriental· sort.

Among otherllantsthat were useful to us, may
'be reckoned wil celery, which grOWl plentifully in
·almost every cove; eltpeci~lIy if the nRtives have
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ever, resided there before; and one that 'we ,used to
call 8curv,r-grass, though entirely· different from the
plant to which we give that name. This, however, is
far preferable to ours for common use; and may be
known by its jagged leaves, and small clusters of
white flowers on the top. Both sorts were boiled
every morning, with wheat ground in a mill, and
with portable soup, for the people's breakfast, and
also amongst their pease-soup, for dinner. Sometimes
they _were used as salad, or dressed as greens. In
all which ways they are good; and together with the
fish, with which we were constantly supplied, they
formed a sort of refreshment, perhaps little inferior
to what is to be met with in places most noted by
navigators for plentiful supplies of animal and vege
table food.

Amongst the known kinds ofplants metwith here, are
commonand rough bindweed; night-shade and nettles,
both which grow to the size ofsmall trees; a shrubby
speedwell, found near all the beaches; sow-thistles,
virgin's bower, vanelloe, French willow, euphorbia,
and crane's bill; also cudweed, rushes, bull-rushes,
fln, all-heal, American night-shade, knot-grass,
brambles, eye.bright, and'groundsel; but the species
of each are different from any we have in Europe.
There is also polypody, spleenwort, and about twenty
other different sort of ferns, entirely peculiar to the
plac~; with several sorts of mosses, either rare, or
produced only here; besides a great number of other
plants, whose uses are not yet known, and subjects fit
only for botanical books.. _.

Of these, however, there is one which deserves
particular notice here, as the natives make their
garments of it; and it produces a fine silky flax,
superior in appearance to any thing we have, and,
probably, at least a~ strong. It grows every where
near the sea, and in some places a considerable way
up .' the hills" in bunches or tufts, with sedge-like
leayes". beating, on a long stalk, yellowish flowers,
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which are succeeded by a long roundish p'od, filled
with' very thin shining black seeds. A species of
long. pepper is found in great 'pJenty;but it has little
of the aromatic flavour that makes spices valuable;
and a tree much like a palm at a distance, is pretty
frequent in the woods, though the deceit appears as
you come near it. It is remarkable - that, as the
greatest part of the trees and plants had, at this tim~,

Jost their flowers, we perceived they were genel'aJIy
of the berry-bearing kind; of which, and other seeds,
I brought away about thirty different sorts. Of these,
one in particular, which bears a red berry, is much
like the supple jack, and grows about the trees,
stretching from one to another, in such a manner as
to render the woods almost whoJIy impassable.

The birds, of which there is a tolerable stock, as
weHas the vegetable productions, are almost entirely
peculiar to the place. And though it be difficult to
follow them, on aCCOllnt of the quantity of under
wood and the 'climbing plants, that render travelling,'
for pleasure alone, uncommonly fatiguing, yet a
person, by remaining in one place, may shoot, as
many in .a day as would serve six or eight others.
The,principal- sorts are, large. brown parrots, with
white- ar greyish heads; green paroquets with red
foreheads; large wood pigeons, brown above, with
white bellies, the rest green, and the bill and feet
red. Two sorts of cuckoos, one as large as our com
mon sort, of a brown colour, variegated with black;
the other not larger than .a· sparrow, of a splendid
green cast above, and elegantly varied with waves of
golden,gr:een, brown, and white colours below. Both
these, are scarce; but several' others _are in greater
plenty;on~ of' which, of a black colour, with a
greenish cast, is remarkable for having a tuft of white
curled feathers hanging under the throat, and 'was
called the Poy bird by our people. Anoth'cr ·sort,
rather smaller, is black, with a brown back and
wings, and two. small ·gills under the root of the

VOL. v. Q
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bill. This we called the small wattle-bird, to dis
tinguish it from another, which we called the large
one, of the size of a common pigeon, with two
large yellow and purple membranes also, at the
root of' the bill. It is black, or rather blue, and
has no resemblance of the other but in name; for
the bill L'\ thick, short, and crooked, and has alto
gether an uncommon appearance. A gross-beak,
about the size of a thrush, of' a brown colour,
with a reddish tail, is frequent; as is also a small
greenish bird, which is almost the only musical one
here, but is sufficient by itself to fill the woods with
a melody, that is not only sweet, but so varied, that
one would imagine he was surrounded by a hundred
different sorts of birds, when the little warbler is
near. From this circumstance we named it the
mocking-bird.· There are likewise three or four sorts
of smaller birds; one of which, in figure and tame
ness, exactly resembles our robin, but is black where
that is brown, and white where that is red. Another
differs but littte from this, except in being smaller;
and a third sort has a long tail, which it expands as
a fan on coming near, and makes a chirping noise
when it perches. King-fishers are seen, thougb rare,
and are about the size of our English ones, but with
an inferior plumage. .

About the rocks are seen black sea-pies with red
bills; and crested shags of a leaden colour, with
small black r-pots on the wings and shoulders, and
the rest of the upper part of a velvet black tinged
with green. We frequently shot both these, and
also a more common sort of shags, black above and
white underneath, that build their nests upon trees,
on which sometimes a dozen or more sit at once.
There are also, about the shore, a few sea.gulls;
some blue herons; and sometimes, though very
rarely, wild ducks; a small sandy-coloured plover,
and some sand-larks; and small penguins, black
above, with a white belly, as well as numbers of little
1o.1.A], divers, swim often about the Sound. We like-
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wise killed. two or three rails of a brown or yellowish
colour, variegated with black, which feed about the
small brooks, and are nearly as large as a common
fowl. No other sort of game was seen, except a
single snipe, which was shot, and differs but little
from that of Europe.

The principal. fish we caught by the seine were
mullets and elephant fish, with a few soles and
flounders; but those that the natives mostly supplied
us with, were a sort of sea.bream of a silver colour
with a black spot on the neck, large conger.eels, and
a fish in shape much like the bream, but so large as
to weigh five, six, or seven pounds. It is blackish
with thick lips, and called Mogge by the natives.
With hook and line we caught chiefly a blackish fish
of the size of a· haddock, called cole-fish by the sea
men.. but differing much from that known by the
same name in Europe; and another of the same size,
of a reddish colanI' with a little beard, which we
called night-walkers, from the greatest number being
caught in the night. Sometimes we got a· sort of
small salmon, gurnards, skate, and nurses; and the
natives~ now and then,. brought hake, paracutas, a
small sort of mackerel, parrot-fish, and leather
jackets; besides another fish which is very rare,
shaped almost like a dolphin, of a black colour, with
strong bony jaws, and the back-fin, as well as those
.opposite to it; much lengthened at the end. All these
sorts, except the last, which we. did not try, are ex
cellent to eat; but the Mogge, small salmon, and
cole-fish, are superior to the rest. .

The rocks are abundantly furnished with great
quantities of excellent muscles; one sort of which,

~ that is not very common, measures above a foot'in
length. .There are also cockles buried in the san~.
of the small beaches; and in some places' oysters,
which, though very small, are well tasted. Ofother
shell-fish, there are ten or twelve sorts, such as peri
windes, wilks, limpets, and so~e very beautiful sea-

Q!l
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ears; also another sort which stick to the weeds;
with .some other things, as sea-eggs, star-fish, &c.
several of which are peculiar to the place. The
natives likewise sometimes brought us very fine cray
fish, equal to our largest lobsters, and cuttle-fish,
which they eat themselves. .

Insects are very rare. Of these, we only saw two
sorts of dragon.flies, some butterflies, small gras
hoppers, several sorts of spiders, some small black
ants, and vast numbers of' scorpion flies, with whose
chirping the woods resound. The only noxious one
is the sand.fly, very numerous here, and almost as
troublesome as the mmiquitoe; for we found no
reptile here, except two or three sorts of small harm
less lizards. •

It is remarkable, that, in this extensive land, there
should not even be the traces of any quadruped; onlr
excepting a few rats, and a sort of' fox-dog, which IS

a domestic animal with the natives.
Neither is' there any mineral worth notice, but a

green jasper or serpent-stone, of which the New
Zealanders make their tools and ornaments. This
is esteemed a precious article by them; and they
have some supe.rstitious notions about the method of
its genenition, which we could not perfectly under
stand. It is plain, however, that wherever it may be
found (which, they say, is in the channel of a large
'river far to the southward), it is disposed in the earth
in thin layers, or, perhaps, in detached pieces, like
our flints; for the edges of those pieces, which have
not been cut, .are covered with a whitish' crust like
these. A piece of' this sort was purchased, about
eighteen inches long, a foot broad, and Ilear two
inches t.hick; which yet seemed to be only thefrag-
mcnt of a larger piece. ... ..

• In a separate memorandum-book, Mr. Anderson mentions' the
monstrous animal of the lizard kind, described by the two boys
after they left the island.
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, The natives do not exceed the common stature of
Europ~ans; and, in,gene,ral, are not so well made~
especially .a~out the limbs. This is,perhaps, the
effect of sitting, for the most part, on their. hams;
and of being confined, by the hilly disposition of the
country, from using that sort of exercise which, con.
tributes to render the body straight and well-propor
tioned. There are, however, several exceptions to
this; and some are remarkable for their large- bones
and muscles; but few that I have seen are corpulent.

Their colour is of different casts, from It pretty
deep black to a yellowish or olive tinge; and their
features also are, various, some resembling' Europe
ans. But, in, general, their faces are rQund, with
their lips full,' and also their noses towards the point;
though the first are not un,coolmonly thick, nor the
last flat. I do not,' however, recollect to have seen
an instance of the true aquiline nose amongst them.
Their teeth are commonly' broad, white, and well
set; and their eyes large, with a very free motion,
which seems the effect of habit. Their hair is black,
straight, and strong, commonly cut short on the
hind part, with the rest tied on the crown of the
h.ead: but some, have it of a curling disposition, or
of a' brown colour. In the young, the countenance
is generally free or open; but in many,of the' men
it. has a serious cast, and sometimes a sullenness or
reserve, especially if they are,strangers. The,wom~n

are, in general, smaller than the men;, but have few
peculiar graces, either in form or features" to dis..
tinguish them. '

The dress of both sexes is alike; and consists ot:
an oblong garment about five feet long, and four
broad, made from the silky flax already mentioned.
This seems to be their most material and complex
manufacture, which is executed by knotting; and
their work is often ornamented with pieces of dog
skin, or chequered at the corners. They b~ing two
corners of this garment ove~ the shoulders, ami

Q3
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'fasten it on the breast with the other part, which
covers the body; and about the belly, it is again
tied with a girdle made of mat. Sometimes they
cover it with large feathers of birds (which seem to
be wrought into the piece of cloth when it is made),
or with dog-skin; and that alone we have seen worn
as a covering. Over this garment, many of them
wear mats, which reach from the shoulders to near
the heels. But the most commonouter-c,overiiJg is
a quantity of' the above sedgy plant, badly dressed,
which they fMten on a string to a considerable length,
and, throwing it about the shoulders, let it faU down
on all sides, as faras the middle of the thighs. When
they sit down with this upon them, either in their
boats, or upon the shore, it would be difficulfto dis
tinguish them from large .grey stones, if their black
heads, -projecting beyond their coverings, did not
engage one to 'a stricter examination.

By way of ornament, they fix in their heads
feathers, or combs of' bone, or wood, adorned with
pearl shell, or the thin inner skin of some leaf. And
in the ears, both of men and women, which are
p!erced, or rather slit, are hung small piec~s ofjasper,
bIts of cloth, or beads when they can get them. A
few also have the septum of' the nose bored in its
lower part; but no ornament was worn there that we
saw; though one man passed a twig through it, to
show us that it was sometimes used for that purpose.
They wear long beards, but are fond of having them
shaved.

Some are punctured or stained in the face with
curious spiral and other figures, of ablack or deep. blue

. colour; but it is doubtful whether this be ornamental,
or intended as a mark of particular distinction; and
the wom~n? who are marked so, have the puncture
"only on their lips, or a small spot on their chins.
Both sexes often besmear their faces and heads with
a red paint, which seems to be a martialochre mixed
with grease; aQd the women sometimes- wear neck.

18
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laces of' shark's teeth, 6r bunches of long beads,
which seem to be made of' the leg-bones of small
birds. or a particular shell. A few also have small
triangular aprons adorned with the feathers ofparrots,
01' bits of pearl sheUs, fhrnished with a double or
treble set of' cords to fasten them about the waist. I
have sometimes seen caps or bonnets made of the
featherS of birds. which may be reckoned as orna
ments; for it is not their custom to wear any covering
on their heads.
Th~y live in the small coves formerly described, in

companies of forty or fifty, or more; and sometimes
in single families, building their huts contiguous to
each other; which, in general, are miserable lodging
places. The best I ever saw was aboltt thirty feet
long, fifteen broad, and six high, built exactly in the
manner of one of our .country barns. The inside
was both strong and regularly made of sUPforters at
the sides, alternately large and small, wei fastened
by means of' withes, and painted red and black. The
ridge pole was strong; and the large bull-rushes,
which composed the inner part of the thatching,
were laid with great exactness parallel to each other.
At one end was a smaH square hole, which served
as a' door to creep in at; and near it another
much smaller, seemingly for letting out the smoke,
as no other vent for it could be seen. This, how-

'T ever, ought to be considered as one of' the best, and
the residence of some priDcipalperson; - fer the
greatest part of them are not half the above size, and
seldom exceed four feet in height; being, besides,
indifferently built, though proof' against wind and
rain. .'

( No other furniture is to be seen in them, than a
few small baskets or bags, in which they put their
fishing-hooks, and other triHes; and they sit down· in
the middle round a small fire, where they also proba
bly sleep, without any other covering than what tfley
wear in the day,· or perhaps without that; as. such

Q 1-
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confined places must be very warm, though inhabited
but by a few person~ .

They live chiefly by fishing, makin~ use either of
nets of' different kinds, or of wooden fish-hooks

. 'pointed with bone; but so oddly made, that a strati
ger is at a loss to know how they can answer s!lcb a
purpose. It also appears, that they remove their ha
bitations from one place to another when the fish
'grow scarce, or for some other reason; for we found
houses now built. in several parts, where there had
been. none when we were here during our last voy
age, and even these have been already deserted.

Their boats are well built, of plank!f raised upon
.each . other, and fastened witlI strong withes, which
also bind a long narrow piece on the outside of the
'seams to prevent thei~ leaking. Some are fifty feet
long; and so broad as to be· able to sail without an
outrigger; but the smaller sort commonly have one ;'
,and they ofien fasten two together by rafters, which
we then call a double canoe. They carry from five
to thirty men or more; and have often a large head
.ingeniously carved, 'and painted with a figure at the
.p~int, which s~ems intended to represe~t a -man, with
hiS features distorted by rage.. Their paddles are
about four or five feet long, 'narrow, and pointed;
with which, when they keep time, the boat IS pushed
along pretty swiftly. Their sail, which is seldom
used, is made-'of a mat of' a'triangular shape, having
,the bllOadest part above.' _
, The only method ofdressing their fish, is by roast
ing~ or rather baking, for they are entirely ignorant
of the art of boiling. In the same manner they dresB
the root, and part of the stalk, of the large fern-tree,
in a great hole dug for that purpose, which serves as
an, oven. After which they !qllit it, and find within
a'fine gelatinous substance, like boiled sago-powder,
but firmer.. They also use another smaller fern root,
which seems to be ·their substitute for bread, as it is
dried and carried about with them, together 'with
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dried' fish in great. quantities, 'when .they· i"ernove ;"
their families, or go far from home.: This they beat
with. a stick till itbeconies pretty soft, when they
chew it. sufficiently, and spit out the hard fibrous
part, the other having a sweetish mealy taste not at
all disagreeable. .

When they dare not venture to sea, or perhaps from
choice, they supply the place of' other fish· with mus..
cles and sea·ears ; great quantities of' the shells of'
which lie in heaps near their houses. And they
sC1lDetimes~ though rarely, find means to kill rails,
penguins, and shags, which help to vary their diet.
They also breed considerable numbers of'the dogs,
mentioned before, for food; but these cannot be
considered as a principal article of' diet. From
whence we may conclude, that as there is' not the
least sign of' cultivation "Of land, they depend princi
pally for their subsistence on the sea, which, indeed,
·isvery bountiful in its supply. . .
_ Their method of feeding corresponds with the
nastiness of their' persons, which often smell dis
agreeably from the quantity of grease about them;
.and their clothes -never being washed. We have seen
them eat the vermin, with which their heads are suf:'
ficiently stocked... .

They also used to devour, with the greatest eager
ness; large quantities of stinking train oil, and blub•.
ber of seals, which we were melting at the tent, and
had kept near two months; and, on board the ships,
:they were not satisfied with emptying the lamps, but
actually swallowed the cotton and -fragrant :wick -

. with equal voracity. It is worthy of notice, that·
though the inhabitants of' Van Dielllen's land appear;
to have but· a scanty subsistence, they would not
even taste our bread, though they saw-us eat it;
whereas these people devoured it greedily, when both
.mouldy and rotten. But this must not be imputed
to any defect in their sensation~;. for·! have o~rved'
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them throwaway thingS which we eat, with evident
disgust, after only smelling to them.
. They show as much ingenuity, both in invention

and execution, as any uncivilized nations under simi
lar circumstances. For, without the U!~e ofany metal
tools, they make every thing by which they procure
their subsistence, clothing, and warlike weapons,
with a degree at' neatness, strength, and convenience,
for accomplishing t.heir several purposes. Their
chief mechanical tool, is formed exactly after the
manner of our adzes; and is made, as are also the
chissel and goudge, of the green "serpent-stone or
jasper already, mentioned; though sometimes they
are composed ofa black, smooth, and ver., solid stone.
But their master-piece seems to be carvmg, which is
found upon the most trifling things; and, in par.
ticular, the heads of their canoes are sometimes
ornamented with it in such a manner, as not only
shows much design, but is also an example of their
great labour aud patience in execution. Their, cord.
age for fishing-lines is equal, in strength and even
ness, to that made by us; and their nets not at all
inferior. But what must cost them more labour
than any other article, is the making the tools we
have mentioned; for the stone is exceedingly hard,
and the only method of fashioning it, we can guess
at, is by rubbing one stone upon another, which can
have but a slow effect. Their substitute for a knife

. is a shell, a bit of flint, or jasper. And,' as an auger,
to bore boles, they fix a shark's tooth in the end of a
small piece of wood. It is 'true,' they have a small
saw made of some jagged fishes' teeth, fixed on the
convex edge of If piece of wood nicely carved. But
this, they say, is only used to cut up the bodies of
-their enemies whom they kill, in battle. ' .

No people can have a quicker sense of' an injury
done to thein, and none are more ready to resent it.
,BlIt, at the same time, they will take an opportunity



ofbein~ insolent when they think there IS no danger
of p~D1shment; which is so contrary to the spirit of
genume bravery, that, perhaps, their eagerness to
resent injuries is to be looked upon rather as an effect
ofa furious disposition than of great courage. They
also appear to be of a suspicious or mistrustful tem
per (which, however, may rather be acquired than
natural), for strangers never came to our ships·im.
mediately, but lay in their boats at a small distance,
either to observe our motions, or consult whether or
no they should risk their safety with ns; To this
they join a great degree of dishonesty; for they steal

.every thing they can lay their hands on, if there be
the least hope of not being detected; and; in trading,
I have little doubt but they would take advantages,
if they thought it could be done with safety; as they
not only refuse to trust. a thing in one's hand for

.examination, but exult, if they think they have .
tricked you in the bargain.

Such conduct, however, is in some measure to be
expected where there appears to. be but ·little sub
ordination, and consequently few, if any laws, to
punish transgressions. For no man's .authority
seems to extend farther than his own family; and
when, at any time, they join for mutual defence,
or any other purpose, -those amongst them who are
eminent for courage or prudence, are directors.
How their private quarrels are terminated is uncer
tain; . but, in the few we saw, which were of little
consequence, the parties concerned were. clamorous
and disorderly. .

Their public contentions are frequent, or rather
perpetual; for it appears, from their number of
weapons, and dexterity in using them, that war
is their principal professiorJo These weapons are
spears, patoos and halberts, or sometim~s stones.
The. 'first are. made of hard, wood pointed, .of
different lengths, from five to twenty, .01' even
thirty feet long. The short ones are used for

1777. THE PACIBlC OCEAN.
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throwing' as darts: . The patoo' or emeete is. of an
'elliptical shape,. about eighteen ·inches long" with
a handle made of wood, stone, the bon'e of some
sea animal, or green jasper, and seems to be their
principal dependance in battle. The halbert, or
long' club, is about five ,or six feet long,· tapering
at one· end with a carved head, and at the other,
broad or flat, ~ith sharp edges.

Before they begin the onset, they join ina war
song, to which they all keep the exactest time, and
soon raise their passion: to a. degree of frantic furv,
attended with the most horrid distortion of their
eyes, mouths,and tongues, to strike terror into
their enemies; which, to those who have not been
accustomed to such a practice, makes them appear
more like demons than men, and would almost chill
the boldest with. fear. To this succeeds a' circum
stance, almost foretold in their fierce demeanor,
horrid, cruel, and disgraceful to human nature-;
which is, cutting in pieces, even before being per-

.fectly dead, the I;>odies of their enemies, and, after
dressing them on a fire, devouring the flesh, not only
without reluctance, but with peculiar satisfac4on.:

One might be apt to suppose,' that people,. capa
ble of" such excess of' cruelty, must be destitute of
every humane feeling, even amongst their own party.
And, yet we find them .lamenting the loss of their
friends, with a violence of expression which argues
the most tender remembrance of them. For both
men and:women) upon the death of those connected
with them, whether in battle or otherwise, bewail
them with the most doleful cries; at the same time
cutting their foreheads and cheeks, with shells or'
pieces of flint, in large gashes; until the blood flows
plentifully.and mixes with their tears. They also
carve pieces of their green stone, rudely shaped as
human' figures, , which they ornament with, bright
eyes of ,pearl shell, and hang them about their necks,
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as memorials of those whom they held most dear;
and their affections of this kind are so !'trong, that

. they even perform the ceremony of cutting,aild
lamenting for joy, at· the return of any of their
friends, who have been absent but for a·short time.

The children are initiated, at a very early age,
into all the practices, good or bad, of their fathers;
so that you find a boy or'girl, nine· or ten yeal's old,
able to yerform all the motions, and to imitate the
frightfu gestures, by which the more aged use to
inspire their enemies with terror, keeping the
strictest. time in their song. They likewise sing,
with some degree of' melody, the traditions of their
forefathers, their actions in war, and other indifferent
subjects; of all which' they are immoderately fond,
and spend much of their time in these amusements,
and in playing on a sort of flute.

Their language is far from being harsh or dis
agreeable~ though the. pronunciation is frequently
guttural; and whatever qualities are requisite in
any other .laQguage to make it musical, certainly
obtain to a considerable' degree here, if we may
judge from the melody of .some sorts of their songs.
It is also sufficiently comprehensive, though, in
many respects, deficient, if compared with our
European 'languages, which owe their perfection
to long imprt>Vement. But a small specimen is here
subjoined, from which some judgment may ,be
formed. I collected a great many of their' words,
both now and in the COUl'se of our former voyage;
and being equall.r attentive; .in my inquiries, ~bout

the languages of' the other Islands .throughoutthe
South Sea, I have the amplest proof' of' .th~jt wonder
ful agreem'ent,or rather identity. . This gEmeral
observation has indeed been already made in the
accounts of the forme~ voyages. • l' shall be

• See 'Hawkesworth's Collection, vol. iii. p. 474, 475. and
Captain Cook's Voyage, Vol. ii: p~' 364. .. '
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enabled, however, to confirm and strengthen it, by
a fresh list of words, selected from a large vocabu
lary in my possession; and by placing in the
opposite column, the corresponding words as used
at Otaheite,. the curious reader will, at one view,
be furnished with sufficient· materials for judging
by what subordinate changes the difference of dialect.
has been effected.

English. New Zealand.
Water, Ewy,
A tail Qf a dog, Wyeroo,
Death, dead, Kaoo, matte,
Tojiy, Ererre,
A house, Ewharre,
To sleep, Mooa,
A fish-hook, Makoee,
Shut, Opanee,
A bed, Moenga,
A butte1fly, Epaipe,
To chew or eat, Hekaee,
Cold, Makkareede,
To-day, . Agooflnai,
The han"d, Reenga,
Large, Keeerahoi,
Red, Whairo,
We, Taooa,
Where is it! Kahaia,
A stone, Powhy,
A man, Tangata,
Black, Purra, purra,
White, Ema,
To reside, or dwell, Nohoanna,
Out, not witkin, Woho,
Male kind (of any Toa,

.animal),
Female, Eoowha,
A shark, Mango,
To understand.. Geetaia,

Otaheite.
Evy.
Ero.
Matte, roa.
Eraire.
Ewharre.
Moe.
Matou.
Opanee.
Moera.
Pepc.
Ey.
Mareede.
Aooanai.
Ereema.
Erahol.
Oora,oora.
Taooa.
Tehaia.
Owhy.
Taata.
Ere, ere.
Ooama.
Nohonoa.
Woho.
Etoa.

Eooha.
Mao~
Eetea.
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English. N6W Zealand. OtD"eite.
Forgot, Warre, Ooaro.
Yesterday, Taeninnahoi, Ninnahoi.
One, Tahaee, Atahay
Two, Rooa, Erooa.
Three, Toroo, Toroo,
Four, Faa, Ahaa.
Five, Reema, Ereema.
Siz, Ono, Aono.
Seven, Hee"too, Aheitoo.
Eigltt, Waroo, Awaroo.
Nine; Eeva, Aeeva.
Ten, Angahoora, Ahooroo.

The New Zealanders to these nnmerals prefix Maj
as,

Eleven, Matahee.
Twelve, ~. ~. Maroo&, &c. &c.
Twenty, Mangahoora.
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FROM LEAVING NEW ZEALAND TO OUR ARRIVAL AT
OTAHEITE, 'OR THE SOCIETY ISLANDS.

CHAP. I.

PROSECUTION OF THE VOYABE. - BEHAVIOUR OF THE TWO

NEW ZEALANDERS ON BOARD. - UNFAVOURABLE WINDS.

AN ISLAND CALLED MANGEEA DISCOVERED. -THE COAST OF

IT EXAMINED. - TRANSACTIONS WITH THE NATIVES. - AN

ACCOUNT OF THEIR PERSONS, DREss, AND CANOE,~ DE

SCRIPTION OF THE. ISLAND. -.,.. A' SPECIMEN OF THE LAN

GUAGE. - DISPOSITION OF THE INHABITANTS.

ON the ~.5th, at ten o'clock in the morning. a light
breeze springing up at N. W. by W., we weighed,
stood out of the Sound, and made sail through the
strait, with the Discovery in company. We had
hardly got the length of Cape Tierawhitte, when the
wind took us aback at S. E. It continued in this
quarter till two o'clock the next morning, when we
had a few hours' calm. After which we had a breeze
at N.; but here it fixed not long, before it veered to
the E., and after that to the S. At length, on the
27th at eight o'clock in the morning, we took our
departure from Cape Palliser, which, at this time,
bore W., seven or eight leagues distant. We had a
fine gale, ~nd I steered E. by N.

We had no sooner lost sight of the land than our
two New Zealand adventurers, the sea-sickness they

, ',' now experienced giving a turn to their reflections,
. repented heartily of the step they had taken. All

the soothing encouragement we could think of~

I....
I
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availed but little. They wept both in public and in
private; and made their lametltations in a kind of
song, which, as far as we could comprehend the
meaning of the words, was expressive of' their praise9
of' their country and people, from whic.h they were
to be separated for ever. Thus they continued for
many days, till their sea-sickness wore off,- and the
tumult of their minds began to subside. Then these
fits of lamentation became less and less frequent,. and
at length entirely ceased. Their native country and
their friends were, by degrees, forgot, and they ap
peared to be as firmly attached to us, as if they· had
been born amongst us.

The wind had not remained many hours at S.,
·before it veered to S. E. and E.; and, with this, we
stood to the N., till the !!8th at noon. Being then
in the latitude of 41 0 17', and in longitude of 177°
17 E., we tacked and stood to the S. E., with a
gentle breeze at E. N. E. It afterward freshened,
and came about to N. E.; in which quarter it con
tinued two days, and sometimes blew a fresh gale
with squalls, accompanied with showers of rain.

On the !ld of March at noon, being in the
latitude of 4flo 3.5' 3D", longitude 180° 8' E. the
wind shifted to north-west; afterward to south.
west; and between this point and north it con
tinued to blow, sometimes a strong gale 'with hard
!Iqualls, and at other times very moderate. With.
this wind we steered north.east· by east and east,
under all the sail we could carry, till the 11th at
noon, at which time we were in the latitude of'
89° ~9', longitucie 1960 4,' E.

The wind now veered to north-east and south.
east, and I stood to the north, and to the north-east,
as the wind would admit~ till one o'clock in the
morning on the 16th, when having a more favour
able gale from the north, I tacked and stood to the
east, the latitude being 33° 40', and the longitude
198° 50' E. We had light airs and calms by turns,

VOL.V. R
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till 'noon the next· day, when the. wind began to
freshen.at east south-east, and I again stood to the
north.east. But as the wind often veered to east
and east north-east, we frequently made no better
than a northerly course; ,nay sometimes to the
westward of north. But the hopes of the wind
coming more southerly, or of meeting with it from
the westward, a little without the tropic, as [ had
experienced in my former visits to this ocean,
encouraged me to continue this course. Indeed it
was ne<;essary that I should run all risks, as my
proceeding to the north this year, in prosecution of
the principal object of the voyage, depended entir-ely
on my making a quick passage to Otaheite, or the
Society Islands.

The wind continued invariably fixed at east south
east, or seldom shifting above two points on either
side. It also blew very faint, so that it was the
~th before we crossed the tropic, and then we
were only in the longitude of Q010 Q:j' east, which
was nine degrees to the westward of our intended
port. In all this run we saw nothing, except now
and then a tropic bird, that could induce us to
think we had sailed near any Innd. In the latitude of
34° QO', longitude 199°, we passed the trunk of a
large tree, which was covered with barnacles, a sign
that it had been long at sea.

On the Q9th, at ten in the mor'ning, as we were
standing to the north-east, the Discovery made the
signal of seeing land. \Ve saw it fi'om the mast
head almost the same moment, bearing north.east by
east by compass. \Ve soon discovered it to be an
island of no great extent, and stood for it-till sunset,
when it bore north north-east, distant about two or
three leagues.

The night was spent in standing ofl" and on, and
at day-dreak the next morning, I bore up for the
lee or west side of the island, as neither anchorage
l;lOr landing.appeared to be practicabl~ 01,1. the south

19
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side, 'on account of a great surf-, which broke every
where with violence against the shore, or against the
reef that surrounded it.

We presently found that the island was inhabited,
and saw several people, on a point of the land we
had passed, wading to the reef, where, as
they found the ship leaving them quickly, they
remained. But others, who soon appeared in
different parts, fOllowed her course, and sometimes
several of them colle.cted into small bodies, who
made a shouting noise altogether, nearly after the
manner of the inhabitants of New Zealand.

Between seven and eight o'clock, we were at the
west north-west part of the island, and being near
the shore, we could perceive with our glasses, that
several of the natives, who appeared upon a sandy
beach, were all armed with long spears and clubs,
which they brandished in the air with signs of
threatening, or, as some on board interpreted their
attitudes, with invitations to land. Most of' them
appeared naked, except having a SOl't of girdle,
which being brought up between the thighs, covered
that part of the body. But some of them had pieces
of cloth of different colours, white, striped, or
chequered, which they wore as a garment thrown
about their shoulders. And almost all of them had
a wl~ite wrapper about their heads, not much unlike
a turban; or, in some instances, like a high conical
cap. We could also perceive that they were of a
tawny colour, and in general of a middling stature,
but robust, and inclining to corpulence.

At this time, a small canoe was launched in a
great hurry from the further end of the beach, and
a man getting into it, put off, as with a view to
reach the ship. On perceiving this, I brought to,
that we might receive the visit; but the man's..

.. A very ingenious and satisfactory account of the cause ofthe
surf, is to be met with in Marsden's History of Sumatra, p. 29. 82.

. . R!l
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resolution failing, he soon returned toward tIre
beach, where, after some time, another man joined
him in the canoe; and then they both paddled
towards us. They stopt short, however, as if afraid
to approach, until OO1ai, who addressed them in the
Otaheite language, in some measure quieted their
apprehensions. They then came near enough to
take some beads and nails, which were tied to a.
piece of wood, and thrown into the canoe. They
seemed afraid to touch these things, and put the
piece of wood aside without untying them. This,
however, might arise from superstition; for Omai
told us, that when they saw us offedng them
presents, they asked something for their Eatooa, or
god. He also, perhaps improperly, put the question to
them, whether they ever ate human flesh? which they
answered in the negative, with a mixture of indig
nation and abhorrence. One of' them t whose name
was Mourooa, being asked how he came by a scar
on his forehead, told us that it was the consequence
of a wound he had got in fighting with the people
of an island which lies to the north-eastward, who
aometimes came to invade them. They afterward
took hold of' a rope. Still, however, they would not
venture on board; but told Omai, who understood
them pretty well, that their countrymen on shore
had given them this caution, at the same time
directing them to inquire, from whence our ship
came, and to learn the name of the captain. ·On
our part, we inquired the name of' the island, which
they called Mangya or Mangcea; and sometimes
added. to it N ooe, nai, naiwa. The name of their
chief, they said, was Orooaeeka.
. Mourooa was lusty and well made, but not very
tall. His features were agreeable, and his disposi
tion seemingly no less so; for he made several droll
gesticulations, which indicated both good nature
and a share of humour. He also made others
which seemed of a.serious kind, and repeated some
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.words with a devout air, before he vehtured to lay
hold of the rope at the ship's stern; which was
probably to recommend himself to the protection of
'some divinity. His colour was nearly of the same cast
with th~t common to the most southern Europeans.
The other man was not so handsome. Both of

·them had strong, straight hair, of' a jet colour,
tied together on the crown of the head with a bit
of cloth. They wore such girdles as we had
'perceived about those on shore, and we found they
.were a substance made from the M orUB papyrifera,
in the same manner as at the other' islands of this
ocean. It was glazed like the sort used by the
natives of the Friendly Islands; but the cloth on
their heads was white, like that which is found at
Otaheite. They had on a kind of sandals, made
of a grassy substance interwoven, which we also
.observed were worn by those who stood upon the
.beach; and, as we supposed, intended to defend
their feet against the rough coral rock. Their
beards were long; and the inside of their arms,
from the shoulder to the elbow, and some other
parts, were punctured or tatooed, after the manner
of the inhabitants of almost. all the other islands in
the South Sea. The lobe of their ears was pierced,
or rather slit, and to such a length, that one of' them
stuck there a knife and some beads, which he had'
received from us; and the same person had two
polished pearl shells, and a bunch of human hair,
loosely twisted, hanging, abollt his neck, which was
the only ornament we observed. The canoe they
came in (which was the only one we saw), was not
above ten feet long, and very narrow; but both
strong and neatly made. The forepart had a fiat
board fastened over it, and projecting out, to pre
vent the sea getting in on plunging, like the small
Evaas at Otaheite; but it had an upright stern,
abollt five feet high, like some in New Zealand; and
the upper end of this stern-post was forked. The

R S
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lower part of the canoe was of white wood, but the
· upper was black, and their paddles, made of wood
of the same colom, not above three feet long, broad
at one end, and blunted. They paddled either end
of the canoe forward indifferently; and only turned
about their faces to paddle the contrary way.

We now stood off' and on; and as soon as the
·ships were in a proper station, about ten o'clock I
ordered two boats, one of them from the Discovery,
to sound the <wast, and to endeaJlour to find a

.landing-place. With this view, T went in one of
·them myselt~ taking with me such articles to give
the natives, as I thought might serve to gain their
good-will. I had no sooner put off from the ship,

· than· the canoe with the two men, which had left
us not long before, paddled towards my boat; and,
having come alongside, Mourooa stept into her with.
out being asked, and without a moment's hesitation.

Omai, who was with me, was ordered to inquire
·of him, where we could land; and he directed us
to two different places. But I saw, with re~ret,

that the attempt could not be made at either place,
unless at the risk of having our boats filled with
water, or even staved to pieces. Nor were we
more fortunate in our search for anchorage; for
we could find no bottom, till within a cable's length
of the breakers. There we met with fi'om forty to
twenty fathoms depth, over sharp coral rocks; so
that anchoring would have been attended with
much more danger than laqding. (~

While we were thus employed in reconnoitring
the shore, great numbers of the natives thronged
down upon the reef~ all armed as above mentioned.
Mourooa, who was now in my boat, probably think.
ing that this warlike appearance hindered us from

.landing, ordered them to retire back. As many
of them complied, .I judged he must be a person of'
some consequence among them. Indeed if we un.
derstood him right, he was the king's brotijer. So

/
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'gi'eat was the curiosity of several of them, that they
took to the water, and swimming off to the boats,
came on board them without reserve. Nay, we
found it difficult to keep them out; and still more
-difficult to prevent their carrying off every thing
they could lay their hands upon. At length, when
they perceived that we were returning to the ships,
they all left us, except our original visitor Mourooa.
He, though not without evident signs of fear, kept
his place in my boat, and accompanied me on board
-the ship,

The cattle and other new objects that presented
themselves to him there, did not strike him with so
much surprise as one might have expected. Perhaps
his mind was too much taken up about his own safety,
to allow him to attend to other things. It is certain
that he se~med very uneasy; and the ship, on our
getting on board, happening to be standing oft'shore,
this circumstance made him the' more so. I could

" get but little new information from him; .and, there
fore, after he had made a short stay, I ordered a boat
to carry him in toward the land. .As soon as he got
out of the cabin, he happened to stumble over one of
the goats: his curiosity now overcoming his fear, he
stopped, looked at it, and asked Omai what bird this
was? .and, not receiving an immediate answer from
him, he repeated the que~tion to some of the people

, upon deck. The boat having conveyed him pretty
:near to the surf~he leaped into the sea and swam
ashore. He had no sooner landed, than the multi
tude of his countrymen gathered round him, 'as if
with an eager curiosity to learn from him what he
had seen; and in this situation they remained when
we lost sight of them. As soon as the boat returned,

,we hoisted her in, and made sail from the land to
.the northward.

Thus were we obliged to leave unvisited, this,fine
island, which seemed capable of supplying all our
wants. Jt lies in the latitude of ~l 0 57/ S. and in

R 4<
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the longitude of !WI o 58' E. Such parts of the
,coast as fell under our observation, are guarded by a
reef ofcoral rock, on the outRide of which the sea
is of an unfathoma~le depth~ It is full five leagu~

in circuit, and ofa moderate and pretty equal height;
though in clear weather it may be certainly seen at
the distance pf ten leagues; for w~ had not lost
sight of it at night wheri we had run above seven
leagues, and the weather was' cloudy. In the
JDiddle it rises into little hills, from whence there is
a gentle descent to the shore, which at the south
west part is steep, though IK>t above ten Qr twelve
feet high; and has several excavations made by the
peating of the waves againit a brownish sand-stone
~f which it is composed. The descent here is
covered with tree~ of a deep green colour, very thick,
but not high, which 'seem all of one sort, unles!t
nearest the shore, where there are great numbers' of
that species of dracfErt4 found in the woods of New
Zealand, which are alap s~attered in some othel"
places. On the north-west part, the shore, as we
mentioned above, ends in a sandy beach ,; beyon~

which tpe lan4 is broJ.<en down into small chasms or
gulli~, and hll6 a broad border of trees resembling
tall willqws; which, from its regularity, might be
supposed a wprk of art, did not its extent forbid us
to think so. farther up on the ascent, the trees
were of the !leep green mentioned before. ~ome of '
ps suppolled these ~o be the rima, intermixed with
low cocoa palms, ~nd a few of some other sor.ts~

They seemed not eo thick as on the south-west part,
1\nd higher; which ~ppearance might be owing to
our nearer approach to the shore. On the little hill$
lVere SOpie trees of a taller sort, thinly scattered;
~t the other parts of them were either bare and of

'a reddish colour, or covered with something like
fern. Upon the whole, the island has a pretty aspect,
~uld might be made a beautitul spot by cultiva,tion. "

Ali the !lJPabitaQts ~emed. to be both numerous •

,
<
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Eree.

Ai.
Aoure.

Otaheite.
Aree.
Ooroo.
Evaa.

Tamaee.
Waheine.
¥aheine.

Wou.
Euta.
Owytaieeoa ?

and well fed,. such articles of provision as the island
produces must be in great plenty. It might, however,
be a matter of curiosity to know, particularly, their
method of subsistence; for our friend MOllr60a told

. us, that they had no animals, as hogs and dogs,. both
which, however, they had heard of; but acknow
ledged they had plant.ain~, bread-fruit, and taro. The
only birds we saw, were some white egg-birds, terns,
and noddies; and one white heron, on the shore.

The language of the inhabitants of Mangeea is a
dialect of that spoken at Ot~heite; though their
pronunciation, as that of the New Zealanders, be
more guttural. Some of their words, of which two
or three are perhaps peculiar to this island, are here
subjoined, ~s taken, by Mr. Anderson, from Omai,
who had learnt them in his conversations with Mou
rooa. The Otaheite words, where there is any re
semblance, are placed opposite~

English. Mangeea.
A cocoa-nut, Eakkaree,
Bread:fruit, Kooroo,
A canoe, Ewakk~,

Friend, Naoo, moue
A man, Ta,ata, or Tangata, Taata.

.Cloth or cloth.} ... E
ptdnt, Tala, tala aoutee, oute.

Good, Mata, Myty.
A club, Pooroohee.
Yes, Aee,
No, ,Aoure,
A spear, Heyhey.
Ajight, or battle, Etamagee,
A woman, Waheine,
A daughter, Maheine,
The sun, JIeetaia matpoa.
I, Ou,
The shore, Euta,
What is that! Ehataieee ?
There, 00.
A chief, Eree~ee,
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English. Mallgeea. Otalieite.
rffeat, or po'w- { Manna (an aqjunct

er:ful, to the last.)
To kiss, Ooma.

The natives of' Mangeea seem t~ resemble those
,of Otaheite and the Marquesas in the beauty of
their persons, more than any other nation I have
seen in these seas; having a smooth skin, and not
being muscular. Their general disposition also cor
responds, as far as we had opportunities of judging,
with that which distinguishes the first mentioned
people. For they are not only cheerful, but, as
Mourooa showed us, are acquainted with all the
lascivious gesticulations which the Otaheiteans prac
tise in their dances. It may also he supposed, that
their method of living is similar. For, though the
nature of the country prevented our seeing many of
their habitations, we observed one house near the
beach, which much resembled, in its mode of con
struction, those of Otaheite. It was pleasantly
situated in a grove of trees, and appeared to be about
thirty feet long, and seven or eight high, with an

'open end, which represented an ellipse divided trans
versely.Before it, was spread something white on a
few bushes; which we conjectured to be a fishing
net, and, to appearance, of a very delicate texture.

They salute strangers much after the manner of
the New Zealanders, by joining noses; adding, how
ever, the additional ceremony of taking the hand of
the person to whom they are paying civilities, and
rubbing it with a degree of force upon their nose
and mouth.·

41< The inhabitants of the Palaos, New Philippine, or rather
Caroline Islands, at the distance of almost fifteen hundred leagues
from Mangeea, have the same mode of salutation. " Leur civilite,
et la marque de leur respect; consiste a prendre la main ou Ie pied
de celui a qui ils veulent faire honneur, et s'en frotter doucement
tout Ie visage." Lcttrcs Edijiantes et Curicuses, tom. xv. p. 208.
Edit. 1781.
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THE DISC~VERY OF AN ISLAND CALLED WATEEOO.- ITS COAS'l'S

EXAMINED.-VISITS FROM THE NATIVES ON BOARD THE

SHIPS. - MESS. GORE, BURNEY, AND ANDERSON, WITH OMAI,

SENT ON SHORE.-MR. ANDERSON'S NAttRA'rIVE OF THEIR RE

CEPTION.-OMAI'S EXPEDIENT TO PREVENT THEIR BEING

DETAINED.- HIS MEETING WITH SOME OF HIS COUNTRYMEN,

AND THEIR DISTRESSFUL VOYAGE. - FARTH;ER ACCOUNT OF

WATEEOO, AND OF ITS INliABITANTS.

A FTER leaving Mangeea, .on the afternoon of the
30th, we continued our course northward all that
night, and till noon on the 31st; when we again·
saw land, in ·the direction of N.E. by N., distant
eight or ten leagues.

Next morning, at eight o'clock, we had got
abreast of its north end, within four leagues of it,
but to leeward; and could now pronounce it to be
an island, nearly of the same appearance and extent
with that we had so lately left. At the same time,
another island, but much smaller, was seen right
ahead. We could have soon reached this; but the
largest one had the preference, as most likely to
furnish a supply of food for the cattle, of which we
began to be in great want.

With this view, I determined to work up to it;
but as there was but ljttle wind, and that little was
unfavourable, we were still two leagues to leeward at
eight o'clock the following morning. Soon after, I
sent· two armed boats from the Resolution, and one
from the Discovery, under the command of Lieute
nant Gore,. to look for anchoring-ground, and a
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acceptable to him; but, on· his going away, he
seemed rather disappointed than pleased. I afterward
understood that he was very desirous of obtaining a
clog, of which animal this island could not boast,
though its inhabitants knew that the race existed in
other islands of their ocean. Captain Clerke had
recei\~ed the like present, with the same view, from
another man, who met with from him the like dis-
appointment. .

The people in these canoes were in general of a
middling size, and not unlike. those of Mangeea;
though several were of a blacker cast than any we
saw there. Their hair was tied on the crown of the
head, or flowing loose about the shoulders; and
though in some it was of a frizzling disposition, yet,
for the most part, that, as well as the straight sort,
was long. Their features were various, and some
of the young men rather handsome. Like those of
Mangeea, they had girdles of glazed cloth, or fine
matting, the ends of which, being brought betwixt
their thighs, covered the adjoining parts. Orna
ments, composed of a sort of broad grass, stained
with red, and strung with berries of the night~shade,

were worn about their necks. Their ears were
bored, but not slit; and they were punctured upon
the legs, from the knee to the heel, which made
them appear as if they wore a kind of boots. They
also resembled the inhabitants of Mangeea in the
length of their beards, and like them, wore a sort of
samlals upon their feet. Their behaviour was frank
and cheerful, with a great deal of good-nature.

At three o'clock in the afternoon, Mr. Gore re
turned with the boat, and informed me, that he had
examined all the west side of the island, without
finding a place where a boat could land, or the ships
could anchor, the shore being every where bounded
by a steep coral rock, against which the sea broke in
a dreadful surf: But as the natives seemed very
fi"iendly, and to express a degree of disappointment
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when they saw that our people failed in their at
tempts to land, Mr. Gore was of opinion, that by
means of Omai, who could best explain our request,
they might be prevailed upon to bring off to the
boats, beyond the surf~ such articles as we most
wanted; in particular, the stems 'Of plantain trees,
which make good food for the cattle. Having little
or no wind, the delay of a day or two was not of any
moment; and therefore I determined to try the ex
peri~ent, and got every thing ready ag~inst the next
mornmg.

Soon after day-break, we observed some canoes
coming off' to the ships, and one of them directed its
course to the Resolution. In it was a hog, with some
plantains and cocoa nuts, for which the people, who
brought them demanded a dog from us, and reftlsecl
every other thing that we offered in exchange. One
of our gentlemen on board, happened to have a dog
and a bitch, which were great nuisances in the ship,
and might have been disposed of on this occasion for
a purpose of'real utility, by propagating a race of so
useful an animal in this island. But their owner had
no such··views, in making them the companions of
his voyage. However, to gratify these people, Omai
parted with a favourite dog he had brought from
England; and with this acquisition they departed
highly satisfied.

About ten o'clock I dispatched Mr. Gore with
three boats, two from thi Resolution and one from
the Discovery, to try the experiment he had pro
posed. And, as I could confide in his diligence and
ability, I left it entirely to himself~ to act as from
circumstances he should judge to be most proper.
Two of the natives who had been on board accom
panied him; and Omai went with him in his boat
as an interpreter. The ships being a full league
ii'om the island when the boats put off, and having
but little wind, it was noon before we could work up
to it. We then saw our three boats riding at theil:

•
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grapplings, Just without the surf, and a prodigious
number of the natives dn the shore abreast of them.
By this we concluded that Mr. Gore and others of
our people had landed, and our impatience to, know
the event may be easily conceived.. In order to ob
serve their motions, and to be ready to give them
such assistance as they might want, and our respec
tive situations would admit of, I kept as near the
shore as was prudent. I was sensible, however, that
the reef was as effectual a barrier between us and our
friends who had landed, and put them as much be
yond the reach of our protection, as if half the cir
cumference of the globe had intervened. But the
islanders, it was probable, did not know this so well
as we did. Some of them now and then came off to
the ships in their canoes with a few cocoa-nuts, which
they exchanged for whatever was offered to themt
without seeming to give the preference to any parti
cular article.
. . These occasional visits served to lessen my solici-

.. tude about our people who had landed. Though we
could get no information from our visitors; yet their
venturing on board seemed to imply, at least, that
their countrymen on shore had not made an improper
use of the confidence put in them. At length, a
little before sun-set, we had the satisfaction ofseeing
the boats put off. When they got tm }ward, I found
that Mr. Gore· himself, Omai, Mr. Anderson, a.nd
Mr. Burney, were the onlt' persons who had fanded.
The transactions of the day were now fully reported
to me by Mr. Gore; but Mr. Anderson's account
of them being very particular, and including some
remarks on the island and its inhabitants, I shall give
it a place here nearly in his own words.

"We rowed toward a small sandy beach, upon
which, and upon the adjacent rocks, a great number
of the natives had assembled, and came to an anchor
within a hundred yards of the reef~ which extends
about as far, or a little tarther from the shore•. Se-

•
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vera! orthe natives- swam off, briDging cocoa-nuts; and
Omai,. with tneir countrymen, whom we had with us
in the boats, made them sensible of' our wish to land..
But their attention was taken up for a little time by
the dog which had been carried from the ship, and
was just brought on shore, round whom they flocked
with great eagerness. Soon after, two canoes came
off; and, to create a greater confidence in the
islanders, we determined to go unarmed, and run the
hazard of' being treated well or ill.

It Mr. Burney~ the first lieutenant of the Dis
covery, and I went in one canoe a little time before·
the other; and our conductors, watching attentively
the motions of the surf, landed us saiely upon the
reef. An islander took hold of each of us, obviously
with an intention to support us in walk.ing over the
rugged rocks to the beach, where several of the
others met us, holding the green boughs of a species
of Mimosa in their hands, and saluted us by applying
their noses to. ours.
'~We were conducted fi'om the beach byourguides,

amidst a great crowd of people, who flocked with
very eager curiosity to look at us, and would have
prevented our proceeding, had not some men, who
seemed to have authority, dealt blows with little dis- .
tinction amongst them to keep them oft: We wer.e
then led up aN avenue of cocoa-palms, and soon
came· to a number of' men arranged in two rows,
armed with clubs, whicq, they held on their shoulders
much in the manner we rest a musket. After

" walking a little way amongst these,. we found a person
who seemed a chief; sitting on the ground cross
legged, cooling himself with a sort of'triangular fan,
made from a leaf of the cocoa-palm, with a polished
handle of·black wood fixed to one corner. .In his
ears were large bunches of beautiful red feathers
which pointed forward. But he had no other mark
or ornament to distinguish him from the rest of the

VOL. v. S
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people, thouah they all obeyed him with the greatest'
alacrity. He either naturally had, .or at this time
put on a serious but not severe countenance; and we
were desired to salute him as he sat by some people
who seemed of consequence. '.

&C We proceeded still amongst the men armed with
clubs, and came to a second chief~ who sat fanning
himself, and ornamented as the first. He was· re
markable for his size and unc{)mmon corpulence,
though to appearance not above thirty years of age.
In the same manner we were conducted to a third

-chief, who seemed older than the two former, and,
though not so fat as the second, was of a large size.
He also was sitting, and adorned with red feathers;
and after saluting him as we had done the others; he
desired us both to sit down, which we were very
willing to do, being pretty well fatigued with walk
ing up, and with the excessive heat we felt amongst
the vast crowd that surrounded us.

eetn a few minutes the people were ordered to sepa
rate; and we saw, at the distance of thirty yards,
about twenty young women, ornamented as the
'chiefs with red feathers, eng-clged in a dance, which
they performed to a slow and sel"ious air sung by
them all. We got up and went forward to see them;
and though we must have been strange objects to
them, they continued their dance without· paying
the least attention to us. They seemed to be di-

o rected by a man who set:ved as a prompter, and
mentioned each motion they were to make. But
they never. changed the spot as we do in dancing;

·and though their feet were not at rest, this exercise
consisted more in moving the fingers very nimbly, at

·the same time holding their hands in a prone position
.near the face, and now and then also clapping them
·together.· Their motions and song were performed

.. The dances of the inhabitants of the Caroline Islands have a
·.reat reljemblance to those here described. See Lettres Edif. d

•
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in such exact concert, ,that' it should seem they
had been taught with great care; and probably they
were selected for this ceremony, as few of those
whom we saw in the crowd equalled them in beauty.
In general they were rather stout than slender, with
black hair flowing in rin~lets down the neck, and of
an olive complexion. Their features were rather
fuller than what we allow to perfect beauties, and
much alike; but their eyes were of a deep black,
and each countenance expressed a degree of COlD
placency and modesty peculiar to the sex in every
part of the -world, but perhaps more conspicuous
here, where Nature presented us with her produc
tions in the fullest perfection, unbiassed in sentiment
by custom, or unrestrained in manner by art. Their
shape and limbs were elegantly formed; for; as
their dress consisted only of' a piece of glazed cloth
fastened about the waist, and scarcely reaching 80
low as the knees, in many we had an opportunity of
observing every part. This dance was not finished
when we heard a noise as if some horses had been
gaUopping toward us; and, on looking aside, we
saw the people armed with clubs, who had been de
sired, as we supposed, to entertain us with the sight
of their manner of' fighting. This they now didj one
party pursuing another who fled. '

" As we supposed the ceremony of being introduced
to the chiefs Wai at an end, we began to look
about for Mr. G9re and Omai; and though the crowd
would hardly suffer us to move, we at length found
them coming up, as much incommoded by the nUln~r
of people as we had been, and introduced in the same
manner to the three chiefs, whose names were
Otteroo, Taroo, and Fatouweera. Each of these
expected a present; and Mr. Gore gave them such

Curiewu. tom. xv. p. 815. See alao. in theaame volum~ p.~,
what is laid of the singing and dancing of the inhabitants of the
Palaoe~ which belong tD the aame gfoup.

• I
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things as he had brought with 'him from the ship' for
that purpose. After this, making use of Omai as his
interpreter, he informed the chiefs .with what in
tention we had come on shore; but 'was given to
understand, that he must wait till the next day, and
then he should have what was wanted.

Ie They now seemed to take some pains to separate
us from each other; and eVel"Y one of us had his
circle to surround and gaze at him. For my own
part, I was at one time above an hour apart from my
friends; and when' I told the chief~ with whom' I
sat, that I wanted to speak to Omai, he peremp
torily refused my request. At the same time J
found the people began to steal several trifling
things which I had in my pocket; and when' I
took the liberty of complaining to the 'chief of this
treatment, he justified it. From these circum
stanceS', .1 now entertained apprehensions, that they
might have formed the design of detaining' us
amongst them. They did not, indeed, seem to' lie
of a disposition so savage, as to make us anxious for
the safety of our persoQs; but it was, nevertheless,
vexing to think we had hazarded being detained by
their curiosity. In this situation I asked for some
thing to eat; and they readily brought me some
c<?coa-nuts, bread-fruit, and a sort of' sour pudding,
which was presented by a woman. And' on my
complaining much of the heat, occasioned by the
crowd, the chief himself condescended to fan me,
and gave me a small piece of cloth, which he had
round· his waist.

"Mr. Burney happened to come to the place w~ere

I was, I mentioned my suspicions to him, and, to
put it to the test, w~lether they were well-founded,
we attempted to get to the beach. . But we were
stopped when about half way, by some men, who
told us that we must go back to the place which we
had·left. On coming up, we found·Omai .entertain- .
. ~he same apprehensions. But he had~ as he

19
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fancied, an adaitional reason for being afraid, for he
had observed that they. had dug a hole in the ground
for an oven, which they were now heating; and he
could assign no other reason for this, than thattlley
meant to roast and eat us, as is practised by the
inhabitants of New Zealand. Nay, he went so far
as to ask them the question; at which they were
greatly sLJrprised,asking in return, whether that was
a custom ,with us? Mr; Burney and I were rather
angry .that they should be thus suspected by .him,
there having as yet been no appearances in their
conduct toward us, of; their being capable'of' such
brutality. . ",
. "In this manner we were detained the greatest part
of the day, being sometimes together, and some
times separated; but always in a crowd; 'who~ not
satisfied with gazing at us, frequently desired us to
uncover parts of our skin, the sight of' which cpm..
monly produced a general murmur of' admiration.
At the same time, they did not omit' these opportu
uities of rifling our pockets; and at last, one of
them snatched a small bayonet from Mr. Gore..
which, hung in its sheath by, his side. This was
represented to the chief, who pretended .w send
some person in search of it. But in all probability,
he countenanced the theft; for sopn :alier, Omsi
bad a dagger stol~n from his side in the same man
Ber, ·though he did not miss it immediately.
, ~Wh.ether they observed any signs ofuneaSiiness in
us, or that they voluntarily repeated their emblems

'1 of friendship whe,n ,we expressed a desire to go,
1. cannot tell;, but, at this time, they brought some
green boughs, and sticking their ends in the ground,
desired we might. hold :them as we sat. Upon our
urging again tile blJsines w.e came upon, they gave
us to understand that we must stay and eat with
them; and a pig which we saw soon after lying near
the oyen, which, they had prepared and heated,
removed ODlai's apprehensions of _being put into

s ~
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it himself, and made us think it might be intended
for our repast. The chief also promised to Bend
some people to procure food for the cattle, but it
was not till pretty late in the afl;ernoon, that we saw
them return with a few plantain.trees, which they
carried to our boats.

" In the mean time Mr. Burney and 1 attempted
again to go 1;0 the beach, but when we arrived,
fOund ourselves watched by people, who, to appear
ance, 'had been placed there for this purpose. For
when I tried to wade in upon the reef, one of them
took hold of my clothes and dragged me back. I
picked up some small pieces of coral, which thei.
requited me throw down again; and on my refnsa , .
they made no scruple to take them forcibly from me.
I had gathered some small plants, but these also I
could not be permitted to retain; and they took a
fan'from Mr. Burney, which he had received as a
present on coming ashore. Omai said we had done
wrong in taking up any thing, for it was not the

. custom here to permit freedoms of that kind to
strangers, till they had in some measure naturalized
them to the country, by entertaining them with
festivity for two or three days. .

"·Finding that the only method of procuring better .
treatment was to yield implicit obedience to their.
will, we went up again to the place we had left, and
they now promIsed, that we should have a canoe to
carry. us off to our boats, after we had eaten of a
"past which had been prepared for us.

u Accordingly the second chief, to whom we had·
been introduced in the morning, having seated.
himself upon a low broad stool of' blackish hard.
wood, tolerably polished, and directing the multitude
to make a pretty large ring, made us sit down by
him. A considerable number of cocoa·nuts were
now brought; and shortly aner, a long green basket
with a sufficient quantity of baked plantains to have
served a dozen persons. A piece of the young ~og
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that had been dressed, was then set before each of
us, of' which we were desired to eat. Our appetites,
however, had failed from the fatigue of the day;
and though _we did eat a little to please them, it was
without satisfaction to ourselves.

" It being now near sun-set, we told them it was
time to go on board. This they allowed; and sent
down to the beach the remainder of the victuals that
that had been dressed, to be carried with us to the
ships. But before we set out, Omai was treated with
a drink he had been used to in his own country.j
which, we observed, was made here as at otber islands
in the South Sea, by chewing the root of a sort of
pepper. We found a canoe ready to put us off to
our boats; which the natives did with the same
caution as when we landed. But even here theil
thievish disposition did not leave theIR; for a person
of some consequence -among them, who came with
USJ took an opport.unity, just as they were pushing
the canoe into the surf~ to snatch a bag out of her
which I had, with the greatest difficulty, preserved
all the day, there being in it a small pocket-pistol
which I was unwilling to part with. Perceiving
him, I called out, expressing as much displeasure as
I could; on which he thought proper to return, and
swim with- the bag to the canoe, but denied he had
stolen it, though detected in the very act. They
put us on board our boats, with the cocoa-nuts, plan
tains, and other provisions which they had brought;
and we rowed to the ships very well pleased that we

. had at last got out of the hands of our troublesome
masters.

" We regretted much, that our restrained situation
gave us so little opportunity of making observations
on the country. For, during the whole day, we
were seldom a hundred yards from the place where
we were introduced to the chiefs on landing; -and,
consequently, were confined t.o the surrounding ob
jects. The first thing that presented itself worthy

s 1<
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of our notice was the number of people, which must
have been at least two thousand. For those who
welcomed us on the shore bore no proportion to the
multitude we found amongst the trees, on proceeding
a little way up.

" We could also observe that, except atew, those
we had hitherto seen on board were of the lower
class; for a great number of those we now met with,
had a superior dignity in their air, and were of' a
much whiter cast. In general they had the hair tied
on the crown of'the head, long, black, and of a most
luxuriant growth. Many of the young men were
perfect models in shape, of a complexion as delicate
as that of' the women, and, to appearance, of a dis.
position as amiable. Others who were more ad
vanced in years, were corpulent; and all had a
remarkable smoothness of' the skin. Their general
dress was a piece of' cloth or mat wrapped ubout the
waist, and covering the parts which modesty con..
ceals. But some had pieces of'mats most curiously
varied with black and white, made into a sort of
jacket without sleeves; and others wore conical capsof
cocoa-nut core, neatly interwoven with small beads
made of a shelly substance. Their ears were pierced;
and in them they hung bits of the membraneous part
of'some plant, or stuck the're an odoriferous flower,
which seemed to be a species of gardenia. Some
who were of a superjor class, and also the chiefs, had
two little balls with a common base, made from the
bone of' some animal which was hung round the
neck, with a great many folds of small cord. And
after the ceremony of introduction to the chiefs was
over, they then appeared without their red feathers;
which are certainly considered here as a particular
mark of' distinction, for none but themselves and the

. . 'young women who danced assumed thep!.
. " Some of the men were punctured all OVel" the sides
and back in an uncommon manner; and some of the
women had the same ornament on their legs. .But
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this method was cpnfined to those who seemed' to be
of a superior rank; and the men,_ in that case, were
also generally distinguished by their size and corpu
lence, unless very young. The women of an ad
vanced age had their hair cropped short; and many
were cut in oblique lines aU over the fore part ot'the
body; and some of the wounds, which formed rhom
boidal figures, had been so lately inflicted, that the
coagulated blood still remained in them.

" The wife of one of the chiefs appeared with her
child laid in a piece of red cloth which had been pre
sented to her husband, and seemed to carry it with
great tenderness, suckling it much after the manner
of our women. Another chief introduced his
daughter, who was young and beautiful, but appeared
with all the timidity natural to the sex, though she
gazed on us with a kind of' anxious concern, that
seemed to struggle with her fear, and to express her
astonishment at 80 unusual a sight. Others advanced
with more firmness, and, indeed,' were less reserved
than we expected, but behaved with a becoming
modesty. We did not observe any personal deformi
ties amongst either sex, except in a few who had
scars of broad superficial ulcers remaining on the
face and other parts. In proportion to the number
of people assembled, there appeared not many old
men or women; which may easily be accounted for,
by supposing that such as were in an advanced period
of life might neither have the inclination nor the
ability to come from the more distant parts of' the
island. On the other hand, the children werenume
rous; and both these and the men climbed the trees
to look at us when we were hid by the surrounding
crowd.

" About a third part of the men were armed with
clubs and spears; and, probably, these were only the
persons who had come from a distance, as many of
them had small baskets, mats, and other things,
fastened to the ends of their weapons. The clubs
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were generally about six feet long, made of a. hard
black wood, lanc~.shaped at the end, but much
broader, with the edge nicely scolloped, and the
whole neatly polished. Others of them were narrower
at the point, much shorter and plain; and some ·were
even so small as to be used with one hand. The

·spears were made ofthe same wood, simply pointed;
and, in general, above twelve feet long; though some
were so short, that they seemed intendelil to be thrown
as darts•
. "The place _where we were all the day was under

the shade of various trees, in which they preserved
their canoes from the sun. About eight or ten of
them were here, all double ones; that is, two single
ones fastened together (as is usual throughout the
whole extent of the Pacific Ocean), by rafters lashed
across. They were about ·'twenty feet long, about
four feet deep, and the sides rounded with a plank
raised upon them, which was fastened strongly by
means of withes. Two of these canoes were most
curiously stained or painted all over with black, in
numberless small figures, as squares, triangles, &c.
and excelled by far any thing of that kind I had ever
seen at any other island in this ocean. Our friends
here, indeed, seemed to have exerted more skill in
doing this than in puncturing their own bodies. The
paddles were about fO'ur feet long, nearly elliptical,
but broader at the upper end than the middle. Near
the same place was a hut or shed about thirty feet
long, and nine or ten high, in which perhaps these
boats are built, but at this time it was empty. .

"The greatest number of the trees around us were
cocoa-p~lms; some sorts of hibiscus; a species of
euphorbia; and, toward the sea, abundance of the
same kind of trees we had seen at Mangeea Nooe
Nainaiwa; and which seemed to surround the shores
of this island in the same manner. They are tall ",
a..nd slender, not much unlike a cypress; but with
bunches of long, round, articulated leaves. The
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natiYeS eall them etoa. On the ground we saw
some grass; a species of convolvulus; and a good
deal of treacle-mustard. There are also, doubtless,
other fruit-trees and useful plants which we did not
see. For, besides several sorts of plantains, they
brought, at different tilnes, roots which they all taro
(the coccos of other countries); a bread-fruit; and a
basket of roasted nuts, of a kidney-shape, in taste
like a chesnut, but coarser.
"What the soil of the island may be, further inland,

we could not teU. But, toward the sea, it is nothing
more than a bank of coral, ten or twelve feet high,
steep, and rugged; except where there are small
sandy beaches,. at some clefts where the ascent is
gradual. The coral, though it has, probably, been
exposed to the weather for many centuries, has un
dergone DO farther change than becoming black on
the surface; which, from its irregularity, is not much
unlike large masses of a burnt substance. But, on
breaking some pieces off, we found tHat, at the
depth of two or three inches, it was just as fresh as
the pieces that had been lately thrown upon the
beach by the waves. The reef or rock, that lines the
ahore entirely, runs to different breadths into the sea,
where it ends, all at once, and becomes like a nigh,
steep wall. It is nearly even "ith the surface of
the water, and of a brown or brick colour; but the
texture is rather porons,' yet sufficient to withstand
the washing of the surf, which continually breaks
upon it." .

Though the landing of our gentlemen proved the
means of enriching my journal with the foregoing
particulars, the principal object I had hi view was, in
a great measure, unattained; for the day was spent
without getting anyone thing from the island worth
mentioning. The natives, however, were gratified
with a sight they never before had;' and, probably,
will never have again. And mere curiosity seems to
have been their chief motive for keepiRg the gentle-.
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men under such restraint, and for using every. art .to
prolong their continuance amongst them.

It has been mentioned, that Omai was. sent. upon
this expedition; and, perhaps, his being Mr. Gore's
interpreter was not the only service he performed
this day. He was asked by the natives a great
many questions concerning us, our ships, our coun
try, and the sort of arms we used; and, according
to the account he gave me, his answers were not a
little- upon the marvellous. As, for instance, he told
them, that our country had ships as large as .their
island; on board which were instruments of war (de
scribing. our guns), of Ruch dimensions, that several
people might sit within them; and that one of them
was sufficient to crush the whole island at one shot.
This led them to inquire of him, what sort( of guns
we actually had in our. two ships, He said, that
though they were but small, in comparison with those
he had just described, yet, with such as they were,
we could, with the greatest ease, and at the distance
the ships were from the shore, destroy the island,
and kill every soul in it.. They persevered in their
inquiries, to know by what means this could be done;
and Omai explained the matter as well as he could.
He happened luckily to have a few. cartridges in his
pocket. These he produced; the balls, and the gun
powder which was to set them in motion, ~ere sub
mitted to inspection; and to Bupply the defects. of
his description, an appeal was made to the senses· of
the spectators. It has been mentioned above, .that
one of the chiefs had ordered the multitude to form
themselves· into a. circle. This furnished Omsi .with
a convenient 'stage for his exhibition. In the centre
of this amphitheatre, the inconsiderable quantity of
gunpowder, collected from his cartridges, Was pro.
perly disposed upon the ground, and, by means of a
bit of· burning. wood from the oven, where dinner .j
was dressing, set.on fire. The sudden blast, and loud
l"eport, the mingled·flame and ..smoke,. that instantly
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succeeded, now tilled the whole assemly'with astonish
ment; they no longer doubted the tremendous power
of our weapons, and 'gave full credit to all that Omai
had said. .

If it had not been for the terrible ideas they con.
ceived of· the guns of our ships, from this specimen
of their mode of operation, it was thought that they
would have detained the gentlemen all night. For
Omai assured them, that if he and his companions
did not return on board the same day, they might
expect that I would. fire upon the island. And as we
stood in nearer the land in the evening than we had
done any time'before, of which posi.tion of the ships
they were observed to take great notice, they, pro
bably, thought we were mpditating this formidable
attack; and therefore suffered their guests to depart;
under' the expectation, however, of seeing them again
on shore next morning. But I was too sensible of
the risk they had already run, to think of-a repetition
of the experiment.

This day, it seems;' was destined to ,give Omai
more occasions than one of being brought forward
to bear a principal part in its transactions. The island,
though never before visited by Europeans, actually
happened to have other strangers residing in it; and
it was entirely owing to Omai's being .one of" Mr.
Gore's attendants, that this curious circumstance
came to our knowledge.

Scarcely had he been landed' upon the beach,
when he found amongst the crowd there assembled,
three of ~lis own countrymen, natives of the Society
Islands. At the distance of about two hundred
leagues from those islands, an immense unknown
ocean intervening, with such wretched sea;.boats as
their inhabitants are known to make use of~ and fit
only for a passage where.sight of land is scarcely ever
lost, such a'meeting, at such a place, so accidentally
visited by: us~ may well be looked upon as' one of
those' unexpected situations, with which the writers
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-of feigned adventures love to surprise their t-eaders;
and which, when they really happen in common life,
deserve to be recorded for their singularity.

It may easily be guessed with what mutual sur·
prise and satisfaction Omai and his countrymen
engaged in conversation. Their story, as related
by them, is an affecting one. About twenty persons
in number, of both sexes, bad embarked on board a
canoe at Otaheite, to cross over to the neighbouring
island Ulietea. A violent contrary wind arising,
they could neither. reach the latter, nor get back to
the former. Their intended passage being a very
short one, their stock of· provisions was scanty and
soon exhausted; the hardships they suffered, while
driven along by the storm, they knew not whither,
are not to be conceived; they passed many days
without having any thing to eat or drink; their
numbers gradually diminished, worn out by famine
and fatigue; four men only survived, when the canoe
overset, and then the perdition of this small remnant
seemed inevitable. However, they kept hanging by
the side of their vessel during some of the last days,
till Providence brought them in sight of the people
of this island, who immediately sent out canoes,
took them off their wreck, and, brought them ashore.
Of the four who were thus saved, one was since
dead; the other three, who lived to have this op
portunity of giving an account of their almost
miraculous transplantation, spoke highly of the kind
treatment they here met with; and so well satisfied
were they with their situation, that they refused the
.offer made to them by our gentlemen, at Omai's
request, of giving them a passage on board our
ships, to restore them to their native islands. The
similarity of manners and language had more than
naturalized them to this spot; and the fresh CM)·

nexions which they had here fc:>rmed, and which it
would have been painful to have broken off, after
such a length of time, sufficiently account for their
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declining to revisit.the places of their birth. They
had arrived upon this island at least twelve years
ago. For I le~l1t from Mr. Anderson, that he
found they knew nothing of Captain Wallis's visit to
Otaheite in 1765 ; nor of several other memorable
occurrences, such as the conquest of Ulietea by
those of Bolabola, which had preceded the arrival of
the Europeans~ To Mr. Anderson I am also in.
debted for their names, Orououte, Otirreroa, and
Tavee; the first, born at Matavai in Otah~ite; the
second, at Ulietea; and the third, at Huaheine.

The landing of our gentlemen on this island,
thou~h they failed in the object of it, cannot but be
consIdered as a very fortunate circumstance. It has
proved, as we have seen, the means of bringing to
oUr knowledge a matter of fact, not only very
curious, but very instructive. The application of
the above· narrative is obvious. It will serve to
explain, better than a thousand conjectures of
speculative reasoners, how the detached parts of the
earth, and, in particular, .how the islands of the
South Sea, may have been first peopled; especially
those that lie remote from a.ny inhabited continent,
or from each other.· .

.
.. Such accidents as this here related, probably ~ppen fre

quently in the Pacific Ocean. In 1696, two canoes, having on
board thirty persons of both sexes, were driven by contrary winds
and tempestuous weather, on the isle of Samal, one of the Phil
ippines, after being tost about at sea seventy days, and having
performed a voyage from an island called by them Amoraot, 800
leagues to the east of Samal. Five of the number who had em·
barked, died of the hardships suffered during this extraordinary
passage. See a particular account of them, and of the islands
they belonged to, in Lettres Ediftantcs and Curieuses, tom. xv.
from p. 196' to p. 215. In ~he same volume, from p. 282 to p.
320, we have the relation of a similar adventure, in 1721,- when
,two canoes, one containing twenty-four, and the mher six persons,
.roen, women, and- children, were driven from an island they called
Farroilep, northward to the isle of Guam, or Guahan, one of the
Ladrones or Mariannes. But these had not sailed so far' as their
countrymen, who reaehed Samal as .above, and they had been at
sea only twenty days. There seems to be no reason to t4>ubt the
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This island is called Wateeoo by the natives. It
lies in the latitude of' 20° l' S. and in the longi
tude ~Ol0 45' E. and is about six leagues in
circumference. It is a beautiful spot, with a surface
composed of hills and plains, and covered with ver
dnre of' many hues. Our gentlemen found the soil
where they passed the day to be light and sandy;
but farther up the country a different sort perhaps
prevails, as we saw £i'om the ship, by the help of' our
glasses, a reddish cast upon the rising grounds.
There the inhabitants have their houses, fOr we
could perceive two or three which were long and
spacious. Its produce, with the addition of hogs,
we found to be the same as at the last island we
had visited, which the people of' this, to whom we
pointed out its position, called. Owhavarouah; a
name so different from Mangeea Nooe Nainaiwa,
which we learnt from its own inhabitants, that it is
highly probable Owhavarouah.is another island.

From the circumstances already mentioned, it
appears, that Wateeoo can be of' little use to any
ship that wants refreshment, unless in a case of the
most absolute necessity. The natives, knowing now
the value of some of our commodities, might be in
duced to bring off fruits and hogs to a ship standing
ofl"and on, or to boats lying off the reef~ as ours did.
It is doubtful, however, if any fresh water could be
procured. For, though some was brought in cocoa·
nut shells to the gentlemen, they were told that it
was at a considerable distance; and probably it is
only to be met with in some stagnant pool, as no
runnmg stream was any where seen.

general authenticity of these two relations. The information con
taine(l in the letters of the Jesuits, about these islands, now known
under the name of theCarolines, and discovered to the Spaniards
by the arrival of the canoes at" Samal and Guam, has been adopted
by all our later writers. See President de Brosse's Voyage' allz
Terre' Australe" tom. ii. from. p. 448. to p. 490. See also the
lllDdfINI U,.i",,,,.,tll Hi#lory.
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According to Omai's· report of what he learnt in
conversation with his three countrymen, the man
ners of these islanders, their method of tre"ating
strangers, and their general habits of life, are rtluch
like those that prevail at Otaheite, and its neigh
bouring isles. Their religious ceremonies and
opinions are also nearly the same. For upon seeing
one man, who was painted all over of a deep black
colour, and inquiring- the reason, our gentlemen
were told that he had lately been paying the last
good offices to a deceased friend, and they found
that it was upon similar occasions the women cut
themselves, as already mentioned. From every cir
cumstance, indeed, it is indubitable, that the natives
of Wateeoo sprung, originally, from the same stock,
which hath spread itself so wonderfully all over the
immense extent of the South Sea. One ~ould sup
pose, :however, that they put in their claim toa more
ilhistrious extraction, for Omai assured us, that they
dig"nified their island with the appellation of Wenooa
no te Eatooa, "that is, a land of gods; esteeming
themselves a sort of divinities, and possessed with
the. spirit l>f the Eatooa. This wild enthusiastic
notion Omai seemed much to approve of~ telli~g us
there were instances of its being entertained at
Otaheite, but that it was universally prevalent
amongst the inhabitants of Mataia, or Osnaburg
Island.

The language spoken at Wateeoo was' equally
well understood by Omai, and. by our two New
Zealanders. What its peculiarities may be ~hen

compared with the other dialects, I am not able to
point out; .for though. Mr. Anderson had taken
care to note down a" specimen of it, the natives,
who.·made no distinction of the objects of their
theft, stole the memorandum-book.

VOL. V. T
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WENOOA-ETTE, OR OTAKOOTAIA, VISITED.-ACCOUNT OF THAT

ISLAND, AND OF ITS PRODUCE. - HERVEY'S ISLAND, OR TE

ROUGGE MOU ATTOOA, FOUND TO BE INHABITED. - TRANS

ACTIONS WITH THE NATIVES. - THEIR PERSONS, DRESS,

LANGUAGE,CANQEi. - FRUITLESS ATTEMPT TO LAND THERE.

- REASONS FOR BEARING AWAY FOR THE FRIENDLY IS

LANDS. - PAI,MERSTON'S ISLAND TOUCHED AT. - DESCRIp.

TIQN OF THE TWO PLACES WHERE THE BOATS LANDED.

REFRESHMENTS OBTAINED THERE. - CONJECTURES ON THE

FORMATION OF SUCH LOW ISLANDS. - ARRIVAL AT THE

FRIENDLY ISLANDS.

LIGHT airs and calms having prevailed, by turns,
,all the night of the 3d, the easterly swell had carried
the ships some distance from Wateeoo, before day. 
break. But as I had failed in my object of procur..
ing, at that place, some eflectual supply, I saw no
reason for staying there. any longer. .I therefore
quitted it, without regret, and steered for the neigh
bouring island, which, as has been mentiQned, we
discovered three days before.

With a gentle breeze at east, we got up with it
before ten o'clock in the morning, and I immediately
dispatched Mr. Gore, with two boats, to endeavour
to land, and get some food fOT our cattle. As there
seemed to be no inhabitants here to obstruct our
taking away whatever we might think proper, I was
confident of his being able to make amends for our
late di8appointment, if the landing could be eff'ectecL
There was a reef here surroundingtbe land, as at
Wateeoo, and a coniiderable surf b}'eaking against
the rocks; notwithstanding which, oUr boats no
sooner reached the lee, or west side of the island,
but they ventured in, and Mr. Gore and his party
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got safe on shore. I could, from the ship, see that
they had succeeded so far; and I immediately sent
a small boat to know what farther assistance was
wanting. She did 110t return till three o'clock in
the afternoon, having waited to take in a lading of
what useful produce the island afforded. As soon as
she was cleared she was sent again for another cargo;
the jolly boat was also dispatched, and Mr. Gore
was ordered to be on board, with all the boats, be
tore night; which was complied with.

The supply obtained here, consisted of about a hun
dred cocoa-nuts for each ship; and besides this re
freshment for ourselves, we got for our cattle some
grass, and a quantity of the leaves and branches of
young cocoa-trees, and of the wharra tree, as it is
called at Otaheite, the pandanus of the East Indies.
This latter being of' a soft, spungy, juicy nature, the
cattle ate it very well, when cut into small pieces;
so that it might be said, without any deviation from
truth, that we fed them lipon billet wood.

This island lies in th~latitude of 19° 51' S.
and the longitude of ~OlD 37' E. about three or
four leagues from Wateeoo, the inhabitants of which
called it Otakootaia ; and sometimes they spoke of it
under the appellation of Wenooa-ette, which signifies
little island. Mr. Anderson who was on shore with
our party, and walked round it, guessed that it could
not be much more than three miles in circuit. From
him I also learned the following particulars. The
beach within the reef, is composed· of a white coral
sand; above which, the land within does not rise
above six or seven feet, and is coverea with a light
reddish soil; but is entirely destitute of water•.

The only common trees found there were cocoa
palms, of which there were several clusters; and.
vast numbers of the 'Wharra. There were, likewise,
the callophyUum, suriana, guettarda, a species of
tournifortia, and taberntE monta1Ul'1, with a few other
shrubs; and some of the etot1, tree seen at Wateeqo.

T ft
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A sort of bind-weed over-ran the vacant spaces; ex
cept in some places, where was found a considerable
quantity of'treacle-m'U8tard, a species of'spurge, with
a few other small plants, and the morinda citrifolia;
the fruit of which is eaten by the natives of' Otaheite
in times of' scarcity. Omai, who had landed with
the party, dressed some of it for their dinner; but
it proved very indifferent.

The only bird seen amongst the trees, was a beau
tiful cuckoo, of a chestnut brown, variegated with
black, which was shot. But, upon the shore, were
some egg-birds; a small sort of curlew; blue and
white herons; and great numbers of noddies; which
last, at this time, laid their eggs, a little farther up,
on the ground, and often rested on the 'U,harra tree.

One of our p~ople caught a lizard of a most for
bidding aspect, though small, running up a tree;
and many, of another sort, were seen. The bushes
toward the sea, were frequented by ipfinitenumbers
of a sort of moth, elegantly speckled with red, black,
and w.hite. There were also several other sorts of
moths, as well as some pretty butterflies; and a few
other insects.

Though there were, at this time, no fixed inhabi
tants upon the island,· indubitable marks remained
of' its being, at least, occasionally frequented. _ In
particular, a few empty huts were found. There
were also several large stones erected, like monu
ments, under the shade of some trees; and several
spaces inclosed with smaller ones, where, probably,
the dead had been buried. And, in one place, a
great many cockle-shells, of a particular sort,· finely
grooved, and larger than the first, were to be seen ;
from which it was reasonable to conjecture, that the
island had been visited by pel'Sons who feed partly
·on shell-fish. In Qne of the huts, Mr. Gore left a
hatchet and some nails, to the full value of' what we
took.away... _. . .

As soon as the boats were· hoisted in, I made sail /
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... -

again to the northward, with a light air of wind east t
erly j intending to try our fortune at Hervey's
Island, which was discovered in 1778, during my last
voyage.· Although it was not above fifteen leagues
distant, yet we did not get sight of it till day-break
in the morning of the 6th, when it bore west south.
west, at the distance of about three leagues. As we
drew near it, at eight o'clock, we observed several
eanoesput offfrQm the shore; and they came directly
toward· the ships. This was a sight that, indeed,
surprised me, as no signs of inhabitants were seen
wheA' the island was first discovered, which might
be owing- to a pretty brisk wind that then blew, and
prevented their canoes venturing out, as the ships
passed to leeward; whereas now we were to- wind
ward.

As we still kept on toward-the island, six or seven
af the canoes, all double ones, soon came near us.
There were from three to- six men in each of them~

They. stopped at the distance of about a stone's
throw from the shir;. and it was some time before
Omai could prevai upoo them, to come alongside j

but no intreaties could induce any of them to ven·
tur~ on board. Indeed, their, disorderly and elamo
rous •behaviour by 00 means indicat~d a. disposition
to trust us, or treat us welt We aflerward-. learnt
that they had attempted to take -some aax:s. out of
the Discovery's boat, that lay along-side, and struck
a man wlw endeavoured to prevent them. They alsO
cut away, with a shell, a net with meat, which hung
over that ship's stern, and absolutely refused to re.
store it j though we, afterward, purchased it from
them. Those who were about our ship, behaved in
the same daring manner; for they made a sort of!
hook, of a long stick, with which they endeavoured
openly to rob us of several things j and, at last,
actually got a frock belonging to one of our people,

* See Vol. III. book ii. chap. 1., where this island is .aid to be
about six· leagues in circuit.

T 8
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.that -was towing overboard. At the same time.
they immediately showed a knowledge of bartering,
and sold some fish they had (amongst which was an
extraordinary flounder, spotted like porphyry; and
3 erame-coloured eel, spotted with black), for amall
nails, of which they were immoderately fond, and
called them goore. But, indeed, they caught, with
the greatest avidity, bits of paper, or any thing else
that was thrown to them; and if what was thrown
feU into the sea, they made no scruple to swim
after it.

These people seemed to differ as much in person,
as in disposition, from the natives of Wateeoo;
though the distance between the two islands is not
very great. Their colour was of a deeper. cast;
and several had a fierce, tugged aspect, resembling
the natives of New Zealand; but some were fairer.
They had strong black hair, which, in general, they
wore either hanging loose about the shoulders, or
tied in a bunch on the crown of the head. Some,
however, had it cropped pretty short; and, in two
or three of them, it was of a brown, 01: reddish
colour. Their only covering was a narrow piece of
mat, wrapt several times round the lower part of
the OOdy, and which passed between the thighs; but
a. fine cap of red feathers was seen lying in one of
the canoes. The shell of a pearl-oyster polished,
and hung about the neck, was the only ornamental
fashion that we observed amongst them; f~r not one
of them had adopted that mode of ornament, so
generally prevalent amongst the natives of this
Ocean of puncturing, or tatooing their bodies~

Though singular in this, we had the most un.
equivocal proofs of their being of the sanle common
race. Their language approached still nearer to the
dialect of Otaheite, than that of Wateeoo, or Man-

,geea. Like the inhabitants of these two islands,
they inq':lired fi'om whence our ships came; and
whither bound; who was our chief; the number of
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our men on board; aud even the ship's name. And
they very readily answered such questions as we
proposed. to them. Amongst other things, they told
us, they bad seen two great ships, like ours, before; ,
but that they had not spoken with them as they sailed
past. There can be no doubt, that these were the
Resolution and Adventure. We learnt from them,
that the name of their island is Terouggemou
Atooa; and that they were subject to Teerevatooeah,
king of Wateeoo.• According to the account that
they gave, their articles of food are cocoa-nuts, .fish,
and turtle; the island not producing plantains, or
bread.fruit; and being destitute of hogs and dogs.
Their canoes, of which near thirty were at one
time in sight, are pretty large and well built. In
the construction of the stern, they bear some resem·
blance to those of Wateeoo; and the head projects
out nearly in the same manner; but the extremity
is turned up instead of down. .

Having but very little wind, it was one o'clock
before we drew near the north-west part of the
island; the only part where there seemed to be any
probability of finding anchorage for. our ships, or a
landing-place for our boats. In this position, I sent
Lieutenant King, with two armed ~oats, to sound
and reconnoitre the coast, while we stood 011' and on
with the ships. The instant the boats were hoisted
out, our visitors in the canoes, who had remained
alongside all the while, bartering their little trifles,
suspended their traffic, and pushing for the shore
as fast as they could, came near us no more..

At three o'clock. the boats returned; and Mr.
King informed me, "That there was no anchorage
for the ships; and that the boats could ooll land on
the outer edge of the reef, which la;y about a quarter
'of a mile from the dry land. He Bald, that a number

* The reader will observe, that this name bears little alinity
to anyone of the names of the three chiefs of Wateeoo, as pre
lerved by Mr, Anderson,
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of the natives elme down upon the reef, armel"lwith
long pikes and clubs, as if they intended to oppose
his landing. And yet when he drew near enough,
they threw some cocoa-nuts to our· people, and in
vited them to come on shore; though, at the very
same time, he observed, that the women were very
busy bringing down a fresh supply of spears and
darts. But, as he had no motive to land, he didllot
give thell) an opportunity to use them."
. Having received this report, I considered, that, as
the ships could not be brought to an anchor, we
should find that the attempt to procure grass here,
would occasion much delay, as well as be attended
with some danger. Besides, we were equally. in
want of water; and though the in'habitants had told
us that there was water on their island, yet we neither
knew in what quantity, nor from what distance, we
might be obliged to fetch it~ And, after all, sup
posing no other obstruction, we were sure that to
get over the reef~ would be an operation equally
difficult and tedious. .
. Being thus disappointed at all the islands.we had'
met with, since our leaving New Zealand, and the
unfavourable winds, and other unforeseen circum
stances, having. unavoidably retarded our progress
so much, it was now impossible to think of doing
any thing this year, in the high latitudes 'of the
northern hemisphere, from which we were still at so
great a distance, though the season for our oper
ations there was already begun. In this situation,it
was absolutely necessary to pursue such measures a.~

were most likely to preserve the cattle we had on
board, in the first place; and, in the next place
(which was still a more capital object), to save. the
stores and provisions of the ships, that we might be
petter enabled to prosecute our northern discoveries,
which could not now commence till a )'ear later than
was originally intended.
_ If I had been so fortunate as to have procured a
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supply of water, and of grass, at any of the islands
we had lately visited, it was my purpose to have
stood back to the south, till I had met with a west
erly wind. But the certain consequence of doing
this without such a supply, would have been the loss
of all the cattle, before we could possibly reach
Otaheite, without gaining anyone. advantage with
regard to the great object of our voyage.

I therefore determined to bear away for the
Friendly Islands, where I was sure of meeting with
abundance of' every thing I wanted, and it being
necessary to run in the night as well as in the day,
I ordered Captain Clerke to keep about a le~ue

ahead of the Resolution. I used this precautIOn,
.because his ship could best claw off the land, and
it was very possible we might fall in with some, in
our passage.
. The longitude of Hervey's Island, when first
discovered, deduced from Otaheite, by the time
keeper, was found to be ~Ol 0 6' E., and now, by the
same time-keeper, deduced from Queen Charlotte's
Sound, ~OOO 56' E. Hence I conclude, that the
error of the time-keeper at this time, did not exceed
twelve miles in longitude.

When we bore away I steered west by south, with
a fine breeze easterly. I proposed to proceed first
to Middleburgh, or Eooa, thinking, if the wind con
tinued favourable, that we had food enough on
board for the cattle, to last till we should reach that
island. But about noon next day, those faint
breezes, that had attended and retarded us so long,
again returned, and I found it necessary to haul
more to the north, to get into the latitude of Pal
merstQn's and Savage Islands, discovered in 1774,
during my last voyage·, that if necessity required it,
we might have recourse to them..

110 See Vol. IV. p. 2. 5.
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This day, in order to save our water, I ordered
the still to be kept at work, from six o'clock in the
morning to four in the afternoon, during which time,
we procured from thirteen to sixteen gallons of fresh
water. There has been lately made some improve
ment,. as they are pleased to call it, of this machine,
which, in my opinion, is I1;lnch for the worse.

These light breezes continued till the 10th, when
we had for some hours the wind blowing fresh from
the north, and north nort~we9t, being then in the·
latitude of 18° 38', and longitude 1980 24' E.
In the afternoon, we had some thunder squalls from
the south, attended With heavy rain, of which water,
we collected enough to fiU five pnncheons. After
these squalls had blown over the wind came round
to the north-east and north-west;. being very un
settled both in strength and in position, till about
noon the next day, when it fixed at north-west
and north north-west, and blew a fresh breeze with
&ir weather.

Thus were we persecuted with a wind in our
teeth whichever way we directed our course, and
we had the additional mortification to find here
those very winds, which we had reason to expect
8U or 100 farther solllth. They came too late; for
I durst not trust their continuance, and the event
proved that I judged right.

At length, at day-break, in the morning of the
13th, we saw Palmerston Island, bearing west by
south, distant about five leagues. However, we
did not get up with it till eight o'clock the next
morning. I then sent four boats, three from the
Resolution, and one from the Discovery, with an
officer in each, to search the coast for the most
convenient landing-place. For now we were under
an absolute necessity of procuring fi'om this island
some food for the cattle, otherwise we must have
lost them.
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What is comprehended under the name of Pal.
merston's Island, is a group of small islots, of which
there are, in the whole, nine or ten, lying in a cir..
cular direction, and connected together by a reef of
coral rocks. The boats first examined the south
easternmost of the islots which compose this group,
and failing there, ran down to the second; where
we had the satisfaction' to see them land. I
then bore down with the ships till abreast of the
place, and there we kept standing off and on; for
DO bottom was to be found to anchor upon, which
was not of much consequence, as the party who had
landed from our boats were the only human beings
upon the island.

About one o'clock, one of the boats came on
board, laden with scurvy-grass and young cocoa-nut
trees, which at this time, was a feast for the cattle.
The same boat brought a message from Mr. Gore,
who commanded the party, informing me, that there
was plenty of such produce upon the island, as also
of the wharra tree, and some cocoa-nuts. This
determined me to get a good supply of these articles
before I quitted this station, and before evening.
I went ashore in a small boat, accompanied by
Captain Clerke.

We found every body hard at work, and the'
landing-place to be in a small creek, formed by the
reef~ of something more than a boat's length in
every direction, and covered from the force of the
sea. by rocks projecting out 011 each side of it. The
island is scarcely a mile in circuit; and not above
three feet higher than the level of the sea. It appear.
ed to be composed entirely of a coral sand., with a
small mixture of blackish mould, produced from
rotten vegetables. Notwithstanding this poor soil,
it is covered with trees and bushes of the same kind
as at Wenooa-ette, though with less variety; and
amongst these are some cocoa-palms. Upon the
trees or bushes that front the sea, or even farther
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i~, we found a great. number of men·of·war birds,
tropic birds, and two sorts of boobies, which, at
this time were laying their eggs, and so tame that
·they suffered us to take them off with our hands.
Their nests were only a few sticks loosely put
together, and the tropic birds laid their eggs on
the ground, under the trees. These differ much
from the common sort, being entirely of a most
splendid white, slightly tinged with red, and having
the two long tail.feathers of a deep crimson or blood
colour. Of each sort our people killed a con
siderable number, and though not the most delicate
fOod, they were acceptable enough to us, who had
been long confined on a salt diet, and who, con
sequently, could not but be glad of the most indiffe
rent variety. We met with vast numbers of red
crabs creeping about every where amongst the trees,
and· we caught several fish· that had been left in
boles upon the reef; when the sea retired.

At one part of the reef, which look& into or
bounds the lake that is within, there was a large
bed of coral, almost even with the surface, which
afforded, perhaps, one of the most enchanting
prospects. that nature has any where produced.
Its base was fixed to the shore, but reached so far
in that it could not be seen; so that it seemed to be
suspended in the water, which deepened so sudd~nly,

that, at the distance of a few yards, there might be
seven or eight fathoms. The sea was, at this time,
quite unruflled; and the sun, shining bright, exposed
the various sorts of coral, in the most beautiful order;
some parts branching into the water with great lux-.
uriance; others lying collected in round balls, and in
vartous other figures; all which were greatly height;
ened by spangles of the richest colours, that glowed
from a number oflarge clams, which were every where
interspersed. But the appearance of these was still .
inferior to that of the multitude bf fishes, that glided
gently along, seemingly with the most perfect

15
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security. The colours of the different sorts were
the most beautiful that can be imagined; the yellow,
blue. red. black, &c. far exceeding any thing that art
can produce. Their various forms. also. contributed .
to increase the richness of' this submarine grotto,
which could not be surveyed without a pleasing
transport, mixed. however, with regret, that a work,
so stupendously elegant, should be concealed in a
place where mankind could seldom have an oppor
tunity of rendering the praises justly due to so
enchanting a scene.

There were no traces of inhabitants having ever
been here; if' we except a small piece of a canoe
that was found upon the beach; which, probably.
may have drifled from some other island. But, what
is pretty extraordinary, we saw several small brown
rats on this spot; a circumstance. perhaps. difficult to .
account for, unless we allow that they were imported
in the canoe of which we saw the remains.

After the boats were laden, I returned on board,
leaving Mr. Gore, with a pa~'ty, to pass the night
on shore, in order to be ready to go to work early the
next morning.

That day, being the 15th, was accordingly spent,
as .the preceding one had been, in collectmg, and
bringing on board, food for the cattle, consisting
chiefly of palm-cabbage, young cocoa-nut trees, and
the tender branches of the wharra tree. Having got
a sufiicient supply of these by sun-set, I ordered every
body on board. But having little or no wind. I de
termined to wait, and to employ the next day, by
endeavouring to get sorne cocoa-nuts for our people,
from the next island to leeward. where we could
observe that those trees were in much greater abund
ance, than upon that where we had already landed,
and where only the wants of' our cattle ~ad been re
lieved.

With this view, 1 kept' standing off and on, all
night; and, in the morning, b.etween eight. and nine
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o'clock, I went with the boats to the west side of the
island, and landed with little difficulty. I immediately
set the people with me to wOl'k, to gather cocoa-nuts,
which we found in great abundance. But to get
them to our boats was a tedious operation; for we
were obliged to carry them at least half a plile over the
reef~ up to the middle in water. Omai, who was with
me, caught, with a scoop net, in a very short time, as
much fish as served the whole party on shore for din
ner, besides sending some to'both ships. Here were
also great abundance afbirds, particularly men-of.war
and tropic birds; so that we fared sumptuously.
And it is but doing justice to Omai to say, that, in
these excursions to the uninhabited islands, he was
of the greatest use. For he not only caught the fish,
but dressed these, and the birds we killed, in an oven,
with heated stones, after the fashion of his country,
with a dexterity and good-humour that did him great
credit. The boats made two trips before night well
laden; with the last, I returned on board, leaving
Mr. Williamson, my third lieutenant, with a party
ofmen, to prepare another lading for the boats which
I proposed to send next morning.

I, accordingly, dispatched them at seven o'dock,
and they returned laden by noon. No time was lost
in sendmg them back for another cargo; and they
carried orders for every body to be on board by sun
set. This being complied with, we hoisted In the
boats and made sail to the westward, with a light air
of wind from the north.

We found this islot near a half larger than the
other, and almost entirely covered with cocoa-palms;
the greatest part of whIch abounded with excellent
nuts, having often both old and young on the same
tree. They were, indeed, too thick in many_ places
to grow with freedom. The other productions were,
in general, the same as a~ the firstislot. Two pieces
of board, one of which was rudely carved, WIth an·
elliptical.paddle, were found on the beach. Probably,
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these had belonged to the same canoe, the remains of
which were seen on the other beach, as the two islots
are not above half a m.ile apart. A YOling turtle had
also been lately thrown ashore here, as it was still full
of maggots. There were fewer crabs than at the last
place; but we found some scorpions, a few other
insects, and a greater number of fish upon the reefs.
Amongst these were some large eels, beautifully
spotted, which, when followed, would raise themselves
out of the water, and endeavour, with an open mouth,
to bite their pursuers. The other sorts were, chiefly,
parrot-fish, snappers, and a brown spotted rock-fish,
about the size of a haddock, so tame, that, instead
of swimming ayvay, it would remain fixed, and gaze
at us. Had we been in absolute want, a sufficient
supply might have been had; for thousands of the
clams, already mentioned, stuck upon the reef, some
of which weighed two or three pounds. There were,
besides, some other sorts of shell-fish; particularly,
the large periwinkle. When the tide flowed, several
sbarks came in, over the reef, some of which our
people killed; but they rendered it rather dangerous
to walk in the water at that time.

The party who were left on shore with Mr. William
son, were a good deal pestered, (as Mr. Gore's had
been) with musquitoes, in the night. Some of them,
in their excursions, shot two curlews, exactlylike those
of England; and saw some plovers, or sand-pipers,
upon the shore; Rut, in the wood, no other bird
besides one or· two of the cuckoos that were seen
at Wenooa-ette.

Upon the whole, we did not spend our time un
.profitably at this islot; for we got there about twelve
hundred cocoa-nuts, which were equally divided
amongst the whole crew; and were, doubtless, of

.great use to them, both on account of the juice and
of the ~erne1. A ship, therefore, passing this way,
if the weather be moderate, may expect to succeed
as we did. But there is no water upon eithe~ of the
islots where we landed. Were that article to be had,
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and a passage could be got into the lake, as we may
call it, surrounded by the reef, where a ship could
anchor, I should prefer this to any of the inhabited
islands, if the only want were refreshment; for the
quantity of fish that might be procured, would be
sufficient; and the people might roam about unmo
lested by the petulance of any inhabitants.

The nine or ten low islots, comprehended under
the name of Palmerston's Island, may be reckoned
the heads or summits of the reef of coral rock, that
connects them together, covered only with a thin
coat of sand, yet clothed, as already observed, with
trees and plants; most of which are of the same sorts
that are found on the low grounds of the high islands
of this ocean~

There are different OpInIOnS, amongst ingenious
theorists, concerning the formation of such low
islands as Palmerston's. Some will have it, that, in
remote times, these little separate heads or islots were
joined, and formed one' continued and more elevated
tract of land, which the sea, in the revolution of ages,
has washed away, leaving only the higher grounds;
which, in time, also, will, according to this theory,
share the same fate. Another conjecture is, that they
have been thrown up by earthquakes, and are the effect.
of internal convulsions of the globe. A third opinion~

and which appears to me as the most probable one,
maintains, .that they are formed from shoals, or coral
banks, and of consequence incre~sing. Without
mentioning the several arguments made use of in
support of each of these systems, I shall only describe
such parts of Palmerston's Island, as fell under my
own observation when I landed upon it.

The foundation is, every where, a coral rock; the
soil is coral sand, with which the decayed vegetables
have, but in a few places, intermixed, so as to form
any thing like mould. From this, a very str~ng pre
sumption may be drawn, that these little spots of
land, are not of very ancient date, nor the remains of

.,'
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larger islands now buried in the-ocean. For, upon'
either of these suppositions, more mould must have
be~n formed, or 'some p3rt of the original soil would
have remained. Another circumstance confirmed
this doctrine of the increase of these islots. We found
upon them, far beyond the present reach of the sea,
even in the most violent storms, elevated coral rocks,
which, on examination, appeared to have been per
forated, in the same manner that the rocks are, that
now compose the outer edge of the reef. This
evidently shows, that the sea had formerly reached so
far; and some of these perforated rocks were almost
in the centre of the land.

But the strongest proof of the increase, and from
the cause we have assigned, was the gentle gradation
observable in the plants round the skirts of the
islands; from within a few inches of high-water mark,
to the edge of the wood. In many places, the divi
sions of the plants, of different growths, were very
distinguishable, especially on the. le~, or west side.
This, I appre!lend, to have been the operation of ex
traordinary high tides, occasioned by violent, acci.
dental gales from the westward; which have heaped
up the sand beyond the reach of common tides. The
regular and gentle operation of these latter, again,
throw up sand enough to form a barrier against the
next extraordinary high tide, or storm, !fo as to pre.
vent its reaching as far as the former had done, and
destroying the plants that may have begun to vege·
tate from cocoa-nuts, roots, and seed brought thither
by birds, or thrown up by the sea. This, doubtless~

happens very frequently; for we found many cocoa
nuts, and some other things, just sprouting up, only
a few inches beyond where the sea reaches at present,
in places where, it was evident, they could not have
had their origin from those, farther in, already arrived
at their full growth. At the same time, the increase
of vegetables will add fast to the height of this new
created land; as the fallen leaves, and broken

VOL. v. lJ
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branches. are, in such a climate, soon converted
into a true black mould, or soil.·

Perhaps there is another cause, which, if allowed,
will accelerate the increase of these islands as much
as any other; and will also account for the sea having
receded from those elevated rocks before mentioned.
This is, the spreading of the coral bank, or reef; into
the sea ; which, in my opinion, is continually, though
imperceptibly, aflected. The waves receding, as the
reef grows in breadth and height, leave a dry rock

. behind, ready for the reception of the broken coral
and sand, and evel'y other deposit necessary for the
formation of land fit for the vegetation of plants.

In this manner, there is little doubt, that, in time,
the whole reef will b~come one island; and, I think,

. it will extend gradually inward, either from the in.
crease of the islots already formed, or from the
formation of new ones, upon the beds of coral, within
the inclosed lake, if once they increase so as to rise
above the level of the sea.

After leaving Palmerston's Island, I steered west,
with a view to make the best of my way to Anna.
mooka. We still continued to have variable winds,
frequently between the north and west, with squalls,
some thunder, and much rain. During these showers,

. • Mr. And.erson, in his journal, mentions. the following par
tIculars, relatIve to Palmerston's Island, whIch strongly· confirm
Captain Cook's opinion about its formation. "On the last of the
two islots, where we landed, the trees, being in ~reat numbers, had
~lrearly formed, by their rotten parts, little rismgs or eminences,
lYhich, in time, from the same cause, may become small hills.
"':bereas, on the first islot, the trees being less numerous, no such
thmg had 8S yet happened. Nevertheless, on that little spot, the
manner of formation was more plainly pointed out. For, adjoining
to it, was a small isle, which had, doubtless, been very lately
formed; as it was not, 8S yet, covered with any trees, but had a
great many shrubs, some of' which were growing 8mong pieces or
coral, that the sea had thrown u~ There was still a more sure
proof of this method of formatIOn a little farther on, where tw~
patches .of sand, about fifty yards long, and a foot or eighteen
lI~ches hIgh, lay upon the reef, but not, as yet, furnished with a
.angle bush or tree,"
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which were generally very copious, we saved a con
siderable quantity of water; and finding that we conld
get a greater supply by the rain, in one hour, than we
could get by distillation in a month, I laid aside the
still, as a thing attended with more trouble than
profit.

The heat, which had been great fOl' abont a month,
became now much more disagreeable in this dose
rainy weather; and, from the moisture attending it,
threatened soon to be noxious; as the ships could not
be kept dry, nor the skuttles open, for the sea. How
ever, it is remarkable enough, that though the only
refreshment we had received, since leaving the Cape
of Good Hope, was that at New Zealand, there was
not, as yet, a single person on board sick from the
constant use of salt food, or vicissitude of climate.

In the night between the 24th and 2~th we passed
Savage Island, which I had discovered in 1774 .; and
on the 28th, at ten o'clock in the morning, we got .
sight of the islands which lie to the eastward of Anna
mooka, bearing north by west, about four or fiye
leagues c.listant. I steered to the south of these islands,
and then hauled up for Annamooka; which, at four
in the afternoon, bore north-west by north, Fal1atajeea
south.west by south, and Komango north by west,
distant about five miles. The weather being squally,
with rain, I anchored, at the approach of night, in
fifteen fathoms deep water, over a bottom of coral,
sand, and shells; Komango bearing north-west, about
two leagues distant.

- '" For an account of the disc:overr of Sange Island; a descrip
tion of it; and· the behaviour of iw InhabitaQts, OIl CapUlin Cook'.
landing, lee Vol. IV. p. S. to p. 6.
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INTERCOURSE WITH 'J'HE NATIVES OF KOMANGO, AND OTHER

ISLANDII. - ARRIVAL AT ANNAMOOKA.'-:" TRANSACTIONS

THERE. - FEENOU, A PRINCIPAL CHIEF, FROM TONGATA

BOO, COMES ON A VISIT. - THE MANNER OF HIS RECEP

'J'ION IN 'J'HE ISLAND, AND ON BOARD. - INSTANCES OF

THE PILFERING DISPOSITION OF THE NATIVES. - SOME

ACCOUNT OF ANNAlIfOOKA. - THE PASSAGE FROM IT TO

HAPAEE.

SOON after we had anchored, two canoes, the one
with four, and the other with three men, paddled
toward us, and came along side without the least
hesitation. They brought some cocoa-nuts, bread.
fruit, plantains, and sugar-cane, which they bartered
with us for nails. One of the men came on board;
and when these canoes had let~ us, another visited
us; but did not stay long, as night was approaching.
Komango, the island nearest to us, was at least five
miles off; which shows the hazard these people would
run, in order to possess a few of our most trifling
articles. Besides this supply from the shore, we
caught this evening, with hooks and lines, a con
siderable quantity of fish.

Next morning, at four o'clock, I sent Lieutenant
King, with two boats, to Komango, to procure re
fi'eshments; and, at five, made the signal to weigh, in
order to ply up to Annamooka, the wind being un
favourable at north.west.
, . It was no sooner d~y-ligh.t, than ~e were visited by
SI~ or seven ca!10es frC?m dIfferent Islands, bringing
wIth them, beSides frUIts and roots, two pigs, several
fowls, some large wood-pigeons, small rails, and large

-,
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violet~coloured cootS. All these they exchanged
with us for beads, nails, hatchets, &c. They had
also other articles of commerce; such as pieces of
their cloth, fish-hooks, small baskets, musical reeds,
and some clubs, spears, and bows. But I ordered
that no curiosities should be purchased, till the ships
should be supplied with provisions, and leave given
for that purpose. Knowing, also, from experience,
that if all our people. might trade with the natives,
according to their own caprice, perpetual quarrels
would ensue, I ordered that particular persons should
manage the traffic both on board and on shore, pro.
hibiting all others to interfere. Before mid.day,
Mr. King's boat retnrned with seven hogs, some
fowls, a quantity of fruit and roots for ourselves, and
some grass for the cattle. His party was very civilly
treated at Komango. The inhabitants did not seem
to be numerous; and their huts, which stood close tet
each other, within a plantain walk, were but indif~

ferent. Not far from them, was a pretty large pond
of fresh water, tolerably good; but there was not any
appearance of a stream. With Mr. King, came on
board the chief of the island, named Tooboulangee;
and another, whose name was Taipa. They brought
with them a hog as a present to me, and promised
more the next day.

As soon as the boats were aboard. I stood for
Annamooka; anu. the wind being scant, I intended
to go between Annamooka.ette·, and the breakers to
the south-east of it. But, on drawing near, we met
with very irregular soundings, varying, every cast, ten
or twelve fathoms. This obliged me to give up the
design, and to go to the southward of all; which
carried us to leeward, and made it necessary to spend
the night under sail. It was very dark; and we had
the wind, from every direction, accompanied with
heavy showers of rain. So that, at day-light the next
~orning, we found ourselves much farther off than

. • That is, Little Annam9<?ka.
uS
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we had been the evening before; and the little wind
that now blew, WRS right in our teeth..

We continued to ply, aU day, to very little pur
pose; and, in the evening, anchored in thirty-nine
fathoms' water; the bottf)m coral rocks, and broken
shells; the west point of Annamooka bearing E.
N. E., fOUf miles distant. Tooboulangee and Taipa
kept their promise, and brought off to me some hogs.
Sevel'A! others were also procured by bartering, from
different canoes that followed us; and as much fruit
as we could well manage. It was remarkable, that,·
during the whole day, OUf visitors feom the islands
would hardly part with any of their commodities to
any body but me. Captain Clerke did not get above
one or two hogs.

At four o'clock next morning, I ordered a boat to
be hoisted out, and sent the master to sound the
louth-west side of Annamooka; where there appeared
to be a harbour, formed by the island on the north
east, ul1d by amaH islots and shoals, to the south-west
and liouth.east. In the mean time the ships were got
under sail, and wrought up to the island.

When the ma~ter returned, be reported, that he
hall ~uunded between Great and Little Annamooka,
whuro he found ten and twelve fathoms' depth of
WMtCI', the bottom ,coral sand; that the place was
'lory well sheltered fi'om all winds; but that there '-
wl\i 110 fi'esh water to be found, e.xcept at some dis-
t"nee inland; and tllat, even there, little of it was to
b. ga.t, and that l.ittle not .good. For this reasC?n only,
and it was a very sufficlent one, I determmed to
anchor on the north side of the island, where, during
my last voyage, I had found a place fit both for
watering and landing. .

It was not above a league distant; and )'et we did
DOt ~each it till five o'clock in the afternoon, being
cenSlderably retarded by the great number of canoes
that continually crowded J'ound the ships, bringing
to us abundant supplies of the produce of their island.
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Amongst these canoes, there were some double oneS,
with a large sail, that carried between forty and fifty
men each. These sailed round us apparently with
the same ease, as if we had been at anchor. There
were several women in the canoes, who were, perhaps,
incited by curiosity to visit us; though, at the same
time, they bartered as eagerly as the men, and used
the paddle with equal labour and dexterity. I came
to an ancbor in eighteen fathoms' water, the bottom
co~rse coral sand; the island extending from east to
8out~-West; and the west point of the westernmost
cove south-east, about three quarters of a mile distant.
Thus I resumed the very same station which I had
occupied when I visited Annamooka three yean
before·; and, probably, almost in the same place
where Tasman, the first discoverer of this, and some
of the neighbouring islands, anchored in 1643. t

The following day, while preparations were making
for watering, I went ashore, in the forenoon, accom
panied by Captain Clerke, and some of the officers,
to fix on a place where the observatories might be set
up, and a guard be stationed; the natives having
readily given us leave. They also accommodated us
with a boat.house, to serve as a tent, and showed us
every other mark of civility. Toobou, the chiefof the
island, conducted me and Omai to his house. We
found it situated on a pleasant spot, in the centre of
his plantation. A fine grass plot surrounded it,
which he gave us to understand, was for the purpose
of cleaning their feet, before they went within doors.
I had nQt before observed such an instance of atten
tion to cleanliness at.any of the places I had visited
in this ocean; but afterward found, that it was
very common at the Friendly Islands. .The floor of

.. See Captain Cook'.lut Voyage, Vol. IV. p.7.
t See Tasman's account of this island, in Mr. Dalrymple's valli.

able Collection of Voyages to the Pacific Ocean, vol. ii. p. 79, SO.
The few particulars mentioned by Tasman, agree remarkably with
Captain Cook'emore extended relation.

, • U 4
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ToobouJs house was covered with mats; and n'o
carpet in the most elegant English drawing-room
could be kept neater. While we were on shore,
we procured a few hogs, and some fruit, by barter
ing; and, before we got on board again, the ships
were crowded with the natives. .Few of them
coming empty-handed, every necessary refreshment
was now in the greatest plenty. .

I landed again in the afternoon, with a party of
marines; and, at the same time, the horses, and
such of the cattle as were in a weakly state, were
sent on shore. Every thing being settled to my
satisfaction, I returned to the ship at sunset, leaving
the command upon the island to Mr. King. Taipa,
who was now become our fast fnend, and who
seemed to be the only active person about us, in
order to be near our party in the night, as well as
-the day, had a house brought on men's shoulders
.a full quarter of a mile, and placed close to the shed
which our party occupied.

Next day our various operations on shore began.
Some were employed in making hay for the cattle;
ot.hers ill filling our water-casks at the neighbouring
stagnant pool; ~nd a third party in cutting wood. The
greatest plenty of this last article being abreast of
the ships, and in a situation the most convenient for
getting it on board, it was natural to make choice of
this. But the trees here, which our people errone
ously supposed to be manchineel, but were a species
of pepper, called faitanoo by the natives, -yielded a
juice of a milky coJour, of so corrosive a nature, that
it raised blisters on the skin, a.nd injured the eyes of
our workmen. They were, therefore, obliged to
desist at this place, and remove to the cove, in which
our guard was stationed, and where we embarked
our water. Other wood, more' suitable to our pur-

.poses, was there furnished to us by the natives.
These were not the only employments we were en
gaged in, for Messrs. King and Bayly began· this
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day to observe, equal altitudes of the sun, in order
to get the rate of the time.keepers. In the evening,
before the natives retired from our post, Taipa ha..
rangued them for some time. We could only guess
at the subject; and judged, that he was instructing
them how to behave toward us, and encouraging
them to bring the produce of the island to market.
We experienced the good effects of his eloquence, in
the plentiful supply of provisions which~ next day,
we received. .

Nothing worth notice happened on the 4th and
5th, except that, on the former o( these days, the
Discovery lost her small bower anchor, the cable
being cut in two· by the rocks. .This misfortune
made it necessary to examine the cables of the Re
solution, which were found to be unhurt.

On the 6th we were visited by a great chief from
Tongataboo, whose name was Feenou, and whom
Taipa was pleased to introduce to us as king of all
the Friendly Isles. I was now told, that on my
arrival, a canoe had been dispatched to Tongataboo
with the news; in consequence of which,' this chief
immediately passed over to Annamooka. The
officer on shore informed me, that when he first
-arrived, all the natives were ordered out to meet
him, and paid their obeisance by' bowing their heads
as low as his feet, the soles of which they alsotouched
with each hand, first with the palm, and then with
the back part. There could be little room to suspect
that a person, received with so much respect, could

·be any thing less than the king.
In the afternoon, I went to pay this great man a

visit, having first received a present of two .fish from
·him, brought on board by one of his servants. As
800n as I landed, he came up to me. He appeared
to be about thirty years ofage, tall but thin, and had

·more of the European features, than any I had yet
-seen here. When the first salutation was over, I
asked if he was the king; for, notwithstanding
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what I had been told, :finding he was not the man
whom I remembered to have seen under that eba
l"acter during my former voyage, I began to entertain
doubts. Taipa officiously answered for him, and
enumerated no less than one hundred and fifty-three
islands, of which he said, Feenou was the sovereign.
After a short stay, our new visitor, and five or six of
his attendants, accompanied me on board. I gave

. suitable pr~sents to them all, and entertained them
in s'uch a maRner, as I thought would be most agree
able.

In the evening., I attended them on shore in my
boat, into which the chief ordered three hogs to be
put, as a return for the presents he had received from
me. I was now informed of an accident which had
just happened., the relation of which will convey
some idea of the extent of the authority exercised
here over the common people. While Feenou was
on board my ship, an inferior chief, far what reason
our people on shore did not know, ordered all the
natives to retire from the post we occupied. Some
of them having ventured to return, he took up a
large stick and beat them most unmercifhll)'. He
struck one man, on the side of the face, with so
much violence" that the blood gushed out of his
mouth and nostrils; and, after lying some time mo
tionless, he was at la~t removed from the place ill
convuisions. The person who had inflicted the blow,
being told that he had killed the man, only laughed
at it; and, it was evident, that he was not in the
least sorry for what had happened. We heard, afier
ward, that the poor sufferer recovered.

The Discovery having found again her small bower
anchor, shifted her birth on the 7th; but not before
her best bower cable had shared the fate of the other.
This day., I had the company of Feenou at dinner;
and also the next day, when he was attended by
Taipa, Toobou, and some other chiefs. It was re
markable, that nOlle but Taipa WM allowed to sit at
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table with him, or even to eat in his presence. I own
that I considered Feenou as a very convenient guest,
on account of this etiquette. For, before his arrival,
I had generally a larger company than I could well
find room for, and my table overflowed with crowds
of both sexes. For it is not the custom at the
Friendly Islands, as it is at Otaheite, to deny to their
females the· privilege of eating in company with the
men.

The first day of our arrival at Annamooka, one of
the natives had stolen out of the ship a large junk
axe. I now applied to Feenou to exert his authority
to get it restored to me; and so implicitly was he
obeyed, that it was brought on board while we were
at dinner. These people gave us very frequent op
portunities of remal'kmg what expert thieves they
were. Even some of their chiefs did not think this
profession beneath them. On the 9th, one of them
was detected carrying out of the ship, concealed
under his clothes, the bolt belonging to the spun.
yarn winch, for which I sentenced him to receive
a dozen lashes, and kept him confined till he paid a
hog for his liberty. Aner this we were not troubled
with thieves of rank. Their servants, or slaves how
ever, were still employed in this dirty work; and
upon them a flogging seemed to make no grea.ter
impression than it would have done upon the main.
mast. When any of them happened to be caught in
the act, their masters, far from interceding for them,
would often advise us to kill them. As this was a .
punishment we did not choose to inflict, they gene.
rally escaped without any punishment at all; for
they appeared to us to be equally insensible of the
shame and of the pain ·of corporal chastisement.
Captain Clerke at last hit upon a mode of treatment
which we thought had some effect. He put them
under the hands of the barber, and completely shaved
their. heads; thus pointing them out as objects of
ridieu Ie to their countrymen, and enabling our
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people to deprive them of future opportunities for a
repetition of their rogueries, by keeping them at a
distance.

Feenou was so fond of associating with us, that he
dined on board ever day, though sometimes he did
'not partake of our fare. On the 10th, some of his
.servants brought a mess which had been dressed for
him on shore. It consisted of fish, soup, and yams.
Instead of common water to make the soup, cocoa
nut. liquor had been made use of~ in which the fish
had been boiled or stewed, probably iu a wooden
vessel with hot stones; but it was carried on board in
a plantain 'leaf: I tasted of the mess, and found it
so good, that I afterwards had some fish dressed in
the same way. Though my cook succeeded toler
ably well, he could produce nothing equal to the dish
he imitated.

Finding that we had quite exhausted the island of
almost every article of food that it afforded, I em
ployed the 11th in moving off fT9m the shore the

.. horses, observatories, and other things that we had
landed, as also the party of marines who had mounted
guard at our station, intending to sail as soon as the
.Discovery should have recovered her best bower
anchor. Feenou understanding that I meant to pro
ceed directly to Tongataboo, importuned me strongly
to alter this plan, to which he expressed as much
aversion as if he had some p'articular interest to
promote by diverting me from it. In preference to
it he warmly recommended an island or rather a
group of ishinds called Hapaee, lying to the north
east. There he assured us we. could be supplied
plentifully with every refreshment in the easiest
manner; and to add weight to his advice, he en
gaged to attend us thither in person. He carried his
point with me; and Hapaee was made choice of for
oor next station. As it had never -been visited by
any European ships, the examination of it b~came

an object with me.

..,

j...
1
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The l!th and the 18th were spent in atteinpting
the recovery of Captain Clerke's anchor, which,
after much trouble, was happily accomplished; and
on the 14th in the morning we got under sail, and
left Annamooka.

This island is somewhat higher than the other
small isles that surround it; but still it cannot be
admitted to the rank of those of a moderate height,
such as Mangeea and Wateeoo. The shore, at that
part where our ships lay, is composed of a steep,
rugged coral rock, nine or ten feet high, except
where there are two sandy beaches, which h~ve a
reef of the same sort of rock extending cross their
entrance to the shore, and defending them from the
sea. The salt-water lake that is in the centre of the
island is about a mile and a half broad; and round it
the land rises like a bank, with a gradual ascent.
But we could not trace its having any communication
with the sea. And yet the land that runs across to
it ii"om the largest sandy beach being flat and

. low, and the soil sandy, it is most likely that it may
have formerly communicated that way. The soil
on the rising parts of the island, and especially to
ward the sea, is either of a reddish clayey disposition,
or a black loose mould; but there is no where any
stream ot'fresh water.

The island is very well cultivated, except in a few
places; and there are some others which, though
they appear to lie waste, are only left to recover the
strength exhausted by constant culture; for we fre
quently saw the natives at work upon these spots to
plant them again. The plantations consist chiefly
of yams and plantains. Many of them are very ex
tensive, and often inclosed with heat fences of reed,
disposed obliquely across each other, about six teet
·high. Within these we often saw other fences of
less compass surrounding the houses of the principal
people. Thebread·fi-uit and cocoa-nut trees are
interspersed with little order, but chiefly near the

..
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habitations of' the natives; and the oth'er parts of the
island, especially toward the sea, and about the sides
of the lake, are covered with trees and bushes of' a
mQst luxuriant growth; the last place having a great
many mangroves, and the first a vast number of the

faitanoo trees already mentioned. There seem to be
no rocks or stones of any kinu about the island that
are not coral, except in one place to the right of the
sandy beach, where there is a rock twenty or thirty
feet high, of a calcareous stone of a yellowish colour,
and a very close texture. But even about that place,
whic~ is the highest part of the land, are large pieces
of the same coral rock that composes the shore.
. Besides walking fioequently up into the country,

.which we were permitted to do without interruption,
we sometimes amused ourselves in shooting wild
ducks not unlike the widgeon, which are very nu
merous upon the salt lake, and the pool where we
got our water. In these excursions we found the
inhabitants had often deserted their houses to come
down to the trading place, without entertaining any
suspicion that strangers rambling about would take
away Of destroy any thing that belonged to them.
But though, from this circumstance, it might be sup
posed that the greater part of the natives were
sometimes' collected at the beach, it was impossible
to fOrm any accurate computation of their number,
as the continual resart of visitors from other islands
mixing with them might easily mislead one. How.
ever, as there was never to appearance, about a
thousand persons collected at one time, it would
perhaps be sufficient to allow double that number for
the whole island. '

To the north 'and north.east of Annamooka, and
in the direct tract to Hapaee, whither we were now
bound, the sea is sprinkled with a great number of
small isles. Amidst the shoals and rocks adjoining
to this group, I could not be assured that there was
a free or sate passage for such large ships as oun,

....

to
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though the natives sailed through the intervals
in their canoes. For this substantial reason, when
we weighed anchor from Annamooka, 1 thought it
necessary to go to the. westward of the above
islands. and steered north north-west. towards Kao·
and Toofoa, the two most westerly islands in sight,
and remarkable for their great height. Feenou and
his attendants remained on hoard the Resolution
till llear noon. when he went into the large sailing
canoe which had brought him from Tongataboo,
and . stood in amongst the cluster of islands above
mentioned, of which we were now almost abreast,
and a tide Ol',current from the westward had set
us, since our sailing in the morning, much over
,toward them.

They lie scattered at unequal distances, and are
in general, nearly as high as Annamooka, but only
from two or three miles to half a mile in length,
and some of them scarcely so much. They have
either steep rocky shores like Annamooka, or red
dish cliffs; but some have sandy beaches ex
tending almost their whole length. Most of them
are entirely clothed with trees, amongst which
are many cocoa-palms. and each forms a pros~ct

like a beautiful garden placed in the sea. To
heighten tkis, the serene weather we now had, con
tributed very much; and the whole might supply

• As a proof of the great diffic:ulty of knowing accurately the .
exact names of the South Sea Islands, as procured from the
natives, I observe that what Captain Cook calls Aghao, Mr.
AndertlOn calls KatJ; and Tasnmn's drawing. as I find' it in Mr.
Dalrymple's Collection of Voyages, gives the name of Ktr.Vha.'1 to
the same island. Tasman's and Captain Cook's A",attcifOa, is, with
Mr. Anderson, Tqfoa. Captain Cook's Komango. is Tasman.'a
Amango. There is scarcely an instance in which such variationa
are not obserTable. Mr. Anderson's great attention to matters
of thia sort being, as we learn from Captain King, well known to
every body on board, and admitted alwal's by Captain Cook him
self, his mode of spelling has been adopted on the eDgraved chart
of the Friendly Islands, which has made it necessary to adopt it
a1lm, in printing the journal•
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the imagination with an' idea of some fairy land
realized. It should seem, that some of them at
least may have been formed, as we suppoRed Pal
merston's Island to have been, for there is one,
which as yet, is entirely sand, and another on which
there is only one bush or tree.

At four o'clock in the afternoon being the length
of Kotoo, the westernmost of the above cluster of
small islands, we steered to the north, leaving
Toofoa and Kao on our larboard, keeping along the
west side of a reef of rocks, which lie to the \yest
ward of' Kotoo, till we came to their nOlthern
extremity, round which we hauled in for the island.
It was our intention to have anchored for the night,
but it came upon us before we could find a place in'
less than fifty-five fathoms' water, and rather than
come to in this depth, I chose to spend the night'
under sail.

We 'had in the afternoon been within two leagues
of Toofoa, the smoke of which we saw several times
in the day. The friendly islanders have. some su
perstitious notions about the volcano upon it, which
they call Kollqfeea, and say it is an Otooa, or divinity.
According to their account, it sometimes throws up
very large stones; and they compare the crater to
the size of a small islot, which has never ceased
smoking in their memory, nor have they any tni.
dition that it ever did. We sometimes saw the
smoke rising from the centre of the island, while we
were at Annamooka, though at the distance of at'
least ten leagues. Toofoa, we were told, is but
thinly inhabited, but the water upon it is good.

At day-break the next morning, being then not
far from Kao, which is a vast rock of a conic figure,'
we steered to the east for the passage between the
islands Footooha and Hafaiva, with a gentle breeze
at south.east. About ten o'clock, Feenoll came on
board, and remained with us all day. He brought
with him two hogs and a quantity of' fruit; and, in
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the course of the day, se\"eral canoes from the
different islands round us, came to barter quantities
of the latter article, which was very acceptable, as
our stock was nearly expended. At noon, our lati
tude was 1flo 49' 4·bQ S., and we had made sev~n

miles of longitude from Annamooka; Toofoa bore
north, 88° W.; Kao north, 71 0 W.; Footooha
north, 89<l W.; and Hafaiva south, 12P W.

After passing Footooha, we met with a reef of
rocks, and as there was but little wind, it cost us
some trouble to keep clear of them. This reef lies
between Footooha and Neeneeva, which is a small
low isle in the direction of east north-east fi'om
Footooha, at the distance of seven or eight miles.
Footooba is a small island of middling height, and
bounded all round by a steep. rock. It lies south
67° E., distant six leagues £i'om Kao, and three
leagues from Kotoo, in the direction of north 133° E.
Being past the reef' .of rocks just mentioned, we
hauled up for Neeneeva, in hopes of finding anchor
age, but were again disappointed, and obliged to
spend the night in making short boards. For,
although we had land in every direction, the sea
was unfathomable.

In the course of this night, we could plainly see
Hames issuing from the volcano upon Toofoa, though
to no great height.

At day-break in the morning of the 16th, with. a
gentle breeze at south-east, we steered north-east
for· Hapaee, which was now in sight, and we could
judge it to be low land from the tree,s only appear
ing above the water. About nine o'clock, we could
see it plainly forming three islands nearly of an
equal size; and soon' after, a fourth to the south
ward of these, as large as the others. Each seemed
to be about six or seven miles long, and of a similar
height and appearance. The northernmost of them
is called Haanno, the next Foa, the third Lefooga,
and the sputh~rpUlost H~laiva; but all four are

VOl.. v. ~
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included, by the natives under the general name
Hapaee.

The wind scanting upon us, we could not fetch
the land, so that we were forced to ply to windward.
In doing this we once passed over some coral rocks,
on which we had only six fathoms water; but the
moment we were over them, found no ground
with eighty fathoms of line. At this time, the
isles of Hapaee bore from north, 50° E., to south,
go W. We got up with the northernmost of these
isles by sunset, and there found ourselves in the
very same distress for want of anchorage, that we
had experienced the two preceding evenings; so
that we had another night to spend under sail, with
land and hreakers in every direction. Toward the
evening Feenou, who had been on board all day,
went forward to Hapaee, and took Omai in the
canoe with him. He did not forget our disagreeable
situation, and kept up 'a good .fire all night, by way
of a land-mark.

As soon as the day-light returned, being then
close in with Foa, we saw it was joined to Haanno,
by a reef running even with the surface of the sea,
from the one island to the other. I now dispatched
a boat to look for anchorage. A proper place was
soon found, and we came·to abreast of a reef~_ being
that which joins Lefooga to Foa, (in the same man
ner that Foa is joined to Haanno), having twenty
four fathoms' depth of water; the bottom coral sand.
In this station, the northern point of Hapaee, or the
north-end of Haanno, bore north, 16° E. The
southern point of Hapaee, or the south end of
Hoolaiva, south, ~9° 'V.; and the north end of
Lefooga, south, 65° E. Two ledges of rocks lay
without us; the one bearing south, 50° W.; and the
other west by north one half north, distant two or
three miles. We lay before a creek in the reef, which ..:
made it convenient landing at all times, and we were
not above three quarters of a mile from the shore. -
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CHAP. V.
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",..IUVA.L OF THE SHIPS AT HAPAEE, AND FRIENDLY RECEPTION

THERE• .- PRESENTS AND SOLEMNITIES ON THE OCCASION.

-SINGLE COMBATS WITH CLUBS.- WRESTLING AND BOX-:

ING MATCHES. - FEMALE COMBATANTS. - MARINES EXER

CISED. - A DANCE PEltFORMED BY MEN. - FIREWORKS,

EXHIBITED. -THE NIGHT ENTERTA1NMENTS OF SINGING

AND DAN"CING PAltTICULARLY DESCRIBED.

By the time we had anchored, the ships were filled
with the natives, and surrounded by a. multitude of
canoes, filled also with them. They brought from
the shore, hogs, fowls, fruit, and roots, which they
exchanged for hatchets, knives, nails, beads, and
cloth. Feenou and Omai having come on board
after it was light, in order to introduce me to the
people of the island, I soon accompanied them. on
shore for that purpose, landing at the north part of
Lefooga, a little to the right of the'ship's station.

The chief conducted me to a house, or l'ather a:
hut, situated clollle to the sea-beach, which I had seen:
brought thither but a few minutes before for out "
receptioo~ In this Feenou, Oooai and myself were,
seated. The other chiefs and the multitude com~:

posed 'a circle on the outside, fronting us, and they
also sat down. J was then asked, how long I inten..,
ded tQ stay? On my flaying five days, Taipa was
ordered to come and sit by me, and proclaim this to
the people. H~ then harangued them in altpeech
mostly dictated by FeenQu. The purport of it, as I
learned from Omai, w~ that they wertl all, both old
and young, to look. upon mE( ~s a friend, who intended'
t~ remain w.ith them a· few days; that during
my itay they must not steal .any thing, nor moles"
me any other way; and tlt'clt it was expe,ted they

x Q '
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should bring hogs) fQwls) fruit, &c. to tl}e ships,
where they would receive in exchange for them,
such and such things, which he enumerated. Soon
;after Taipa had finished this address to the assembly,
Feenou left us. Taipa then took occasion to signify
to me, that it was necessary r should make a present
to the chief of the island, whose name was Earoupa.
I was not unprepared for this, and gave him such
articles as far exceeded his expectation. My liber
ality to him brought upon me demands of the same
kind, from two 'chiefs of, other isles who were pre
sent, and £i'om Taipa himself: When Feenou.
returned, which was immediately after I had made
'the last of these presents, he pretended to be angry
with Taipa for sufleri~g me to give away s9 much;
but I looked upon tIllS as a mere finesse, being con
fident that he acted in concert with the others.. He
now took his. seat again, and ordered Earoupa to sit
by him, and to harangue the people as Taipa had
done~ and to the same purpose ; dictating, as before,
the head~ of the speech.

These ceremonies being performed, the chief, at
my request, conducted me to three stagnant pools of
fresh water, as he was pleased to call it: and indeed,
in one of these the water was tolerable, and the
situation not inconvenient. for filling our casks.
After viewing the watering-place, we returned to
our former station, where I found a baked hog and
some yams, smoking hot, ready to be carried on
board for my dinner. I invited Feenou and his
f-fiends to partake of it, and we ernbarked for the
ship; but none but himself sat down' with ~s at
the table. After dinner I conducted'them on shore,
and before I returned on board, the chief gave me
Ii fine large turtle' and a quantity of yams. Our
supply of provisions was copious, for, in the course
of trJe day, we got by barter alongside the ship,
about twenty small hogs, beside fruit and roots. I
was told, that, on my first landing in the morning,
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a 'man came 'off to the ,ships and ordered' every' one'
of' the natives to go on shore. Probably this was
done with a view to have the whole body of
inhabitants present at the ceremony of my reception.
for when that was over multitudes of them returned;
again to the ships,. .

Next morning early, Feenou and Omai, whO'
scarcely ever quitted the chief: and now slept on
shore, came on 1?oard. The object of' the visit, was'
to require my presence upon the island. After
some time I accompanied them, and upon landing was·
conducted to the same place where .r had been s~ated'

the day before, and where I saw a large concourse'
of people already assembled. I guessed that some-,
thing more than ordinary was in agitation, but could'
not tell what, nor could Omai inform me.

I had not been long seated, before near a hun..
dred of the natives appeared in sight, and advanced'
l~en with yams, bread-fruit, plantains, cocoa-nuts,:
and sugar-canes. They deposited their burdens in·
two heaps or piles, upon our left, being. the side:
they came from. Soon after, arrived a number of'
others fi'om the right, bearing the same kind of~

articles; .which were collected into two piles upon.
that side.. To these were tied two pigs and six'
fowls, and to those upon the left six pigs and two
turtles. Earoupa seated himself before the several,
articles upon the left, and another 'chief before
those upon the ~igb.t; they being as I judged, the
two chIefs who had collected them, by order of;
FeenQu, who seemed to be as implicitly obeyed'
here as he had been at Annamooka; and, in" con
sequence of his commanding superiority over the
chiefs of Hapaee, had laid his tax upon them for the

'present occasion.
. As soon as this munificent collection of provisions

was laid down iIi order, and disposed to the best·
advantage, the bearers of it joined the' multitude"
who formed a large circle. found the whole. Pre-'

x3
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sently af\er a number ot' men entered this circle
or area, before' us, armed with clubs, made of the
green branches ot" the cocoa-nut tree. These
paraaed about for a few minutes, and then retired,
the one half to one side, and the other half to the
other side; seating themselves before the spectator8.
Soon after they successively entered the lists, and
entertained us with single combats. One champion
rising up and stepping forwar(l from one side,.
challenged those of the other side, hy expressive
gestW"es, mme than by words, to send one of their
body to oppose him. If the challenge was accepted,.
which was generally the case, the two combatants.
put themselves in proper attitudes, aIId then began
the engagement, which continued till one or othel"
owned himself conquered, or till their weapons were
broken. As soon as each combat was. over, the
victor squatterl himself down facing the ch<ief~ then
rose up and retired. At the same time some old
men, who seemed to sit as judges, gave their plaudit

- in a few words; and the multitude, especialLy lIhose
OIl the side to which the victor bekmge~ c:elebrated·
the glory he had acquired in two or three huzzas...

This entertainment was now and then suspended
for a few minutes. During these intervals. ther~

were both wrestling and boxing matches. The'
first were performed in the same manner as at
Otabeite, and the second differed very little from
the method practised in Englagd. But what struck
us with most Burp'rise, was to see a ~ouple of lusty
wenches step forth and begin boxing, without the'
least ceremony,. and with as much art as the ·mea..
This contest, however, did. not last aoove llale a.
minute before one of them gave it up. The eon-
quering heroine received the same app1&use f!"OOl·
the spectators, which they bestowed upon the snc
cessful combatants of the other sex. Weo expressed..
some.. dislike at this- part of the. entel'taiDm4Dt..
whiclt, l,lqwev.er, di~ ROt. prevent two Q1bell ~$aIo,.

'.'
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from entering the lists. They seemed td be girls of
spirit, and would certainly have given each other a
good drubbing, if two old women had not interposed
to part them. All these combats were exhibited in
the midst of at least three thousand people; and
were conducted with the greatest good humour on
all sides, though some of the champions, women as
well as men, received blows, which, doubtless, they
must have felt for some time after.

As soon as these diversions were ended, the chief'
told me that the heaps of provisions on our right
hand were a present to Omai, ann that those on our
left hand, being about two-thirds of the whole
quantity, were given to me. He added, that I
might take. them on board whenever it was con
venient; but that there would be no occasion ·to.
set any of our people as guards over them, as I
might be assured that not a .single cocoa-nut would
be taken away by the natives. So it proved, for I
left every thing behind, and returned to the ship,
to dinner, carrying the chief with me; and when
the provisions wete removed on board in the after
noon, not a single article was missing. There was
as much as loaded four boats; and I could not but
be struck with the munificence of Feenou; for this.
present far exceeded' any I had ever l'eceived from
any of the sovereigns of the various islands I had
visited in the Pacific Ocean. I lost no time in con
vincing my friend that I was not insensi,ble of his.
liberality; for before he quitted my ship, I bestowed
upon him such of our commodities as I guessed.
were most valuable in his estimation. And the
return I made was so much to his satisfaction, that
as soon as he got on shore, he left me still indebted
to him, by sending. me a fresh present, consisting of
two large hogs, a considerable quantity of cloth,
and some yams.

Feenou had expressed a desire to see the marines
go througH their military exercise. As, I was

x4
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desirous to gratify his curiosity, I ordered them aU
ashore fi'om both ships, in the morning of the ~oth.

After they had performed various evolution~ and
fired several vollies, with which the. numerous body
of spectators seemed well pleased, the chief enter
tained'lIs in his turn, with an exhibition, which, as
wasacknowledged by us aU, was performed'with a
dexterity and exactness far surpassing the specimen
we had given of our military manreuvres. It was
a kind of dance, so entirely different from any thing
I. had ever seen, that I fear I can give no descrip
tion that will convey any tolerable idea of it to
my readers. It 'was performed by men, and one
11Undred and five persons bore their parts in it.
Each of them had in his hand an instrument
ne!1tly made, shaped somewhat liked a paddle, of
two feet and a half in length, with a small handle
and a thin blade, so that they were very light.
With these instruments they made many and
various flourishes, each of which was accompanied
with a different attitude of the body, or a different
movement. At first, the performers ranged them
selves in three Jines; and by various evolutions,
each man changed his station in such a manner,
that those who had been in the rear came into the
front. Nor did they remain long in the same
position, but these changes were made by pretty
quick tra.nsitions. At one. time they extended
themselves in one line; they then formed into a.
semicircle; and, lastly, into two square columns.
While this last movement was executing, one of
them advanced, and performed an antic dance
before me, with which the whole ended.

The musical instruments consisted of two drums,
or rather two hollow logs of wood, from which, some
varied notes were produced, by beating on· them,
with two sticks. It did not, however, appear to me,
that the dancers were much assisted or directed
by these 'sounds, but by a chorus of vocal music, in
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which all the performers joined at the same time.
Their song was not destitute of pleasing melody;
and all their corresponding motions were executed
with so much skill, that the numerous body of
dancers seemed to act, as if they were one great

. machine. It was the opinion of everyone of us,
that such a performance would have met with uni
versal applause on a European theatre; and it so
far exceeded any attempt we had made to entertain
them, that they seemed to picque themselves upon
the superiority they had over us. As to our musical
instruments, they held none of them in the least
esteem, except the drum; and even that they did'
not think equal to their own. . Our French horns
in particular, seemed to be held iIi great contempt;.
for neither here, nor at any other of the islands,
would they pay the smallest attention to them.

In order to give them a more favourable opinion
of English amusements, and to leave their minds
fully impI:essed with the deepest sense of our superior
attainments, I directed some fireworks to be got
ready; and, after it was dark, played them off in the

. presence of Feenou, the other chiefs, and a vast con
course of their people. Some of the preparations we
found damaged; but others of them were in excellent
order, and succeeded so perfectly, as to answer the
end I had in view. Our water and sky-rockets, in
particular, pleased and astonished them beyond all
conception; and the scale was now turned in our
favour.

,This, however, seemed only to furnish them with
an additional motive to proceed' to fresh exertions of'
their very singular dexterity; and our fireworks were
no sooner ended, than a succession of dances, which·
Feenou had got ready for our entertainment, began.
As • a prelude to them, a band of music, or chorus

* Mr. Anderson's account of tbe nigbt dances being much fuller
tban Captain Cook's, the reader will not be displeased that it haa
been adopted.

..
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of eighteen men, seated themselves before tIs, in the
centre of' the circle, composed by the numerous spec
tators, the area: of which wag to be the -scene of the
exhibitions. Four"or five ofthis band, had pieces of
large bamboo, from three to five or six feet long,.
each managed by one mao, who held it nearly in a.
vettical position, the upper end open, but the other
end closed by one of the joints. With this close elid,.
the performers kept constantly striking the ground,.
thou:gh slowly, thus producing different notes; accotd
ing to the different lengths of the instruments, but all
of them of the hollow or base sort; to counteract
which; a person kept striking quickly, and with two
sticks, a piece of the same substance, split, and laid
along the gronnd, and, by that means, furnishing a.
tone as acute as those produced by the others were
grave. The rest of' the band, as well as those who
performed upon the ban'lboos, sung a slow and soft
ail', which so tempted the harsher notes of the above
instruments, that no bye-stander, however accustomed
to hear the most perfect and varied modulation of
sweet sounds, could avoid confessing the vast power,
and pleasing effect, of this simple harmony.

The GOE€ert having continued about a quarter of'
an- hour'; tweRty women entered the circle. Most of
them had; upon their heads, garlands of the crimson
Bowers of the Chioo rose; or others; and many of
them had ornanwnted theit persons with leaves of
trees, eut with a great deal of nicety about the edges.
They made a circle round the chorus, turning their
fates t-o'Vt'ard it, and began by singing a soft air, to"
which responseS' were made by the chorus in the same
t-oOO; and these" were repeated alternately_ An this
while,· the women: accompanie'd' their song with
several: very gracefu~ motions of their hands toward
their fac~, and in othel' directiolJi8 at the same time,.
making constantly a step forward, and then baek
again,. with one foot, while the other was fixed. They
then turned their faces to the .assembly, slIDg some
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time; and retreated slowly in a body, to that part of
the circle which was opposite the hut where the prin..
cipal spectators sat. After this, one of them advanced
from each side, meeting and passing each other in the
front, and continuing their progress round, till they
came to the rest. On which two advanced frmll
each side, two of whom also passed each other, and
returned as the former; but the other two remained,.
and to these came one from each side, by intervals,.
till the whole number had again formed a circle about,
the chorus.

Their manner of dancing was now changed to a
ftllicker measur~ in which they made a kind of half
turn by leaping, and clapped their hands, and snapped
their fingers, repeating some W01'ds in conjunctioll
with the chorus.. Toward the end, as the quickneS"~

Qf the musi~ increased, their gestures and a.ttitudes
were varied with wonderful vigour and dexterity;.
and some of their motions, perhaps, would, with us,.
be reckoned rather indecent. Though this part of
the pedormance, most probably, was not meant to
~onvey any wanton ideas, but merely to 'display the
astouigh.ing variety of their movements.

To this grand female balle~ succeeded one pe#"
formed by fifteen men. Some of them were old;. bnt
their age seemed to have abated little of theit agility
Qf ardour tor the dance. They were disposed inl a
sort of circle" divided at the front,. with their faces
not turned. out toward. the assemblYt nor inward' to
the chorus; but ODe half of their circle faced forward!
as they had advanced,. and the other half in II con.
trary: dineetioDi. They sometimes sung slowly, iII
eoocert with, the chorus; and,. while t1ms empl")'ed,.,
they .also made several very fine motions with· their
hands" but different from those made by the women,.,
at the same time. indining. the body to either sid&
alternately, by miMng one leg, whielt was stretcltedJ
outward~ and re8tillg: on tIM!; other; the arm Cl)f the·
same aide being: alsO' sbJetched fully upw.d~ At.
oibe' \iaes.~ 18£itetl< SeMellCCIS' ill a-musial- roDe,.
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which were answered by the chorus; and, at intervals,
increased the measur.e of the dance, by clapping the
hands, and quickening the motions of the feet, which;
however, were never varied. At the end, the rapidity
of the music, and of the dancing, increased so much,
that it was scarcely possible to distinguish the dif~

ferent movements; though one might suppose the
actors were now almost tired, as their performance
had lasted near half an hour.

After a considerable interval, another aet as we
may call it, began. Twelve men now, advanced,
who placed 'themselves in dOuble rows fronting each
other, but on opposite sides of the circle; and, on
one side a man was stationed, who, as if he had been
a prompter, repeated several sentences, to which the
twelve new performers, and the chorus, replied:
They then sung slowly; and afterward danced and
sung more quickly, for about a quarter of an hour;
after the man.ner of the dancers whom they had·
succeeded. .

Soon after they had finished, nine women exhibited'
themselves, and sat down fioonting the hut where the
chief was. A man then rose, and struck the first of
these women on the back, with both fists joined. He
proceeded, ·in the same manner, to the second and
third; but when he came to the fourth, whether
from accident or design I cannot tell, instead of the
back, he struck. her on the breast. Upon this, -a
person rose instantly from the crowd~ who brought
him to the ground with a blow 011 the head.; and he
was carried off without the least noise or disorder.'
But .this did not save the other five women from sO:
odd a discipline, or perhaps necessary ceremony; for
a person succeeded him, who treated them in the
same manner. Their disgrace did not end here; for
when they danced, they had the mortification to find
their performance, twice disapproved of, -and were
obliged to repeat it. This dance did not differ much
from that of' the first women, except in this one cir.
~uQ1stance, that the present -set, sOllJetimes raised the



body upon one leg, by a sort of double motion, and
theh upon the other' alternately, in which attitude
they kept snapping their fingers; and, at the end,
they repeated, with great agility, the brisk move
ments, in which the former group of female dancers
had shown themselves so expert. - ,

In a little time, a person entered unexpectediy,
and said something in a ludicrous way, about the
fireworks that had been exhibited, which extorted a
burst of' -laughter from the multitude. After this,
we had a dance composed of the men who attended
or had followed Feenou. They formed a double
circle (i. e. one within another) of twenty-four each,
round the chorus, and began. a ~entle soothing song,
with corresponding motions of the hands and head.
This lasted a considerable time, and then changed to
a much quicker measure, during which they repeated
sentences, either in conjunction with the chorus, or
in answer to some spoken by that band. They then
retreated to the back part of the circle, as the women
had done, and again advanced, on each side, in a
triple row, till they formed a'tiemicircJe, which was
done very slowly, by inclining the body on one leg,
and advancing the other a little way, as they put it
down. They accompanied this, with such a soft air
as they had sung at the beginning; but soon changed
it to repeat sentences in a harsher tone, at the same
time, quickening the dance very much" till they
finished with a general shout and clap of the hands.
The same was' repeated several times; but, at last,
they formed a double circle, as at the beginning,
danced, and repeated very quickly, and finally closed
with, several very dexterous transpositions of the two
circles.
, The entertainments of this memorable night con
cluded. with a dance, in which the principal people
present exhibited., It -resembled the immediately
preceding one,' in -some' re~pects, having the same

.. number of performers, who began nearly in the same
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way; .but thei." eoding, at. each interval. was·ditfer-'
ent. For they increased their motions to a prodi
gious quickness, shaking their heads from shoulder to
shoulder, with such force, that a spectator. unaccus
tomed to the sight, would suppose; that they ran a
risk of dislocating their necks. This was attended
wIth a smart clapping o( the hands. and a kind of
sa.vage hona, or shriek, not unlike what is sometimes
.Jlractised in the cornie dances on our European
theatres. They formed the triple semi-circle. as the
preceding dancers had done; and a person who ad·
vancedat the head on one side ofthesemi-circle,began
by repeating something in a truly musical recitative,
which was delivered with an air so graceful, as might
put to the blush our most applauded performers. He
was answered in the same manner. by the person at
the head of the opposite party. This being repeated
several times, the whole body on one side joined in
the responses to the whole cOl'responding body on
the opposit~ side, as the semi-circle advanced to the
front; and they finished, hy singing and dancing
~s they had begun. .

These two last danc.cs Were perfOrmed with so
much spil'itl and so gre~t eJi:actness, that they met
with universal approbation. The native spectator~

who n() doubt were perfect judges whether the se..
veral perform~nceli were properly executed, could
not withhold their applautles8t SOQle particulu parts ;
and even a ~trangt3.F, who never saw the diwraion
befQr~, felt similar satiafactiQll, at the same instant.
Far ~hol,lgb, thrQ'lgh the whole, the most strict con..
eeri; W~IJ OOsQrved" SQ~ of the gtl$tures WOfe 80

~x,pres.i~, t;hat it might be said they spoke the
language that accompanied them, if we allow tbat
there ~ ~ny cooneC~()n ~tw-een motion and lWUvd.
At ~h~ sROle t~me, it. shQuld be Qb~d. that th«Jgh
the mu~c qf the ChOf~ ~d that of the dancers
CQJ1'q,sp.Qll~~, CQostJut practice in tb.we faYmlrite



amusements of' our friends, seems to have a great
share in effectin~ the exact time they keep in their
performances. For we observed, that if any of them
happened accidentally to be interrupted, they never
found the smallest difficulty in recov'ering the proper
place of the dance or song. And their perfect dis
cipline was, in no instance, more remarkable, than
in the sudden transitions, they so dexterously made
from the ruder exertions, and harsh sounds, to the
softest arts and gentlest movements.·

The place where the dances were performed, was
an open !lpace amongst the trees, just by the sea,
with lights, at small inten'als, placed round the inside
of the circle. The concourse of people was pretty
large, though not equal to the number assembled in
the torenoon, when the marines exercised. At that

... time, some of our, gentlemen guessed there might
be present about five thousand persons; others
thougIJt there were more; but they who reckoned
~hat there were fewer, probably came nearer to
the truth.

'" In a former note, at p. 258. it was obs~rved, that the songlJ
and dances of the Caroline Islanders, in the north Pacific, bear l\
great resemblance to those of the inhabitants of Wateeoo. The
remark may be now extended to those of the Frienllly Islanders,
described at large in this ch~pter. That the reader ~ay jlfllge fjJr
himself, I have selected the following particulars from Father
Cantova's account. "Pendant la nuit, au clair de la lune, ils
s'assemblent, de temps en temps, pour chanter et danser devant
1& maison de leur Tamale. Leurs danses Be fopt au son de la
voix, cat ils n'pn~ point li'iJ)strllme'.lt de ~usique~ ~a be~\lt6
de la danse, consiste dans rexacte uniformite des moqvemenlf
du corps.· Les hom~es, separes des femmes~ se postent vis
a-vis les uns des autres; apr~s quai, ils remuent la t~te, les bras,
lea mains, lea pieds, en cadence• ...,... Leur t~t6 6St couv6Ite de
plumes,ou de fleurs; et ron ~oit, attllchee~ a leurs preilles,
des feuilles de palmier tissues avep ass~z d'ar~~ - ~es fe~wes, de
leur cbte, 8e regardant lee unes lee autres, commenc'ent un
chant patbetique et langoureux, accompagnant Ie son de le.ul'
VQi~ du mouv~ment cadenJ:~ de 18 t~~e et de~ brllJ." Le#vQ
Edifia71tg~ '" (:urieus~sl toJIle l\~' p. :U4, ~15,.
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CHAP. VI.

DESCRIPTION OF LEFOOGA. - ITS CULTIVATED STATE. - ITS

EXTENT. - TRANSACTIONS THERE. - A FEMALE OCULIST.

-SINGULAR EXPEDIENTS ,FOR SHAVING OFF THE HAIR.

THE SHIPS CHANGE THEIR St'ATION. - A REMARKABLE

MOUNT AND STONE. - DESCRIPTION OF HOOLAIVA. - AC

COUNT OF POULAHO, KING OF THE FRIENDLY ISLANDS. 

RESPECTFUL MANNER IN WHICH HE IS TREATED BY HIS

PEOPLE.-DEPARTURE FROM THE HAPAEE ISLANDS. -SOME

ACCOUNT OF KOTOO. - RETURN OF THE SHIPS TO ANN A

MOOKA. - POULAHO AND FEENOU MEET. - ARRIVAL AT

TONGATABOO.

CURIOSITY on both sides being now sufficiently
gratified, by the exhibition of the various entertain
ments I have described, I began to have time to look
about me. Accordingly, next day, I took a walk
into the island of Lefooga, of which I was desirous
to obtain some knowledge. I found it to be in
several respects superior to Annamooka. The plan
tations were both more numerous, and more exten
sive. In many places, indeed, toward the sea,
especially on the east side, the country is still waste,
owing perhaps to the sandy soil; as it is much
lqwer than Annamooka, and its surrounding isles.
But toward the middle of the island, the soil is bet
ter; and the marks of considerable population, and
of improved cultivation, were very conspicuous.
For we met here with very large plantations, mclosed
in such a manner, that the fences running parallel
to each other, from fine spacious public roads, that
would appear ornamental in countries where rural
conveniencies have been carried to the greatest per
fection. We observed large spots covered with the
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paper mulberry-trees; and the plantations in general
were well stocked with such roots and fruits as are
the natural produce of'the island. To these I made
some addition, by sowing the seeds of' Indian corn,
melons, pumpkins, and the like. At one place was
a house four or five times as large as those of the
~ommon sort, with a large area of' grass before it;
and I take it for granted, the people resort thither'
on certain public occasions. Near the landing-place
we saw a mount two or three feet high, covered with
gravel; and on it stood four. or five small hilts, in
.which the natives told us, the bodies of' sorneoi'
their principal people had been interred. . .

The island is not above seven miles long, and in
some places not above two or three .broad. The
east side of it, whiCh is exposed to the trade-wind,
has a reef running to a considerable breadth from it,
on .which the sea breaks with great violence. It is
a continuation of' this reef that joins Lefooga to
.Foa, which is not above half a mile distant; and at
low water the natives can walk upon this reef, which
is then partly dry, from the one island to the other.
The shore .itself is either a coral rock, six or seven
feet high, or. a sandy beach; hut higher than the
west side, which in general is not more than three or
four feet from the level of the sea, with a sandy
.beach its whole length.

When I returned from my excursion into the
country, and went on board to dinner, I found a
large sailing canoe fast to the ship's stern. In this
canoe was Latooliboula, whom I had seen at Ton
gataboo, during my last voyage, and who w~s then'
supposed by us to be the king of' that island. He
sat in .the canoe with all that gravity, by which, as I

.have mentioned in my journal ., he was so remark-

• See Vol.' III. book ii. ch. 2. The name' of this ex
traordinary personage· is dlere said to be Kohagee-too Fal
langou; which cannot, by the most skilful etymologist" be
tortured into the least .most distant resemblance of Latooli6ollla.

VOL. V. Y



ably distinguished at that time; nor could I by any
entreaties, prevail upon him now to come into the
ship. Many of the islanders were present, and they ,
all call him Arekee, which signifies king. I had
never heard anyone of them give this title to
Feenou, however extensive his authority over them
both her«:J and at AnnamQoka, had appeaTed to be s
which had all along inclined me to suspect that he
was not the king, though his friend Taipa had
taken pains to make me believe he was. Latooli
boula remained under the ster~ till the evening,
when he retired in his canoe to one of the islands.
Feenou was on board my ship at the same time;
but neither of these great men took the least notice
of the other. .

Nothi~g material happened the next day, except
that someof the natives stole a tarpaulin, and other
things from off the deck. They were soon missed
and the thieves pursued, but a little too late. I
applied, therefore, to Fenou, who, if he was not king,
was at least vested with the highest authority here,
to exert it, in order to have my things restored. He
referred me to Earoupa, who put me off from time
to time; and at last nothing was done.

It is remarkable, that Captain Cook I!hould not take any notice of
his having called the same person by two names so Tery different.
Perhaps we may account for this by supposing one to be
the name of the person, and the other the description of his
title or rank. This supposition seems well founded, when we
consider, that Latoo, in the language of these people, is some
times used to signify a great chief; and Dr. Foster, in his
Ohservations, p. SiB, 379, and elsewhere,speaks of the sovereign
of Tongataboo, under the title of their Latoo. This very person
is calleo. by Dr. Foster, p. 370, Latoo~Nipooroo; which furnishes
a very striking instance of the variations of our people in writing
down the same word as pronounced by the natives. However,
we can easily trace the affinity between Nipooroo and Lihoula,
as the changes of the consonants are such as are perpetually
made, upon hearing a word pronouI¥:ed, to which our ears have
not been accustomed. Mr. Anderson here agrees with Captain

. Cook in writing Latooliboula.



~/II'

In the morning of' the 28d, as we were going to
unmoor, in order to leave the island, Feenou and
his prime-minister Taipa, came alongside in a
sailing canoe, and informed me that they were
setting out for Vavaoo, an .island, which they said,
lies about two days' sail to the northward of Hapaee.
The object of their voyage, they would have me
believe, was to get for me an additional supply of'
hogs, and some red.feathered caps for Omai, . to
carry to Otaheite, where they are in high esteem.
Feenou assured me that he should be back in four
or five days; and desired me not to sail till his
return, when he promised he would accompany me
to Tongataboo. I thought this a good opportunity
to get some knowledge of Vavaoo, and proposed to
him to go thither with the ships. But he seemed
not to approve of the plan; and, by way of divert
ing me from it, told me that there was neithel'
harbour nor anchorage about it. I, therefore, con
sented to wait in my present station for his return.
and he imm~diately set out.

The next day our attention was for some time
taken up with a report, industriously spread about
by some of the natives, that a ship like ours, had
arrived at Annamooka since we left it, and was now
at anchor there.· The propagators of the report
were pleased to add, that. Toobou, the chief of that
island, was hastening thither to receive these new
comers; and as we knew that he had actually left
us, "we were the more ready to believe there might
be some foundation for the story of this unexpected
arrival. However, to gain some farther information,
I went on shore with Omai, in quest of t.he man,
who, it was said, had brought the first account of
this event fi"om Annamooka. We found him at the
house of "Earoupa; where Omai put such questions
to him as I thought necessary; and the answers he
gave were so clear and satisfactory, that I had not

.- a doubt remaining. But just about this time, a
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~hief of some note', whom we well knew, arrived
from Annamooka, and declared that 'no ship was at
that island, nor had been since our leaving it. The
propagator of' the report, finding himself detected
in a falsehood~ instantly. withdrew, and we Raw no
more of him. What end the invention of this tale
eould answer, it was not easy to conjecture; unless
we,.suppose it to have been artfully contrived, to
get us removed from the one island to the other.

In my walk on the ~th, I happened to step into
a house, where a woman was dressing the eyes of a
young child, who seemed blind; the eyes being much
inflamed, and a thin film spread over them. The in
struments she used were two slender wooden probes,
with which she had brushed the eyes so as to make
them bleed. It seems worth mentioning, that the
natives of these islarids should attempt an operation
of this sort; though I entered the house too late,
to describe exactly hpw this female oculist employed
the wretched tools she had to work with.

I was fortunate enough to see a different oper
ation going on in the same house, of which I can
give a tolerable account. I found there another
woman shaving a child's head .with a shark's tooth
stuck into the end of a piece of' stick. I observed,
that, she first wet the hair with a rag dipped in
water, applying her instrument to that part which
she' had previously soaked. The operation seemed
,to give no pain to the child, although the hair was
taken oft' as close as jf one of our razors had been
employed. Encouraged by what I now saw, I soon
after tried one of' these singular instruments upon
myself~ and found it to be an excellent succedaneum.
However, the men of these islands have recourse
to another contrivance when they shave their beards.
The operation is performed with two shells, one of
which they place under a small part of the beard,
and \vith the othCl' applied above,- they scrape that



part ott: In t.his maimer they are' able to shave
very close. The process is, indeed,_ rather tedious,
but not painful; and there are men amongst tMm
who seem to profess this trade. It was as common,
while we were here, to see our sailors go ashore to
have their beards scraped off; after the fashion ot"
Hapaee, as it was to see their chiefil come on board
to be shaved by our barbers. • .
. Finding that little or nothing of the produce of
the island was now brought to the ship!'!, I resolved
to change our station, and to wait Feenou's return
from ·Vavaoo, in some other convenient anchoring
place, where refreshments might still be met with.
Accordingly, in the forenoon of the ~6th, we got
under sail, and stood to the southward along the
reef of the island; having fourteen and thirteen
fathoms' water, with a sandy bottom. However~

we met with several detached shoals. Some of
them were discovered by breakers; some by the
water upon them appearing discoloured; and others'
bv the lead. At half past two in the afternoon~

h~ving .already passed several of these shoals, and
seeing more of them before us, I hauled into a bay
that lies between the south end of Lefooga, and the
north end of Hoolaiva, and there anehored in
seventeen fathoms' water, the bottom a coral sand;
the point of Lefooga bearing south.east by east, a
mile and a half distant. The Discovery did not get
fo an anchor till sunset. She had touched upon one
of the shoals, but backed off again without receiving
any damage.

As soon as we had anchored, I sent Mr. Bligh
to sound' the Day where we were now stationed;
-and myself, accompanied by Mr. Gore, landed
on the southern part of Lefooga, to e~amine the'
country, and to look for fresh water; not that we
flOW wanted a supply of this article, having filled
all the casks at our late station; but I had been
told, -that this part of the island could afford u~
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some, preferable to any we had got at the former
watering.place. This will not be the only time
I shall have occasion to remark, that these people
do not know what good water is. We were con
ducted to two wells; but the water in both of them
proved to be execrable; and the natives, our
guides, assured I1S that. they had none better.

Near the south end of the island; and on the
west side, we met with an artificial mount. From
the size of some trees that were growing upon it,
~n~ from other appearances, I guessed that it had
been raised in remote times. I judged it to be
about forty feet high, and the diameter of its sum
mit measured fifty feet. At the bottom of this
mount stood a stone, which' must have been hewn
out of coral rock. It was four feet broad, two
and a half thick, and fourteen high; and we were
told by the natives present, that not above half its
length appeared above ground. They called it
Tangata Arekee"; and said that it had been set up,
and the mount raised, by some' of their forefathers,
i~ memory of one of' their kings; .but how long
smce they could not tell.

Night coming on, Mr. Gore and I returned on
board; and, at the same time Mr. Bligh got back
from sounding the bay, in which he" found fi-om
fourteen 10 twenty fathoms' water; the bottom for
the most part sand, but not without some coral

,rocks. The place where we now anchored is much
better sheltered than that which we had lately
come from; but between the two' is another
anchoring station, much better than either. Le
fooga and Hoolaiva are divided from each other by
a reef of coral rocks, which is dry at low water;
so that one may walk at that time, fi-om the one
to the other without wetting a foot. Some of'
our gentlemen, who landed in the latter island,

.. Ta"g~ta, in their language ill man; Arekee, king.



did not find the least mark of cultivation, or ha
bitation upon it, except a single hut, the residence
of a man employed to catdl- fish and turtle. It
is rather extraordinary that it should be in this
deserted stat~ communicating so immediately with.
Lefooga,which is so perfectly cultivated; for
though the soil is quite sandy, all the treeS and
plants found in a natural state 011 the neighbour
ing islandM, are produced here with the greatest
vigour. The east side of it has a reef like Le
fooga; and the, west side has· a bending at the north
part, where there seems to be gOOll anchorage.
Uninhabited as Hoolaiva is, an artificial mount,
like that at the adjoining island, has been raised
upon it, as high as .some of'the surrounding trees. .

At day-break next morning I made 'the signal.
to weigh; and as I intended to attempt a passage
to Annamooka, in my way to Tongataboo, by the
south-west, amongst the intervening islands, I sent
the master in a boat to sound before the ships.
But before we could get under sail, the wind be
came unsettled; which made it unsafe to attempt
a passage in this way, till we were better acquainted
with it. I therefore lay fast, and made the signal
for the master to return; and afterward sent him
and the master of the Discovery, each in a bQat,

'. ,with instructions .to examine the channels as far as
they could, allowing themselves. time to get back to
the ships before the close of the day.

About noon a large sailing canoe came under our
stern, in which was,a person named Futtafaihe, or
Poulaho, or both; who, as the natives then on board

.told us, was king of' Tongataboo, and of all tbe
neighbouriDg islands that we had seen or heard of:
It was a matt~r of'surprize to me to have a stranger
introduced under this character, which I had so much
reason to believe really belonged to another. But they
persisted in their account of the supreme dignity of
this new visitor; and now, for the ~\t'attime, they·
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owned to me that Feenou was not the king, but only
a subordinate chief: though of great power, as he
was often sent from Tongataboo to the other islands
on warlike expeditions, or to decide differences. It
being my interest as well as my inclination to pay
court to all the great men, without making inquiry
into the validity of their .assumed titles; I invited·
Poulaho on board, as I understood he was very de
sirous to come. He could not be an unwelcome
guest; for he brought with him, as a present to me, .
two good fat hogs, though not so fat as himself: If
weight of body could give weight in rank or power,
he was certainly the most eminent man in that re,.
spect we had seen; for, though not very tall, he
was ·very unwieldy, and almost shapeless .with cor
pulence. He seemed to be about forty years of age,
had straight· hair, and his features differed a good
deal from those of' the bulk of his people. I found
him to be a sedate sensible man. He viewed the
ship and the several new objects with uncommon
attention; and asked many pertinent questions, one
of which was, what could induce us to visit these
islands? After he had satisfied his curiosity in look.
ing at the cattle, and other novelties which he met
with upon deck, I desired him to walk down into
the cabin. To this some of his attendants objected,
ilaying, that if he were to accept of that invitation,
it must happen that people would walk over his
head, which could not be permitted. I directed my
interpreter Omai to tell them, that I would obviate
their objection,. by giving orders that no one should
presume to walk upon that part of' the deck which
was over the cabin. Whether this expedient would
have satisfied them was far from appearing; but the
chief himself: less scrupulous in this respect than his
attendants, waved all ceremony, and walked down
without any stipulation. He now appeared to be as
solicitous himself as his people were, to convince us
that he was king, and not Feenou, who had passed



with us as such, for he soon perceived that we had'
some douBts about it; which doubts Omai was not
very desirous of removing. The closest connection
had been formed between him and Feenou, in testi
mony of which they had exchanged names; and,
therefore, he was not a little chagrined that another'
person now put in his claim to the honours which
his friend had hitherto enjoyed.

Poulaho sat down with us to dinner; but he ate
little, and drank less.. When we arose from the table,
he desired me to accompany him ashore. Omai
was asked to beot' the party; but he was too faith
fully attached to Feenou to show any attention to his
competitor; and therefore excused himself: I at
tended the chief in my pwn boat, having first made
presents to him ot'such articles as I could observe
he valued much, and were even beyond his expect
ation to receive.· I was not disappomted in my view
of thus securing his friendship; for the moment the

. 60at reached the beach, and before he quitted her,
he ordered two more hogs to be brought and de
livered to my people to be conveyed on board. He
was then carried out of the boat by some of his own
people upon a board resembling a hand-barrow, and
went and seated himself in a small house near the
-shore, which seemed to have been erected there for
his accommodation. .He placed me at his side; and
his attendants, who were not numerous, seated them
selves in a semi-circle before us on the outside of the.
house. Behind the chief; or rather on one side, sat
an old woman with a sort of fan in her hand, whose
office it was to prevent his being pestered with the
flies.

The several articles which his people had got by
trading on board the ships were now displayed be
fure him. He looked over them all with attention,
inquired' what they had given in exchange, and
seemed pleased with the bargains they had made.
At length he ordered every thing to be restored to



the respective owners, except a glass bowlt with
which he was so much pleased-that he reserved itfor
himself: The persons who brought these things to
him first squatted themselves down before him, then
they deposited their several purchases, and immedi.
ately rose up and retired. The same. respectful
ceremony was observed in taking them away; and
not one of them presumed to speak to him standing.
1 stayed till several of his attendants left him, first
paying him obeisance, by bowing the head down to
the sole of his foot, and touching or tapping the same
with the upper and under side of the fingers of both
hands. Others who were not in the circle came, as
it seemed, on purpose, and paid him this mark of
respect, and then ret.ired without speaking a word.
I· was quite charmed with the decorum that was ob.
served. I had no where seen the like, not even
amongst more civilized nations. _

I found the master returned ii'om his expedition
when I got on board. He informed me, that, as far
as he had proceeded, there was anchorage and a
a passage for the ships; but that towards the south
and south..east he saw a number of small isles, shoals,
and breakers. Judging from this report that myat.
tempting a passage that way would be attended with
some risk, I now dropped all thoughts of it, thinking
it better to. return toward Annamooka by the same
route, which we had so lately experienced to .be a
safe one.

Having come to this· resolution, I should have
sailed next morning, if the wind had llot been too
far southerly, and, at the same time, very unsettled.
Poulaho, the king, as I shall now call him, carne on
board betimes, and brought as a present to me, one
of their caps, made, or at least covered with red
feathers. These caps were much sought after by
UB, for we knew they would be highly valued at
Otaheite. Bu.t. though very large prices were of:'
ieIed, not one was ever brought for -sale.; ,which



showed" that they were no less valuable in the estim.
ation of the people here; ·nor was there a pefson in
either ship that could make himself the proprietor of'
one, except myself, Captain Clerke, and Omai.
These caps, or rather bonnets, are composed of the
tail feathers of the tropic bird, with the red fflRthers
of the parroquets wrought upon them, or jointly
with them. They are made so as to tie upon the
forehead without any crown, and have the form of a
semicircle, whose radius is eighteen or twenty inches.
The chief stayed on board till.the evening, when he
left us; but his brother, whose name was also Futta·
faihe, and one or two or more of his attendants,
continued in the ship all night.

At day-break the next morning, I weighed with a
fine breeze at east north-east, and stood to. the west·
ward, with a view to return to Annamooka, by the
track we had already experienced. We were fol.
lowed by several sailing canoes, in one of' which was
the ki,ng. As soon as he got on board the Resolu.
tion he inquired for his brother, and the others who
had remained with us all night. It now appeared
that they had staid without his leave; for he gave
them, in a very few words, such a reprimand as
brought tears from their eyes ; and yet they were
men .not less than thirty years of age. He was, how·
eve~, soon reconciled to their making a longer stay;
for, on quitting us, he left his brother and five of his
attendants on board. We had also the company of
a chief just then arrived from Tongataboo, whose
name was ·Tooboueitoa. The moment he arrived, he
sent his canoe away; and declared that he and five
more who came with him would sleep on board; so
that I had now my cabin filled with visitors. This,
indeed. was some inconvenience; but I bore with it
more willingly, as they brought plenty of provisions
with them as presents to me, for which they always
had suitable returns.

About one o'clock in the atterl\:oon, tne easterly
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wind VVJ,S succeeded by a fresh breeze at south south
east. Our course, now being south south-west. or
more southerly, we were obliged to ply to windward,
and did but just fetch the north side of Footooha, by
eight o'clock, where we spent the night, making
short boards. .

The next morning, we plied up to Lofanga, .where,
according to the information of our friends, there
was anchorage. It was one o'clock, "in the after
noon. before we got soundings, under the lee or
north-west side, in forty fathoms' water, near half a
mile from the shore; but the bank was steep, and
the bottom ]:()cky, and a chain of breakers lay to
leeward. All these circumstances being against us;
I stretched away for Kotoo, with the expectation
of finding better anchoring ground under that island.
But so much time had been spent in plying up to 'I
Lofanga, that it was dark before we readIed the
other; and, finding no place to anchor in, the night
was ~pent as the preceding one. .

At day-break, on the 31st, I stood for the channel
which is between Kotoo, and the reef of rocks that
lie to the westward of it; but on d'raw1JIg near, I
found the wind too scant to lead' us through. I, .
therefore, bore up on the outside of the reef~ and ~j
stretched to the south west, till near noon, when .
perceiving that we made no progress to windward, I
and being apprehensive of losing the islands, with 1
so many of the natives on board, I tacked and stood I

back, intending to wait till some more favourable }
opportunity. We did but just fetch in with j
Fotooha, between which and Kotoo we spent the
night, under reefed topsails and faresail. The wind ~
blew fresh, and by squalls, with rain; and we were not I
without apprehensions of danger. I kept the deck till I

midnight, when I left it to the master, with suoh direc- . _ j
tions 'as, I thought, would keep the ships clear of the 1
the shoals, and 'rocks that lay. round us. .But, after I
making a trip to the north, and standing back again



to. the south, our ship, by a small shift of the wind,
fetched farther to the windward than was expected.
By this means she was very near running full upon a
low sandy isle, called Pootoo Pootooa, surrounded
with breakers. It happened very fortunately that the
people had just been ordered upon the deck, to put
the ship about, and the most of' them were at theil
s.tations; so that the necessary movements were not
only executed with judgment, but. also with alert
ness; and this alone saved us from destruction. The
Discovery being astern, was out of danger. Such
hazardous situations are the unavoidable companions
ofthe man, who goes upon a voyage of discovery.

This circumstance frightened our passengers so
much, that they expressed a strong desire to get
ashore. Accordingly, as soon as day-light returned,
I hoisted out a boat, and ordered the officer who
commanded her, after landing them at Kotoa, to
sound along the reef that spits' off from that islanci,
for anchorage. For I was full as much tired as they
could he, with beating about amongst .the surround.
ing isles and shoals, and determined to get to .an
anchor somewhere or other if possible. While the
boat was absent, we attempted to turn the ships
through the channel,between the sandy isle and the
reef of ~otoo, in "expectation·of finding a ~oderate

depth of water behmd them to anchor m. But,
meeting with a tide' or current against us, we were
obliged to desist, 'and anchor in fifty fathoms' water,
with the sandy isle bearing east by north, one mile
distant.

We lay here till the 4th. While in this statio11
we were, several times, visited by the king, by
Tooboueitoa, and by people from the neighbouring
islands, who came off to trade with us, though the
wind blew very fresh most of the time. The ,master
was now sent to sound the channels between, the
islands that lie to the eastward;, and I landed on
Kotoo,. to 'examine it in the forenoon of tbe 9ld.



· This island is scarcely accessible by boats, on ac
count of coral reefs that surround it. It is n·ot more
than a mile and half, or two miles, long; and not so
broad. The north west end of it is low, like the
islands of Hapaee; but it rises suddenly in the mid
dle, and terminates in reddish clayey cliffs, at the
south-east end, about thirty feet high. The soil, in
that quarter, is of the same sort as in the cliffs; but,
in the other parts, it is a loose, black mould. It
produces the same fruits and roots which we found
at the other islands; is tolerably cultivated, but
thinly inhabited. While I was walking all' over it,
our people were employed in cutting some grass for
the cattle; and we planted some melon seeds, with
which the natives seemed much pleased, and inclosed
them with branches. On our return to the boat,
we passed by two or three ponds of dirty water,
which was more or less brackish in each of them;
and saw one of their burying-places, which was much
neater than those that were met with at Hapaee.

On the 4th, at seven in the morning, we weighed;
and, with a fresh gale at east south-east, stood away
for Annamooka, where we anchored, next morning,
nearly in the same station which we had so lately
occupied. .

I went on shore soon after, and found the inhabi.
tants very bu,sy in their plantations, digging up
yams to bring to market; and, in the course of the
day, about two hundred of them had assembled on
the beach, and traded with as much eagerness as
during our late visit. . Their stock appeared to have
been recruited much, though we had returned so
soon; but, instead of bread.fi·uit, which was the only
article we could purchase on our first arrival, nothing
was to be seen now but yams, and a few plantains.
This shows the quick succession of t,he seasons, at
least of the different vegetables produced here, at the
several times of the year. It appeared also that ther
had been very busy, while we were absent, in cultl-
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vating; for we now saw several large plantain fields,
in places which we had, 80 lately seen lying waste.
The yams were now in the greatest perfection; and
we procured a good quantity, in exchanges for pieces
of iron.

These people in the absence of Toobon, whom we
left behind us, at Kotoo, with Poulaho and the other

_chiefs, seemed to be under little subordination"
.For we could not perceive, this day, that one man
assumed more authority than another. Before I
returned on board, I visited the several places where
I had s.own melon seeds, and had the mortification to
find, that most of them were destroyed by a small
ant; but some pine-apple plants, which I, had also
left, were in a thriving state.

About noon next day, Feenou- arrived from Va
vaoo. .He told us that several canoes, laden with
hogs, .and other provisions, which had sailed with
him from that island, had been lost, owing to the
late blowing weather; and that every body on board
them had· perished. This melancholy tale did not
seem to affect any of his countrymen who heard it r"
and as to ourselves, we were. by this time too weI
acquainted with his character, to give much credit
to such a story. The truth, probably was, that
he had not been able to procure at Vavaoo the
supplies which he expected ; or, if he got any
there, that he had left them at Hapaee, which lay
in his way back, and where he could not but receive
intelligence that Poulaho had been with us; who
therefore, he knew, would, as his superior, have all
the merit and reward of procuring them, though
he had not any share,Df the trouble. The invention
of' this loss at sea was, ,however, well imagined;
for there had lately been very blowing weather;
in so .much, that the king and other chiefs, who
had followed us from tIapaee to Kotoo, had been
left there, hot caring to venture to sea when we
did; but desired I might wait fOt tbem at Anna;.



rnooka, which was the reason of my anchoring
there, this second tillie, and of my not proceeding
directly to Tongataboo.
. The following morning Poulaho, and, the other
chiefs who had been wind-bound with him, arrived.
I happened at this time to be ashore in company
with Feenou, who now seemed to be sensible of the
impropriety of his conduct, in assuming a character
that did not belong to him. For he not only
acknowledged Poulaho to be king of Tongataboo,
and the other isles; but affected to insist much on
it, which, no doubt" was with a view 1!0 make
amends for his former presumption. I left him to
visit this greater man, whom I found sitting with a
few people before him. But, everyone hastening
to pay court to him, the circle increased pretty
fast. I was very desirous of observing Feenou's
behaviour on this occasion; and had ,the' most
convincing proof of his superiority; for he placed
himself amongst the rest that sat before Poulaho,
as attendants on his majesty'. He seemed at first
rather abashed; as some of us were present who
had been used to see him act a different part; ,but
he soon recovered himself. Some little convers
ation passed between these two chiefs which none
of us understood; nor were we satisfied with Omai's
interpretation of it. We were, however, by this
time sufficiently undeceived as to Feenou's rank.
Both he and Poulaho went on board with me .to
dinner; but only the latter sat at table. Feenou,
having made his obeisance in the usual way, saluting
his sovereign's foot with his head and hands, retired
out of the cabin.· The king had, before told us,

.. Marks of profound respect, very shriilar to those paid by
natives of the Friendly Islands to their sovereign, are also paid
to the principal chiefs, or Tamoles of the Caroline Islands, as
appears from father Cantova's account here transcribed. " Lors
qu'un Tamole donne audience" il paroh assis sur une table elevee:
les peuples s'inclinent devant lui jusqu'a terre; et du plusloinqu'ils
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that this would" happen; and it riow appeared that
Feenou could not even eat or drink in his royal
presence.

At eight o'clock next morning, we weighed and"
steered for Tongataboo, having a gentle breeze at
north..east. About fourteen or fineen sailing vessels,
belonging to the natives, set out without us; but
everyone of "them Ol,ltrun the ships considerably.
Feenou was to have taken his passage in the Reso
lution, but preferred his own canoe; and put two
men on board, to conduct us to the best anchorage.·
We steered south by west by compass." .

At 'five in the af\ernoon we saw two small islands;
bearing west, about four leagues -distant. Our
pilots called the one Ho~m~a Hapae.e, and the other
I100nga Tonga. They he 10 the latttude of !lO° 36' ;
and ten or cleven leagues from the west point of~

Annamooka, in the direction of south, 46° west. .
According to the account of the islanders on board,
only five men reside. upon Hoonga Hapaee; and·
Hoonga Tonga is uninhabited" but both of them
abound with sea-fowl.
" We continued the same course till two o'clock

next morning, when, seeing some lights ahead, and
not knowing whether" they were on" sh"ore, or on
board the canoes,· we hauled the wind, and made
a short trip each way till day-break. .We then re
sumed our course to the south by west; and presently
after, saw several small islands before us, and Eoo~ "

arriveot, iIs marcbent, Ie corps tout CGurbe, et la ~e presqu'entre
lea EOux, jusqu1l. ce qu'iJs aoient aupr~s de sa peraonne; alors
ils s asseyeJlt ll. plate terre; et, les yeux baiss~, ils rel;oivent sel
ordres avec Ie plus profond rellpect. Quand Ie Tamole Jell con
gedie, ils Be retirent, eD Be couchant de Is m&ne mamilre que
quand ils.IODt venus, et nese relevent ~ue lorsqu'ils Bont bora "de
sa prl!sence. Ses paroles Bont autant d oracles qu'on revilre; on
rend a Bes ordres une obeissance aveugle; entin, on baise lei
mains et Jea pieds, quand on lui demande quelque grace."

Lettres Edifiantes et .cu,.;e,ue" tom. T.V. p. 812, S13.
VOl•• v. Z •



and Tongataboo beyond them. We had at this
time tweQty-five fathoms' water, over a bottom of"
broken coral and sand. The depth gradually de
creased as we drew near the isles above mentioned,
which lie ranged along the north.east side of Ton- .
gataboo. By the direction of our pilots we steered
for the middle of it, and for the widest space
between the small isles which we were to pass;.
having our boats ahead, employed in sounding.
We were insensibly drawn upon a large flat, upon
which lay innumerable co.,.1 rocks, of different
depths, below the surface of the water. Notwith.
standing all our care and attention to keep the ship
clear of' them, we could not prevent her from
striking on one of these rocks. Nor did the Dis
covery. though behind us, escape any better. For
tunately, neither of the ~hips stuck fast, nor received

. any damage. We could not get back without
increasing the danger, as we had come in almost
before the wind. Nor could we cast anchor', but
with the certainty of having our cables instantly
cut in two by the rocks. We had no othelo
resource but to proceed. To this indeed, we were
encouraged, not only by being told, but by seeing,.
that there was deeper water between us and the
shore. However, that we might he better informed,
the moment we found a spot where we could drop
the anchor clear. of rocks, we· came-to; and sent
the masters with the boats, to sound. .
. Soon after we had anchored, which was about

noon, s~veral of the inhabitants of Tongataboo
came off in their canoes to the ships. These, as well
as our I?ilots, a~sured us, that we should ~n~ deep
water farther In, and' a bottom free from rocks.
They were not mistaken; for about four o'clock,'
the boats made the signal for having found good
anchorage. Upon this we weighed, and stood in
till dark, and then anchored in nine fathoms, having
a fine, clear, sandy bottom.
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During the night we had some showers (
but toward the morning, the wind shifted
south, and south-east, and brought on fair 1

At day-break we weighed, and working ill
shore, met with no obstructions, but such
visible, and eaiPly avoided.

While we were plying up to the harbour, t
the natives directed us, the king kept sailin
us iIi his canoe. There were at the same
great manr small canoes about the ships.
these, whIch could not get out of the wa:
royal vessel, he run quite over, with as little c
as if they had been bits of wood. Among
others who came on board the Resolutic
Otago, who had been so useful to me when.
Tongataboo during my last voyage; and 0:
bou, who, at that time, had attached hit
Captain Furneaux. 'Each of them' brough
and some 'yams, as a testimony of his, ii-ie
and I was not wanting, on my part, in m
suitable return.

At length, about two in the'afternoon, WE
at our intended station. It was a very snu
formed by the shore of Tongataboo on the Sal

and two small islands on the east and no
Here we anchored in ten fathoms' water, ove
tom of oozy sand; distant from the shore (]
ofa mile.

z !!



CHAP. VII.

I'RIENDLY RECEPTION AT TONGATABOO.- MANNER 01' DIS..

TRIBUTING A BAKED HOG AND KAVA TO POULAHO'S ATTEND- 

ANTS. - THE OBSERVATORY, &C. ERECTED. - THE VILLAGE

WHERE THE CHIEFS RESIDE, AND THE ADJOINING COUNTRY,

DESCRIBED.-INTERVIEWS WITH MAREEWAGEE AND TOOBOU,

AND 'tHE KING'S SON.-A GRAND HAlVA, OR ENTERTAINMENT

OF SONGS AND DANCES, GIVEN BY MAREEWAGEE.- EXHI

BITION OF' FIRI:WORKS. - MANNER OF WRESTLING AND

BOXING. - DISTRIBUTION OF THE CAT1'LE. - THEFTS

COMMITTED BY THE NATIVES. - POULAHO,AND THE OTHER

CHIEFS, CONFINED ON THAT ACCOUNT. - POULAHO'S PRE

SENT, AND HAlVA.

SOON after we had anchored, having first dined, I
landed, accompanied by Omai, and some of the
officers. We found the king waiting for us upon
the beach. He immediately conducted us to 'a
small neat' house, situated a little within the skirts of
the woods, with a nne large area before it. This
house, he told me, was ,at my service, during our
stay at the island; and a bettei' situation we could
,~~~~ ,

- We had not been long in the honse, before a pretty,
large' circle of the natives were assembled before us,
and seated upon the area. A root of the kava plant
being brought, and laid down before the king,he
ordered it to be split' into pieces, and distributed to
several people of both sexes, who began the oper
ation of chewing it; and a bowl of their favourite
liqnor was soon prepared. In the mean time, a baked
hog, and two basket'J of baked yams, were produced,
and aft~rward divided into ten portions. These por
tions were then given to certain people present;
but how many were to share in each, I could not tell.
One of them, I observed, was bestowed upon. the •

..



king's brother'; and, one' remained undisposed' .of~
which, I judged, was for the king himself, as it waR
a choice bit. The liquor was next served out; but

. Poulaho seemed to give no directions about it. The
first cup was brought to him, w~ich he ordered
to be given to one who. sat near him. The second
was also brought to him, and this he kept. . The
third was given tome; but their manner of' brewing
having quenched my thirst, it became Omai's pr~

perty. The rest of' the li.quor was distributed tQ
different people, by direction of'the man who had
the management of it. One of' the cups being car
ried to the king's brother, ,he retired with this, and
with his mess of victuals. Soine others also quitted
the circle with their porti~ns; and the reason was~

they could neither eat nor drink in the royal pre
sence; but- there wereothets prcseut, of a much in
ferior rank, of both sexes, whQ did both. Soon after,
most of them withdrew, carryiug with them what·
they had not ate of their share of the feast~ .
. I observed, that not a fourth part of the company
had tasted either the victuals or the drink; those
who partook of the former, I supposed to be of the
king's household. Tbe servants who. distributed
the baked .meat, and the kava; always deliveted it
out of their hand sitting, not only to the king, but
·toevcry other person. It is worthy of remark,
though this was the first time of our landing, and·a
great Illany people were present who had never. seen
us before, yet no one was troublesome; but. the
greatest good order was preserved throughout t~e

whole assembly. . . " ..
Before I returned on board, I went in search of a

, watering' place, and was conducted to some ponds,
or rather holes, containing fresh water, as they were
pleased to call it. . ~he co~tents of' one. of. these,
IBdeed, were tolerable;. but It was at some distance
inland, and the supply to be got from it was very'

. • ·~cODsideJ:able.. Being informed that the lit.tle ~~P~.
.~ 3
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of Pangimodoo, near which the ships lay, could bet.
ter furnish this necessary article, I went over to it
next morning, and was so fortunate as to find there a
small pool, that had rather fresher water than any we
had met with amongst these islands. The pool being
very dirty, I ordered it to be cleaned; and here it
was that we watel'ed the ships.. .'

As I intended to make some stay at Tongataboo,
we pitched a tent, in the forenoon, just by the house
which Poulaho had assigned for our use. The
horses, cattle, and sheep, were afterward landed,
and a party -of marines, .with ~eir ofticer, stationed
there as a guard. The observatory was then set up,
at a small distance from the oth-er tent; and Mr.
King resided on shore, ~o attend the observations,
and to superintend the several operations necessary
to be conducted there. For the sails were carried
tbither, to be repaiJ:ed; a party was employed in
cutting wood for fuel, arid plank for the use of the
ships; and the. gun.oers .of' both were ordered to
remain upon the spot, ~o conduct the traffic with the
natives, who thronged from every part of' the island~

with hogs, yams, cocoa-nuts, and other articles of
their produce. In a short time, oui land post was
like a fair, and the ships were so crowded with ..isi.
tors, that we had hardly room to stir upon the decks.

Feenou bad taken up his residence in our neigh
bourhood; but he was no lOnger the' leading man.
However, we still found him to be a person of con·
sequeQce, and we had daily proofs of' his opulence
and liberality, by the cQntinuance ot' his valqahle
p,rese~ts. But the king was equally a:ttentive in this
respect; for scarcely a day passed, without receiving
from_ him some .considerable donation. .We. :now .
heard, that there ·were other great men of' the island,
·whom ~e :had not as yet seen. Otago aDd Tooboq,
in particular mentioned a person. named Mareew.agee,
who, they said, was of the first c<>nsequence in the
place, and held in great vene,ration; .nay, if Omai •
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back to our boats, much piqued at our disappoint
ment; and when I got on board, I found that no
such person had been there. It afterward appeared,
that, in this affair, we had laboured under some
gross mistakes, and that our interpreter Omai ha4
either been misinformed, or, which is more likely,
had misunderstood what was told him about the
great man, on whose account we had made this ex-
cursion. .

The pl~ce we went to was a village most delight
fully situated on th~ bank of the inlet, where all or
most of the principal persons of the island reside ;
each. having his house 111 the midst of a small plant
ation, with lesser houses, and offices. for servants.
These plantations are neatly fenced round ; ~nd, for
the most part, have only one entrance. This is
by a door, fastened on the inside by a prop of wood;
so that a person has to knock, before he can get ~d

niittance. Public roads, and narrow lanes, lie be
tween each plantation; so that no one trespasseth
upon another. Great part of some of these inclosures
is lai~ out in grass-plots, and planted with such
things as seem more for ornament than use•. Blit
hardly any .where without the kava plant, from which,
they make their favourite liquor. Every .article of
the vegetable produce of the island, abounded in
others of these plantations; but these, I observed,
are not the residence of people of the first ·rank.
There are some large houses near the publicroado:;,
with spacious smooth grass-plots before them, and
uninclosed. These, I was' .. told, belonged to the
king; and probably, they are the places whete their
public assemblies are held. It was to one of. these
houses, as I have already mentioned, that we were
conducted, soon af\:er our~ landing at this place.

About noon, the next day, this Mareewagee, of
whom we had heard so much, actually came to the
neighbourhood of our post on shore; an.d, with him.
a very copsiderable number of peopl~ of all, ranks.



on board the ship.. He also visited Captain Clerke;
and ifthe present we made to him, the evening befOre,
was scanty, the deficiency was now made up. During
this time, Mareewagee visited our people ashore;
and Mr. King showed to him every thing we had
there. He viewed the cattle with great admiration;
and' the cross-cut saw fixed his attention for some
time.

Toward noon Poulaho returned from the place
where we had left him two days before, and brought
with him his son, a youth about twelve years of age.
I had his company at dinner; .but the son, though
present, was not allowed to sit down with him. It
was very convenient to have him for my guest. For
when he was/resent, which was generally the case
while we stai here, every other native was excluded
from the table, and but few of them would remain in
the cabin. Whereas, if' by chanc~ it happened that
neither he nor Feenou were on board, the inferior
chiefs would be very importunate to be ofour dining
party, or to be admitted into the cabin at that time;
and then we were so crowded, that we could not·sit
down to a mea.l with any satisfaction. The king was
very ,soon reconciled to our manner of cookery. But
still I believe he dined thus frequently with me, more
for the sake of' what we gave him to drink, than for
what we set before him to eat. For he had taken a
liking to our wine, could empty his bottle 38 well as
most men, and was as cheerful over it. He now
fixed his residence at the house, or Mtilaee, by our
tent; and there he entertained our people this even.
ing with a dance. To the surprise of every body,
the unwieldy Poulaho endeavoured to vie with othm'S
in that active amusement.

In the morning of the 15th, I received a message
from old Toobou that he wanted to liee me ashore.
Accordingly Omai and I went to wait upon him.
We found him, like an ancient patriarch, seated
under thl! shade of a tree, with a large piece of a
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received from me such presents as I had reaSQn to
believe they were highly satisfied with. When dinner
came upon table, n~t one, of them would sit down or
eat a bIt of any thmg that was served up~, On ex
pressing my surprize at this, they were all taboo, as
they said ; which word 'has a very comprehensive
meaning;' but, in general, signifies that a thing is for
bidden; , Why they were laid under such restraints at
present was not explained. Dinner 'being over,· and,
having gratified their curiosity by showing to them
every part ofthe ship, I then conducted them ashore.

As soon as the boat. reached the beach, Feenou
and some others instantly stepped out. Young
Fattafaihe following them, was called back by Maree~

wagee, who now paid the heir-apparent the same
obeisance, and in the same manner that I had seen
it paid to the king. And when old Toobou, and one
of the old ladies had shown him the same marks of
respect, he was suffered to ,land. Thisceremony
being over, the old people stepped from my boat into
a canoe that was waiting to carry them to their place
of abode. "

I was not sorry to be present on this occasion, as
I was thus furnished with the most unequivocal
proofs of the supreme dignity of Poulaho and his
son over the other principal chiefs. Indeed, by this
time I had acquired some certain information about
the relative situations of the several great men, whose
names have been so often mentioned. I now ,knew
that Mareewagee and old Tooboll were brothers.
Both of them were men of great property in the
island, and seemed to be in high estimation with the
people; the former in particular had the very hon
ourable appellation given to him, by every body, of
Motooa Tonga j that is to say, }'ather of Tonga,
or of his country. ' The, nature of "his relationship
to the king was also no'longer'.a secret to us; for, we
now understood that he .was his father-in.law,
Poulaho having married one of' his daughters, ' boy
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figotrr. Beyond this. is a pretty large plain, on
which are some cocoa-trees, and a few small plant
atio\ls that appear to have been lately made; and
seemingly on ground that has never been cultivated
before. Near· the creek which runs to the westward
of the tent the land is quite flat, and partly overflowed
by the sea every tide. When that retires, the sur..
face is seen to be composed of coral rock, with holes
of. yellowish mud scattered up and down; and to
ward the edges, where it is a little firmer, are innu
merable little openings, from which issue as many
small crabs of two or three different sorts, which
swarm upon the spot as flies upon a carease;. but are
so nimble that, on being approached, they disappear
in an instant, and bafBe even the natives to catch any
of them. .

cc At this place is a work of art, which shows that
these people are capable of some design and perse
verance when they mean to accomplish any thing.
This work begins, on one side, as a narrow cause.
way, which, becoming gradually broader, rises with
a gentle ascent to the height of ten feet, where it is
fi,·e paces broad, and the whole length seventy.fouf
paces. Joined to this is a sort of circus, whose rlia
meter is thirty paces, and not above a foot or two
higher than the causeway that joins it, with some
trees planted in the middle. On the opposite' side,
another causeway of the same· sort descends; but
this is not above forty paces long, and is rartly in
ruin. The whole is built wi~h large cora ston~
with earth on the surface, which is quite overgrown
with low trees and shrubs; and, from its decaying
in several places, seems to be of no modern date.
Whatever may have been its use formerly,- it'seems
to be of none now; and all tbat we could learn of it
from the natives was, that it belonged to Poulabo,
and is caned Etchee."

On the 16th, in the morning, after visiting the
several works now carrying on ashore, Mr. Gore.and



expressed froin the bark ofatree calledkokka, which
ther rub briskly' upon the piece that is making.
ThiS at once leaves a dull brown colour, and a dry
gloss UpOIT its surface; the stamp, at the same time,
making a slight impression, that answers no other
purpose that I could see but to make the several
pieces that are glued together stick a little more
firmly. In this manner they proceed, joining and
staining by degrees, till they produce a piece of cloth
of such length and breadth as they want; generally
leaving a border of a foot broad at the sides, and
longer at the ends, unstained. Throughout the
whole, if any parts of the original pieces are too thin,
or have holes, which is often the case, they glue spare,
bits upon them, till they become of an equal thick.
ness. When they want to produce a black colour"
they mix the soot procured from an oi}y nut called
dooedooe, with the juice of the kokka, in different
q,uantities,· according to the proposed depth of the
tmge. They say that the black sort of cloth, which
is commonly most glazed; makes a cold dress, but the
other a warm one; and, to obtain strength in both,
they are always careful to join the small pieces
lengtl}wise, which makes. it Impossible to tear the
cloth in any direction but one.

On our return from the country we met with
Feenou, and took him and another young chief on
board to dinner. ,When our fare was set upon the
table, neithe~ of them would eat a bit, saying that
they were taboo avy. But, after enquiring how the
victuals had been dressed, having found that no avy
(water) had been used in cooking a pig and some
yams, they both sat down and made a very heartymeal;
and, on being assured that there was no water in the
wine, they drank of it also. ' From this we conjec- ,
tured that, on some account or another, they were,
at t his time, forbidden to use water; or, which was
more probable, they did not like the water we made
use of~ it being taken up out of one of their bathing

18 '



operation mllst be difficult. This instrument is called
~.ffa; and, with the chinluurned toward them, they
81t and beat strongly upon it with twocylindrical pieces
of hard wood abollt a foot long, and as thick as the
wrist; by which means they produce a rude, though
loud and powerful sound. They vary the strength
and rate of their beating ~t different parts of the
d~nce.; and also change the ton~s by beating in the
Imddlc, or near the end of their drum.

The first dance consisted of four ranks, of twenty
~our men each, holding. in their hands a little, thin,
hght, wooden instrument, above two feet long, and
in shape not unlike a small oblong paddle. With
these, which· are called pagge, they made a great
many different motions; . sllchas pointing them
toward the. ground on one side, at the same time
inclining their bodies that way, from which they
were shifted to the opposite side in the same man-

. ner; then passing them quickly frC?m one hand to
the other, and twirling them about very dexterously;
with a variety of other manreuvres, aU which were
accompanied by corresponding attitudes of the body.
Their motions were at first slow, but quickened as
the drums beat faster; and they recited sentences,
in a musical tone the whole thne, which were an
swered by the chorus; but at the end of a short
space they 'all joined, and finished with a shout.

After ceasing about two or three minutes, they
began as before, -and continued, with short inter
vals, above a quarter of an hour; when the rear
rank dividing, shifted themselves very slowly round
each end, and, meeting in the fi'ont, formed the
first rank; the whole number continuing to recite
the sentences as before. The other ranks did the
same successively., till that which at first was the
front, became the rear; and the evolution conti.
nued, in the same manner, till the last rank regained
its first situation. They then began a much quicker
dance (though slow at first), and sung for about ten

H.
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~se in battle. They did this, by first twirling them
in their hands, and making circular strokes before
them with great force and quickness ~ but so skil.
fhlly managed, that, though standing quite close,
they never interfered. They shifted their clubs from
hand to hand, with great dexterity; and after con·
tinuing a little time, kneeled, and made different
motion!!, tossing the clubs up in the air, which they
caught as they fell, and then went oft' as hastily
as they entered. Their heads were covered with
pieces of white cloth; tied at the crown (almost
like a night-cap) with a wreath of foliage round the
forehead; but they had only very small pieces of
white cloth tied about their waists; probably, that
they might be eool, and free fi'om e\'ery incumbrance
or weight. A person with a spear, dressed like. the
former, then carne in, and in the same hasty manner;
looking about eagerly~ as if in search of somebody to
throw it at. He then ran hastily to one side of the
crowd, in the fi'ont, and put himself in a threatening
attitude, as if he meant to strike with his spear at

. one of them, bending the knee a little, and trembling,
as it were with rage.. He continued in this manner
only a few seconds, when he moved to the other side,
and having stood in the same posture there, for the
same short time;, retreated from the ground, as fast
as when he m'ade his appearance. The dancers, who
had divided into two parties; kept repeating some
thing slowly all this while; and now 'advanced, and
joined again, ending with universal applause. It
should seem, that this dance was considered as one
of' their capital performances, if we might judge
from some of the principal people being engaged in
it. For one of the drums Was beat by Futtafaihe, the
brothep of Poulaho, another by Feenoll,and the
third, which did not belong to the chorus, by Maree-
wagee himself~ at the entrance of his hut. '

The ]ast dance had forty men, and two drums, as
a chorns. It 'consisted of sixty men, Who had not



It was observable, that, though the spectators always
approved of the various motions, when well madef

a great shure of the pleasure they received seemed
to arise from the sentimental part, or what the
performers delivered in their speeches.· However,
the mere acting part, independently of the sentences
tepeated, was well worth our notice, both with
respect to the extensive plan on which it was ex-

. ecuted, and to the various motions, as well' as 'the
exact unity, with which they were performed. But
beither pencil nor pen can describe the numerous
actions and motions,· the singularity of which was
not greater, than was the ease and gracefi.llness with
which they were performed.

At night we were entertained with the homoi;
or night dances, on a Apace before Feenou's tem
porary habitation; They lasted about three hours;
in which time' we had about twelve of them per
formed, much after the same manner as those at
Hapaee. But in two that were performed' by
'Wotnen, a.number of men came and formed a
circle within theirs. And, in another, consisting
of twenty-four men, there were l\ number of motions
with the hands; that we had not seen before,and
were highly applauded. The music was als!) once
changed, in the course of the night; and in one of
the dances, Fe"enou appeared at the head of fifty
men who had petformed at Hapaee, and he was
well dressed with linen; a large piece of gauze, and
some little pictures hung round his neck. .But it
was evident, anet the diversions were closed, that
we had put these poor people, Of rather that they
had put themselves, ·to much inconvenience. For
being drawn together on this uninhabited part of
their island, numbers of them were obliged to lie
down and sleep tinder the bushes, by die side of
a tree, or of a canoe; tlay, many either lay down
in the open air, which they are not fond of~ or
walked about- all the night.
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been burnt In. On many occasions, they actually
cut this part of the face with an instrument; in the same
manner as the people of Otaheite cut their heads.

This day, Ihestowed on Mareewagee some pre
sents, in return for those we had received from him
the' day before; and as the entertainments which he
had then exhibited for our amusement, caneel
upon us to make some exhibition in our way, _I
ordered the party of' marines to go through their
exercise, on -the spot where his dances had been
performed; and, in the evening, played oft'some
fire-works at the same place. Poulaho, with all the
principal chiefs, and a great number of people, 'of
all denominations, were present. The platoon firing,
which was executed tolerably well, seemed to give
them pleasure; but they were lost in astonishment
when they beheld our water rockets. They paid but
little attention to the fife and drum, or French horns,

. that played during the intervals. The king sal'
behind every body, be€ause no one is allowed to sit
behind him; and that his view might not be ob
structed, nobody sat immediately before him; but a
Janet as it were, was made by the people from him~

quite down to the space allotted for the fire-works.
In expectation of'this evening show, the circle of'

natives about our tent being pretty large,' they en
gaged, the greatest part of the' afternoon, in boxing
and wrestling; the first of which exercises they call

fangatooa and the second jOO}IOO. W~en any of them
chooses to wrestle, he gets up from one side of' the
I"iog, and crosses the ground in a sort of' measured
pace, clapping smartly on the elbow-joint of' one arm~

which is bent, and produces a hollow sound; that is
reckoned the' chaUenge. If no person comes out
from the opposite side to engage him, he returns, in
the same manner, and'. sits down ; . b.ut sometimes
stands clapping in the midst of the ground, . tQ pro
voke some one to COme out. If an opponent appear,
they come together with marks of the greatest good-
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no person, who has been vanquished, can engage
with his conqueror a second time.

The boxers advance side-ways, changing the side
at every pace, with one arm stretched fully out be
fore, the other behind; and holding ~ piece of cord
in one hand, which they wrap firmly about it, when
they find an antagonist, or else have done so before
they enter. This,·1 imagine, they do~ to prevent a
dislocation of the hand or fingers.· Their blows are
directed chiefly to the head; but sometimes to the
sides; and are dealt out with great activity. They
~hift sides, and box equally well with both hands.
But one of their favourite and most dexterous blows,
is, to turn rOlind on their heel, just as they have
struck their antagonist, and to give him another very
smart one with the other hand backward.

The bQxingmatches seldom last long; and the
parties either leave off together, or one acknowledges
his being beat. But they never sing the song of
victory in these cases, unless Olle strikes his adver
sary to the gl'ound; which shows, that, of the two,
wrestling is their most approved diversion. Not
only boys engage, in both the exercises, but fj-e
quently little girls box very obstinately for a short
time. In all which cases, it doth not appear, that
they eve1' consider it as the smallest· disgrace to be
vanquished;. and the person overcome sits down,
with as much indifference, as if he had never en..
tered the lists. Some·of our people ventured to con..
tend with them in both exercises, but were always
worsted; except in a few instances, where it appeared,
that the fear they were in of offending us, contri
buted more to the victory, than tl1e superiority of
the person they engaged.
. The cattle, which we had brought, and which
were .all on shore, however carefully guarded, I was
sensibl~ run no small risk, when I considered the
thievish disposition of maIlY of'the natives, and their
Aiexterity in appropriating to themselves by stealth, .
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As no more entertainments were to be expected,
on either side, and the curiosity of' the populace was
by this time pretty well satisfied; on the day after
Poulaho's haiva, most of' them len us. We still,
however, had thieves about us; and, encouraged by
the negligence of' our own people,'"we had continual
instances of their depredations.

Some of the officers, belonging to both ships, who
had made an excursion into the interior parts of the
island, without my leave, and, indeed, without my .

.knowledge, returned this evening, after an absence
of two days. They had taken with them their mus
kets, with the necessary ammunition, and several
sman articles of the favourite commodities; all which
the natives had the dexterity to steal fi'om them, in
the course of their expedition. This affilir was likely
to be attended with inconvenient. consequences.



diously .get to sea, returned. The masters, who
commanded them, reported that the channel to the
north, by which we came in, was highly dangerous,
being full of coral rocks from one side to the other;
but that, to the eastward, there was a very good
channel ; . which, however, was very much con·
tracted in one place by the small islands; so that
a leading wind would be requisite to get through it;
that is, a westerly wind, which we had found did
not onen blow here. We had now recruited the
ships with wood and water; we had finished the
repairs of our sails; and had little more to expect
from the inhabitants of' the produce of their island.
However, as an eclipse of the sun was to happen
upon the 5th of the next month, I resolved to defer
sailing till that time had elapsed, in order to have a
chance of observing it.

Having, .therefore, some days of leisure before me;
a. party of us, accompanied by Poulaho, set out
early next morning in a boat, for Mooa, the village
where he and the other" great men usually reside.
As we rowed up the inlet, we met with fourteen
canoes fishing in company; in one of which was
Poulaho's son. In each canoe was a triangular net,
extended between two poles; at the lower en9 of
which was a cod to receive ami secure the fish.
They had already caught some fine mullets; and
they put about a dozen into our boat. 1 desired to·see
their method of fishing; which they readily complied
with. A shoal of fish was supposed to be upon one
of the banks, which they instantly inclosed in a long
net like a seine, or set-net. 'This the fishers, one
getting into the water out of each boat, surrounded
with the triangular nets in their hands; with which
they scooped the fish out of' the seine, or caught
them as they attempted to leap over it. They
showed us the whole process of this operation (which
~eemed to bea sure one), by throwing in SOIIUl of
the .fish they had already caught; for, at this time,



time the chief and his circle sat, as was usually the
case, with a great deal of gravity, hardly speaking a
word to each other.

We had long waited in expectation each moment
of seeing the mourning ceremony begin; when,
soon after the kava was drank out, to our great sur
prise and disappointment they all rORe up and dis
persed; and Poulaho told us he was now ready to
attend us to the ships. If this was a mourning cere
mony, it was a strange one. Perhaps it was the
second, third, or fourth mourning; or, which was
not very uncommon" Omai might have misunder
stood what Poulaho said to him. For, excepting the
change of dress, and the putting the green bough
round their necks, nothing seemed to have passed at
this meeting but what we saw them practise too
frequently every day.

&! • We had seen, the drinking of kava sometimes
at the other island, but by no means so freqnently'
as here, where it seems to be the only forenoon em
ployment of the principal people. The kava is a
species of pepper which they cultivate for this pur
pose, and esteem it a valuable article, taking great
care to defend the young plants from any injury;
and it is commonly planted about their houses. It
seldom grows to more than a man's height; though
I have seen some plant'S almost double that. It
branches considerably, with large heart-shaped leaves
and jointed stalks. The root is the only part that is
used' at the Friendly Islands, which being dug up,
is given to the servants that attend, who, breaking it
in pieces, scrape the dirt oft' with a shell or bit of
stick,. and then each begins and chews his portion,
which he spits into a piece of plantain leaf: The
person who is to prepare the liquor, collects all these
mouthfuls, and puts them into a large wooden dish or

"* The following account of kerva, to the end of this paragraph.
N!1ll8erted from Mr. Anderson's journaL .



was some excellent" water on Onevy, a little island
which lies about a league off the mouth of the inlet,
and on .the north side of the eastern channel, we
land~d there in order to taste it. But I found it to
be as brackish as most that we had met with. This
island is quite in a natural state, being only frequented
as a fishing place, and has· nearly the same produc
tions as Palmerston's Island, with some etoa trees.
After leaving Onevy, where we dined, in our
way to the ship, we took a view of a curious coral
rock, which seems to have been thrown upon the
reef where it stands. It is elevated about· ten or
twelve feet above the surface of the sea that sur
rounds it. The base it rests upon is not ab()Ve one
third of the circumfel'ence of its projecting summit,
which I judged to be about one hundred feet, and is
covered with etoa and panda1l1J.S trees.
. When we got on board the sllip, I found that every

thing had been quiet during my absence, not a the£\;
having been committed; of which Feenou and Fut
tafaihe, the king's brother, who had undertaken the
management of his countrymen, boasted not a little.
This shows what power the chiefs have when they
have the will to execute it, which we were seldom to:
expect, since whatever was stolen from us, gmeralty,
if not always, was conveyed to them. .

The good conduct of the natives was of short du
ration; for the next day six or eight of them assaulted
some of our people who were sawing planks. They
were fired upon by the sentry; and one was supposed
to be wounded, and three others taken. These 1
kept confined till night, and did not dismiss them
without punishment. AIler this they behaved with
a little more circumspection, and gave us much less
trouble. This change of behaviour was certainly
occasioned by the man being wounded; for, before
they had only been told of the effect of fire.arms,
but now thev had felt it. The. repealed insolence of
the natives had induced me to order the muskets of



·each other, and went to sleep by torns. In any other
conntry it would be supposed that such a practice
would put an end to all rest; but here- it certainly
acts as an opiate, and 1S a strong proof of what habit
may effect. The noise of this, however, was not the
only thing that kept us awake; for the people who
passed the night in the house, not only conversed
amongst each other frequez:ttly, as in the day, but all
got up before it was light, and made a hearty meal
on fish and yams, which were brought to them by a
person who seemed to know very well the appointed
time for this nocturnal refreshment. .

Ie Next morning we set out with Futtafaihe, and
walked down the east side of the bay to the point.
The country all along this side is well cultivated;
but, in general,. not so much inclosed as at Mooa;
and amongst many other plantain fields that we
passed, there was one at least a mile long, which was
m excellent order, every tree growing with great
vigour. We found that, in travelling, }'uttafaihe
exercised a power, though by no means wantonly,
which pointed ()ut the great authority of such prin
cipal men; or is, perhaps, only annexed to those of
the royal family. For he sent to one place for fish,
to another for yams, and so on, at other places; and
all his orders were obeyed with the greatest readi
ness, as if he had been absolute master of'the people's
Foperty. On coming to the point, the natives men
tioned something of one who, they said, had been
fired at by some of our people; and, upon our wish- .
ing to lIee him, they conducted us to a house, where
we found a man who had been shot through the
shoulder, but not dangerously, as the ball had en
tered a little above the inner part of the collar bone,
and passed out obliquely backward. We were sure,
from the state of the wound, that he was the person
who had been fired at by one of the centinels, three
days before; though positive orders had been giveD lt

that none ·of them should load their pieces with any



jiatookas. It seldom grows higher .than five feet,
though sometimes to eight; and has a vast number
of oval compressed nuts, as large as a pippin, sticking

. immediately to the trunk, amongst the leaves, which
are not eaten. There is plenty of excellent sugar-cane,
which is cultivated; gourds; bamboo; turmeric;
and a species of fig, about the size of a small cherry,
called matte, which, though wild, is sometimes eaten.
But the catalogue of uncultivated plants is too large
to be enumerated here. Besides the pemphis decas
permum, mallococca, maha, and some other new
genera, described by Doctor Foster·, there are a
few more found here; which perhaps the. different
seasons of the year, and his short stay, did not give
him an opportunity to take notice of. Although it
did not appear, during our longer stay, that ·above a
fourth part of the trees, and other plants, were in
flower; a circumstance absolutely necessary to
enable one to distinguish the various kinds.

"The only quadrupeds besides hogs are a few rats,
and some dogs, which are not natives of the place,
-but produced f~om ~ome len by us ~n 1778,. and by
others got from FeeJee. . Fowls, which are of a large
breed, are domesticated here.

"Amongst the birds are parrots, somewhat smaller
than the common grey ones, of an indifferent green
on the back and wings, the tail blueish, and the. rest
of a sooty. or chocolate brown; parroquets not
larger than a sparrow, of a· fine yellowish green,
with bright azure on the crown of the head,. and
the throat and -belly red; besides another sort. as
large as a dove, with a blue crown and thighs, the
throat and under part of the head crimson, as also
part of the belly, and the rest a beautiful green.

"There ~e owls about the size of our common
sort, put of a .finer plumage; the cuckoos mentioned·

• Sec his Charactere, Generum Plantarum. Lond. 1776.
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1 now went and exAmined the i1everal baskets
which had been presented; a curiosity that I was
not allowed before to indulge; because every thing
was then taboo. But the solemnity being now OVel"_

they became simply what I found them to be,
empty baskets. So that, whatever they were sup
posed to contain, was emblematically represented.
And so, indeed, was every other thing which had·
been brought in procession, except the fish.

We endeavoured in vain to find out the meaning,
not only of the ceremony in genera), which is called
Natche, but of its different parts. We seldom got
any other answer to (lur. inquiries, but taboo; a word
which I have before observed, is applied to many
other things. But .as the prince was evidently the
principal person concerned in·it; and as we had been
told by the king, ten days before the celebration of
the Natche, that the people would bring in yams for
him and his son to eat together; and as he even
described some part of the ceremony, we concluded.
from what he had then said, and from what we now
.saw, that an oath of allegiance, jf I may so express
myse1f~ or solemn pl'Omise, was on this occasion made
to the prince, as the immediate successor to the regal
dignity, to stand by him, and to furnish him with the
.several articles that were here emblematically re
presented. This seems the more probable, as all the
.principal people of the island,· whom we bad ever
seen, assisted in the processions. But, be this as it
may, the whole was conducted with a great deal of
.mysterious solemnity; and that there was a mixture
of religion in the instit~tion, was evident, not only
from the place where It was performed, but from
the manner of performing it. Our .4ress a~ deport
ment had never been called in question upon any
.former occasion whatever. Now, it was expected
that we should be uncovere.d as low as the waist ;
that our hair should be loose, and flowing over our
shoulders; that we should, like themselves, sit eros ,.

[t ;Googlc
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the king, had lately died; and her corpse had, on
account of the N atche, been carried on board a
canoe that lay in the lagoon. Poulaho told me, that
as soon as he had paid the last offices to her, he
would attend me to Eooa; but, if I did not wait,
that he would follow me thither. I understood at
the same time, that, if it had not been for the death
of this woman, most of the chiefs would have ac
companied us to that island; where, it seems· all of
of them have possessions. I would gladly have
waited to see this ceremony also, had not the tide
been now favourable for the ships to get through the
narrows. The wind, besides which, for several days
past, had been very boisterous, was now moderate .
and settled; and to have lost this opportunity, might
have detained us a fortnight longer. But what was
decisive against my waiting, we understood that the
funeral ceremonies would last five days, which was
too long a time, -as the ships lay in such a situation,
that I could not get to sea at pleasure. I, however,
assured the king, that if we did not sail, I should
certainly visit him again the next day. And so we
all took leave of him, and set out for the ships, where
we arrived about eight o'clock in the evening.

I had forgot to mention that Omai was present
at the second day's ceremony, as well as myself;
but we were not togethet'; nor did I know that he
was there, till it was almost over. He afterward told
me, that as soon as the king saw that I had stolen
out from the plantation, he sent several people, one
after another, to.desire me to come back. Probably,
these messengers were not admitted to the place
where I was; for I saw nothing of them. At last,
intelligence was brought to the chief, that I had ae
twdlystripped, in conformity to their custom; and
then he told Omai, that he might be present also, if
he would comply with all the necessary forms.
Omai had no objection, as nothing was required of
him, but to conform to the custom of his own toun-
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try. Accordingly, he was furnished with a proper
dress, and appeared at the ceremony as one of' the'
natives. It is likely, that one reason of our being
excluded at first, was an apprehension, that we would
not submit to the requisites to qualify us to assist.

While I was attending the Natche at Mooa, I
ordered the horses, bull and cow, and goats, to be
brought thither; thinking that they would be safer
there, under the eyes of the chiefs, than at a place
that would be, in· a manner, deserted, the moment
after our departure. Besides the above.mentioned
animals, we left, with our friends here, a young boar,
and three young sows, of the English breed. They
were exceedingly q.esirous of them, judging, no
doubt, that they would greatly improve their own
breed, which is rather small. Feenou also got from
us two rabbits, a buck and a doe; and, before we
sailed, we were told, that young ones. had been
already produced. If the cattle succeed, of which
I JUake no doubt, it will be a vast acquisition to these
islands; and, as Tongataboo is a fine level country,
the horses cannot but be useful.

On the 10th, at eight o'clock in the morning, we
weighed anchor, and with a steady gale ~t south east,
turned through the channel, between the small isles
called Makkahaa and Monooafili; it being much
wider than the channel between the last mentioned
island andPangimodoo. The flood set strong in
our favour, tiB we were the length of the channel
leading up to the lagoon, where the flood from the
eastward meets that from the west. This, together
with the indraught of the lagoon, and of the shoals
before it, causeth strong riplings and whirpools. To
add to these dangers, the depth of water in the chan
nel exceeds the length of a cable; so that there is
no anchorage, except close to the rocks, where we
met with forty and forty-five fathoms, over a bottom
of dark sand. But; then, here a ship would be ex
posed to the whirlpools. This frustrated the design
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which I had formed, of' comIng to an anchor, as soon
. as we were through the narrows, and of making an

excursion to see the funeral. I chose rather to lose
that ceremony, than to leave the ships in a situation,
in which .1 did not think them safe. We continued
to ply to windward, between the two tides, without
either gaining or losing an inch, till near high water,
when, by a favourable slant, we got into the eastern
.tide's influence. \Ve expected there to find the
tlbb to run strong to the eastward in our favour;
but it proved so inconsiderable, that, at any other
time, it would not have been noticed. This informed
us, that most of the water, which flows into the
lagoon, comes feom the north west, and returns the
same way. About five in the afternoon, finding that
we could not get to sea before it was dark, I came
to an anchor, under the .shore of Tongataboo, in
forty-five fathoms' water; and about two cables
length from the reef, that runs along that side of the
island. The Discovery dropped anchor under ,our
.stern; but before the anchor took hold, she drove. off
the bank, and did not recover it till after midnight.

We remained at this station, till eleven o'clock the
next day, when we weighed, and pIyed to the eastward.
But it was ten at night before we weathered the east
end of the island, and were enabled to stretch away
for Middleburg, or Eooa (as it is called by the
inhabitants), where we anchored at eight o'clock the
next morning, in forty fathoms' water, over a bottom
of sand, interspersed with coral rocks; the extremes
of the island extending, from N. 40° E. to S. ~flO W. ;
the high land of' Eooa, S. 45° E.; and Tongataboo,
from N. 70° W. to N. ]!)O \V.; distant about half
a mile from the shore; beiog nearly the same place
wher~ I had my station in 1773, and then named by
me, English Road.

We had no sooner anchored, than Taoofa the
chief~ and several other natives, visited us on board,
and seemed to rejoice much at our arrival. This
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Taoofa· had been my Tayo, when I was here, dur
ing my last voyage; consequently, we were not
strangers to each other. In a little time, I went
ashore with him, in search of fresh water; the pro.
curing of which, was the chief object that brought
IDe to Eooa. I had been told at Tongataboo, that
there was here a stream, running from the hills into
the tlea; but this was not the case now. I was first
conducted to a brackish spring, between low and
high water mark, amongst rocks, in the cove where

. we landed, and where no one would ever have
thought of looking for what we wanted. However,
I believe the water of' this spring might be good,
weJ'e it possible to take it up, before the tide mixes
with it. Finding that we did not like this, our lriends
took us a little way into the island; where, in a deep
chasm, we found very good water; which, at t~
expenee of some time and trouble, might be con
veyed down' to the shore, by means of' spouts or
troughs, that could be. made with plantain leaves,
and the stem of the tree. But, rather than to
undertake that tedious task, I resolved to rest can.
tented with the supply the ships had got at Tong
ataboo.

Before I returned on board, I s~t on foot a trade
for hogs and yams. Of the former we could pt'Ocure
but few; but of the latter, plenty. Lpnt ashore, at

. this island~ the ram and two ewes, of the Cape of
Good Hope breed ofllheep; intrusting them to the
care of Taoofa, who seemed proud of his charge.
It was fortunate, perhaps, that Mareewagee, to whom
I had given them, as befOl'e-meDtioned, slighted the
present. Eooa, not having as yet got any dogs upon
it, seems to be a properer place than Tongataboo for
the rearing of sheep.

II> In the account of Captain Cook's former Voyage, he calls
~ only chief he then met with at this place, TioOlJY" See
Vol. Ill. p. 200. .
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As we lay at anchor, this island bore a very differ
ent aspect fi"om any we had lately seen, and formed
a most beautiful landscape. It is higher than any
we had passed, since leaving N<:;w Zealand (as Kao
may justly be reckoned an immense rock), and from
its top, which is almost flat, declines very gently
toward the sea. As the other isles of this cluster
are level, the eye can discover nothing but the trees
that cover them ; but here, the land, rising gently
upward, presents us with an extensive prospect,
where groves of trees are only interspersed at irregu
lar distances, in beautiful disorder, and the rest
covered with grass. Near the shore, again, it is quite
shaded with various trees, amongst which are the
habitations of the natives; and to the right of' our
station, was one of the mOst extensive groves of
cocoa-palms we had ever seen.

The 13th, in the afternoon, a party of us made an
excursion to the highest part of' the island, which
was a little to the right of our ships, in order to have
it full view of the country. About half way up, we
crossed a deep valley, the bottom and sides of which,
though composed of' hardly any thing but coral rock,
were clothed with trees. We were now about two
or three hundred feet above the level of the sea, anel
yet, even here, the coral was perforated into all the
holes and inequalities, which usually diversify the
surface of this substance within the reach of the tide.
Indeed, we found the same coral, till we began to
approach the summits of the highest hills; and it
was remarkable, that these were chiefly composed of
a yellowish, soft, sandy stone. The soil there, jis, in
general, a reddish clay,; which, in many places,
seemed to be very deep. On the most elevated part
of'the whole island, we found a round platform, or
mount of earth, supported by a wall of' coral stones;
to bring which to such a height, must have cost
much labour. Our guides told us, that this mount
had been erected by order of their chief; 'and that
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they sometimes met there to drink ka'Oa. They
called it Etchee; by which name, an erection, which
we had seen at Tongataboo, as already mentioned,
was distinguished. Not many paces from it, was a
spring of excellent water; and, about a mile lower
down, a running stream, which we were told found
its way to the sea, when the rains were copious.
We also met with water, in many little holes; and,
no doubt, great plenty might be found, by digging.

From the elevati6n to which we had ascended, we
had a full view of the whole island, except a part of
the S'outh point. The south.east side, ii'om which
the highest hills we were now upon are not far
distant, rises with very great inequalities, immediately
from the sea;. so th~.t the pbins and meadows, of
which there are here some of great extent, lie all on
the north-west side; and, as they are adorned with
tufts of trees, intermixed with plantations, they form
a very beautiful landscape in every point of view.
While I was surveying this delightful prospect, I
could not help flattering myself with the pleasing
idea that some future navigator may, from the· same
station, behold these meadows stocked with cattle,
brought to these islands by the ships of England;
and that the completion of this single benevolent
purpose, independently of all other considerations,
would sufficiently. mark to posterity that our voyages
had not been useless to the general interests of hu
manity. Besides the plants common· on the other
neighbouring islands, we found, on the height, a
species of acrosticum, melastoma, and fern tree; with
a few other ferns and plants-l not common lower
down.

Our guides informed us, that all, or most· of the
land on this island, belonged to the great chiefs of
Tongataboo; and that the inhabitants were only
tenants or vassals to them. Indeed, this seemed to
be the case at all the other neighbouring isles, except
Annamooka, where there were some chiefs, who
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seemed to act with some kind of independence.
Omai, who was a great favourite with Feenou, and'
these people in general, was tempted with the offer
of being made chief of this island if he would have
staid amongst them; and it is not clear to me, that
he would not have been glad to stay, if the scheme
had met with my approbation. I own I did disap
prove. of it; but not because I thought that Omai
would do better for himself in his own native isle.

On returning from my country expedition, we
were informed that a party of the natives had, in the
circle where our people traded, struck one of t.heir
own countrymen with a club, which laid bare, or,
as others said, fractured his skull, and then broke his
thigh with the same, when our men interposed. He
had no signs of life when carried to a neighbouring
house; but afterward recovered a little. On my
asking the reason of so severe a treatment, we were
informed that he had been discovered in a situation
rather indelicate with a woman who was tabooed.
We, however, understood that she was no otherwise
tabooed, than by belonging to another person, and
rather superior in rank to her. gallant. From this
circumstance we had an opportunity of observing
how these people treat such infidelities. But the
female sinner has, by far, the smaller share of punish
ment for her misdemeanor; as they told us that she
would only receive a slight beating.

The next morning I planted a pine-apple, and
8IOwed the seeds of melons and other vegetables in
the chief's plantation. I had some encouragement,
indeed, to flatter myself that my endeavours of this
kind would not be fi'uitless; for, this day, there was
served up at my dinner a dish of turnips, being the
produce of the seeds I had left here during my last
voyage. .

I had fixed upon the 15th for· sailing, till Taoofa
pressed me to stay a day or two longer, to receive a
present be had prepared for me. Tbis reason, and
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the daily expectation of seeing some of our friends
from Tongataboo, induced me to defer my de.
parture.

Accordingly, the next day, I received the chief's
present; consisting of'two small heaps of yams, and
some fruit, which seemed to be collected by a kind of
contribution, as at the other isles. On this occasion,
most of the people of the island had assembled at the
place; and, as we had experienced on such nume
rous meetings amongst their neighbours, gave us 110t
a little trouble to prevent them from pilfering what.
ever they could lay their hands upon. We were en·
tertained with cudgelling, wrestling, and boxing
matches; and in the latter, both male and female
-combatants exhibited. It was intended to have
finished the show with the bomai, or .night-dance;
but an accident either put a total stop to it, or, at
least, prevented any of us from stayi~g ashore to see
it•. One of my people, walking a very little way,
was surrounded by twenty or thirty of. the natives,
who knocked him down, and stripped him of eVe1"y
thing· he had on his back. On hearing of' this, I
immediately seized two canoes and a large hog;
and insisted on Taoofa's causing the clothes to be
restored, and on the offenders heing delivered up to
me. The chief seemed much concerned at what had
happened; and forthwith took the necessary steps to
s.atisfy me. This affair so alarmed the assembled people,
that most of them fled. However, when they found
that I took no other measures to revenge the insult,
they returned. It was not long before' one of the
offimders was delivered up to me, and a shirt and a
pair of trowsers restored. The remainder of the
stolen goods not coming in befOre night, I was under
the necessity of leaving them to go aboard; for the
sea run so high, that it was with the greatest diffi
culty the boats could get out of the creek with day
light, much less in the dark.

The next morning I landed again, having pro-
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vided myself with a present for Taoofa, in retunl for
what he had given me. As it was. early, there were
but few people at the landing-place, and those few
not without their fears. But on my desiring Omai
to assure them that we meant no harm; and, in con~

firmation of this assurance, having' restored the
canoes and released the offender, whom they had
delivered up to me, they resumed their usual gaiety;
and, presently, a large circle was formed, in -which
the chief and all the principal men of the island took
their places. The remainder of the clothes were
now brought in; but, as they had been torn off the
man's back-by pieces, they were not worth carrying
on board. Taoofa, on receiving my present, shared
it with three or four other chiefs, keeping only a .
small part for. himself. This present exceeded their
expectation so greatly, that one of the chiefs, a
veneraQle old man, told me that they did not deserve
it, considering how little they had given to me, and
the ill treatment one of my people had met with. I
remained with them till they had finished their bowl
of kava; and having then paid for the hog which I
had taken the day before, returned on board with
Taoofa, and one of Poulaho's servants, by whom I
sent, as a parting mark of my esteem and regard for
that chief, a piece of bar iron; being as valuable a
present as any I could make to him.

Soon after we weighed, and, with a light breeze at
south-east, stood out to sea; and then Taoofa, and
a few other natives that were in the ship, left us. On
heaving up the anchor, we found that the cable had
suffered considerably by the rocks; -so that the
bottom in this road is not to be depended upon.
Besides this, we experienced that a prodigious swell
rolls in there from the south-west.

We had not been long under sail, before we
observed a sailing canoe coming from Tongataboo,
and entering the creek before which we had anchor
ed. Some hours after, a small canoe conducted by
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four men, came off to us; for, as we had but little
wind, we were still at no great distance from the
land. These men told us that the sailing canoe,
which we had seen arrive from Tongataboo, had
brought orders to the people of Eooa, to furnish us
with a certain number of hogs; and that in two
days, the king and other chiefs would be with us.
They, therefore, desired we woulc\ return to our
former station. There was no reason to doubt the
truth of what these men told us. Two of them had
actually come from Ton~ataboo in the sailing
canoe; and they had no vIew in coming off to us,
but to give. this intelligence. However, as we were
now clear of' the land, it was not a sufficient in
ducement to bring me back; especially as" we had
already on board a stock of fresh provisions, sufficient,
in all probability, to last during our passage to Ota
heite. Besides Taoofa's present, we had got a good
quantity of yams at Eooa, in exchange chiefly for
small nails. Our supply of hogs was also consider
ably increased there; though doubtless, we should
have got many more if the chiefs of Tongataboo
had been with us, whose property they mostly were.
At the approach"of night, these' men finding that
we would not return, left us; as also some others,
who had come off in two canoes, with a few cocoa
nuts and shaddocks, to exchange them for what
they could get; the eagerness of these people to get
into their possession more" of our commodities, in
ducing them to follow the shi(Js out to sea, and
to continue their intercourse .Wlth us to the last
moment.

VOL. v. EE
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THUS we took leave of the Friendly Islands
and their 'inhabitants, after a stay of between two
and three mONths; during which time, we lived
together in the most cordial friendship. Some
accidental differences, it is true,. now and then
happened, owing to their great propensity to
thieving; but, too often .encouraged by the negli
gence of our own people. But these differences
were never attended with any fatal consequences;
to prevent which, aU my measures were directed;
and, I believe,. few on board our ships left our
friends here without some regret. The time em
plo)'ed amongst them was not thrown away. We
expended very little of our sea provisions; sub
sistingin general upon the produce of the islands,
while we staid; and can-yingaway with us a
quantity of refreshments sufficient to last till our
arrival at another station, where we could depend
upon a fi'esh supply. I was not sorry, besides, to
have had an opportunity of bettering the condition

I
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of' these good people~ by leaving the useful animals
betore-mentioned among them; and, at the same
time, those designed for Otaheite, received fresh
strength in the pastures of' Tongataboo. Upon
the whole, therefore, the advantages we received
by touching here were very great; and I had the
additional satisfaction to reflect, that they were
received, without retarding one moment the pro
secution of the great object of our voyage; the
season tor. proceeding to the north being, as has
been already observed, lost, before I took the re
solution of' bearing away for these islands.

But, besides the immei;liate advantages; which
both the natives of the Friendly Islands, -MId our
selves, received by this visit, future navigators from
Europe, if' any ~uch should ever tread our steps,
will profit by the knowledge I acquired of' the geo
graphy of this part of the Pacific Ocean; and the
more philosophical reader, who loves to view human
nature in new situations, and to· speculate on sin
gular, but faithful representations of the persons,
the customs, the arts, the religion, the government,
and the language of uncultivated man, in remote
and fresh discovered quarters of the globe, will,
perhaps, find· matter of amusement, if not of in.
struction, in the information which I have been
enabled to convey to him, concerning the inhabitants
~f this Archipelago. I shall suspend my narrative,
of the progress of the voyage, while 1 faithfully
relate wnat J had opportHnities of collecting on
these several topics.

We found by our. experience, that the best are
ticles for traffic, at these islands, are iron .tools in
general. Axes and hatchets; nails, from the largest
spike down to tenpenny· ones; rasps, files,. and
knives, are much sought after. Red cloth, and
linen, both white and ooloured; looking~glasses,
and. beads, are also in estimation; but of the latMr,
those that are blue' are preferred to all others;

E E 2
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and white ones are thought the least valuable. A
string of large blue beads would, at. any time,pur
chase a hog. But it must be observed, that su~h

articles as are merely. ornaments, may be highly
esteemed at one time, and not so at another. When
we first arrived at Annamooka, the people there
would hardly take them in exchange even fOr fruit;
but when Feenou came, this great man set the
fashion, and brought them into vogue, till they· rose
in their value to what I have just mentioned.

In return for the favourite commodities which I
have enumerated, all the refreshments may be pro
cured that the islands produce. These are hogs,
fowls, fish, yams, bread-fruit, plantains, coco~

DUt-liI, sugar-cane, a~d, in general., every such supply
as can be met WIth at Otahette, or any' of the
Society Islands. The yams of the Friendly Islands
are excellent, and when grown to perfection,
keep very well at sea. But their· pork, bread-'
fruit, and plantains, though far from despicable,
are,. nevertheless, much inferior in quality to th~

same articles at Otaheite, and in its' neighbour
hood.

Good water, which ships on long voyages stand so
much in need of, is scarce at these islands. It may
be found, itis true, on them all; but, still, either in
too inconsiderable quantities, or in situations too
inconvenient to serve the purposes of navigator&.
However, as the islands afford plentyofprpvisions, and
particularly ofcocoa-nuts, ships may make a tolerable
shift with such water as is to be got; and if Qne is
DOt over nice, there will be no want. While we lay
at anchor under Kotoo, on our. return from Hapaee,
some people from Kao informed us that there was a
stream of water there, which, pouring down from the
mountain, runs into the sea on the south-west side
of the island; that is, on the side that faces Toofoa,
another island remarkable for its height, as also for
hav.mg. a considerable volcano in it, which, as has
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been already mentioned, burnt violently· aH the time
that we were in its neighbourhood. It may be
worth while for future navigators to attend to this
intelligence about the stream of water at Kao; espe
cially as we learned that there was anchorage on that
part of the coast. The black stone, of which the
Aatives of the Friendly Islands make their hatchets
and other tools, we were informed, is the production
~Toofoa.

Under the denomination of Friendly Islands, we _
must include not only the group at Hapaee, which I
visited, but also all those islands that have been dis
covered nearly under the same meridian to the north,
as well as some others that have never been' 'seen,
hitherto, by any European navigators; bpt are under
the dominion of Tongataboo, which, though not the
largest; is the capital, and seat ofgovernment.

According to the information that we received
there, this. Archipelago is very extensive~ Above
one hundred and fifty islands were reckoned up to us
by the natives, who made use of bits of leaves to.
ascertain their number; and Mr. Anderson, with his
usual diligence, even procllred' all their names..
Fifteen of them are said to be high or hilly, such as
Toofoa and Eooa; and thirty-five of them large.
Of these only three were seen this voyage; Hapaee
(which is considered by the natives as one island),
Tongataboo and Eooa: of the size of the unexplored
thirty-two, nothing more can be mentioned, but that
they must be all larger than Annamooka ; with those,.
from whom we had our intOrmation, ranked amongst
the smaller isles. Some, OT indeed several, of this
latter 4enomination, are mere spots, without inhabi..;
tants. Sixty-one of these islands have their proper
places and names marked upon our chart of the
Friendly Islands, and upon the sketch of'the harboqr
of Tongataboo, to both which I refer th~ reader.
But it must be left to future navigators to introduce
into the geography of this. part of the South Pacific

EES
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Ocean, the exact situation and size of near a hundred
more islands in this neighbourhood, which we had
not an. opportunity to eJiplore, and whose existence
we only learnt from the testimony of our friends, as
above mentioned. On th~ir authority the following
list of them was made; and it may serve as a ground
work for farther investigation.

Names WOtke Friendly Islands and others in that
. Neighbourhood, mentioned by the Inhabitants qf

Annamooka, Hapaee, and Tongataboo. •

Kornooefeeva,
Kollalona,
Felongaboonga,
Kovereetoa,
FODqgooeatta,
Modooanoogoo

DOOgoo,
Tongooa,
Koooa,
Fonooa eeka,
JTavaoo,
Koloa,
Fafeene,
Taoonga,
Kobakeemot(jo,
Kongahoonoho,
Komalla, 
Konoababoo,
KODnetalle,
Komongora1}a,
KotooloOll,
Kologobeele,
Kollokolahee,
Matageefaia,
Mallajee,

Noogoofaeeou, Novababoo,
Koreemou, Go)abbe,
:Failernaia, Vagaeetoo,
Koweeka, Gowakka,
Konookoonama, GoQ/bo,
KOOODOOgoo, Mafanna,
Geenageena, Kolloooo,
Kowourogoheefo,Tabanna,
Kottejeea, Motooha,
Kokabba, Looakabba,
Boloa, Toofanaetollo,
Toofagga, Toofanaelaa,
Loogoobahanga, Kogoopoloo,
Taoola, Havaeeeeke,
Maneeneeta, Tootoo~eltl,

Fonooaooma, Manooka,
Fonooonneonne, Leshainga,
Wegaffa, Pappataia,
Fooamotoo, .Loubatta,
Fonooalaiee, 0100,
Tattahoi, Takounove,
Latte, Kopaoo,
Neuafo, Ko'()ooeea,
Fetiee, Kongaireekee,
Oo'Waia, . TqfeedoO'Waia,

,. Those islands. which the natives represented as large. ones,
are distinguilihed in Italics. -
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Mallalahee, .
Gonoogoolaiee,
Toonabai,
Konnevy,
Konnevao,
Moggodoo,
Looamoggo,

THE PACIFIC OCEAN.

Kongaiarahoi, ·Hamoa,
Kotoohooo, Neeootabootaboo,
Komotte, F%ona,
Komoarra, Vytooboa,
Kolaiva, Lotooma,
KQfoona, . Togge/aa,.
/(ormagillelaivoo, TalavO-

I have not the least doubt that Prince William's
Islands, di~overed and so named by Tasman, are
included in the .foregoing list. For while we lay at
Hapaee, one of the natives told me, .that, three or
four, days' sail from thence to the north-west, there
was a cluster of slOaIl islands, consisting of upward
of forty.. Thissituation corresponds. very well with
that assigned in the accounts we have of Tasman's
voyage to his Prince William's Islands.. •

We have also very good authority. to believe that
Keppel's and Boscawen's Islands, two of Captain
Wallis's discoveries in 1765, are· comprehended in
our lit;t; and that they. are not only well known to
these. people, but are under the same sovereign.. The
following information seemed to. me decisive as
to this. Upon my inquiring one day of Poulaho, the
king; in what manner the inhabitants of Tongataboo
had acquired the knowledge of iron. and from what
quarter they had procured a, small iron, tool, which I
had seen amongst them, when I first visited their
island, during my former voyage, he informed me
that they had received this iron feom an island, which.
he called Neeootabootaboo. Carrying my inquiries.
further, I then desired to know whether he had· ever.
been informed from whom. the people of Neeoota
bootaboo had got it.. I found him perfectly ac-

.. Tasman saw eighteen or twenty of these small islands, every
one of which was surrounded with Ilimds, shoals, and rocks. They
are also called, in some charts, Hee.mskirk's Banks. See Dalrym
ple's Collection of Voyages to the South Pacific Ocean, vol. ii~

p. 83. ; and Campbell's edition of Harris's, vol. i. p. 325.
~E4
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,....

quainted with its history. He said that one ofthose
islanders sold a club for five nails to a ship which bad
touched there;. and that these five nails afterward
were sent to Tongataboo. He added that this was
the first iron known amongst them; so that, what
Tasman left of that metal must have been worn out,
and forgot long ago. I was very particular in my in
quiries about the situation, size, and fOrm of the
island; expressing my desire to know when this ship
bad touched there; how long she staid; and whether
any more were in company. .The leading facts ap
peared to be fresh in his memory. He said that there
was butooe ship; that she did not come to an

. anchor, but left the island after 'herboathad been on
shore. And from many circumstances which he
mentioned, it could not be many years since ihis had
happened. According to his information, there are
two islands near each other, which he himself ·ltad
been at. The one he described as higH and peaked _
like Kao, and he called it Kootahee; the other,
where the people of'the ship landed, called Neeoota
bootaboo, he represented as much lower. He added,
that the natives of both ar.e the same sort .of people
with those of' Tongataboo; built their canoes in the
same manner; that their islands had hogs and fowls;
and, in general, the same vegetable ·productions.
The ship so pointedly referred to in this coovers
ation could be no other than the Dolphin; tbe only
single ship from Europe, as fiu as we h:we 6¥er
learned, that had touched, onate years, at any island
in this part of the Pacific Ocean, prior to my fOrmer
visit to the Frien<Hy Islands. • .

• See Captain Wallis's Voyage, in ·Hawke&worth"1l ColleotiOD~

vol. i. p. 492-494. CaJ.Uain Wallis there calls both thele islands
high Onel. But the superIor height of one of them may be jQferred,
from his saying, that it appears liJce a sugar-loaf. This strongl,
marb its resemblance to Kao. From comparing Poll1aho', inteUi
ge~e to ClWtain Cook, with Captain Wallis'. account, its.ee~s to
be put all doubt, that Boscawen's Island is our Kootahee, and
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But the most considerable islands in this neigh
bourhood that we now heard of (and we heard a
great deal about them), are Hamoa, Vavaoo, and
Feejee. Each of these was represented to us as
larger than Tongataboo. No European, that we
know of, has as yet seen anyone of them. Tasman,
indeed, lays down in his chart an island nearly in the
situation where I suppose Vavaoo to be; that is,
about the latitude of' 19°.· But, then, that island
is there marked as a very small one; whereas
Vavaoo, according to the united testimony of all our
friends at Tongataboo, exceeds the size of their own
island, and has high .mountains. I should certainly
have visited it; and have accompanied Feenou from
Hapaee, if he had not then discouraged me, by re
presenting it to be very inconsiderable, and without
any harbour. But Poulaho, the king, afterward
assured me, that it was a large island; and that it
not only produced every thing in common with
Tongataboo, but had the peculiar advantage of pos
sessing several streams of fresh water, with as ~ood a
harbour as that which we found at his capital Island.
He offered to attend me if I would visit it ; adding,
that, if I did not find every thing agreeing with his
representation, I might kill him. I had not the least
doubt of the truth of' his intelligence; and was satis
fied that Feenou, from some interested view, at
tempted to deceive me.

Keppel's Island our Neeootabootaboo. The last is one of the large
islands marked in the fore~oing list. The reader, who has been
already apprized of the variations of our people in writing down
what the natives pronounced, will hardly doubt that Kottejeea and
Kcaetahee are the same.

• Neither Dalrymple nor Campbell, in their accounts of Tas
man's voyage, take any particular notice of his having seen such
an island. The chart here referred to by Captain Cook is pro
Nbly Mr. Dalrymple's, in his Collection of Voyages, where Tas
man's track.is Rlarked aceuratel,Y; and several very small spots of
Jaad are laid down in the situation here mentioned.
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Hamoa, which is also under the dominion of
Tongataboo, lies two days' sail north-west from Va
vaoo. It was described to me as the largest of all
their islands, as. affording harbours and good water;
and as producing, in abundance~ every article of re
fr~shment found at the places we viSIted. Poulaho
himself frequently residei there. ·It should seem
that the people of this island are in high estimation
at Tongataboo; for we were told that some of the
songs and dances with which we were entertained,
had been copied from theirs; and we saw some
houses said to be built after their fashion. Mr. An
derson, always inquisitive about such matters, lear~t

the three following words of' the dialect of Hamoa.
Tamolao ., a chief man. ,
Tamaety, a chief woman.
Solie, a common man.

• In two or three preceding notes, extracts have been made
from the Lcttres Edifiantes et Curieuses, as marking a strong
resemblance between some of the customs of the inhabitants of the
Caroline Islands, and th9se which Captain Cook describes as pre
vailing at an immense distance in the islands which he visited in
the South PaCific .Ocean. .Possibly, however, the presumption,
arising from this resembl~ce, that all these islands were peopled
by the same nation, or tribe, may be resisted under the plausible
pretence, that customs very similar prevail amongst very distant
people, without inferring any other common source, besides the
general principles of human nature, the same in all ages, and
every part of the globe. The reader, perhaps, will not think
this pretence applicable to the matter before us, if he attends
to the following very obvious distinction: Those customs which
have their foundation in wants that lire common to the whole hu
man species, and which are confined to the contrivance of means
to relieve those wants, may well be supposed to bear a strong
resemblance, without warranting the conclusion, that they who use
them have copied each other,· or have derived them from one
common source; human sagacity being the same every where, and
the means adapted to the relief of any particular natural want,
especially in countries similarly uncultivated, being but few. Thus
the most distant tribell, as widely separated as Terra del Fuego is
from the islands east of Kamtschatka, may, both of them, produce
their £ire by rubbing two stic~s upon each other, without giving
Ul! the least foundation for &upposing, that either of them imitated
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Feejee, as we were told, lies three days' sail from
Tongataboo, in the direction of north-west by west.
It was described to us as a high, but very fruitful
island; abounding with hogs, dogs, fowls, and all
the kinds of fruit and roots that are found in any of
the others; and as much larger than Tonga.taboo;
to the dominion of' which, as was represented to us,
it is not subject as the ~ther islands of this archipe
lago are. On the contrary, Feejee and Tongataboo
frequently make war upon each other. And it ap
peared, from several circumstances, that the inhabi
tants of the latter are much afraid of this enemy.

the other, or derived the invention from a source of instruction
common to both. But this seems not to be the case with regard
to those customs to which no general principle of human nature
has given birth, and which have their establishment solely from
the endless varieties of local whim, and national fashion. Of this
latter kind, those customs obviously are, that belorig both to the
North, and to the South Pacific Islands, from which, we would
infer, that they were originally one nation; and the men of Man
geea, and the men of the New Philippines, who pay their respects
to a person whom they mean to honour, by rubbing his hand over
their faces, bid fair to have learned their mode of salt.J.tation in the
same school. But if this observation should not have removed
the doubts of the sceptical refiner, probably he will hardly ven
ture to persist in denying the identity of race, contended for in the
present instance, when he shall observe, that, to the proof drawn
from affinity of customs, we have it in our power to add that most
unexceptiunable one, drawn from affinity of lariguage. Tamoloa,
we now know, is the word used at Hamoa, one of the Friendly
Islands, to signify a chief; and whoever looks into the Lettres
Ediftantes et CuriefUes, will see that this is .the very name by· which
the inhabitants of the Caroline Islands distinguish their principal
men. We have in two preceding notes, inserted passages from
Father Cantova's account of them, where their Tamoles are
spoken of; and he repeats the word at least a dozen times, in the
course of a few pages. But I cannot avoid transcribing from
him, the following very decisive testimony, which renders any
other quotation superfluous. "L'autorite du gouvernement lie
partage entre plusieurs familles nobles, dont les chefs s'appellent
Tamales. II y a outre cela, dans chaque province, un prmcipal
Tamole, auquel tous les autres sont soumis,"

Lettres Edifiante..s et Curieuses, tom. xv. p. 312.
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Tbey used to express their sense oftheir own inferior
ity to the Feejee men, by bending the body forward,
and covering the face with their hands. And it is

, no wonder that they should be under this dread;
for those of Feejee are formidable on account of the
dexterity with which they use their bows and slings;
but much more so, on account of the savage practice
to which they are addicted, like those of New Zea.
land, ofeating their enemies whom they kill in battle. ,
We were satisfied that this was not a misrepresent
ation. For we met with several Feejee people at
Tongataboo, and, on inquiring of them, they did not
deny the charge.

Now that I am again led to speak of cannibals, let
me ask those who maintain that the want of food
first brings men to feed on human flesh, what is it
that induceth the Feejee people to keep it up in the
midst of plenty? This practice is detested very much
by those of Tongataboo, who cultivate the friendship
of their savage neighbours of Feejee, apparently out
of fear; though they sometimes venture to skirmish
with them on their own ground; and carry off red
feathers as their booty, which are in great plenty.
there, and, as has been frequently mentioned, are in
great estimation amongst our Friendly Islanders.
When ·the two islands are at peace, the intercourse
between them seems to' be pretty frequent; though
they have, doubtless, been but lately known to each
other; or we may suppose that Tongataboo and its
adjoini':lg islands wO',Jld have. been supplied, be~ore
thIS, WIth a breed of dogs which abound at FeeJee,
and had not been introduced at Tongataboo so late as
1773, when I first visited it. The natives of Feejee,
whom we met with here, were of a colour that was a
full shade darker than that of the inhabitants of the
Friendly Islands in general. One of them had his
left ear slit, and the lobe was so distended, ' tha~ it
almost reached his shoulder; which singularity I had
met with at other islands of the South Sea during my
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second voyage. It appeared to me that the Feejee
men, whom we now saw, were much respected here;
not only, perhaps, from the power, and cruel manner
of their nation's going to war, but also from their in
genuity. For they seem to excel the inhabitants of
Tongataboo ip that respect, if we might judge from
several speCimens of their Rkill in workmanship which
we saw ; such as clubs and spears, which were carved
in a very masterly manner; cloth beautifully che
quered; variegated mats; earthen pots, and some
other articles; all which had a cast of superiority in
the execution.

I have meutioned that Feejee lies three days' sail
from Tongataboo, because these people have no other
method of measuring the distance from island to
island, but by expressing the time required to make
the voyage in one of their canoes. In order to
ascertain this with some precision, or, at least, to
form some judgment how far these canoes can sail in
a moderate gale, in any given time, I went on board
one of them when under sail, and, by several trials
with the log, found that she went seven knots or miles
in an hour, close hauled, in a gentle gale. From
this I judge that.they will sail, on a medil1m, with
such breezes as generally blow in their sea, about
seven or eight miles in an hour. But the length of
each day is not to be reckoned at twenty-four hours.
For when they spoke of one day's 'sail, they mean no
more than from" the morning to the evening of the
same day; that is, ten or twelve hours at most. And
two days' sail, with them, signifies from the morning
of the first day to the evening of the second; and.
80 for any other number of days. Jn these naviga
tions the sun is their guide by day, and the stars by
night. When these are obscured, they have recourse
to the points from whence the winds and the waves
came upon the vessel. If, during the obscuration,
both the wind and the waves should shift (which,
within the limits of the trade-wind, seldom happens
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at any other time), they are then bewildered, fre
quently miss their intended port, and are never heard
of more. The history of Omai's countrymen, who
were driven to Wateeoo, leads us to infer, that those

.. not heard of are not always lost.
Of all the harbours and anchoring places I have

met with amongst these islands, that of Tongataboo
is by far the best; not only on account of its great
security, but of its capacity, and of' the goodness of
its bottom. The risk that we ran in entering it from
the north, ought to be a sufficient caution to every
future commander not to attempt that passage again
with a ship of burden; since the other, by which we
left it, is so much more easy and safe. To sail into
it by this eastern channel, steer in for the north-east
point of'the island, and keep along the north shore,
with the small isles on Jour starboard, till you are the
length of the east point of the entrance into the
lagoon; then edge over for the reef of the small
isles; and, on following its direction, it will conduct
you through between Makkahaaa and Monooafili, or
the fourth and fifth isles, which you will perceive to
lie off the west point of the lagoon. Or you may go
between" the third and fourthislandll, that is, between
Pangimodoo and Monooafai; but this channel is
much narrower than the other. There runs a very
strong tide in both. Th.e flood, as I have observed
before, comes in from the north-west, and the ebb
returns the same way; but 1 shall· speak of the tides
in another place. As soon as you are through either
of these channels, haul in for the shore of'Tongata
boo, and anchor between it and Pangimodoo, before
a creek leading into the lagoon; into which boats
can go at half flood.

Although Tongataboo has the best harbour, Anna
mooka furnishes the best water; and yet it cannot
be called good. However, by digging holes near the
sid"e of the pond, we can get what may be called

81
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tolerable. This island too~ is the best situated for
drawing refreshments from all the others, as being
nearly in the centre of the whole group. Besides the
road in which we anchored, and the harbour within
the south-west point, there is a creek in the reef~

before the eastern sandy cove on the north side of
the island, in which two or three ships may lie very
securely, by mooring head and stern~ with their
an~hors or moorings fast to the rocks.

I have already described the Hapaee islands; and
shall only add to that description by mentioning,
that they extend south-west by south, and north-east
by north, about nineteen miles. The north end lies
in the latitude of 19° 89' S. and 88' of longitude to
the east of Annamooka. Between them are a great
many small islands, sand.banks, and breakers; so
that the safest way to arrive at Hapaee if! either by
the course I held, or round by the north; 'according
to the situation of the ship bound thith~r. Lefooga,
off which we anchored, is the most fertile isle of
those that are called Hapaee; and, consequently, is
the best inhabited. There is anchorage along the
north-west side of this island; ,but it will be necessary
to examine the ground well before you moor. For,
although the lead may bring up fine sand, there are,
nevertheless, some sharp coral rocks that would soon
destroy the cables.

Ther who want a more particular description of
the Fnendly Islands, must have recourse to the chart
that we constructed. There every thing is delineated 
with as much accuracy as circumstances would permit.
Recourse must also be had to the same chart for the
better tracing the several sta.tions of the ships, and
their route fwm the one island to. the other. ,To
have s.welled my journal with a minute account of
bearings, tackings, and the like, would neither have
been entertaining nor instructive.

What has been here omitted, concerning the
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geography of these islands, will .be found in the nar·
rative,of my last voyage.· To that narrative I must
also r¢fer t for such particulars concerning the in
habitants, their manners, and arts, as I had observed
then, 'and about which I saw no reason to change my
judgment.. At present I shall confine myself to such
interesting particulars, as either were not mentioned
in that narrative, or were imperfectly and incorrectly
represented there; and to such as may serve to ex
plain some passages in the foregoing account of our
transactions with the natives.

It may, indeed, be expected that, after spending
between two and three months amongst them, I
should be enabled to clear up every difficultl' and
to give a toleioably satisfactory account of theIr cus
toms, opinions, and institutions, both civil and reli
gious;' especially as we had a person on board, who
might be supposed qualified to act the part of an in
terpreter, by understanding their language and ours.
But poor Omai was very deficient. For unless the
object or thing we wanted to inquire about was ac
tually before us, we found it difficult to gain a toler
able knowledge of it from information only, without
falling into a hundred mistakes; and to sucn mistakes
Omsi was more liable than we were. For, having
no curiosity, .he never gave himself the trouble to
make remarks for himself; and, when he was dis
posed:to explain matters to us, his ideas appeared t~

be so limited, and, perhaps, so different from ours,
that his accounts were ofren 80 confused, as to
perplex, instead of instructing us. Add to,this, that
it was very rare that we found, amongst the natives,' a
person who united the. ability and the inclination to
give us the information we wanted; and we found
that most of them hated to be troubled with what
they probably thought idle questions. Our situation
at Tongataboo, where we remained the longest, was

• Vol. III. p. 218. ~19. t Ibid. p. 220, &c.
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likewise unfavourable. It was in a part of the
country where there were few inhabitants' except
fishers. It was always holiday with our visitors, as
well as with those we visited; so that we had but,
few opportunities of observing what was really the
domestic way of living of the natives. Under these
disadvantages it is not surprising that we should not
be able to bring away with us satisfactory accounts
of' many things; but some of us endeavoured to
remedy those disadvantages by diligent observation;
and I am indebted to Mr. Anderson for a consider
able share of what follows in this and in the following
chapter. In other matters I have only expressed,
nearly in his words, remarks that coincided with
mine; but what relates to the religion and language
of these people, is entirely his own.

The natives of the Friendly Islands seldom exceed
the common stature (though' we have measure,l
some' who were above six feet); but are very strong
and well made, especially as to their limbs. They
are generally broad about the shoulders ,; and though
the muscular disposition of the men, which seems a
consequence of much action, rather conveys the ap
pearance of strength than of beauty, there are several
to be seen who are really handsome. Their features
are very various; insomuch, that it is scarcel'y pos
!Sible to fix on any general lik~ness by whIch to
characterize them, unless it be a fulness at the point
of the nose, which is' very common. But, on the
other hand, we met with hundreds of truly Europeall
fftCes, and many genuine Roman noses amongst them.
Their eyes and teeth are good; but the last neither
so remarkably white, nor so well set, as is often found
amongst Indian nations; though, to balance that,
few of them have any uncommon tl,ickness about the
lips, a defect as frequent as the other perfection.

The women are not so much distinguished from
the men by their features as by their general form,
which is, tor the mQst part destitute of that strong

vo~. v. F F
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fleshy firmness that appears in the latter. Though
the features of some are so delicate, as not only to
be a true index of their sex, but to lay claiJ:D to a
considerable share of beauty and expression, the rule
is by no means, so general as in many other countries.
But, at the same time, this is frequently the most
exceptionable part; for the bodies and limbs of'
most of the females are well proportioned; and some
absolutely perfect· models of a beautiful figure.
But the mOBt remarkable distinction in the women,
is the uncommon smaUness' and delicacy of their
fingers, which may be put in competition with the
finest in Europe. .

The general colour is a cast deeper .than the
copper brown; but several of the men and women
have a true olive complexion; and some of the last
are even a great deal fairer; which is probably the
effect of being less exposed to the sun; as a ten
dency to corpulence, in a few of the principal peoplef
seems to be the consequence of a more indolent life.
It is also amongst the last, that a soft clear skin is
most frequently observed. Amongst the bulk of the·
people, the skin is more commonlY of a dull hue.
with some degree of roughness, especially the parts
that are not covered; . which, perhaps, may 00
occasioned by some cutaneous disease. .We saw a
man and boy at Hapaee, and a child at Annamooka.
perfectly white". . Such have been found amongst all
black nations; but, I apprehend that their colour is
rather a disease than a natural phenomenon.

There are, nevertheless, upon the whole, few .na
tural defects or deformities to be found amongst
them; though we saw .two or· three with their feet
bent inward; and some afflicted with a sort of blind
ness, occasioned by a disease of the cornea. Neither
are they ex~mp~ fr0f!l some 'other dise~es. The most
eomiIWn ofwhlCh JS the tetter, or nng-woFlIJ, that
seems to affect almost one half of them, and leaves
whitish serpentine marks every where. behind it.
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But this is of less consequence than another,
which is· very frequent, and appears on eve.
of'the body, in large broad ulcers, with thick \
edges, discharging·a thin clear matter; SOn1e - of
which had a very virulent appearance, particularly·
those on the face, which were shocking to look at;
and yet we met with some who seemed to. be. cured
of it, and others in a fair way of being cured; but
.this was not affected without the loss of the nose, or
of the best part of it. As we know for a certainty·'It
(and the fact is acknowledged by themselves), that
the people of these islands were subject to this loath.
some disease before the English first· visited them,:
notwithstanding the similarity of symptoms, it cannot
be the effect of the venereal contagion; unless we
adopt _a supposition, which I·- could wish had
sufticienf foundation in truth, that the venereal. dis
order was not introduced here from Europe, by our
ships in 1773. It assuredly was now found to exist
amongst them; for we had not been long there
before some of OUf people received the infection.;
and I had the mortification to learn from thence, that
all the care I took, when I first visited these islands,
to prevent this dreadful disease from being commu
Ilicated to their inhabitants, had proved ineffectual.
What is elttraordinary, they do not aeemto regard it
much; andas we saw few signaofitsdestroying effects,
probably the climate, and the way of' liVing of these
people, greatly abate· its virulence. There are two
other diseases frequent amongst them; one of which
is an indolent firm swelling, which affects the legs
and arms, and increases them to an extraordinary
size'in,their whole length. The other is a tumour
of the same sort in [the testicles, which sometim.es
exceed the size of the two -fistl. But, in other

.•. See Vol,; IV. p. 19.,1Mere Captain Cook gives a particular
account· .of. J;Deeting with a person alBicted with this. disease, at
,Annamooka, on hia landing there in 1773. .

FF<l



respects, they may be considered as . uncommonly
healthy; not a single person havin~ been seen,
during our stay, confined to the house by sickness of
any kind. On the contrary, their strength and ac-

.tivity are every way answerable to ~heir "!uscular
appearance ; .and they exert both, 10 theIr' usual
employment, and in their diversio~s, i!1 su~h a man
ner, that there can be no doubt of the1r bemg as }'et
little debilitated by the numerous diseases that are
the consequence of indolence, and an unnatural
method of life.

The graceful air and firm step with which these
people walk, are Rot the least obvious proof of their
pel'Sonal accomplishments. They conSider this as a
thinfS so aa\ufal or so necesAary to be acquired, that
Dothma uaed to excite their laughter sooner than to
see ua frequentl)' stumbling upon the roots of trees,
or other inequalities of the'ground.

Their countenances very. remarkably express the
abundant mildness or good nature which they
poa&e88; and are entirely free from that savage
keenness which marks nations in a barbarous state.
One would indeed be apt to fancy, that they had
been bred up under the severest restrictio",s, to ae..
quire an aspect so settled, and such a command of
their passions as well as steadiness in conduct. But
they are at the same. time, fioanK, cheerful,. and good
humoured; though sometimes, in the presence of
their 0 chief~, they put on a ~egree of gravity, and such
a senoqs au as becomes stiff and awkw'ard, and has
an appearance of reserve. .", .'

Their pea~eaule ~isposition is sufficiently evinced,
fr?lJlthe frIendly 0 reception all strangers haye met
wIth w.ho have vISited them. Instead of offering to
attack them openly or clandestinely, as has ,been the
case with most of the inhabitants of these seas, they
have never appeared in the smallest d~ee hostile ;
but, on th~ con~ry, like the most civilized people.
have courted an mtercourse with their visitors by

COOK'S VOYAGE TO . JULY,
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bartering. which is the only medium that unites all
nations in a sort of' friendshjp~ They understand
barter (which they call jUkkat9u} so perfectly. that
at first we imagined they might have acquired this
knowledge of it by commercial intercourse with. the
neighbouring islands; bllt we were afterward assured
that .they had little or no traffic. except with
Feejee. from which they ~et the red feathers. and the
few other articles mentIOned before. Perhaps. no
nation in the world traffic with toore honesty aqd less
distrust. .We could always safely permit them to
examine our goods. and to hand them about, one to
another; and they put the same confidence in us. If
either party' repented of the bargain. the good.s were
re-exchanged with. mutual consent and good-humour.
Upon. the whole, they seem possessed of many of the
most excellent qualities that adorn the human mind;
such as -industry. ingenuity, perseverance. aft3.bility.
and. perhaps other virtues which our-short.stay with
them might prevent ou~ observing.

The only defect sullying- their· character, that
we knew of; is a 'propensity to thieving; to-which
we .found tlwse of. all ages and. both~ sexes ad
dicted,and to an uncommon degree. 11> should.
however, be considered. that this exceptio~ble part
of their' conduct seemed to-exist merely with respect
to us; for, in their general intercourse with, one
another•. I bad reason to be of opinion, thllt thefts
do not happen more frequently (perhaps- less so)
than in other countries, tbe dishonest practices of
whose worthless individuals are not supposed to
authorize any indiscriminate- censure on· "the· whole
body of the people. Great allowances' should be
made for the foibles of these· poor natives of the"
Pacific Ocean, whose minds we <werpowered with
the glare of objects equally." new to- them as they
.were captivating~ Stealing amongst the civilized
and eplightened nations of the world, may w~1l be

J'F3
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considered 88 denoting a character deeply stained
with moral turpitude, with avarice unrestrained by
the known rules of right, and .with profligacy pro
.ducing extreme indigence, and neglecting the mealJ1lJ
of relievin~ it. But at the Friendly and other
islands which we visited, the thefts so frequently
committed by the natives, of what we had, brought
along with us, may be fairly traced to less culpable
motives. Ther seemed to arise, solely fi:om an
intense curiosity ·or desire to possess something
whicli, they had not been accustomed to before,
and belonging to a sort of '~eople so differ.ent from
themselves. AmI, perhaps, If'lt were possible, that
a set of beings seemingfy as superior in our judg
ment as we are in theirs, should appear amongst
us, it might be doubted, whether our natural 'regard
to justice would be able to restrain many from
falhng into the same error. That I have assigned
the true motive for their propensity to this practice,
appears from their stealing .every thing indiscrimi.
nately at first sight, before they could have the
least conception of' converting their prize to any
one useful purpose. But, I believe, with us, DO

person would forfeit his rep~tation, or expose him
self to punishment, without knowing before-hand,
how to employ th'e stolen goods. Upon the whole.
the pilfering disposition of these islanders, thoog.lll
certainly disagreeable and troublesome to. straIigen.
was the means of affording us some iofurmwon. as
to the quickness of their intellects. For their small
thefbl were committed with much dexterity ; and
those of greater consequence with a plan or sche1ne
suited to. the importance of the objec~ An .ex.
"traordinary instance of thewt sort, their attempts
to carry away one of the Discovery's ancbmsat
mid-day, has been already related.

Their hair is in general straight, "thick, and
~trong; though a' few have. it bushy 01". fOzzied.
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The natural colour, I believe, almost without ex.~
ception, is black;, but the greatest part of the men, ~
and some of the women, have it stained of a brown
or purple colour;. and a few of an orange cast.
The first colour is produced by applying a sort of
plaster of burnt coral, mixed with water; the second
by the raspings of a reddish wood, which is made up
with. water into a poultice, and laid over the hair;
and the third is, I believe, the effect of turmeric root.

When I first visited these islandsi I thought it
had been ail universal custom for both men and
women to wear the hair short; but, during our
present longer stay, we saw a great many exceptions.
Indeed they are so whimsical in their. fashions of
wearing it, that it is hard to tell which is most
in vogue. Some have it cut off one side of the
head, while that on the other side remains long;
some have' only a por~on of it cut short, or perhaps
shaved; others have it entirely cut off, except a single
lock, which is 'left .commonly on. one ,side, or it is
suffered to grow to. its full length without any of'
these mutilations.' The women in general wear it
short. The men have their beards cut short, and both
men 'and women strip the hair from their 'ami-pits.
The operation by which this is performed has been
already described.. The men are stained from about
the.middle of the belly, to about half way down. the
thighs, with a deep blue colour. This is done with
a 1Iat bone instrument cut full of fine teeth, which
being dipped in the staining mixture, prepared
from, the juice of 'the dODe dooe, is struck into the
skin with a bit of stick, and by that means indelible
marks are made. In this manner they trace lines
and figures, which, in some are very elegant, both
from the variety, and from the ar),'angement,., The
women have only a few small lines or spots, thus
imprinted on· the inside of their hands. Their
kings, as a mark of distinction, are exempted from

F:F 4
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this custom, as also fi'om inflicting on themselves
any of those bloody marks of mourning, which shall
be mentioned in another place. .

The men are all cir.cumcised, or rather supercised ;
as the operation consists in cutting off only a small
piece of the foreskin at the upper' part; which .by
that means, is rendered incapable, ever after, ot'
covering the glans. This is all they aim at; as
they say the operation is practised from a notion of
cleanliness. '

The dress of both men and women is the same;'
and consists of a pie-ce of cloth or matting (but
mostly the former), about two yards wide, and two
and a half long; at least so long as to go 'once and
a half round the waist, to which it is confined by a
girdle or cord. It is double before, and hangS
down 1ike a petticoat, as low as the middle of the
leg. The upper part of the garment above the
girdle, is platted into several folds; so that when'
unfolded, there is cloth sufficient ·to draw up. and
wrap round the shoulders, which is very seldom
done. . This, as to form, is the general dress; but
large pieces of cloth and fine matting, are.worn
only by the superior people. The inferior soit are
satisfied with small pieces; and very oUen wear
nothing but a covering made of. leaves of plants.
or the maro, which is a narrow piece of cloth or
matting, like a sash. This they pass between the
thighs and wrap round the waist; but the use of .it
is chiefly confined to the men. In their great kai'UtlS,
or entertainments, they have vai'ious dresses made
for the .purpose; but the form is always the same';
and the richest dresses' are covered, more or less,
with red feathers. On what particular occasion
their chiefs wear their large red· feather~caps, I
could not learn. Both men and women sometimes
shade their faces "from the sun with little bOri~ts~
made of' various materials.

. 1M
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As the clothing, so are the ornaments, worn by
those of both sexes, the same. The most common:
of these are necklaces made of the fruit of the:
pandanus, and various sweet-smelling Bowers, which.
go under the general Dame of kahulJa. Others ~re

composed of small shells, the wing and leg-bones of
birds, shark's teeth, and ·other. things ; all which
hang loose upon the breast. In the same manner,
they often wear a mother-of-pearl shell neatly
polished, or· a ring of the same substance carved
on the upper part of the arm; rings of tortoise
shell on the fingers; and a number of these joined
together as bracelets on the wrists.
. The lob~ of the ears (though, most frequelltly,

only one,) are perforated with two holes, in which
they wear cylindrical .bits of ivory, about three
inches long, introduced at one hole, and brought
out of the other; or bits of reed of the same size,
filled with a yellow pigment. This seems to be a
fine powder of turmeric, with which the women rub
themselves all over, in the same manner as our ladies
use their dry rouge upon the cheeks. .

Nothing afpears to give the~ greater. pleasure
than persona cleanliness; to produce which, they
frequently bathe in the ponds, which seem to serve
no other purpose. • Though the water in most of
them stinks intolerably. they prefer them to the
sea; and they are so sensible that salt water hLirts
their skin, that when necessity-obliges them to bathe
in the sea, they commonly have some cocoa-nut
shells filled with fresh water, poured over them to
wash it off. They are immoderately fond of cocoa
nu~ oil for the same reason; a great quanti~y of
whJch they not. only pour upon their head and

, So at the Caroline Islands. " Ils sont accoutumes a se bai
gner trois fois Ie jour,le matin, amidi,' et sur lesoir."

Lettres Edifiantes et Cur;euses, tom. xv. p. 314.
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shoulders, but rub the body allover, briskly, with
a smaller quantity. And none but those who have
seen this practice, can easily conceive how, the
appearance of the skin is improved by it. This oil,
however, is not to be procured by everyone; and
the inferior sort of people, doubtless, appear -less
smooth for want of it. -'

. -
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CHAP. XI.

EMPLOYMENTS OE THE WOMEN AT THE FRIENDLY ISLANDS.

- OF THE MEN. - AG~ICULTURE. - CONSTRUCTION OF

THEIR HOUSES. - THEIR WORKING TOOLS. - CORDAGE,_ AND

FISHING IMPLEMENTS. -:- MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. - WEA

PONs. -FOOD AND COOKERY. - AMUSEMENTS. -MARRIAGE.

-MOURNING CEREMONIES FOR THE DEAD. - THEIR DI

VINITIES. '- NOTIONS ABOUT THE SOUL .AND A FUTURE

STATE. - THEIR PLACES OF WORSHIP. - GOVERNMENT.

MANNER OF PAYING OBEISANCE TO THE KING. - ACCOUN'l'

OF THE ROYAL FAMILY. - REMARKS ON THEIIt LANGUAGE,

AND A SPECIMEN OF .IT. - NAUTICAL AND OTHER OBSERV

ATIONS.

THEIa domestic life is of'that middle kind, neither
10 laborious as to be' disagreeable,' nor so vacant a.liI

to 8uiler them to degenerate into indolence. .Nature
has done so much for their country, that the first can
hardly occur, and their disposition seems to be a
pretty good bar to the last. By this happy com
bination' of .-circumstances, their necessary labour

'seemS to yield in its turn to their recreations, in such
a manner, that the latter are never interrupted by
the thoughts of' being obliged to recur to the former,
till satiety makes- them wish for such a transition.

The employment of the women is of the easy kind,
and, for the most part, such as may be executed in
the house. The manufacturing their -cloth, is wholly
consigned, to their care. Having already described
the process, I shall only add, that toey have this cloth
of dIfferent degrees of fineness. The coarser sort,_
of which they make very large pieces, does not re
ceive tbe impression of any. pa~tern.Of the finer
sort they have some that is striped and chequered,
and of other patterns differently coloured. But how
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these colours are laid on, I cannot say, as I never saw
any of this sort made. The cloth in general will
resist water for some time; but that which has the
strongest glaze will resist longest.

The manufacture next in consequence, and also
within the department of the-women, is that of their
mats, which excel every thing I have seen at any
other place, both as to their texture and their beauty.
In particular, many of them are so superior to those
made at Otaheite, that they are not a bad article to
carry thither by way of trade. Of these mats, they
have seven or eight different sorts, for the purposes
()f wearing or sleeping upon, and many. are merely
ornamental. The last are chiefly made from the
tough membraneous part of the stock of the plantain
tree; those that they wear from the pandanus, cul
tivated for that purpose, and never suffered to shoot
into a tnmk; and the coarser sort, which they sleep
upon, from a plant called evarra. There are many
other articles of less note, that employ the spare time
of their females; as combs of which they make vast
numbers; and little baskets made. of the.same su~

stance as the mats, and others ofthe fibrous cocoa.nut
h~8k, either'plain or interwoven with small beads;
but all finished with such neatness and taste in . the
disposition of the various parts, that a stranger
cannot help admiring their assiduity and dexterity. ;

The proyince allotted to the men is, as might be
expected, far more laborious and extensive than
that of the women. Agriculture, architecture, boat
b~ilding, fishing, and other things that relate to na
vigation, are the objects of their care.- Cultivated

• How remarkably does Captain Cook's account of the emploi
menta of the women and men here, agree with Father Cantova 8,
of the Caroline Islanders! - .. La principille occupation des
hommes, est de construire des' barquea, de p~cher, et de colliver
la terre. L'atraire des femmes est de faire la cuisine, et de mett,.
en C2l2Vre un esp~ce de plante sauvage, et un arbre, pour en faire
de la toile."

Lrltre& Edijiante& eI CUr~lUt:8, tom. xv. p. :Us•.
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roots and fruits being their principal support; this
requires their constant attention to agriculture,
which they pursue very diligently, and seem to have
brought almost to as great perfection as circum
stances will permit. The large extent of the plan
tain fields bas been taken notice of already; and
the same may. be said of the yams; these two
together being at least as ten to. one with respect to
aU the other articles. In planting both these, they
dig small holes for their reception, and afterward
root up the surrounding grass, which, in this hot
country is quickly deprived of its vegetating power,
and soon rotting, becomes a good manure. The in
struments they use for this purpose, which they call

./zooo, are nothing more than picket." or stakes of.
different lengths, according to the depth they have
to dig. These are flattened and sharpened to an
edge at one end; and the largest have a short pieca
fixed- transversely, for pressing it into the ground
with the foot. With these, though they are not
more than from two to four inches broad, they dig and
plant ground of many 'acres in extent. In .planting
the plantains and yams, they observe so much exact
riess, that whichever way you look, the rows present
themselves regular and complete. .

The cocoa-nut andbread-fi'u~t trees are scattered
about without any order, and seem to give them no
trouble after they have attained a certain height.
The same may be said of another large tree which
produces great numbers of a large roundish com
pressed nut, called eeefee; and of a smaller tree that
bears a rounded oval nut two inches long, with two
or three triangular kernels, tough and insipid, called
mabba, most frequently planted near their houses.

The kappe is commonly regularly planted,- and in
pretty large spots; but the mawhaha is interspersed
amongst other things, as the jetdee and yams are;
the laA of which, I have frequently seen in the inter
spaces of the plantain trees at their common distance.
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Sugar-cane is commonly in small spots, crowded
closely together; and the mulberry, of which the
cloth is made, though without order,. has sufficient
room allowed for it, and is kept very clean. The
only.other plant, that they cultivate for their manu
factures, is the pandanus; which is generally planted
in a row close together atthe sides of the other fields;
and they consider i.t as a thing so distinct in this
state, that they have a different name for it; which
shows that they are very sensible of the great
chan~8 brought about by cultivation.

It IS remarkable that these people, who in many
things show much taste and ingenuity, should show
little of either in building their houses; though the
defect is rather in the· design, than in the execution.
Those of the lower people are poor huts, scarcely
sufficient to defend them from the weather, and very
small. Those of the better sort are larger and more
comfortable; but not what one might expect. •The
dimensions of one of a middling size are about thirtr
feet long, twenty broad, and twelve high. Their
house is,. properly speaking a thatched roof or shed,
supported by posts and rafters disposed in a very ju
dicious manner. The floor is raised with earth
smoothed, and covered with strong thick matting,
and kept very clean. The most of them are closed
on the weather side (and some more than two-thirds
round), with strong mats or with brancbe~ of the
cocoa-nut tree, platted or woven into each, other..
These they fix 'up edgewise, reaching from the eav~

to the ground; and thus they answer the purpose.of
a wall. A thick strong mat about two and one half
or three feet broad, bent int.o the form of a semi-cir
cle, and set upon its edge; with the ends touching
the side of the house, in shape resembling the fender
of a fire-hearth, encloses a space for the master and
mistress of the family to sleep in. The lady, indeed,
spends molt· of her time during the day within it.
The rest of the family sleep upon the floor, wherever
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they please to -lie down; the unmaried: men ana
women apart from each other; or, if' the family be
large, there are small huts adjoining to which the
servants retire in the night; 80 that privacy is as
much observed here, as one could expect. They
have mats made on pm·pose· for sleeping on ; and
the clothes that they wear in the day, serve fOr their
covering in the night. Their. whole furniture consists
of a bowl or two, in which they make kava; a few
gourds; cocoa-nut. shells; some small wooden stools
which serve them for' pillows; and, perhaps,· a large
stool for the chief or master of the family to sit
upon.

The only probable reason' I can assign for their
neglect of' ornamental architecture in the construc
tion of their houses, is their being fond. of living
much in the open air. Indeed, they seem to COD

sider their houses, within which they seldom eat, as
.of little use. but to sleep in, and to retire to in bad
weather. And. the lower sort of' people who spend
a great part. of their time in close attendance upon
the chiefs, can have little use for their own houses,
but in the last case. . .

They make amend~for the defects of ~hei~ houses,
by theIr great attention to, and dextenty 10 naval
architecture, if I may be allowed to give it that name.
ButI reterto the narrative of' my last voyage for an
account of their canoes, and their manner of build..
ingand.navigating them. • .

The only tools which they use to construct these
boats, .are hatchets, or rather thick adzes, of a
smooth black stone that abounds at Toofoo.; augres,
made.·of sh8fk's teeth, fixed: on small handles; and
rasps of a rough skin.of a fish, fastened on flat pieces
of wood ~binner on one side, which also have handles.

• Vol. III.. p. 2'.42, 228.. The reader, by compiling that
account, with what Cantova says of the sea-boats .of the Caroline
Islanda, will find, in this instance, also, the greatest similarity..
Bee Leurel Edi/i!J1Ites et Curieruel. p. 286.
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.The labour and time employed in finishing their
canoes, 'which are the most perfect of their me
chanical productions will account for their being
very careful of them. .For they are built and pre
served under sheds; or they cover the decked part
of them with cocoa-leaves, when they are hauled on
shore to prevent their being hurt by the sun. .

The same tools are all. they have for other works;
if we except different shells, which they use as knives.
But there are few of their productions that require

- these, unless it be some of their weapons; the -other
articles being chiefly their. fishing materials, and
cordage.

The cordage is made from the fibres of the cocoa
nut husk, which, though not more than nine or ten
inches long, they plat about the size of a· quill or
less, to any length that they please, and roll it up in
balls; from which the larger ropes are made, by
twisting several of these together. The lines that
they fish with are as strong and even as the best cord
we make, resembling it almost in every respect. The
other fishing implements are large and small hooks.
The last are composed entirely of pearl-shell; but
the first are only covered with it on the back; and
the .points of both comm<>nly of'tortoise-shell r those
of the' small being plain, and the others· barbed.
With the large ones they catch bonnetos and albi.
core~, by. putting them to a bamboo rod twelve or
fourteen feet long, with a line of the same length,
which rests in a notch of a piece of wood, fixed in
the stern of the cano~ for that purpose,and is
dragged on the surface of the sea, as she rows along,
without any other bait than a tuft of flaxy stuff' near
the point. They have also great numbers of' pretty
small seines, some of which are of' a: very delicate
texture. These they use to catch fish wit~, in the
holes on the reefs when the tide ebbs. -

The other manual employments consist chiefly in
making musical reeds, flutes, warlike weapons, and
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stools, ·orrather pillows, to sleep on. The reeds'
have eight, nine, or ten pieces placed parallel to each
other, but not in any regular progression; having
the longest sometimes in the middle, and several of
the same length; so that I have seen none with
more than six notes; and they seem incapable of
playing any music on them that is distinguishable -by
our ears. The flutes are a joint of bamboo, close at
both ends, with a. hole near each, and four others;
two of which, and one of the first only, are used in
playing. They apply the thumb of the left hand to
close the left nostril, and blow into the hole at one
end with the ·other. The middle finger of the left
hand is applied to the first hole on the left, and the
fore-finger of the right to the lowest hole on that
side. In this manner, though the notes are only
three, they produce a pleasing, yet simple music,
which they vary much more than one would think
possible with so imperfed an instrument. Their
being accustomed to a music which consists of so
few .notes, is perhaps the reason why they do not
seem to relish any of ours, which is so complex.
But they can taste what is more deficient than their
own; for we observed that they used to be well
pleased with hearing the chant of our two young
New Zealanders, which consisted rather in mere
strength than in melody. of expression.

The weapons which they ma~e are clubs of dif
ferEmt sorts (in the ornamenting of which they spend
much time), spears, and· darts. They have also
bows and arrows; but these seemed to be designed
only for amusement, such as shooting at birds, and
not for military purposes. The stools are about two
fet;t long, but only four or five inches high, and near
four broad, bending downward in the middle, with
fOllr strong legs and circular feet; the whole made
·01' one piece of black or brown wood, neatly polished;
and sometimes inlaid with bits of ivory. They also.
inlay the handles of fly-flaps with ivory, after being

·VOL. v. G G
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Aa'Va· 'or haiva. In the same manner, they vary the
music of their flutes, by playing on those of a dit:.
ferent size; but their .dancing is much the same as
when they perform publicly. The .dancing of the
men (if it is to be called dancing), although it does
not consist much in moving the feet, as we do, has a
thousand different motions with the hands, to which
we· are entire strangers; and they are performed with
an ease and grace which are not to be described, nor
even conceived,' but by those who have seen. them.
But I need add nothing to what has been already
said on this subject, in. the account of the incidents
that happened during .0Uf stay at the islands.· .

* If, to the copious descriptio~s that occur in the preceding
pages, of the particular entertainments exhibited in Hapaee and
Tongataboo, we add the general view of' the usual amusements of
the inhabitants of these islands, contained in tbis paragraph, and
co~pare it with the quotations from. the Jesuit's Letters, in a
former note (p.255.), we shall be still more forcibly struck with
the reasonableness of Jracing such singularly resembling customs
to one commOn source. The argument, in confirmation of. thiS)
drawn from identity of language, has been alreapy illustrated, by
observing the remarkable coincidence of the name by which the
chiefs at the Caroline Islands, and those at Hamao, one of the
Friendly ones, are distinguished. . But the argument does not rest
on a single instance, though that happens to be a very striking one.
Another of the very few specimens of the dialect of the Norta
Pacific islanders, preserved by father Cantova, furnishes an ad
ditional proof.. Immediately after the passage above referred to,
11e proceeds thus: " Ce divertissement s'appelle, en leur langue,
'anger ijaifil; qui veut dire, la plainte des femmes." Lettrcs
Edifianteset Cltrieuses, tom. xv. p. 315. Now, it is very remark
able,. that we learn from Mr. Anderson's collection of words, which
will appear in this chapter, that fa plainte desfemmes, or, in Eng
lish, the mournful song if the women, which the inhabitants of the
Caroline Islands expcess in their language tanger ifaifil, would, by
those of Tongataboo, be expressed tangee vifaine. .

If anyone !hould.still doubt, in spite of this evidence, it may be
recommended to his consideration, that long separation and other
cames have introduced greater variations in the mode of pro
nouncing these two words, at places confessedly inhabited by the
same race, than subsist in the specimen just given. It appears,
from Mr. Anderson's vocabulary, printed in Captain Cook's second
voyage, that what is pronounced tangee at the Friendly Islands, is
taee at Otaheite; and the vffaine of the former, is the waheine of
the latter.
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Whether their marriages be made lasting by ~ny
kind of solemn contract, we could not determme
with precision; but it is certai~, that th~. bulk of
the people satisfied themselves wIth one WIfe. The
chiefs, however, have commonly several women·;
though some of us were of opinion th!lt there was
only. one that was looked upon as the mistress of
the family. . .

As female chastity at first sight seemed -to be
held in no great estimation, we expected to have

.. found frequent breaches of their conjugal fidelity;
but we did them great injustice. I do not know
that a single instance hap)lened during our whole
stay. t Neither are those of the better sort,- that
are unmarried, more free of their favours. . It .is
true there was no want of those of a different
character; and, perhaps, such are more frequently
met with here, in proportion to the number of peo
ple, than in· many other countries. But it appeared
to me that· the most, .if not all of them, were~ of
the· lowest class; and such of them as permitted
familiarities to our people, were prostitutes by.pro
fession.
. Nothing can be a greater proof of the humanity
of these people, than the. concern they show for
the dead.:t: To use a- common expression, their
mourning is not in words but deeds. For, besides
the tooge mentioned before, andbntnt· circles and
scars, they beat the teeth with stones,· strike a
·shark's tooth into the head until the blood flows
in streams, and thrust spears into the,)nner part of

. lit Cantova says of his Caroline islanders, "La pluralite des
femmes est non seulement permise a tous ces insulaires, elle est
encore une marque d'honneur et de distinction. Le Tamale de
J'isle d'Huogoleu en a neuf:' - Lettres Edifiantes etCurieuaes.
tom. xv. p. 310.

t At the Caroline Islands, "lIs ont horreur de l'adultere,
comme d'un gran~ peche:' Ibid. tom. xv. p. 310.

:t: How the inhabitants of the Caroline Islands express their
grief on such occasions, may be seen, Ibid. tom. xv. p. 308.

G G' 3
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the thigh, into their sides below the arm-pits; and
through the cheeks into the mouth. All these oper
ations convey an idea of such rigorous discipline,
RS must require' either an uncommon degree of
affection or the grossest superstition, to exact. I
will not say that the last has no share in it; for.
sometimes, it is 80 universal, that many could not
have any knowledge of the person for whom the
concern is expressed. Thus we saw the people of'
Tongataboo mourning the death of a chief at Va..
VQOO; and other similar instances occurred during
our stay. It should be observed, however, that the
more painful operations 'are only practised on ac..
count of' the death of those most nearly connected
with the mourners. When a person dies, he is
buried, after being wrapped up in mats and cloth,
much after our manner. The chiefs seem to ha\'e
the jiatookas app.ropriated to them as their burial.
places; but the common people are interred in n~

particular spot.· What part, of the mourning cere·
mony follows immediately after, is uncertain; but,
that there is something besides the general one,
which is continued for a considerable length of
time; we could infer, from being infOrmed, that the
funeral of Mareewagee's wife" as mentioned- before,
was to be attended with ceremonies that were to last
five days; and in which all the principtll people were,
to commemorate her. .
, Their IQlJg aad general mowming, proves that
t~y consider dEath as a very great evil. And ~his

i& confirmed by a very odd custom which they
practise to avert it. When I first, visited these

* Cantova's account of the practice of the Caroline Islands js
88 foUows: .. LQrsq~'il meurt, quelque personne d'uJl rang diitingu,
ou' qui leur est chere par d'autres endroits, ses ol111~ques lie font
avec pompeo II y en a. qui renferment,le corps dllo dgunct dana
un petit ~diflce de. pierre, qu'lls ga.rdent au·dedans de leurs mQi
"ODtI. D'autres les enterrent loin dt: leurs habitations."

LeUres Edifiantes et Curieuses, tom. xv. p. SOB, 309.
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1iIlands~ during my last voyage, I observed that.
many" of the inhabitants had one or both of their
little fingers cnt off; and we could not then re
ceive any satisfactory acconnt of the. reason of
this mutilation.· But we now learned that this
operation is performed when they labour under some
grievous disease, and think themselves in danger of
dying. They suppose that the deity will accept of
the little finger, as a sort of sacrifice efficacious
enough to procure the recovery of their health.
They cut it off with one of their stone hatchets.
There was scarcely one in ten of them whom we
did not find thus mutilated in one or both hands;
which has a disagreeable ·effect, especially as they
sometimes cut so close, that they encroach. upon
the bone of the hand which joins to the amputated
finger. t

From the rigid severity with which some of these
mourning and religious ceremonies are execute~

one would expect to find that they meant thereby
to secure to themselves felicity beyond the gr;i.ve;·
but their principal object relates to things merely
temporal. For they. seem to have little conception
of future punishment tor faults committed in thi,
life. They believe, however, that they are justly
punished upon earth; and, consequently, use every
me~hod to 'render their divinities propitious. The
Supreme Author of most things they'call Kallafoot.
onga; who, they say, is a female residing in the
sky, and directing the thunder, wind, rain; and, in
general, all the changes of weather.' They believe,
that when she is angry with them, the productions
of the earth are blasted; that many thmgs are de.
Foyed by lightning; and that they themselves are

'" See Vol. III. p. 228. .
. t It may be proper to mention here, on the authority of Cap
tain King, that it is common for the inferior people to cut offa
joint of their little finger l on account of the sickneu of the chief.
to whom they belong.

G G 4
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affiicted with sickness and death, as well as their
"hogs and other animals. When this anger abates,
they suppose that every thing is restored to its
natural order; and it should seem, that they have
agreat reliance on the efficacy of their endeavours
to appease their offended divinity. They also admit
a plurality of deities, though all inferior to Kallafoot
onga. Amongst them, they mention ToQ/Ooa-boo
lootoo, God of the clouds and fog; Talletehoo, and
some others, residing in the heavens. The. first in
rank and power, who has the government of the sea
and its productions, is called Futtqjaihe, 01'., as it was
sometimes pronounced, FootqfiJoa j who, they say,- is
a male, and has for his wife F!Jkava kqjeea j and here,
as in heaven, there are several inferior potentates,
such as Vahaa fonooa, Tareeava, Mattaha, Evaroo,
and others. The same religious system, howevel',
does not extend all over the cluster of the Friendly
Isles; for the supreme-god of Hapaee, for instance,
is called Alo Ala; and other isles have two or three,
of different names. But their notions of the power
and other attributes of these beings, are so very
absurd, that they suppose they have no farther con-
cern with them after death. .

They have, however, very proper' sentiments
about the immateriality and the immortality of the
soul. They call it life, the living principle, or, what
is more agreeable to their notions of it, an Olooa;
that is, a divinity, or invisible being. They say,
that, immediately upon death, the souls of .their
chiefs separate fi-om their bodies, and go to a .place
called Boolootoo; the chiet~. or god of which. is
Goleho. This Gooleho .seems to be a personification
ofdeath; for they used to say to us, ." You; and th~

men of Feejee (by this junction, meaning to pay a
compliment, expressive of their confession of' our
!mperiority over themselves,) are' also subject to
~he power and dominion of' Goole/w." His country,
the general receptacle of the" deaJ, according to

13
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their mythology, was never seen by any .persoll; and
yet, it seems, they know that it lies to the westward
of Feejee; and that they who an; once transported
thither, live for ever; or, to use their own expression,
are not subject to death again; but feast upon, all
the favourite. products of their own country, with
whi~h this everlasting abode is supposed to abound.
As to the souls· of the lower sort of people, they
undergo a, sort of transmigration; or,' as they say,
are eaten up by a bird called loata, which walks upon
their graves for that purpose. .

I think I may venture to assert, that they do not
worship any thing that is the work of ,their own
hands, or any visible part of the creation. They do
not make offerings of hogs, dogs, and fruit, as at
Otaheite, unless it be emblematically; for their
morais were perfectly tl"ee from every thing of the
kind. But that they offer real human sacrifices,
is with me beyond a' doubt. Their morais or

jiatookas (for they are called by both names, but
mostly by the latter), are, as at Otaheite and many
other parts of, the world, burying-grounds, and
places of worship; though some of them seemed to
be only appropriated to the first purpose; but these
were small, and in ,ev~ry other respect inferior to
the others.

Of the nature of their government, we know.no
more than the general outline., A subordination
is established among. them, that J"esembles the
feudal system of our progenitors in Europe. But
of its subdivisions,. of the constituent parts, and 'in
what manner they are connected,. so as to form a
boay politic,. I confess myself totally ignorant.
Some of them told us that the power of the king' is
unlimited, and that the life and property of the
su,bject is at his disposal. But the few circum
stances that fell under our observation, rather.con
tradicted than confirmed the idea of a despotic
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government. Mareewagee, old Tooboo, and Fee
nou, acted each like petty sovereigns, and frequently
thwarted the mel!-Sures of the king ; of which he
often complained. Neither was his court more
splendid than those of the two first, who are the
most powerful chiefs in the islands; and!1ext to
them, Feenou, Mareewagee's son, seemed to stand
highest in authority. But, however independent' on
the despotic power of the king the great men
may be, we saw instances enough to prove, that
the lower order of people have no property, nor
safety for their persons, ,but at the will of the chiefs
to whom they respectively belong.

Tongataboo is divided into many districts; of
above thirty of which we learned the names. Each
of these has its particular chief, who decides dif:'
ferences, and distributes justice within his own
district. But we could not form any satisfactory
judgment about the extent of their power in general,
or their mode of proportioning punishments to
crimes. Most of these chiefs have possessions in
other islands, from whence they draw supplies.
At least, we know this is so with respect to the
king, who, at certain established times, .receives the .
product of his distant domains at Tongataboo;
which is not only the principal place of his re.
sidence, but seemingly of all the people of con
sequence amongst -these isles. Its inhabitants, in
eommon conversation, call it the Land of Chiefs;
while the subordinate isles are distinguished by the
appellation of Lands of Servants.
. These chiefs are, by the people, styled not only
lords of the earth, but of the sun and sky; and the
kiog's fiunily assume the name of Futtafaihe, from
the god so called, who. is probably their tutelary
patron, and perhaps their common ancestor. The
sovereign'. peculiar earthly title is, however~ simply
Tooee Tonga. .
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There is a decorum observed in the presence of
their principal men, and particularly of their king,
that IS truly admirable. Whenever he sits down,
whether it be in a house or without, all the attend.
ants seat themselves at the same time, in a semi.
circle before him; leaving always a convenient space
between him and them, into which no one attempts
to come, unless he has some particular business.
Neither is anyone allowed to pass or sit behind
him, nor even near him, without his order or per.
mission; . so that' our having been indulged with
this privilege, was a significant proof of the great
respect that was paid us. When anyone wants to
speak with the king, he advances and sits -down
before him, delivers what he has. to say in a few
words, and having received his answer, retires again
to the circle. But if the king speaks to anyone,
that person anl§wers from his seat, unless he is to
receive some order, in which case he gets up from
his place and sits down before the chief with his
legs across; which is a posture to which they are
so much accustomed, that any other mode of SItti~

is disagreeable to them.·. To speak to the king
standing would be accounted here as striking- a mark
of' rudeness, as it would be with us, for one "to sit
down and put on his hat, when. he addresses himself
to his superior, and that superior OR his feet, and
uncovered.

It ~does not indeed appear that any of _the most
civilized natioDs, have ever exceeded this people
in the great order observed on all occasions; iR
ready. compliance with the commands ot' their
chiefs J and in the harmony that subsists throupOlJt
all ranks, and unites them as if they were ail one
man, informed with and. directed by the same

. ·T~is Wi peculiar to the men; the wo~ always sitting with
both legs thrown a little 011 ene tide. We owe thia remark tG
Captain King.
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principle. Such a behaviour is remarkably obvious,
whenever it is requisite that their chief should
harangue any body of' them collected together,
which is frequently done. The most profound
silence· and attention is observed during the
harangue, even to a much greater degree than· is
practised amongst us, on the most interesting and
serious deliberations of our· most respectable as
semblies. And whatever might have been the sub
ject of the speech delivered, we never saw an instance
when any individual present showed signs of his being
displeased, or that indicated the least inclination to
dispute the declared will. of a person who had a
right to command. Nay, such is the force of these
verbal laws, as I may call them, that I have seen
one of their chiefs express his being astonished
at a person's having acted contrary to such orders;
though it appeared that the poor man could not
possibly have been informed in time to have
observed them."

Though some of the more potent chiefs may vie
with the. king in point of actual possessions,. they
fall very short in, rank, and in certain mark& of
respect,· which the collective body have agreed. to
pay t~e monarch. It is a particular privilege an
nexed to his sovereignty, not to .be punctured nor
circwncised .as all his subjects are. Whenever, he
walks out, everyone whom he meets must sit down
till he has passed. . No one is allowed, to bt! over
,his head; on the contrary, all must come under his
feet; for there cannot be a greater, outward mark
·of' submission, than. that which is paid to the
sovereign, and other great people. of these islands,

'by their inferiors. The method is this; the person

OJ< Cantova gives us the same account of the profound sub
mission of the Caroline Islanders to the orders of the Tamole•
•, lis re~oivent ses ordres avec Ie' plus profond respect.' Ses pa
'roles ~ont autant· d'oracles ~u'on rb>ere."

Lettres Edifiantes et Curieuses, tom. xv. p. 312.
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who is to pay obeisance squats dow but, by all
chief, and bows the head to the sole 0 requently
which, when he sits, is so placed that it can b . and
come at; and having tapped, or touched it ~
the under and upper side ot' the fingers of botu
hands, he rises up and retires. It should seem,
that the king cannot refuse anyone who chooses to
pay him this homage, which is called moe moea j for
the common people would frequently take it into
their heads to do it when he was walking; and he
was alwals obliged to stop, and hold up one ot' his
feet behmd him, till they had performed the ce
remony. This, to a heavy unwieldy man, like
Poulaho, must be attended with' some trouble and
pain; and I have sometimes seen him make a run,
though very unable, to get out of the way, or to
reach a place where he might conveniently sit
down. The hands, after this application of them
to the chief's feet, are, in some cases, rendered
useless for a time; for, until they be washed, they
must not touch any kind of food. This interdiction
in a country where water is so scarce, would seem
to be attended with some inconvenience; but they
are never at a loss for a succedaneum; and a piece
of any juicy plant, which they can easily procure
immediately, being. rubbed upon them, this serves
for the purpose of purification, as well as washing
them WJth water. When the hands are in .this
state, they call it taboo rema. Taboo, in general,
signifies forbidden, and rema is their word for hand.

When the taboo is incurred by paying obeisance
to a great personage, it is thus easily washed off.
But in some other cases it must necessarily con
tinue for a certain time. We have frequently seen
women, who have. been taboo rema, fed by others.
At the expiration of. the time, the interdicted per
son washes herself in one. of their baths, which are
dirty. holes, for the .most part, of brackish water..
She then waits upon the king, and after making her
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obeisance in the usual way, lays hold of his. foot
and applies it to her breast, shoulders, and other
parts of her body. He. then embraces her on each
.9houlder; after which she retires purified from her
uncleanness. I do not know that it is always
necessary to come to the king for this purpose,
though. Omai assured me it was. If this be so, it
may be one reason why he is, for the most part,
travelling from island to island. I saw this ce
Ternony performed by him two or three times;
and. once by Feenou, to one of his own women;
but as Omai was not then with me, I could not ask
the occasion.

Taboo, as I have before observed, is' a word of
an extensive signification. Human sacrifices are
called tangata tahoo; and when any thing is for
bidden to be eaten, or made use of: they say that it is
"taboo. They tell us, that if the king should happen
to go into a house belonging to a subject, that house
"'ould be taboo, and could never more be inhabited
by the owner; so that wherever he ,travels, there
.are particular houses for his reception. Old Too
boll, at this time, presided over the taboo; that is,
if Omai comprehended the matter rightly, he and his
deputies inspected all the produce of the island;
taking care that every man should cultivate and
pla.Pt his quota; and ordering what should be eaten,
and what not. By this wise regulation they effec
tually guard against a famine; a sufficient quantity
of ground is employed in raising provisions; and
every article thus raised, is secured from un
necessary waste.

By another prudent regulation in their govern
ment, they have an officer over the police, or some
thing like it. This department, .wben we were
amongst them, was administered by Feenou; whose
business we were told it was to punish all offenders,
whether against the state or against individuals. He
was also generalissimo, and comf?landed the war-
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riors, when called out upon service; but, by all
accounts, this is very seldom. The king frequently
took some paiIJs to inform us of Feenou's office; and
among other things, told us that if he himself should
become a bad man, Feenou would kill him. What
I understood by this expression of being a bad man,
was; that if' he did not govern according to law or
custom, Feenou would be ordered, by the other great
men, or by the people at large, to put him to death.
There should seem to be no doubt, that a sove
reign, thus liable to be controled and punished for
an . abuse of power, cannot be called a despotic
monarch. . .

When we consider the number of islands .that
compose this little state, and the distance at which
some of them lie from the seat of government, at
tempts to throw off the· yoke, and to acquire inde
pendency, it should seem, might be apprehended;
but they tell us that this never happens. One reason
why they are not thus disturbed, by domestic quar"
rels, may be this;. that all the powerful chiefs,. as
we have already mentioned, reside at Tongataboo.
They also secure the dependence of the.other islands
by the celerity of their operations; for if~ at any
time, a troublesome and popular man should start
up in any of them, .Feenou, or whoever holds his
office, is immediately dispatched thither to kill him.
By this means, they crush a rebellion in its very.
infancy. '. . . .

The orders or classes amongst their chiefs, or those
who call themselves such, seemed to be .almost as
numerous as amongst us; but there are few in com
parison that are lords of large districts of territory,
the rest holding their lands under those principal
barons, as they may be called. I was indeed told
that when a man of property dies, every thing he
leaves behind him falls to the king; but that it is usual
to give it to the eldest son of the deceased, with an
obligatio~ to make a provision out of it for the rest
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of the children. It is not the custom .here, as at
Otaheite, for the son, the moment he is born, to take
from the father the homage and title; but he SllC

ceeds to them at his decease; so that their form of
government is not only monarchical but hereditary.

The order of succession to the crown has not been
of late interrupted; for we know from a particular
circumstance, that the Futtafaihes (Poulaho being
only an addition to distinguish the, king from the
rest of his family) have reigned in a direct line, for
at least one hundred and thirty-five years. Upon
inquiring whether any account had bee'n preserved
amongst them of the arrival of Tasman's ships,
we found that this history had been handed down to
them from their ancestors, with an accuracy which
marks that oral· tradition may sometimes be de
pended upon. For they described the two ships a~

resembling ours, mentioning the place where they
had anchored; their having staid but a few days;
and their moving from that station to Annamooka.
And by way of informing us how long ago this had
happened, they told us the name of the :Futtafaihe
who was then king, and of those who had succeeded
down to Pou]aho, who is the fifth since that period;
the first being an old man, at the time of the arrival
of the ships. , .

From what has been said of the present king, it
would be natural to suppose, thathe had the highest
rank of any person in the islands. But' to our great
surprise, we found it is not so; for Latoolibooloo,
the person who was pointed out to me as king when
I first visited Tongataboo, ·and three women, are, in
some respects, superior to Poulaho himself: On
our inquiring who these extraonlinary personages
were, whom they distinguish by the name and title
of Tammaha *' I we were to.ld that the .late king,.

.. The reader need not be reminded that Tamoloa, which sig
nifies a chief, in the. dialect of Ramao and Tammaha, become the
same word, by the change of a single letter, the articulation of
which is not very strongly marked.
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Poulaho's father, had a sister of equal rank, and elder
than himself; that she, by a man who came from
the islaI1d of Feejee, had a son and two daughters;
and that these three persons, as well as their mother,
tank above Futtafaihe the king. We endeavoured,
in vain, to trace the reason of' this singular pre
eminence of the Tammahas j for we could learn
nothing besides this account of' their pedigree. The

_mother and one of the daughters, called Tooeela
kaipa, live at Vavaoo. Latoolibooloo, the soo, and
the other daughter, whose name is Moungoula-kaipa,
reside at Tongataboo. The latter is the woman who
is mentioned to have dined with me on the Qlst of
.June. This gave occasion to our discovering her
superiority OVtlr the king, who would not eat in her
presence, though she made no scruple to do so before
him, and received from him the customary obeisance,
by touching her foot. We never had an opportunity
at' seeing him pay this mark of respect to Latooli.
booloo; but we have observed him leave off' eating,
and have his victuals put aside, when the latter came
into the same house. Latoolibooloo assumed the
privilege of taking any thing irom the people, even
if' it belonged to the king; and -yet in the ceremony
called Natclte, he assisted only in the same manner
as the other principal men. He was looked lIpon
by his countrymen, as a madman; and many of his
actions seemed to confirm this judgment. At Eooa,
they showed me a good deal of land, said to belong
to him; and I saw there a son of his, a child whom
they distinguished by the same title as his father.
The son of the greatest Prince in Europe could not
be more humoured and caressed than· this little
Tammaha was.

The language of the Friendly Islands has the
greatest affinity imaginable to that of New Zealand,
of Wateeoo, and Mangeea; and, consequently, to
that of Otaheite, and the Society Islands. There It-

"VOL. V. 1:1 1:1 "ne
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also many of their words the same with those used
by the natives of Cocos Island, as appea.rs from the
vocabulary collected there by Le Maire amI Schoq
'ten.· The mode of pronunciation differs, indeed,
considerably, in many instances, from that both of
New Zealand and Otaheite; but still a great num
ber of words are either exactly the same, or so little
changed, that their common original may be satisfac
torily traced. The language, as spoken at the
Frien,dl)' Islands, is sufficiently copious for all the
ideas of'the people; and we had many proofs of its
being easily adapted to all musical purposes, both in
song and in recitative; besides being harmonious
enough in common conversation. Its component
parts, as far as our scanty acquaintance with it
enabled us to judge, are not numerous; and in some
of its rules, it agrees with other known languages.
As, for instance, we could easily discern the several
degrees of comparison, as used in the Latin; but
none of the inflections of nouns and verbs.

We were able to collect several h~mdreds of the
words; arid, amongst these, are terms that express
numbers as far as a hundred thousand; beyond
which they never would reckon. It is probable, in
deed, that they are not able to go farther; for, after
having got thus far, we observed that they commonly

, .

• See this vocabulary, at the end of vol. ii. of Dalrymple's
Collection of Voyages. And yet, though Tasman's people used
the words of this vocabulary, in speaking to the natives of Tong
ataboo (his Amsterdam), we are told in the accounts of his voyage,
that they did not understand one another; a circumstance worth
observing, as it shows how cautious we should be, upon the scanty
evip'ence a.fl'orded by such transient visits as Tasman's, and, indeed,
as those of most of the subsequent navigators of the Pacific Ocean,
to found any argument about the affinity, or want of affinity,' of
the languages of the different islandS. No one now will venture
to say, that a Cocos man, and one of Tongataboo, could not under
stand each other. Some of the words of Hom Island, 'another of
Schouten's discoveries, also belong to the dialect of Tongataboo.
See Dalrymple, as above.
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l!sed a word which expresses an indefinite number.
A short specimen, selected from the larger vocabu
lary, is here inserted, with the corresponding words,
of the same signification as used at Otaheite, on
the opposite column;" which, while it will give,
as we may say, ocular demonstration of their being
dialects of the same language, will, at the same
time, point out the particular letters by the in
sertion, omission, or alteration of which' the varia
tions of tke two dialects from each other have been
efJected~ "

It must be observed, however, that our vocabu
laries of this sort must necessarily be liable to great
mistakes. The ideas of' those from whom we were
to learn the words were so different from ours, that it
was difficult to fix them to the object of inquiry. Or,
jf this could be obtained, to learn an unknown .
tongue from an instructor who did not know a single
word of any language that his scholar was conversant
with, could not promise to produce much. But even,
when these difficulties were surmounted, .there still
remained a ii"uitful source of mistake. I mean, in
accuracy in catching exactly the true sound of a
word to which our ears had never been accustomed,
from persons whose mode of pronunciation was, in
general, so indistinct, that it seldom "happened that
any two of us, in writing down the same word from.
the same mouth, made use of the same vowels inre
presenting it. Nay, we even very commonly differed
about consonants, the sounds of which are least liable
to ambiguity. Besides all this, we found,. by expe
rience, that we had been led into strange corruptiott;
of some of the most common words, either from the
natives endeavouring to imitate us,' or fi-om our hav
ing misunderstood them. Thus, cheeto was univer
sally used by us to express a thief~ though totally
different from the real word in .the language of
Tongataboo. The mistake arose from a prior one

H H 2 "
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into which we had run when at New Zealand; for
though the word that signifies thief there, be absO
lutely the same that belongs to the dialect of the
Friendly Islands (being kaeehaa at both places), yet,
by some blunder, we had used the word teete first at
New Zealand, and afterward at Tongataboo, on our
arrival there. The natives, endeavouring to imitate
us as nearly as they could, and so fabricating the
word cheeto, this, by a complication of mistakes, was
adopted by us as their own. All possible care has
been taken to make the following table as correct as
possible:

English. Friendly Islands.
The sun, Elaa,
Fire, Eafoi,
Thunder, Fatoore,
Rain, Ooha,
The 'Wind, Matangee,
Warm, . Mafanna,
The clouds, Ao,
Land, Fonooa,
Water, Avy,
Sleep, Mohe,
A man, . Tangata,
A 'Woman, Vefaine,
A young girl, Taheine,
A servant, or }

person Q/mean Tooa,
rank, -

The dawn, or } Aho
~ day-break, . '
T'he hair, Fooroo,
The tongue, Elelo,
The ear, Tareenga,
The beard, Koomoo,
The sea, Tahee,
A boat, or canoe, Wakim,.

Otaheite.
Eraa.
Eahoi.
Pateere.
Eooa.
Mataee.
Mahanna.
Eao.
Fenooa.
Evy.
Moe.
Taata.
Waheine.
Toonea.

Toutou, or teou.

AOIl.

Eroroo.
Erero.
Tareea.
Ooma.
Taee.
Evaa.
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Englislt. Friendly Islands.
Black, Dole,
Red, GooIa,
A lance or spear, Tao,
A parent, Motooa,
What is that! Kohaeea ?
To holdfast, Amou,
To 'Wipe ~r Clean} Horo

any thmg, '
To rise up, Etoo,
To cry or shed} Tangee

tears, '
To eat or chew, Eky,
Yes, Ai,
No, Kaee,
You, Koe,
I, Ou,
Ten, Ongofooro,

Otaheite.
Ere.
Oora,oora.
Tao.
Madooa.
Yahaeea?
Mou•.

Horoee.

Atoo.

Taee.

Ey.
Ai.
Aee.
De.
Wou.
Ahooroo.

Having now concluded my remarks on these is
lands and people, I shall take my final leave of them,
after giving some account of' the astronomical and
nautical observatioris that were made during our
~~ . -

And first I must take notice, that the difference of
longitude between Annamooka and Tongataboo, is
somewhat less than was marked in the chart and nar
rative of my last voyage. This error might easily
arise, as the longitude of each was then found with
out any connection with the other. But now the
distance between them is determined to a degree of'
precision that excludes all possibility of mista~;

which the following table will illustrate:

The latitude of the observ
atory at Tongataboo, by
the mean of several ob.
servations, ~l 0 8' 19'" south.
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The longitude, by the mean
ofone hundred and thirty':
one sets of lunar observ-
ations, amountingto above
a thousand· observed dis-
tances, between the moon,
sun, and stars, 1840 50' 18" east~

The difference of longitude,
.

made by the time-keeper,.
between the above obser-
vatory, and that at Anna-
mooka, 0 16· 0

Hence, the longitude of
Annamooka is 185 11 18 east •.

By the time-keeper it l~,

Greenwich rate, .
J86 12 27-

New Zealand rate, 184 37 0
Its latitude ' 20 15 0

N. B. - The observatory at Tongataboo was near
the middle of the north side of the island; and that
at Annamooka, on its west side; but the chart will
elucidate this.

The time.~eperwas too slow for mean time at
Greenwich, on the first of July at noon, by 12h 34m

33',2; and her daily rate, at that time, was loosing,
on mean time, l rn,783 per day. This rate will
now be used for finding the longitude by the time
keeper; and 1840 55' 18", or 12h 19m 41·,2, will be
taken as the true longitude of Tongataboo, east from
Greenwich.

'By the mean of several observations, the south
end of the needle was found to dip

{

LefOOga, one of' the Hapaee
At islands, - - ~J60 ~o'

Tongataboo, - - 39 It

)
I

I

I
!,
I

J
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The variation pi'the compass was found to be,

~
Annam.aka, on .board, • 8" 30' St" east.
AAnchoroffkKotood' bHetween} 8 12 29l

A nnamoo a an apaee,
t Anchor off Lefooga, • 10 11 40

t
Tongataboo, on board, • 9 44 5t
Ditto, on shore, • 10 12 5~

I can assign no reason why the· variation is so
much less at and near Annamooka, than" at either of
tbe other two places. I can only say. that there is
nO"fault in the observations; and that the variation
ought to be more at Annamooka than the above, as
it has been found to be so to the northward, south.
ward, eastward, and westward of it, But disagree.
ments in the variation, greater than this, even in the
same needle, have been often observed. And I should
not have taken notice of this instance, but from a
belief that the cause, whatever it is, exists in the
place, and not in the needles; for Mr. Bayly found
the same, or rather more difference.

The tides are more consi_rable at these islands,
than" at any other of my discoveries in this ocean,
that lie within the tropics, At Annamooka it is high
water, on the full and change days, nearly at six
o'clock; and the tide rises and falls there, upon a
perpendicular, about six feet. In the harbour of
Tongataboo, it is high water, on the full and change
days, at fifty minutes past six. The tide rises and
falls on those days, four feet nine inches; and three
feet six inches at the Quadratures. In the channels
between the islands, which lie in this harbour, it
flows near tide and half~tide; that is, the flood con.'
tinues to run up near three hours, after it is high
water by the shore; and the ebb continues to run
down, after it is flood by the shore. It is only in
these channels, and in a few other places near the
shores, that the motion of the water or tide is per- .
ceivable; so that I· can only guess at the quarter
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from which th"e flood comes. In the road of Anna
mooka, it sets we$ south-west, and the ebb the con.
trary; but it tails into the harbour of Tongataboo
from the north.west, passes through the two narrow
channels, on each side of Hoolaiva, where it runs.
with considerable rapidity, and then spends itself in
the lagoon. The· ebb returns the same 'way, and
runs with rather greater force. The north.west tide
is met at the entrance of the lagoon, by one from the
east"; but this, as I have before observed, was found

. to be very inconsiderable.

J
J
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